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double 

BATTERY 
OPERATED 

o 
Just flip the switch. e 

Standard sensitivities 
as used in servicing 
manuals. 

o 
34 ranges -with the 
famous Triplett single 
knob control. 

o 
Extra long scales - 
unobstructed visibility. 

use0 Jun11 the price 

630 -NA 

4 

Triplett Model 631 the standard Combination VOM and 
VTVM $64.50. Here's the one instrument which will do 
practically a/ /the measuring in your electronic projects. 

A VOM is essential equipment in electronics for measuring cur- 
rent, resistance and voltage. A VTVM is important for voltage 
measurements where it is desirable that the measuring instrument 
cause little or nb current drain. 

By using the Volt- Ohm -Milliammeter for all general testing (90% 
of your testing) and the Vacuum Tube Voltmeter only when you 
need it, you have the advantage of a VTVM with extremely long . 

battery life. Batteries are used only about one -tenth as much as 
in the ordinary battery- operated VTVM. 
Features: Ohms, 0 -1500- 15,000 (6.8 -68 center scale. First divis - 
ion is 0.1 ohm.) 

Megohms: 0-1.5 (6,800 -680,000 ohms center scale.) 
Galvanometer center mark " -0 +" for discriminator alignment. 

RF Probe permits measurements up to 250 MC. $7.00 net extra. 

Featured by leading electronic parts distributors everywhere. 

Voq Triplett Electrical 
Instrument Company 
Bluffton, Ohio 

53 years of experience 

Tiija d WE 

630 -A 310 630 -T 666 -HH 625 -NA 666 -R 
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You Practice 
SERVICING 

with Kits NRI Sends 
Right now, a solid, proven field of 
opportunity for good pay is servic- 
ing the millions of Television and 
Radio sets now in use. With NRI's 
Servicing Course, without extra 
charge, you get NRI kits developed 
especially to give actual practice 
with Television -Radio equipment. 
You build, test, experiment with 
actual Television -Radio receiver 

circuits; build, use testing equipment. 
All equipment is yours to keep. 

You Practice 
BROADCASTING 

with Kits NRI Sends 
Clearly written NRI lessons teach 
TV- Radio -Electronics principles. 
Right in your own home, during 
spare time, you gain knowledge, 
get confidence building experience, 

develop skills needed to get and 
hold jobs in this vast industry. 

As part of NRI communications 
training you build low -power 
Broadcasting Transmitter, other 
equipment; train for your FCC 

Commercial Operator's li- 
cense. You learn by doing. 

I Will Train You at Home in Spare Time 

to be a TELE VISIOIRADIO Technician 
TELEVISION 
Making Jobs, Prosperity 
A steady stream of new electronic 
products is increasing opportunities 
for TV -Radio Technicians. The 
millions of Television and Radio 
sets now in use need servicing. 
Hundreds of TV and Radio sta- 
tions on the air offer interesting 
jobs for Operators and Technicians. 

Technical Know -How Brings 
Better Pay, Advancement 
NRI TR INED 
THESE MEN 

"My income has steadily 
increaser in Radio. I have 
advanced to Chief Engineer 
of TV Station KTIV. " - 
A. H. SMITH, Sioux City, 
Iowa 

"Fix sets part time h my 
shop. Made about $501) first 
three months of the year. 

have more but 'Ns i 

about all I can hand e. "- 
FrIANK BORER, Lorain, O. 

"I've come a long way in 
Radio and Television since 
graduating. Have my own 
business on Main Street.'" - 
JOE TRAVERS,Asbury Park, 
New Jersey. 

"Before finishing the NRI 
course I was emplo;'ed as 
Studio Engineer at KMMJ. 
I am now announci 
BILL DELZELL, DELZELL, Grand 
lsI nd, Nebraska. 

New electronic 
products are 
boosting the need 
for more and more 
trained TV -Radio 
Technicians. Of- 
fices, plants, 

homes everywhere -are obliged to 
buy their knowledge and services. 
For instance, transistor Radios, 
Color TV, Hi -Fi, were unknown a 
few years ago. Guided missiles, com- 
puting machines, automation would 
not be possible without this miracle 
science -Electronics. Police, Avia- 
tion, Mobile Two -Way Radio are 
expanding. The military services 
reward qualified Technicians with 
higher rank and pay. To ambitious 
men everywhere, 
here is rich prom- 
ise of fascinating 
jobs, satisfaction 
and prestige, in- 
creasing personal 
prosperity. 

America's Fast Growing Industry 

Offers You Good Pay, Success 

J. E. SMITH, 
Founder, National 

Radio Institute 

Over 40 Years' Experience 
Training Ambitious Men 

People look up to and depend on the Technician, more 
than ever before. His opportunities are great, and are 
increasing. Become a TV -Radio Technician. At home 
and in your spare time, you can learn to do this inter- 
esting, satisfying work- qualify for important pay. 
NRI is America's oldest and largest home study TV- 
Radio school with over 40 years' experience and 
thousands of successful graduates. NRI methods are 
tested. proved. Successful graduates are everywhere. 

Start Soon to Make $10, $15 a Week Extra Fixing Sets 

NRI students find it easy and profitable to start fixing sets for neighbors 
and friends a few months after enrolling. Use the Tester built with parts 
NRI furnishes to locate and correct TV -Radio receiver troubles. Picking 
up $10, $15 and more a week gives substantial extra spending money. 
Many who start in spare time, soon build full time TV -Radio businesses. 

Mail Coupon - Find Out What Television -Radio Offer You 
You don't have to know anything about electricity or Radio to understand 
and succeed with NRI courses. And you train in your own home -keep 
your present job while learning. NRI has developed simplified, practical 
training methods. Ambitious men can get ahead fast. Many successful 
NRI men did not finish high school. Mailing the coupon can be one of the 
most important acts of your life. Do it now. Reasonable tuition, on low 
monthly payments. Let us send you an actual lesson FREE. Judge for 
yourself how easy it is to learn. A 64 -page catalog gives details of oppor- 
tunities and trainine. Address: NATIONAL RADIO 
INSTITUTE, Dept. 8DF, Washington 16, D.C. 

Good Arlie* - FREE 

APRIL, 1958 

NATIONAL RADIO INSTITUTE, 
Dept. 80F, Washington 16, D. C. 

Mail me Sample Lesson and 64 -page Book, FREE. 
(No salesman will call. Please write plainly.) 

Name Age 

Address 

City Zone State 
ACCREDITED MEMBER NATIONAL NOME STUDY COUNCIL 
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Formerly RADIO-CRAFT Incorporating SHORT WAVE CRAFT TELEVISION NEWS RADIO & TELEVISION 

SPECIAL FEATURE 
45 From Coherer to Spacistor -T. R. Kennedy Jr. 

EDITORIAL 
31 Fifty Years Hence -Hugo Gernsback 

AUDIO -HIGH FIDELITY 
I/ 32 Five New Audio Circuits -Robert F. Scott 

36 WWV Offers Additional Services 
V 37 Playback Preamp for Stereo Tape -A. C. Moller Jr. 

38 News for the Audiophile -Herman Burstein 
40 High -Fidelity Amplifier Design and Performance -Mannie 
43 New Records -Reviewed by Chester Santon 

TEST INSTRUMENTS 
1/ 60 Synchronized Electronic Switch -Tom Jaski 

64 Fix Your Scope -Rhys Samuel 
67 Utility Voltmeter -Albert Stratmoen 
69 Signal Takeoff For Your Audio VTVM -Frank Woods, Jr. 

RADIO 
I/ 70 Servicing Oscillation and Regeneration in Transistor Radios 

-James A. McRoberts 
88 The Transistom- Mohammed Ulysses Fips 
90 Uncommon Difficulties -A. R. Clawson 

WHAT'S NEW 
93 Pictorial Report of New Developments 

TELEVISION 
94 Taming the Horizontal Oscillator -Wayne E. Lemons 
96 TV Service Clinic- Conducted by Robert G. Middleton 

102 New TV Tube Does Three Jobs -Frank Hadrick 
104 Apostrophe to an Intermittent -Jack Darr 
106 Closed Circuit TV at Penn State I/ 115 Color Selection with the Chromatron Tube -Lloyd W. Allen 

ELECTRONICS 
68 Digital Computer Guides Jets (Cover Feature) f/ 120 The Industrial Servo Amplifier- Forrest H. Frantz, Sr. 

122 Tone Modulator for R -C -E. L. Safford, Jr. 
126 Transformer Shielding -A. V. J. Martin 

Horowitz 

154 Books 137 Patents 
148 Business and People 139 Radio- Electronic Circuits 

18 Correspondence 151 Technical Literature 
145 New Devices 134 Technicians' News 
132 New Tubes and Semiconductors 128 Technotes 

6 News Briefs 142 Try This One 

RADIO -ELECTRONICS is Indexed in Applied Science & Technology Index (Formerly Industrial Arts Index) 

ON THE COVER 

(story on page 68) 

Some final soldered con- 

nections on the plug -in 

assembly of the Digitair- 
an airborne digital com- 

puter -are made by Cath- 
erine Bochat at the Hughes 

Aircraft El Segundo, Calif. 
plant. 

Color original by 
Hughes Aircraft Co. 
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NATIONAL SCHOOLS 

EA ., GE NTO 

E 

8 PHASES in ONE MODERN HOME -STUD; 

.. At Home - I 

YOU GET ALL THIS NEWEST 
PRACTICAL EQUIPMENT 

Pars to build a mocern TV set, including 
all :ubes plus a large screen Picture Tube 

Parts to build a powerful Superhet Receiver, 
standard broadcast and short wave 

Parts to conduct many experiments and build 
Continuity Checker, RF Ocillator, TV Circuits, 
Audio Oscillator, TRF Receiver, Signal Generator 

A Valuable Professicnal Multitester 

YOUR NATIONAL SCHOOLS TELERAMA 
1. TELEVISION, INCLUDING COLOR TV 
2. RADIO, FM AND AM 
3. INDUSTRIAL ELECTRONICS 
4. SOUND RECORDING AND HI FIDELITY 

COURSE COVERS ALL 8 PHASES 
S. PREPARATION FOR FCC LICENSE 
6. AUTOMATION 
7. RADAR AND MICRO WAVES 
8. COMMUNICATIONS 

YOU ARE NEEDED IN THE TELEVISION -ELECTRONICS -RADIO INDUSTRY! 
You can build a secure future for yourself if you get into Elec- 
tronics NOW ! Today's shortage of trained technicians creates 
tremendous opportunities. National Schools Shop- Method trained 
technicians are in constant and growing demand for high -pay jobs 
in Broadcasting and Communications, Electronic Research, Serv- 
icing and Repair, and many other branches. 

Let National Schools, a Resident 
Technical School for over 50 years 
train you for today's unlimited op- 
portunities in electronics! Our Shop 
Method trains you to be a MASTER - 
TECHNICIAN. Completely up to 
date, developed by experienced in- 
structors and engineers, your Tele- 
rama Course will teach you all phases 
of the industry quickly, clearly and 
correctly. You can master the most 
modern projects, such as Color TV, 
printed circuits - even prepare for 
FCC License without taking a special 

SON'. 
SMP 

A 
TELEVIS ON 

RflR:,a..<.°..< 

.,a 
. 

course. You can handle sales, servic- 
ing, manufacturing, or make good 
money in your own business. SENI) 
FOR FACTS TODAY! 
EARN AS YOU LEARN. Many of our 
students earn their entire tuition and 
more in Spare Time jobs we show 
them how to do while learning. 
YOU GET EVERYTHING YOU NEED - 
Clear, profusely illustrated lessons, 
shop- tested manuals, modern circuit 
diagrams, practical job projects - all 
the valuable equipment shown above 

/..H,y 
`c` 

MEMBER 

- a>o 
EV1SN a 

Fully illustrated "Career" Book in 

FREE! TV- Radio -Electronics. PLUS actual sample 
lesson -yours at no cost, no obligation. 

CLIP COUPON NOW ... MAIL IT TODAY! 

APPROVED FOR G. I. TRAINING 

NATIONAL SCHOOLS 
4000 S. FIGUEROA ST., LOS ANGELES 37, CALIF. 

APRIL, 1958 

- many other materials and services - consultation privilege with our 
qualified staff, and Graduate Em- 
ployment Service. EVERYTHING 
YOU NEED for outstanding success 
in Electronic, 

IA I 

ea 

Pz 

a 

If you wish to talc,: your training in 

our Resident Schoo at Los Angeles, 

the world's TV octal, start NOW in 

our big, modern Shops, Labs and 

Radio -TV Studios. ' -*re you work with 

latest Electronic 
equipment-profes- 

sionally installed - finest, most com- 

plete lacilities ot-' red by any school. 

attention. 
on. GratiatetEmP Employment 

Service. 

finding home near 

Scrvioe. Help 
par-. time job while you 

learn. 
Check 

p 
in coupon for full 

learn. Check bm 

information. 
II 

TECHNICAL TRADE TRAINING SINCE 1905 
LOS ANGELES 37, CALIFORNIA 

IGET FAST SERVICE -MAIL NOW TO 

NATIONAL SCHOOLS, DEPT. RG -48 
4000 S. FIGUEROA ST 

LOS ANGELES 37, CALIF. 
Rush free TV -Radio "Opportunity" Book and sample 
lesson: No salesman will call. 

if ' NAME AGE 

ADDRESS 

CITY - ZONE STATE 

Cheek if interested ONLY in Resident School training at Los Angeles. 

VETERANS Gi.e dore of D s, ha ge 

1§) 

I 

I 

1 

5 
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BEST BUILT 
YET 

BEST FOR 
EVERY SET 

All Tung -Sol Tubes are engi- 
neered to one standard of 
quality -Blue Chip Quality. 
Whether they're for famous 
set makers or leading service 
dealers, Tung -Sol Tubes are 
identical in design and per- 
formance. Tell your supplier 
you'd rather have Tung -Sol! 

F4,91/4 
TUNGSOL 

MAGIC MIRROR ALUMINIZED 

PICTURE TUBES 
RECEIVING TUBES 
TUNG -SOL ELECTRIC INC., Newark 4, N. J. Sales 
Offices: Atlanta, Ga., Columbus, Ohio, Culver 
City, Calif., Dallas, Tex., Denver, Colo., Detroit, 
Mich., Irvington, N. J., Melrose Park, Ill., Newark, 
N. J., Seattle, Wash. 

TUNG -SOL makes All -Glass Sealed Beam Lamps, 
Miniature Lamps, Signal Flashers, Picture Tubes, 
Radio, TV and Special Purpose Electron Tubes 
and Semiconductor Products. 

6 

jews 
Briefs 

THREE -CHANNEL MULTIPLEXING has 
been proved feasible by two stations in 
a series of tests over the past 9 months. 
FM station WGHF, Brookfield, Conn., 
reported to the FCC that it had suc- 
cessfully broadcast three programs 
simultaneously on a single FM channel. 
WGHF used two methods of transmis- 
sion during the trials. For one, the 
station's main channel was used for one 
program and two subchannels carried 
a stereo program. In the second method 
one of the subchannels was used for a 
commercial background music service, 
which was supplied to restaurants and 
other companies, while the main chan- 
nel and other subcarrier were used for 
stereo broadcasts. 

The second station successfully to 
use the three -channel system is KBMS- 
FM Los Angeles, Calif. The station 
plans to broadcast stereo for 3 -5 hours 
a day. 

WGHF uses transmitting equipment 
supplied by the Multiplex Services 
Corp., N.Y., and receivers developed by 
the same firm. KBMS -FM uses multi- 
plex equipment built by Markins Co., 
Phoenix, Ariz. 

LEARN RUSSIAN BY TELEVISION? People 
around Schenectady, N.Y., can! WRGB- 
TV, General -Electric's station in Sche- 
nectady, is broadcasting a dawn course 
(6:30 -7:00 A.M.) in basic Russian 
twice a week, which is to run for 12 
weeks. 

The course is designed to help solve 
a problem currently plaguing U.S. 
scientists -rapid dissemination of Rus- 
sian technical literature to American 
scientists and engineers. 

Preceding the course was a special 
series of 6 television programs on 
Russia's historical and cultural back- 
ground. The series has featured recent 
visitors to Russia. 

1958 IRE NATIONAL CONVENTION in 
New York, March 24 -27, presents a 
55- session program, involving 280 
papers covering 27 fields of radio -elec- 
tronics, according to preconvention re- 
leases, including 33 sessions at the 
Waldorf- Astoria Hotel and 22 at the 
New York Coliseum. 

The Coliseum also houses the Radio 
Engineering Show, displaying approxi- 
mately 20,000 items of the latest elec- 
tronic equipment. 

The Institute of Radio Engineers 
(IRE) scheduled two special sessions 
for the evening of March 25 to discuss 
the subjects, "Electronics in Space" 
and "Electronics Systems in Industry ". 
Among the panel members listed are 

Wernher von Braun, space satellite 
expert, and Ernest Stuhlinger, both of 
the US Army Ballistic Missile Agency. 

4- CHANNEL STEREO TAPE MAGAZINE. 
says a report in Home Fiu oishings 
Daily, has been demonstrated to some 
industry members by RCA. The maga- 
zine contains a 1/4 inch -wide tape and 
playing at 3% inches per second pro- 
vides about an hour's playing time. The 
stereo cartridge will have four sound 
channels, two on the top and two on 
the bottom of the tape. Only two of the 
channels are used at one time. RCA 
is said to claim a frequency response of 
30- 15,000 cycles for the new system 
(see also page 43). 

EXPANDING CANADIAN TV has been 
boosted by the opening of a 350 -mile 
microwave link between Quebec City 
and Saint John, N. B., by the Canadian 
Broadcasting Corp. The link joins TV 
stations in the Maritime Provinces with 
the central network stretching west to 
Alberta. The network, when completed 
(about the end of the year), will ex- 
tend some 4,000 miles from Victoria, 
B. C., to St. John's Nfld. 

On the home side, the 3- millionth TV 
receiver has been uncrated by some 
Canadian TV dealer. Along with this 
announcement, made by the Radio - 
Electronics- Television Manufacturer's 
Association, was the comment that this 
has been accomplished in 9 years and 
that Canadian TV stations have been 
on the air for only 5 years. Completion 
of the cross -Canada microwave system 
is expected to make a national network 
possible, increasing the market for TV 
receivers. 

LOUISIANA RADIO AMATEUR who pro- 
vided the only communications from a 
hurricane -devastated town for three 
days won General Electric's annual 
Edison Radio Amateur Award for 
1957. James E. Harrington, 45, of Lake 
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COMMUNICATIONS'. 

For 4 Rea/ OPPORTUNITY, teak Into 

ELECTRONIC 
De AiryTech can prepare you for 

a profitable future in many 
branches of Electronics from 

red! ' 401 -.0, 

erjenCe 
e 

aP 5 

Xp c lri t0` 
. 

Iri 
É c 

Now that Electronics 
is so important in our 

daily lives...now that indus- 
try is moving so rapidly into 
Automation and Industrial Elec- 
tronics, good job opportunities 

for the trained man never ap- 
peared brighter than they do today. 

To prepare to enter the field of 
Electronics, one of the modern 

marvels of the 20th Century, you need no advanced education. Believe 
it or not, you don't need previous technical experience either. 

Men 17 to 55, send coupon below for FREE facts! Learn how 
you may get ready to enter this fascinating, profitable field 

in your spare time at home or in day or evening classes in 
our well- equipped Chicago or Toronto laboratories. 

Send for FREE BOOKLET! 
"Electronics and YOU" 
shows how you may take 
advantage of the oppor- 
tunities in this fast - 

rowin field. 

AUTOMATION 
ELECTRONICS 

AN YOU 
D® r? 
taboret's, 
clerks, farmers, 
talesmen, men of 
*early e very calking 
have taken the DeVry 
Tech program and today 
have becter jobs or Elec- 
tronic service shops of their 

wn - REAL PROOF of the 
effective training offered by 
DeVry Tech. 

FREE 

EMPLOYMENT 
SERVICE 

DeVry Tech's effective 
employment service 
is available to all 

graduates at no 
additional cost. 

DeVryedutad 
CHICAGO 41, ILL. 

"One of North America's 
Foremost Electronics 
Training Centers" 

APRIL, 1958 

Formerly DeFOREST'S TR 
Accredited Member of National Home St 

YOUR OWN 
SERVICE SNOP 

TITUTE 

ING, INC. 
y Council 

MAIL TODAY FOR FREE FACTS 
DeVry Technical Institute 

4141 Belmont Ave., Chicago 41, III., Dept. RE40 
Please give me your FREE booklet, "Electronics and YOU," 
and tell me how I may arepare to enter one or more 
bronches of Electronics as isted above. 

k. tyl 

Name Age 
PLEASE PAINT 

Street 

City Zone State 

D Check here if subject to Military Training. 
DeVry Tech's Canadian 'raining Center is located at 

2043 626 Roselawn Avenue, Toronto 12, Ontario 

7 
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SPECIAL! 
FIVE TOOLS FOR 

THE PRICE 
OF TWO 

in the 
NN\. AMN .NNNN. /IIMMMM/\ ';ok'NE`Nr. 

ME MEW \I /\ It1'I . UMW ,R ' MINE WE' MI UM AMMO mom 1I /E \/ MEMO \E IS MEE. IN MEW 1N,1' IN1'.M' \\ MOMS /M/ Iiï 
iiiiiiii `\P' -.w_ 

COLOR TV 
REPAIR KIT 

This kit contains the five tools you must have to 
service any color TV set ... at the price you would 
normally pay for just two of them! In the kit are 

t0[Ow rr 
d 7oots, 

'2511 
41*, 

KIT #2599 

Color TV Degaussing Coil 
#2590 to eliminate stray fields 
prior to purity adjustments. 
With momentary switch to de- 
energize coil without pulling 
plug. 

Color TV Interlock Cheater 
#2548 with special design that 
permits safe insertion of high 
voltage probe. 

Color TV Grid Grounding 
Box #2595 for convergence 
and matrix adjustments with 
special "insulation piercing" 
terminals. 

Color TV Color Viewer 
#2596 with balanced optical 
filters that permit accurate 
color phase and matrix ad- 
justments ... without using 
an oscilloscope. 

Color TV Alignment Tool 
#2589 for making simultane- 
ous, separate adjustment of 
concentric controls. 

You get the complete kit for $21.90 Dealer Net .. . 

the regular cost of the Degaussing Coil and Grid 
Grounding Box alone! The Interlock Cheater, Color 
Viewer and Alignment Tool FREE! 

NEW! 
Master 

Printed Circuit 
Repair Kit #12K 

List Price $13.25 

NEW! 
Standard 

Printed Circuit 
Repair Kit #13K 
List Price $8.25 

NEW! 
"Lucky" 13 

Alignment and 
Specialty Tool Kit #582 

List Price $14.55 

WALSCO ELECTRONICS MFG. CO. 
A Division of Textron Inc. 

110 WEST GREEN STREET, ROCKFORD, ILLINOIS, U.S.A. 
WEST COAST PLANT: LOS ANGELES 18, CALIFORNIA 
In Canada: Atlas Radio Corporation, Toronto 10, Ontario 

8 

NEWS BRIEFS (Continued) 

Charles, La., who operates amateur 
radio station K5BQT, received the 
trophy and $500 at a banquet in Wash- 
ington, D.C. The presentation was made 
by L. Berkley Davis, G -E division gen- 
eral manager. 

On June 26, 1957, hurricane Audrey 
hit the coastal town of Cameron. Har- 
rington -then alternate Civil Defense 
radio officer in Lake Charles -gathered 
equipment and a crew of two amateur 
radio assistants and traveled by boat 
40 miles southward through the swollen 
Calcasieu River. At Cameron, he, Capt. 
Neal H. Mabrey, W5VTU, and Sgt. 
Michael J. McDermott, K5CTQ, of the 
Lake Charles Air Force Base set up a 
radio station in the Cameron court- 
house and in three days and two nights 
handled 1,500 messages. The communi- 
qués told rescue agencies of the need of 
drinking water, food and medical sup- 
plies. They reported the arrival of 
rescue boats and scheduled return trips 
so the hundreds of refugees would be 
met with ambulances, clothing, medi- 
cine and food. 

PAY TV via the airwaves has been effec- 
tively de' ayed for an indefinite 
period. The House Commerce Com- 
mittee after studying the problem 
and considering letters from the general 
public (which averaged 1,000 -1 against 
pay TV) came up with a resolution 
requesting the FCC to call off its pay - 
TV trials until further action by Con- 
gress. The text of the resolution read "... it is the sense of this committee 
that the FCC should not grant author- 
izations for subscription TV operations 
as contemplated . . . unless and until 
the Communications Act of 1934 is 
amended so as to specifically empower 
the commission to grant such authoriza- 
tions." 

SPLIT -CHANNEL CHANGES for land 
transportation services have been final- 
ized effective April 1, 1958. Among 
those affected is the railroad radio serv- 
ice whose bandwidth has been changed 
from 2.37 to 1.365 mc. The ruling in- 
cludes provisions for the use of second- 
ary and tertiary frequencies and speci- 
fies frequencies to be used by other land 
transportation services. Two channels 
for developmental and experimental 
use are provided. They are 157.450- 
157.4625 mc and also 159.480 -159.4875 
mc. 

Regulations for establishing eligi- 
bility in the motor -carrier radio service 
were eased. Starting March 3, 1958, an 
applicant only has to identify the au- 
thorization under which he operates 
and no longer has to submit a copy of 
the authorization. 

RADIO FADING is caused by a layer of 
electrically charged gas which, at 
times, extends to 12 miles below the 
ionosphere. According to a report by 
Hugh Odishaw, executive secretary of 
the US National Committee for the 
International Geophysical Year, conclu- 
sive evidence to this effect has been ob- 
tained from rocket experiments con- 
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ALLIED'S /t?'CATALOG 
value -pocked 

404 PAGES 

the only COMPLETE catalog 

for everything in electronics 

Get ALLIED'S 1958 Catalog -it's 
complete, up -to -date - 404 pages 
packed with the world's largest selec- 
tion of quality electronic equipment 
at lowest, money -saving prices. Get 
every buying advantage at ALLIED: 
fastest shipment, expert personal 
help, lowest prices, guaranteed 
satisfaction... 

WORLD'S LARGEST STOCKS 

EASY -PAY 
TERMS: 

Only 10% down. 
Available on orders 

over $45. 

Fast handling - 
no red tape. 

featuring: 
ALLIED'S money- saving knight -kits: 
Finest electronic equipment in money- saving kit form. 
Over 50 quality kits available -Hi -Fi amplifier, tuner 
and speaker kits, Hobby kits, Test Instruments, Ham 
kits (see our KNIGHT -KIT values elsewhere in this pub- 
lication). ALLIED KNIGHT -KITS are easiest to build and 
they SAVE YOU MORE. 

EVERYTHING IN HI -FI 
World's largest selection of quality Hi -Fi com- 
ponents and complete music systems -available for 
immediate shipment from stock. Save on exclusive 
ALLIED- Recommended complete systems. Own the 
best in Hi -Fi for less! 

Latest Hi -Fi Systems and 
Components 

Money- Saving, Build -Your- 
Own KNIGHT -KITS 

Recorders and Supplies 

Public Address Systems and 
Accessories 

TV Tubes, Antennas and 
Accessories 

Amateur Receivers, 
Transmitters, Station Gea. 

Test & Lab Instruments 

Specialized Industrial 
Electronic Equipment 

Huge Listings of Parts, Tubes, 
Transistors, Tools, Books 

Quit 37-tit cam, 

ALLIED RADIO 
World's Largest Electronic Supply House 

APRIL, 1 9 5 8 

1 I 

1 
r_11] 

send for the leading 
electronic supply guide 

ALLIED RADIO CORP., Dept. 2 -D8 

100 N. Western Ave., Chicago 80, M. 

ro Send FREE 404 -Page 1958 ALLIED Catalog 

Name 

Address 

! City Zone State I 
Mil riMN Mil INN rirititiriri 
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MORNING GLORY PHONOGRAPH 
COURTESY OF OLIVER READ COLLECTION 

was 
almost 
through 
with hi -fi 

...until 
I heard a 
NORELCO 
speaker! 

My brother -in -law is an electronic engineer. 
He told me what hi -fi components I should 
buy. He kept repeating something about 
series impedance and shunt capacitance. 
My TV repairman disagreed with my 
brother -in -law. He was hipped on push-pull- 
parallel triodes in Class A. The salesman in 
the hi -fi salon shook his head sadly over 
both of their recommendations. I was ready 
to quit. T started to negotiate with the 
antique shop for their 1906 wind -up 
gramophone, complete with morning - 
glory horn. 

Then, at a friend's house, I heard a 
NORELCO loudspeaker. Suddenly, I was at 
peace. Man, this sounded like music! Sweet 
highs, smooth lows, clean middles -and not 
an oscilloscope on the premises! I asked my 
experts to stop confusing me and bought my 
own NORELCO speaker. I have been a 
delighted and electronically unencumbered 
listener ever since. (You can be, too -and you 
can get some valuable information you can 
understand from North American Philips 
Co., Inc., High Fidelity Products Division, 
230 Duffy Ave., Hicksville, L. I., N. Y.). 

NORELCO 
loudspeakers 

a complete line of 5" to 12" high -fidelity 
speakers and acoustically engineered enclosures 
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NEWS BRIEFS (Continued) 

ducted as part of the IGY. See "Elec- 
tronics and the IGY" by Jordan Mc- 
Quay in The March, 1958, issue of 
RADIO -ELECTRONICS. Mr. Odishaw's re- 
port was prepared for presentation to 
the American Association for the Ad- 
vancement of Science. 

Calendar of Events 

Electronic Waveguide Symposium, Apr. 
8 -10, Engineering Societies Building, 
New York, N. Y. 
Conference on Automatic Techniques, 
Apr. 14 -16, Statler Hotel, Detroit, Mich. 
Radio Component Show, Apr. 14 -17, 
Grosvenor House and Park Lane House, 
London, England. 
Instruments Electronics and Automa- 
tion Exhibition, Apr. 16 -25, Olympia, 
London, England. 
Spring Technical Conference on Tele- 
sion & Transistors, April 18 -19, Engi- 
neering Society of Cincinnati Bldg., 
Cincinnati, Ohio. 
London Audio Fair, Apr. 18 -22, Waldorf 
Hotel, London, England. 
83rd Convention of Society of Motion 
Picture & Television Engineers, Apr. 
20 -26, Ambassador Hotel, Los Angeles, 
Calif. 
Electronic Components Conference, 
Apr. 22 -24, Hotel Ambassador, Los 
Angeles, Calif. 
Spring Meeting of International Scien- 
tific Radio Union, (URSI) Apr. 24 -26, 
Willard Hotel, Washington, D. C. 
Western Joint Computer Conference, 
May 6 -8, Ambassador Hotel, Los An- 
geles, Calif. 
National Aeronautical & Naval Elec- 
tronics Conference, May 12 -14, Dayton 
Biltmore Hotel, Dayton, Ohio. 
Spring Assembly Meeting of Radio 
Technical Commission for Marine Serv- 
ices, May 13 -15, Benjamin Franklin 
Hotel, Philadelphia, Pa. 
1958 Electronic Parts Distributors 
Show, May 19 -21, Conrad Hilton Hotel, 
Chicago, Ill. RADIO- ELECTRONICS and the 
GERNSBACK LIBRARY Will exhibit in Room 
601. (This is a closed show for manu- 
facturers, representatives and distrib- 
utors.) 

SCIENTIFIC KNOWLEDGE is getting a 
boost. The Department of Commerce is 
establishing a Foreign Technical In- 
formation Center. Announced by Sec- 
retary of Commerce Sinclair Weeks, 
the department has requested a special 
appropriation to initiate the program. 

A central clearing house will be set 
up in the Commerce Department's Of- 
fice of Technical Services. The center 
will collect, evaluate and distribute val- 
uable scientific and technical literature 
fol' the use of American scientists and 
engineers. 

Arrangements have been made to ob- 
tain copies of abstracts and transla- 
tions of foreign technical articles, mon- 
ographs and books. The items will be 
catalogued in the library of the Office 
of Technical Services. Abstracts will be 
printed and released to the technical 
press and copies of translations will be 
made available to the public. 

ST. CLARE OF ASSISI has been pro- 
claimed the patron saint of television 
throughout the world by Pope Pius 
XII. Roman Catholic TV performers 
and many TV networks and stations 
are expected to celebrate her feast, 
which falls on Aug. 12. 

HOW TO BUILD A 

Transistorized 

40 -watt supply 

Easy to build, this modern power 
supply is as big in performance as it is 
little in size. Two CBS 2N256 power 
transistors, operating from a 12 -volt 
battery, deliver 450 and 250 volts 
simultaneously. Combined output is 40 
watts continuous service. 

Features: compact and light ... 85% 
efficient ... instant -starting ... cool - 
running . long -lived. No moving 
parts ... vibrationless, noiseless and 
troublefree. You'll find this supply 
ideal for mobile or portable transmit- 
ter and /or receiver, sound system, etc. 

Free Bulletin E -279 gives complete 
how -to- build -it details. Get it today with 
your 2N256 transistors from your CBS 
Tube distributor. 

2N256...$1.50 

2N255...$1.35 

CBS -HYTRON 
Semiconductor Operations, Lowell, Mass. 

A Division of 
Columbia Broadcasting System, Inc. 
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6 months 
from today 

WHICH WILL YOU HOLD ... 

add technical training to your 
practical experience. Get your FCC 
license quickly! 

then use our effective 

Job Finding Service! 

Get your FCC Commercial License 

or your money back 
The Master Course in Electronics will provide you with the 
mental tools of the electronics technician and prepare you for 
a First Class FCC License (Commercial) with a radar endorse- 
ment. When you successfully complete the Master Course, if you 
fail to pass the FCC examination, you will receive a full refund 
of all tuition payments. 

Here's proof FCC Licenses can be secured in a few hours 
of study with our training at home in spare time. 

Name and address License Time 
John J. Johnson, Boise City, Okla 1st Class 20 weeks 
Prentice Harrison, Lewes, Delaware 1st Class 27 weeks 
W. E. Evey, Ottawa, Kansas 2nd Class 24 weeks 
Raymond L. Gersig, Pittsburgh, Pa 2nd Class 24 weeks 
Francis W. Bartley, Danbury, Conn 2nd Class 15 weeks 

Employers Make Offers Like These 

to Our Graduates Every Month 
Broadcast Station in Illinois: "We are in need of an engineer with a first 
class phone license, preferably a student of Cleveland Institute of Radio 
Electronics: 90 hour week plus 8 hours overtime." 
West Coast Manufacturer: "We are currently in need of men with elec- 
tronics training or experience in radar maintenance. We would appreciate i your referral of interested persons to us." 

Our Trainees Get Jobs Like These Every Month 
CHIEF ENGINEER 
"Since enrolling with Cleveland Institute I have 
received my 1st class license, served as a transmitter 
engineer and am now Chief Engineer of Station 
WAIN. I also have a Motorola 2 -Way Service Sta- 
tion. Thanks to the Institute for making this pos- 
sible." 

Lewis M. Owen, Columbia, Ky. 

TEST ENGINEER 
"1 am pleased to inform you that I recently secured 
a position as Test Engineer with Melpar, Inc. 
(Subsidiary of Westinghouse). A substantial salary 
increase was involved. My Cleveland Institute 
training played a major role in gttalifying me for 
this position." 

Boyd Daugherty, Falls Church. Va. 

Names of Trainees in Your Area 
Provided on Request 

Carl E. Smith, E.E., President 

CLEVELAND INSTITUTE OF RADIO ELECTRONICS 
Dept. RE -16, 4900 Euclid Bldg., Cleveland 3, Ohio 

APRIL, 1958 

OR 

REGRET 

T 
YOU 

FAILED 
ADVISE 

FCC EXAMINA YOUR 

T ,ONS 

Get these valuable 
Booklets 

Successful 
Electronics 

Training 

Accredited by National Home Study Council 

Cleveland Institute of Radio Electronics 
Dept. RE -16, 4900 Euclid Bldg., Cleveland, Ohio 

Please send Free Booklets prepared to help me get 
ahead in Electronics. I have had training or 
experience in Electronics as indicated below: 

Military 
Radio -TV Servicing 
Manufacturing 
Amateur Radio 

0 Broadcasting 

O Home Experimenting 
Telephone Company 
Other 

In what kind of work are you 

now engaged? 

In what 

are you 

branch of 

interested? 

Electronics 

Name Age 

Address 

City Zone State 
RE -16 
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Close cp of the button on which tube elements are 
mounted. Fingers, left and right, move in to swiftly 
make complicated bends which must be kept ex- 
tremely precise to insu-e proper positioning of tube's 
elements. 

Cylindrical machine at left gently vibrates glass tube 
envelopes, urges them to climb inside track and auto- 
matically feed down ramp to tabulat ing machine. 
Tubuloting machine etches tube type on envelopes, 
cuts glass to precise tube size, attaches exhaust tube 
to envelope to a low creation of a perfect vacuum. 

IT'S NOT 

HUMANLY 
POSSIBLE 

To Make RAYTHEON TUBES 
AS GOOD AS THEY ARE 

Here at Raytheon, we think we have the most skillful people 
in the industry, yet their combined skill alone couldn't make 
Raytheon TV and Radio Tubes as good as we make them. It 
takes hundreds of thousands of dollars worth of special instru- 
ments and machinery as well. 

Pictured are but a few of the many automatic precision ma- 
chines and delicate instruments that are needed to create the 
matchless quality of Raytheon Tubes; precision machines that 
build into Raytheon Tubes their superb physical perfection; 
delicate instruments that test and safeguard not only the quality 
of the finished tubes but the thousands of components that are 
part of the whole. 

Much of this fine machinery was designed and built by our 
own skillful people - exists only in the Raytheon plants. That's 
why Raytheon TV and Radio Tubes receive rigid quality control 
tests exclusive to Raytheon. That's why Raytheon TV and 
Radio Tubes are truly RIGHT ... for SOUND AND SIGHT! 

Buy them from your Raytheon Tube Distributor. 

This exhaust machine seals the glass envelope to the 
stem of the mounted tube. Pumps then create a per - 
fed 'acuum in the tube, the inside parts are 
"bombed" (heated white hot) and the getter is then 
flashed to allow this perfect vacuum to be retained 
during life. Tubes are automatically discharged after 
they have beer lipped, then slide down a ramp to a 
conveyor and are cairied to the next operation. 

12 

Left: Note the conveyor bringing the finished tubes from the exhaust machine to this rotary 
aging rack. The aging rack operates the tubes for t/ hour to eliminate early tube failure. 
Voltages are applied to stabilize the characteristics and season the tubes so that uniform 
results will be obtained through life. High voltages are applied to eliminate any weak tubes. 

Right: This Raytheon designed machine performs many complicated tests - tests formerly 
dependent on human judgment - and automatically eliminates tubes not up to Raytheon 
standards of quality and performance. 

RAYTHEON MANUFACTURING COMPANY 
Receiving Tube and Semiconductor Operations 

NEWTON 58, MASS. CHICAGO, ILL. ATLANTA 6, GA. LOS ANGELES 7, CALIF. 
55 Chapel Street 9501 Grand Ave. (Franklin Park) 11502onolite Rd. N.E. 2419 So. Grand Ave. 

Raytheon makes Receiving and Picture Tubes, Reliable Subminiature and Miniature Tubes, 
alp these Semiconductor Diodes and Transistors, Nucleonic Tubes, Microwave Tubes. exaellenoe in eleelonios 
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Learn to Service TV Sets- 
any make or model-Quickly 

N R I ALL PRACTICE Method 

trains you at home to become 

a Professional TV Serviceman 

You learn the time saving techniques, 

methods used by top TV Servicemen 
This is 100% learn -by- doing, practical training. NRI supplies all 
necessary equipment, all tubes, including a 17 -inch picture tube; 
and comprehensive manuals covering a thoroughly planned program 
of practice. You learn how experts diagnose TV receiver defects 
quickly -audio and video -and how to fix them accurately. 

You get actual experience aligning TV receivers, isolating com- 
plaints from scope patterns, eliminating interference, using ger- 
manium crystals to rectify the TV picture signal, adjusting the ion 
trap and hundreds of other val- 
uable uable Professionaa l techniques. You Get COLOR 1 V B 

17" Picture Tube, Components 

and Tubes for TV Receiver, 

S" Scope, Signal Generator, 

HF Probe -all included. 

NRI Professional Television 

Training Helped These Men 

"I cannot praise NRI's TV 
Course highly enough. I 
have my own spare -time 
shop and all the TV work I 
can handle." GERALD G. 
STETHEM, Belpre, Ohio. 

"It takes the kind of expe- 
rience you offer to really 
learn Professional TV Serv- 
icing. You learn more and 
remember more." E. RAVIT- 
SKY, Northumberland, Pa. 

APRIL, 1958 

COUPON BRINGS IMPORTANT 

BOOK FREE 
If you want to go places ,n TV servicing, 
act quickly to find out what NRI's Profes- 
sional TV Course offers. Get this book and 
judge for yourself how this course will 
further your ambition. Many of tomorrow's 
top TV Servicemen ... men who can service 
UHF, VHF and COLOR TV . . . will be 
graduates of NRI. Mail the coupon. 

Early - Learn - by -Doing 
The day you enroll, NRI sends you 
special Color -TV textbooks to speed 
your knowledge of this fast- growing 
phase. Many full color pictures, dia- 
grams. To cash in on Color TV you 
need the kind of training NRI sup- 
plies. We supply all components to 
build Oscilloscope, Probe, Signal Gen- 
erator, TV Set, show you how to con- 
duct experiments, practice TV repairs. 

OLDEST, LARGEST Radio. 

TV Home Study Training 
This is professional training, not for be- 
ginners. Iff you have some knowledge of 
Radio -TV or have had some Radio Shop 
experience this course 
is for YOU. Conveni- 
ent monthly terms. 
Mail Coupon for Cat- 
alog FREE. National 
Radio Institute, Dept. 
SOFT, Washington 16, 
D. C. 

NATIONAL RADIO INSTITUTE 

Dept. 8DFT, Washington 16, D.C. 
Please send my FREE copy of "How to Reach the Top in 
TV Servicing." I understand no salesman will call. 

Name Age 

Address 

City Zone State 

ACCREDITED MEMBER NATIONAL HOME STUDY COUNCIL `-- -m--------- o- - - - - -J 
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You get a lot 
to like with 

p e Reception' Speed Installation, 
Insure Satisfaction: 

SERVICE-SAVER 
J F O EL ECT.7CN1C . pr@=,p,Ct-YN ,C, N. Y.... 

PACKAGE! 
Look for the bright new red and black box that's 
tops in TV accessory protection and identification. 

PERFORMANCE! 
Forty -count 'em -forty labor -saving, time-saving 
TV accessories . for every reception need! 
outdoor and indoor set couplers wave traps 
attenuators antenna switches voltage regu- 
lators baluns antenna couplers lightning 
arrestors isolators Write for literature,. 

Service- Savers pick up extra profits on practically 
every installation. Want to couple 2 antennas to 1 

lead ? - there's a JFD Service -Saver for it! Want to 
couple 2 TV sets to 1 antenna (indoors or outdoor)? 
-there's a JFD Service -Saver for it! Want to operate 
both a TV and Hi -Fi FM set from the same antenna? 
-there's a JFD Service -Saver for it! Want to cut 
out interference ? -there's a JFD Service -Saver for it! 

Look for the new Service -Saver Dispenser at your 
JFD distributor. 

Pioneers in electronics since 1929 

JFD ELECTRONICS CORP. 
Brooklyn 4, N. Y. 

JFD Canada Ltd., 51 McCormack St., Toronto, Ontario, Canadci 
JFD International, 15 Moore Street, New York, New York 
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NEWS Briefs (Continued from p. 10) 

It was recalled that, on Christmas 
Eve, 1252, from her sickbed in San 
Damiano, Italy, she saw and heard the 
midnight mass held in the Basilica of 
St. Francis some two miles away. She 
died the following year and was canon- 
ized two years after her death by Pope 
Alexander IV. 

FOUR NEW TY STATIONS start off the 
spring season: 
WRIK -TV, Ponce, Puerto Rico 7 
KRSD -TV, Rapid City, S. D 7 
KRTX, Kennewick -Pasco, Wash 25 
KIRO -TV, Seattle, Wash 7 

WROM -TV, Channel 9, quit the air 
as a Rome, Ga., outlet and now tele- 
casts from Chattanooga, Tenn., with 
the new call letters of WTVC. 

These changes alter the total of US 
operating stations to 534 (441 vhf and 
93 uhf), 30 of which are noncommercial. 

A 15.000 -CYCLE TELEPHONE LINE be- 
tween Chicago and New York is bring- 
ing live broadcasts of the Chicago 
Symphony to New Yorkers each Thurs- 
day night, thanks to FM radio station 
WBAI. The 706 -mile run of this high - 
quality line makes it the longest of its 
kind now in use. Ordinary network 
audio lines are only about 6,000 cycles. 
The everyday voice -telephone line has 
a 2,500 -cycle top. 

NEARLY 2 MILLION radio authorizations 
are on the FCC's books. This is the 
largest number in the commission's 23- 
year history. 

For every broadcast facility there are 
nearly 50 other kinds of radio stations 
which serve the public, commerce and 
individuals. Altogether, about 1,250,- 
000 transmitters are in use. 

Use of these transmitters accounts 
for nearly a million and a half opera- 
tor permits. These are made up of more 
than 1,300,000 commercial and over 
160,000 amateur licenses. 

Licensed transmitters, include 60,000 
ground and air stations in the aviation 
service, 100,000 used by taxicabs, 50,000 
by railroads, 33,000 by trucks and 
nearly 4,000 by buses. Industry uses 
325,000 transmitters and nearly 2.5 mil- 
lion are employed in public safety 
services. 

NEW US SPUTNIKS will speak only when 
spoken to, Dr. Henry L. Richter, re- 
search director at Jet Propulsion Labs, 
Temple City, Calif., reported recently. 
The high -power (60- milliwatt) trans- 
mitter in Explorer II will send informa- 
tion to IGY stations only on receipt of 
a code signal. The action will be some- 
what similar to the IFF (Identification, 
Friend or Foe) equipment of the last 
war. 

Only IGY stations will have the code 
needed to key the satellite transmitter, 
Dr. Richter said. Information will be 
recorded on a miniature tape recorder 
between IGY stations, for complete 
transmission on code command. 

The low -power transmitter in Ex- 
plorer II will operate continuously as 
in the first US satellite. END 
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The Future is Wide Open in 
GUIDED MISSILE 

ELECTRONICS 
when you acquire high -level training in 

ELECTRONIC ENGINEERING TECHNOLOGY 

CREI prepares you 

quickly for success in 

GUIDED MISSILES RADAR 

INSTRUMENTATION AUTOMATION 

SERVOMECHANISMS TELEMETFRJI G 

COMPUTERS ELECTRONICS MANUFACTURING 

AERONAUTICAL ELECTRONIC; 

COMMUNICATIONS ASTRDNAUI3 

The Future then is in your hands... 
Send now for CREI's NEW FREE BOOKLET 

Crammed with facts and data- containing 
time -proved plan to make you ready for 
the big jobs and high -salaried careers 
now being offered in America's fastest 
growing indu.,tr-. 

TELLS how you can make a secure, 
lifetime career in the tremendously 
expanding field of electronics. 
TELLS what employers demand of 
YOU in technical knowledge. 
TELLS what and where the oppor- 
tunities are -what they pay -the 
security and other benefits when 
you qualify. 
TELLS how you can qualify for top - 
pay jobs in Radar, Guided Missiles, 
Servos, Computers, Aeronautical 
Electronics, Electronic Manufac- 
turing, Communications. 
TELLS how we can help YOU become 
a leader in your profession, in mini- 
mum time. 
APRIL, I 9 5 8 

MAIL TODAY FOR YOUR FREE BOOKLET 

CAPITOL RADIO ENGINEERING INSTITUTE 
ECPD Accredited Technical Institute Curricula- Founded 1927 

Dept. I44 -R, 3224 Sixteenth St., N. W., Washington 10, D. C. 

Please send me your course outline and FREE illustrated Booklet, 
Your Future in the New World of Electronics" . . . describing 

opportunities and CREI Home Study courses in Practical E,ectronic 
Engineering Technology. 

CHECK Radar, Servo and Computer Engineering Technology 

FIELD OF Electronic Engineering Technology 

GREATEST 
Broadcast (AM, FM, TV) Engineering Technology 

INTEREST Television Engineering Technology 
Aeronautical Electronic Engineering Technology 

I Name 

Street 

Age 

I City Zone State 
I Check: Home Study Residence School Korean Veteran 

NOT FOR BEGINNERS: If 
you have the eq,rivelent of 
a high school education, and 
are 000d at mathematics, if 
you tiave some electronics 
experience (advanced ama- 
teur, experimenting, military 
or induct- ial) -v_oL car aual- 
ify for CREI home study 
training. (Electronic experi- 
ence is not required for ad- 
mission to CREI Resiaence 
Schod.) 

Employed By 

Type of Present Wort 

Education: 

Yrs. High Schoo. 

Yrs. College 

Electronics Experience 
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CBS cuts call -backs through approved- for -production design 
Here a tube from the laboratories of CBS development 

engineers is being readied in pilot production for mass 
production. It may be a CBS original, standard type, or 
improved tube. The aim is the same: To insure depend- 
able, trouble -free performance through approved -for- 
production design. Teams like this test in pre- production 

all CBS tubes ...receiving, special- purpose, cathode -ray 
...and semiconductors. Their approved designs give you 
reliable products like the 6DQ6, 6626, CBS -Colortron and 
2N155. It's easy for you to take advantage of this 
approved- for -production design. Insure yourself of mini- 
mum call -backs always by asking for CBS always. 

Reliable products 
through Advanced -Engineering 
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CBS -HYTRON, Danvers, Massachusetts 
A Division of Columbia Broadcasting System, Inc. 

For the best in entertainment tune ta CBS. 
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WE'RE MAKING IT EASIER THAN EVER TO BECOME A WELL PAID 

RADIO- TELEVISION SERVICE TECHNICIAN 

NOW-Just Starts raining in 

h *SPRAYBERRY `Learn -by- Doing" Way ... 

25 BIG, COMPLETE KITS 
of PARTS & EQUIPMENT 

To help you Iearn fast the practical siée 
of Radio -Television, we 
send you expertly ene- 

neered training kits to 
test and assemble for 

interesting, 
valuable 

* shop -bench 
practice! 

The new Sprayberry 
Training Television Re- 
ceiver, built and tested 
in 5 sections. 

Now offered ... this fine 
modern oscilloscope. 

You build this powerful 
two -band superhetero- 
dyne radio receiver. 

This great industry is begging 
for trained men ... to step into good paying jobs 
or a profitable business of their own! Our new 
plan opens the doors of Radio -Television wide to 
every ambitious man who is ready to act at once! 

Men by the thousands ... trained Radio -Television Service Techni- 
cians...are needed at once! Perhaps you've thought about entering 
this interesting, top paying field, but lack of ready money held you 
back. Now -just $6 enrolls you for America's finest, most up to 
date home study training in Radio -Television! Unbelievable? No, 
the explanation is simple! We believe Radio - Television must have 
the additional men it needs as quickly as possible. We are willing to 
do our part by making Sprayberry Training available for less money 
down and on easier terms than ever before. This is your big oppor- 
tunity to get the training you need ...to step into a fine job or your 
own Radio -Television Service Business. 

Complete Facts Free -Act Now; Offer Limited 
Only a limited number of students may be accepted on this liberal 
and unusual basis. We urge you to act at once... mail the coupon be- 
low and get complete details plus our big new catalog and an actual 
sample lesson -all free. No obligation ...no salesman will bother you. 

HOME STUDY TRAINING IN SPARE TIME 
Under world -famous 27 -year old Sprayberry Plan, you learn entirely 
at home in spare time. You keep on with your present job and income. 
You train as fast or as slowly as you wish. You get valuable kits of 
parts and equipment for priceless shop -bench practice. And every- 
thing you receive, lessons and equipment alike, is all yours to keep. 

LET US PROVE HOW EASILY YOU CAN LEARN! 
Radio -Television needs YOU! And Sprayberry is ready to 
train you on better, easier terms, that any ambitious man can 
afford. Just $6 starts you! Mail coupon today ... let the facts 
speak for themselves. You have everything to gain. Let us 
prove the kind of opportunity that's in store for you! 

SPRAYBERRY Academy of Radio- Television 
1512 Jarvis Avenue, Dept. 20 -F, Chicago 26, Illinois 

Mail This Coupon Now No Salesman Will Call 

You build the 
new Spray - 
berry tester -a complete 
18- range 
Volt -Ohm- 
Milliam- 
meler test 

meter. 

APRIL, 195E 

Sprayberry Academy of Radio- Television 
Dept. 20 -F. 1512 W. Jarvis Ave., Chicago 26, III. 
Please rush all information on your ALL -NEW Radio -Tele- 
visionTraining Plan. I understand this does not obligate me 
and that no salesman will call upon me. Include New Cat- 
alog and Sample Lesson FREE. 

NAME 

CITY ZONE STATE 

Age. 

17 
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Big power 
in a small model 

ab 
Wirewound 
Radiohms ® 

Get off to a fast start with Centralab Model 
WW and WN Wirewound controls. They sport 
5 watts power in a 2 -watt size chassis -in short 
or long shaft styles. Now one small size takes 
care of 2, 3, 4 and 5 watt replacements in tv, 
hi -fi, home and auto radio sets. You really cut 
inventory and save time with these versatile 
Radiohm ® controls. 

And don't forget -you can race off to still more 
profits when you use Centralab Wirewounds in 
their many industrial applications. 
Ask your Centralab distributor for your free 
copy of Centralab's Catalog 30, giving full details 
about these and other top quality Centralab 
components. 

Cflttl: L 
A DIVISION OF GLOBE- UNION, INC. 

922D E. KEEFE AVE. MILWAUKEE I, WIS. 

In Lanada, 804 Mt. Pleosont Rd. Toronto, Ontario 

SWITCHES PACKAGED ELECTRONIC CIRCUITS CERAMIC CAPACITORS 

CONTROLS ENGINEERED CERAMICS SEMI -CONDUCTOR PRODUCTS 
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Correspondence 

i1 
IMPROVE YOUR AMPLIFIER 

Dr ay Editor: 
I have received nearly 50 letters 

about my article "High -Power Per- 
formance With a Low -Power Amplifier" 
(February, 1958, issue). Almost every- 
one has been highly successful with it. 
There were a few questions, however: 

The TP -520 power transformer is 
shown as a 500 -volt ct unit. This was 
the older one. The new unit delivers 
570 volts ct. A 5V4 -G was shown as the 
rectifier. It should have been a 5Y3 -GT. 
The 5V4 -G boosts B -plus 40 volts. 

Some feel that plate and screen 
voltages on the 6Y6's are excessive. 
They are OK in an Ultra- Linear circuit. 
Some have asked where I got the tiny 
175 -ma 8 10 -h choke. I actually used 
a 4 -h unit, but would prefer an 8 10 -h 
choke. The response shown is with the 
4 -h choke and a 5Y3 -GT. 

CHARLES BALDWIN 
Philadelphia, Pa. 

MORE ABOUT DOPPLER 
Dear Editor: 

In dedicating himself to the proposi- 
tion that, if the peak -to -peak excursion 
of a direct -radiator loudspeaker exceeds 
.06 inch approximately, it is producing 
an intolerable amount of Doppler dis- 
tortion, Mr. Paul Klipsch1,2 reminds 
me of a hill -billy who was being inter- 
viewed by an itinerant anthropologist. 
When asked whether the necessities of 
life were not hard to come by in such a 
habitat, he answered, "They sure are 
and, even when we get 'em, they ain't 
always fit to drink." An obvious corol- 
lary to Mr. Klipsch's proposition would 
be that if the low- frequency output of 
a direct radiator is audible, it is pro- 
ducing intolerable distortion. Mr. 
Klipsch cites the work of several per- 
sons of scientific eminence to substanti- 
ate his contention. Whether these 
references lend weight to his argument 
can be ascertained easily in the nearest 
engineering library. 

In the meantime, Mr. Edgar Villchur, 
in his letter to the editor (March, 1958, 
issue), has pointed out the easily 
verifiable fact that none of the refer- 
ences cited by Mr. Klipsch bear out his 
contention. Where then is the "vast 
supporting literature" on the subject 
of Doppler distortion to which Mr. 
Klipsch refers in his article -? The 
answer seems to be that there is no 
considerable amount of literature on 
this subject. Of the references cited, 
only Beers and Belar3 concerned 
themselves with the problem. Shower 
and Biddulph4 investigated the audi- 

(Continued on page 22) 
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MAKEMORE/MONEY 

ELECTRONICS COMMUNICA1 IONS 

F.C.C. 
The Key to Better Jobs 

An F. C. C. commercial (not amateur) 
license is your ticket to higher pay and 
more interesting employment. This 
license is Federal Government evi- 
dence of your qualifications in elec- 
tronics. Employers are eager to hire 
licensed technicians. 

Learn by Mail or in Resident Classes 

Grantham School of Electronics spe- 
cializes in preparing students to pass 
F. C. C. examinations. Correspondence 
training is conducted from Washing- 
ton and Hollywood; resident DAY and 
EVENING classes are held in both 
cities. Either way, we train you quickly 
and well - NO previous training re- 
quired. A beginner may qualify for his 
first class F.C.C. license in as little as 

12 weeks. 

This booklet 
FREE! 

This free booklet gives 
details of our training 
and explains what an 
F.C.C. license can do for 
your future. Send for 
your copy today. 

r4-5 

ÇfliLtm School OF ELECTRONICS 

that Grantham Students prepare for F.C.C. examinations in a 

minimum of time. Here is a list of a few of our recent graduates, 

the class of license they got, and how long it took them: 

License Wks. 

Edward Dahl, 7800 Old Chester Rd., Bethesda, Md. 1st 11 

Griffin Kane, 3125 Wabash Ave., Los Angeles, Calif. 2nd 9 

Beamon Meares, 1536 - 17th St., NW, Washington, D.C. 1st 11 

Larry Pacifico, 65 Main St., Roseta, Pa. 1st 12 

Tooru Iwahashi, Honohina, Hakalua, Hawaii 2nd 8 

Basil D'Imperio, 2223 H St., NW, Washington, D.C. 1st 12 

John Ward, 407 E. Cowden Ave., Midland, Texas . 1st 10 

Herbert Halbig, 315 Park St., Tupper Lake, N. Y. . 1st 11 

Vregh Godoshian, 312 E. Wilson St., Pontiac, Mich 1st 11 

Antone Mello, 68 Union St., Nantucket, Mass. 1st 10 

Hollywood 

Division 

1505 N. Western Ave. 

Hollywood 27, Calif. 
Phone: HO 2-1411 

Washington D.C. 

Division 

821 - 19th Street, N.W. 
Washington 6, D.C. 
Phone: ST 13614 

for FREE Booklet CLIP COUPON and 

mail in envelope or paste on postal card. 

+ T 

I 

I 

I 

I 

I 

MOWN .:..OW==Ili IMIMM IM. -i IMO -_- _ .1NM =NW 

MAIL COUPON TO SCHOOL NEAREST YOU 

Grantham Schools, Desk 84 -D 
821 - 19th Street N.W. 
Washington 6, D.C. 

1505 N. Western Ave. 
Hollywood 27, Calif. 

Please send me your free booklet telling how I can get 
my commercial F.C.C. license quickly. I understand there 
is no obligation and no salesman will call. 

Name 

Address 

City State 

I am interested in: Home Study, Resident Classes I J 

Age 

I 

I 

I 

I 

i 
I 

APRIL, 19 5 8 19 
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17A30 CHASSIS 

UL, REASONS WHY THE 
HANDCRAFTED "SERVICE SAVER" 

HORIZONTAL CHASSIS 
in Zenith TV means more satisfied customers 

for Zenith Dealers and Servicemen 

o OUT OF CONSIDERATION 
FOR SERVICEMEN 

WE USE 

NO PRINTED ,CIRCUITRY 
o 
o 
o 
o 
o 

20 

21 -INCH PICTURE TUBE mounted 
to chassis. 

SHORT NECK 90° TUBE...no 110° 
linearity or yoke problems. 

FIN -COOLED POWER TRANS- 
FORMER has 185% more cooling 
surface. 

TECHNICAL CONTROLS on front 
of chassis for ease of adjustment ... 
no mirrors required. 

ALL ALIGNMENT adjustments on 
top of chassis. 

ALL CIRCUIT TUBES accessible for 
service without removing the chassis. 

o 
o 
o 

m 
® 

TUBES ARE PLACED in logical cir- 
cuit sequence. 

NO PAPER ENCASED BYPASS 
CONDENSERS ... all are plastic or 
ceramic molded. 

NO HIDDEN PARTS ... all are 
easily replaced. 

NO PRINTED CIRCUITS ... all con- 
nections are hand soldered. 

PRECISION BUILT, rugged hori- 
zontal chassis. 

NO SHORTCUTS to impair the 
reliability. 

Every servicing dealer knows that printed cir- 

cuitry in a television chassis f often leads to 

costly servicing and may also cause service de- 

lays. Zenith's handcrafted 
in 

television 
means graeprt ndependabil- 

ity ad fewer service headaches. 
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CONSTRUCTION 

...THAT'S WHY 
ZENITH TV 
NEEDS LESS 

SERVICE... 
WE THINK ITS 

IS EASIER TO 
WORTH THE EXTRA 
COST AND EXTRA 

CARE OF HANDCRAFTED 
STANDARD CIRCUITRY 
TO GET THE BEST 

PERFORMANCE 
AND LEAST 
SERVICE HEADACHES 

SERVICE! 
AND SO DO THOUSANDS 
OF DEALERS WHO 
WOULD SOONER 
SELL CUSTOMER 
SATISFACTION 
THAN A PRICE TAG! 

QUALITY BY 

rattl i 
the Royalty of Televisiori® 

The quality goes in before the Zenith name goes on. 

Backed by 39 years of leodership in tadionics exclusively. 
Also makers of Radio, High Fidelity Instruments and fine Hearing Aids. 

APRIL, 1958 

ZENITH RADIO CORPORATION 
Chicago 39, Illinois 
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THORENS 10 -YEAR HI -FI CONTEST! 

HI -FI FANS: ENTER NOW...YOU CAN 

TEN NEW THORENS HI -FI COMPONENTS 

CHOOSE ONE EACH YEAR FOP 10 YEARS 

The hottest turntable on 
the market today, the 
Thorens TD -124 will be 
first year's prize 

That adds up to about $1000.00 worth of Thorens Hi -Fi Components to the happy 
winner. 

What you have to do is name your favorite Hi -Fi salesman -and write a 50 -word 
statement (or less) saying why he's your favorite. This information will help us and 
our dealers do a better job of serving you. Mail statement together with your official 
registration form (at bottom -more at your dealers) on or before May 15th. 

Winning statement will be selected by a panel of editors of leading Hi -Fi publica- 
tions; the winner will be announced in June. If you win, simply pick up your TD -124 
(above) at your dealers. He and his salesman both win prizes too, by the way. (If 
you've already bought a TD -124 you get your choice of another Thorens component 
for 1958.) Then each year for 9 more years you'll go back to him, and pick out your 
Thorens component for that year. 8.5 

r 

Ib 
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Official Registration Form 
Ten -year Hi -Fi contest 

Official Rules 
1. Contest open to all except employees of 
Thorens or their ad agency. 2. Only one entry 
per person. 3. Registration form must be 
legibly and completely filled in. 4. Mail your 
entry to Thorens, address below, postmarked 
not later than 12 p.m. May 15, 1958. 5. Deci- 
sion of the judges will be final. 6. Legible 
statement saying why salesman named is 
your favorite in 50 words or less must ac- 
company registration form. 

O 

E48 

Name 

Address 

Street 

Dealer's Name 

Address 

Street 

Salesman's Name 

This contest does not apply in localities where 
state or local regulations forbid. Duplicate prizes 
in case of tie. 

SWISS MADE PRODUCTS 
HI -FI COMPONENTS LIGHTERS 
SPRING -POWERED SHAVERS 
MUSIC BOXES 
NEW HYDE PARK, NEW YORK 

J 

CORRESPONDENCE (Continued from p. 18) 

bility of "wow" when a pure tone was 
being "wowed" at a rate of 1 cycle to 
about 10 cycles. But more recently the 
investigation was extended to include 
"wow" frequencies up to 1,000 cycles 
by E. Zwicker° and Scott and Axon°, 
using as the "wowed" material both 
pure tones and complex material. 

Because of the refinement of the 
techniques used by Scott and Axon, 
their data seem to be more significant 
than any that were accumulated and 
reported upon earlier. Instead of an 
undefinable waveform of the type re- 
portedly used by Shower and Biddulph 
at the "wow" frequency, they used 
definable waveforms, including a sinu- 
soid and a square wave; and instead of 
"wowing" only sinusoidal material, 
they also "wowed" piano and organ 
music. By using a single loudspeaker 
to reproduce both "wowed" and "un- 
wowed" material, they eliminated one 
indeterminate variable that was present 
in the tests of Beers and Belar, who 
used two loudspeakers. 

These are some of the findings of 
Scott and Axon: To be audible, Doppler 
distortion in piano music must be much 
greater than in pure tones. Their 
graphs, on page 652 of their articles, 
show that when the modulating fre- 
quency ( "wow" frequency) is 50 
cycles, Doppler distortion must be at 
least 1, /, to be barely audible. This 
means that on piano music, and pre- 
sumably on similarly complex material, 
the barely perceptible Doppler distor- 
tion is ten times as great as the 
maximum listed by Mr. Klipsch as 
barely tolerable, and that if this figure 
of 1% is used to calculate the maxi- 
mum peak -to -peak excursion of a cone 
at 50 cycles for just barely perceptible 
distortion, it turns out that the cone 
must travel over 0.75 inch, peak to 
peak. Let's neglect for the sake of 
simplification the fact that the modu- 
lating frequencies applied to a low - 
frequency loudspeaker are transient 
rather than steady state, that the 
average power as well as the peak 
power is concentrated not at the very 
low frequencies but in the hundreds -of- 
cycles -per- second region, that in any 
loudspeaker system that is worth all 
this fuss the woofer is not called upon 
to reproduce frequencies above 2,000 
cycles, and that a loudspeaker capable 
of such excursions is not available on 
the present market. Let's just look at 
the acoustic power that would be ra- 
diated by a 12 -inch cone executing 
0.85 -inch peak -to -peak excursions at 
50 cycles. The acoustic power radiated 
under the conditions specified by Mr. 
Massa7 would be about 0.7 watt. 
Translated into living -room conditions, 
with the rest of the audio spectrum 
being reproduced in perspective, the 
situation would be intolerable, indeed. 
Anyone willing to imperil his aural 
apparatus would be restrained from 
such excess out of regard for the archi- 
tectural stability of his living quarters. 

The findings of Scott and Axon seem 
to suggest a proposition that is the 
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FREE. 

from HOWARD W. SAMS... 

these valuable all -steel file cabinets with your purchase of 

PHOTOFACT the world's finest TV -Radio Service Data 

these File 

TELY FREE from 

Howard W. Sams if you are a regular 

subscriber to PHOTOFACT and buy each 

Set as issued monthly... 

NOW -FOR PHOTOFACT LIBRARY 

URCHASERS! 
Fi 

FREE rile cabinets 

NEW easy -buy plan 

ou complete your 

PHOTOFACT Library. What's more, 

you can own the PHOTOFACT Library 

the 03=ra=111 
There's no interest. There's no 

carrying char e. Ana Howard W. Sams 

will give yF, 

all the steel file cabinets you'll need 

for your Library. 

ABSOLUTELY FREE 

Take advantage of this money- saving 

opportunity. See your Sams Distributor 

today, or write to Howard W. Sams 

for full details... 

HOWARD W. SAMS & CO., INC. 
2205 E. 46th St., Indianapolis 5, Indiana 

Send me full details on your FREE File cabinet offer and 
EASY -BUY Plan. 

I'm a Service Technician: ful; time; part time 

My Distributor is 

Shop Name 

Attn. 

Address 

City Zone _State 
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DOES YOUR CARTRIDGE 

AltUMgÁNfl 

Is it easy to identify all the instruments on your records, or does your pickup 
make violins sound like 'cellos, and clarinets like flutes? If your pickup mumbles, 

change to the superlative new ESL C -6o Series electrodynamic cartridge. 
Individual instruments can easily be followed as never before, and notes and parts 
not previously heard are revealed by this cartridge that's years ahead. 

You can hear all the music on your records with the C -6o Series. Its response 
extends from 18 to beyond 3o,000 cycles per second. In fact, the C -6o Series was 
selected to demonstrate the new MSD stereo disc system, which requires that 

the cartridge reproduce perfectly at 30,000 cycles. 

Rumble and other noise is vastly reduced by the C -6o Series, too. Changer and 
turntable motors vibrate, and most pickups transmit this vibration to the speaker, 

from which it is heard as rumble. ESL's patented D'Arsonval movement is 

virtually insensitive to such vibration, providing a full 4o decibels discrimination 
against vertical movement of the stylus. 

This exclusive feature strikingly diminishes noise due to pinch effect, vertical 
rumble, record scratches, and dirt in the groove. 

Yet, you can own the cartridge of tomorrow -the ESL C -6o Series -for only $3 9. So! 

TWO HEMISPHERES ACCLAIM st 
"Has probably done more to preserve the life of records and stylus points than 

anything we have yet come across, even including super lightweight pickups!" 
-HI -FI YEAR BOOK -1957 (London) 

"After half a dozen plays, the surface of the disc looks exactly like a new, unplayed 
record. Noise, pops, and clicks are gone" "Highly recommended . .. should be 
on every turntable" -AUDIO (New York) 

"A brand new record ...improves noticeably during the first few playings, when 
used with a Dust Bug and good pickup " "No visible wear on a diamond stylus 
that had played at least 4,000 sides of L.P. records over an I8 -month period" 

-HI -FI NEWS (London) 

"The Dust Bug is simple and effective. It removes an amount of dust that may 
astonish" -HIGH FIDELITY (Massachusetts) 

Standard model $5.75 complete Changer model $4.75 complete 
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FOR LISTENING AT ITS BEST 

Electro -Sonic Laboratories, Inc. 
Dept. E 3 5-5 4 Thirty -sixth Street Long Island City 6, N.Y. 

COKKESPONDENCE (Continued) 

antithesis of the one suggested by Mr. 
Klipsch. Scott's and Axon's data sug- 
best that, if you can stand the sound 
level produced by a 12 -inch direct - 
radiator loudspeaker reproducing com- 
plex program material in an average 
living room, then you can't hear the 
Doppler distortion. An obvious corollary 
to this proposition would be that before 
you can hear Doppler distortion from a 
12 -inch direct -radiator loudspeaker re- 
producing complex program material in 
an average living room, the intense 
aural discomfort produced by the 
acoustic pressure levels will induce an 
irresistible impulse to turn the gain 
control rapidly in a counter -clockwise 
direction! 

ARTHUR A. JANSZEN 
Janszen Laboratory Inc. 69 Harvey St. 
Cambridge, Mass. 

'Paul W. Klipsch, RADIO -ELECTRONICS, May, 
1957, page 18. 

2 Paul W. Klipsch, RADIO -ELECTRONICS, October, 
1957, page 44. 

Peers and Belar, "Frequency- Modulation Dis- 
tortion in Loudspeakers," Proceedings of the IRE 
31, page 132 (1943). 

Shower and Biddulph, "Differential Pitch 
Sensitivity of the Ear," Journal Acoustic Society 
of America 3, page 275 (1931). 

'E. Zwicker, "Die Grenzen der Horbarkeit der 
Amplitudenmodulation und der Frequenzmodu- 
lation eines Tones," Akustiche Beheffe 3, page 
125 (1952). 

eA. Scott and P. E. Axon, "The Subjective 
Discrimination of Pitch and Amplitude Fluctua- 
tions in Recording Systems," Proceedings of the 
Institution of Electrical Engineers 102, page 
643 (1955) (British). 

TFrank Massa, "Acoustic Design Charts," 
Blakiston Co., Philadelphia. 

A SHOCKING SITUATION 
Dear Editor: 

Several times recently you have 
published articles about the dangers 
of "hot- chassis" electronic equipment - TV, radio, appliances, etc. - due to 
the possibilities of electrical shock. I 
just serviced a set which had a very 
dangerous condition due to a cause 
which I have not seen described in 
print. 

The trouble, which occurred in an 
Airline model BR- 4005A, could occur 
ill any hot -chassis metal- cabinet set 
where one side of the speaker's voice 
coil is connected to the cabinet. A short 
developed between the output trans- 
former's primary and secondary. This 
placed the full B -plus voltage on the 
metal cabinet. Luckily, the set was 
placed where it was some distance from 
any grounded object and I found the 
short before anyone got between the 
cabinet and a good ground. I was not 
called for the short although the own- 
er's children had been shocked when 
they touched the set. 

I have had an opportunity to check 
only a few sets, but connecting one 
side of the voice coil to the speaker 
frame, which is fastened to the metal 
cabinet seems to be fairly common. A 
similar condition could also take place 
in many ac -dc radios. It seems that 
the insulation in output transformers 
is usually good, as this is the first such 
case I have heard of, but it is a possible 
hazard that you should check for as 
a part of routine service operations. 

W. J. STILES 
Keytesville, Mo. END 
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RCA INSTITUTES offers you the 
finest of home study training. The equipment 
illustrated and text material you get with each 
course is yours to keep. Practical work with very 
first lesson. Courses for the beginner and the 
advanced student. Pay -as- you -learn. You need pay 
for only one study group at a time. 

Send for this 
FREE Book Now' 

RESIDENT SCHOOL courses in New York City offer com- 
prehensive training in Television and Electronics. Day and 
evening classes start four times each year. 

Detailed information on request 

APRIL, 1958 

r RCA INSTITUTES, Inc. Home Study Dept. RE -48 

350 West Fourth Street, New York 14, N. Y. 

Without obligation, send me FREE 52 page CATALOG on Home 

Study Courses in Rodio, Television and Color TV. No salesman 
will call. 

Name 
please print 

Address 

City Zone State 

Korean Vets! Enter discharge date 

In Canada - RCA Victor Co., Ltd. 
5001 Cote de Liesse Rd., Montreal 9, Que. 

To save time, paste coupon on posl?ca -d. 
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SPRAGUL 

Sprague Service -Aids for servicemen: 

SPRAGUE 

.02. 

... versatile CERA -MITE* CERAMIC CAPACITORS 

.02 MF +20% 
1000 WVDC 

SGA - S2 

Stock up today! Ask your distributor about 

Sprague CERAMIKITS ...they contain the 

ceramic disc capacitors you need most... 
they keep them in order... ready to use. 

with handy identification tags 

Sprague's complete ceramic capacitor line is now individually 
tagged for quick, complete identification - capacitance, toler- 
ance, voltage, and type. No fumbling, no guessing about 
ratings ... you're always, sure with Sprague tagged disc ca- 
pacitors. Use them all the time. You'll find that they also make 
excellent replacements for molded mica, ceramic tubular, and 
paper tubular capacitors in many applications 

'Trademark 

.. helpful INFORMATION on what, when, and how 

CERAMICHART Oat 
Will VMS. CRAW [...noes 

_ 
!!!! 

IMAM' 
MAMMA 

4.010113 

of ceramic capacitors 

Sprague offers you plenty of service information ... 
the kind you need and use everyday: 

Sprague CERAMICHART: illustrates various types 
of ceramic capacitors and shows where to use 
them; details color codes. -FREE 
Sprague "ABC's of Ceramic Capacitors ": a compact 
booklet containing basic facts on all types of 
ceramic capacitors. -FREE 

Sprague "T -C" Slide Rule: shows at a glance the 
values of the N750 and NPO type ceramic capac- 
itors to connect in parallel to equal a capacitor of 
desired intermediate temperature coefficient of the 
required capacitance; available from your distrib- 
utor for only 15c. 

Be sure you get this useful and valuable information from your Sprague distributor, today! Or write Sprague Products Co., Distributors' 
Division of Sprague Electric Company, 81 Marshall Street, North Adams, Mass. 

Pioneer in ceramic capacitors ... First in ceramic capac;' -,- ,rmation 

don't be vague ...insist on "PORAGUE 
world's largest capacitor manufacturer 

SPRAGUE RESEARCH IS CONSTANTLY PRODUCING NEW AND BETTER CAPACITORS FOR YOU 
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If it's worth 
engineers' 

time... 

-.....I. 

Mil. Spec. 

Delden 
E`EC1R0 NIC 

WIRE 

The complete 
packaged 

line 

_easy to use. Be sure of 

the right 
wire engineered 

for the lob. 1001 Belden 
There are 

every Radio and 

wires for 

Electronic 
requirement. 

Mil. Spec, 

...it's worth 
engineered 

electronic wire 

Belden 
WIREMAKER FOR INDUSTRY 

SINCE 1902 
CHICAGO 

Magnet Wire Lead and Fixture Wire Power Supply Cords, Cord Sets and Portable Cord Aircraft Wires 
Welding Cable Electrical Household Cords Electronic Wires Automotive Wire and Cable 

A?.°.IL, 958 

6 -8 
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SYMBOL 

OF A 

POWERFUL 
FORCE 

The question mark symbolizes man's inquiring 
spirit. And nowhere is this spirit cultivated with 
more enthusiasm than at Bell Telephone Laboratories 
where, through vigorous research and development, 
it constantly works to improve electrical communi- 
cations and also to help national defense in essential 
military programs. 

More than 3000 professional scientists and engineers 
at Bell Telephone Laboratories are exploring, in- 
venting and developing in many fields: chemistry, 
mathematics and physics, metallurgy, mechanical 
engineering, electronics and others. You see the 
successful results achieved by this organization of 
inquisitive and highly trained minds in the nation- 
wide telephone system that serves you. 

28 

Dr. Walter Brown, physics graduate of Duke and Har- 
vard Universities, bombards crystalline solids with one - 
million -volt electrons to study the nature of simple defects 
in crystals. Objective: new knowledge which may help 
improve transistors and other solid state devices for new 
and better telephone and military systems. 

Peter Sandsmark, from Polytechnic Institute of Brooklyn. 
and his fellow electrical engineers develop a new micro- 
wave radio relay system able to transmit three times as 
much information as any existing system. Objective: 
more and better coast -to -coast transmission for telephone 
conversations and network television. 

Bill Whidden, from Polytechnic Institute of Brooklyn, 
and George Porter. from Georgetown College, study new 
experimental telephone instruments designed to explore 
customer interest and demand. Objective: to make your 
future telephone ever more convenient and useful. 

BELL TELEPHONE LABORATORIES 
WORLD CENTER OF COMMUNICATIONS RESEARCH AND DEVELOPMENT 

RADIO -ELECTRONICS 
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the 

experts say... 
in Hi 

are 

h Fidelity the best bu 
KITS and WIRED 

BETTER ENGINEERING Since 1945 EICO has pioneered the 
concept of test instruments in easy -to -build kit forn - has become world- famous 

for laboratory -precision instruments at low cost. Now EICO is applying its vast 
experience to the creative engineering of high fidelity. Result: high praise from such 

authorities as Canby of AUDIO, Marshall of AUDIOCR4FT, Holt of HIGH FIDELITY, 
Fantel of POPULAR ELECTRONICS, Stocklin of RADIO TV NEWS, etc. - 

as well as from the critical professional engineers in the field.t 

SAVE 50% Mass purchasing, and a price policy deliberately aimed to encourage mass sales, 

make this possible. 

EASY INSTRUCTIONS You need no previous technical or assembly experience to build any 

EICO kit - the instructions are simple, step -by -step, "beginner- tested." 

DOUBLE 5-WAY GUARANTEE Both EICO, and your neighborhood distributor, 
guarantee the parts, instructions, performance ... as well as lifetime service and 

calibra:ion at nominal cost ... for any EICO kit or wired unit. 

BEFORE .YOU BUY, COMPARE At any of 1200 neighborhood EICO distributors 
coast to coast, you may examine and listen to any FICO component. Compare 

critically with equipment several times the EICO cost - then you judge. 
You'll see why the experts recommend EICO kit or wired, as best buy. 

t Thousands of unsolicited testimonia s on file. 

-o e. 

HFS2 Speaker System: Uniform loading & natural 
bass 30 -200 cps achieved via slot -loaded split 
conical bass horn of 12 -ft path. Middles & lower 
highs from front site of 81/4" cone, edge- damped 
& stiffened for smooth uncolored response. Suspen- 
sionless, distortionle:s spike -shaped super -tweeter 
radiates omni- directicnally. Flat 45.20,000 cps, useful 
to 30 cps. 16 ohms. HWD: 36 ", 151/4 ", 111/2 ". 
" ... rates as excellent ... unusually musical ... 
really non- directioral" - Canby, AUDIO. "Very 
impressive" - Marshall (AUDIOCRAFT). Walnut or 
Mahogany, $139.95. Monde, $144.95. 

HFT90 FM Tuner egLals or surpasses wired tuners 
up to 3X its cost. New, pre- wired, pre -aligned, tem- 
perature- compensatxd "front end" - drift -free. 
Sensitivity, 1.5 uy fcr 20 db quieting, is 6X that of 
other kit tuners. DM70 traveling tuning eye. 
Response 20- 20,000 cps-±1 db. Cathode follower & 
multiplex outputs. Ki :$39.95 ". Wired 565.95 ". Cover 
$3.95. "Less cover, excise tax incl. 

HF61A Preamplifier, providing the most complete 
control & switching -acilities, and the finest design, 
offered in a kit preamplifier, " ... rivals the most 
expensive preamps . is an example of high 
engineering skill Mich achieves fine performance 
with simple means and low cost." - Joseph Marshall, 
AUDIOCRAFT. HF61A Kit $24.95, Wired $37.95, HF61 
(with Power Supply) hit $29.95. Wired $44.95. 

HF60 60 -Watt Ultra L near Power Amplifier, with Acro 
TO -330 Output Transformer, provides wide band- 
width, virtually absoute stability and flawless tran- 
sient response. " ... is one of the best -performing 
amplifiers extant; it is obviously an excellent buy." 
-AUDIOCRAFT Kit Report. Kit $72.95. Wired $99.95. 

tchin ver . 0 

HF50 50 -Watt Ultra- Linear Power Amplifier with ex- 
tremely high quality Chicago Standard Output Trans- 
former. Identical in every other respect to HF60 and 
same specifications up to 50 watts. Kit $57.95. Wired 
$87.95. Matching Cover E-2 $4.50. 

HF30 30 -Watt Power Amplifier employs 4 -EL84 
high power sensitivity output tubes In push -pull 
para) el, permits Williamson circuit with large feed- 
back & high stability. 2 -F281 full -wave rectifiers for 
highly reliable power simply. Unmatched value in 
medium -power professional amplifiers. Kit $39.95. 
Wired $62.95. Matching Czver E-3 $3.95. 

KF -32 30 -Watt Integrated Amplifier Kit $57.95. 
Wired $89.95. 

HF52 50 -Watt Integrated Amplifier with complete 
"front end" facilities and Chicago Standard Output 
Transformer. Ultra- Linear power amplifier essentially 
Identical to HF50. The least expensive means to the 
highest audio quality resulting from distortion -free 
high power, virtually a3solute stability, flawless 
transient response and "front end" versatility. 
Kit $59.95. Wired $109.95. Matching Cover E -1 $4.50. 

HF20 .20 -Watt Integrated Amplifier, compete with 
finest preamp -control facilities, excellent output 
transformer that handles 34 watts peak power, plus 
a full Ultra -Linear Williamson power amplifier circuit. 
Highly praised by purchasers, it is established as 
the outstanding value it amplifiers of this class. 
Kit $49.95. Wired $79.95. Matching Cover E -1 $4.50. 

Prima SW hiu'ier in 'the Wrat 

HF12 12 -Watt Integrated Amplifier, absolutely free of 
"gimmicks ", provides complete "front end" facili- 
ties & true fideli :y performance of such excellence 
that we can recommend it for any medium -power high 
fidelity application. Two HF12's are excellent for 
stereo, each connecting directly to a tape head with 
no other electronic equipment required. Kit $34.95. 
Wired $57.95. 

HFS1 Two -Way Speaker System, complete with fac- 
tory -built cabinet Jensen 8" woofer, matching Jensen 
compression -driver exponential horn tweeter. Smooth 
clean bass; crisp extended highs. 70- 12,000 cps ± 6 
db. Capacity 25 w. Impedance 8 ohms. HWD: 
11" x 23" x 9 ". Wiring time 15 min. Price $39.95. 

THE HI -Fl EXPERTS SAY: 

For those who have been looking for a well - 
engineered yet inexpensive power amplifier, the 
newly -released EICO Model HF20 unit might offer 
a simple soluticn to their problem. Not only does 
this unit provide 20 watts of power but the cir- 
cuit incorporates a preamplifier and a variety of 
controls on a siegle chassis." 

William A. Stocklin, Editor, RADIO TV NEWS 

The new EICC 'standard' speaker system . 

produces sound that to my musical ears rates as 
excellent, from high top to clean low bottom." 

Edward Tatnall Canby, AUDIO Magazine 

Fill out coupon on other side for FREE CATALOG 

F12 Integrated Ampli 

..-:,.w'i; 

HF3 Amplifier 

HFS2, NF20 FJCei ,33.00 Northern Boulevard, L. 1, C. 1, N. Y. 

mer 1 Million ESCO instruments in use the world over. Integrated Amplifiers 
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NFSI A 
Speaker System - 
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the specs prove it . . 

your BEST BUY is 
r---- 

.. i® . ` 0 1 

O 4° ? 0 611.6611 

O 'tttftttr"t 

for COLOR & Monochrome TV servicing 

FREE CATALOG 
shows you HOW TO SAVE 50% 

on SO models of top quality 
professional test equipment. 

AWL COUPON NOW!' 

f' ! DYNAi,C 
CONDUCTANCE 

TUBE & TRANSISTOR 

TESTER #666 
KIT WIRED 
$69" $109°5 

COMPLETE with steel cover and handle. 
SPEED, case, unexcelled accuracy & thoroughness. 
Tests all receiving tubes (and picture tubes with 
adapter). Composite indication Of Gm, Gp & peak 
emission. Simultaneous sel of any 1 of 4 combina- 
tions of 3 plate voltages, 3 screen voltages, 3 ranges 
of continuously variable grid voltage (with 5% 
accurate pot). New scricsstring voltages: for 600, 
450, 300 ma types. Sensitive 200 ua meter. 5 
ranges meter sensitivity (1 5, shunts & 5% pot). 
10 SIX -position lever switches: freepoint connec- 
tion of each tube pin. 10 pushbuttons: rapid insert 
of any tube element in leakage test circuit & speedy 
sel. of individual sections of multi- section tubes in 
merit tests. Direct -reading of inter- element leakage 
in ohms. New gear -driven rollchart. Checks np -n & 
p -n -p transistors: separate meter readings of col- 
lector leakage current & Beta using internal dc 
power supply. Deep -etched satin aluminum panel; 
rugged grey wrinkle steel cabinet. CRA Adapter 54.50 

NEW! 
TV -FM SWEEP 

- GENERATOR & 
aá i 

MARKER #368 

. 
1 

KIT WIRED 
- $6995 

$11995 

Entirely electronic sweep circuit (no mechanical 
devices) with accurately- biased inereductor for 
excellent linearity. Extremely flat RF output: new 
ACC circuit automatically adjusts ose. for max. 
output on each band with min. ampl. variations. 
Exceptional tuning accuracy: edge -lit hairlines 
eliminate parallax. Swept 0s, Range 3.216 mc in 
5 fund. bands. Variable Marker Range 2.75 mc in 
3 fund. band 110-223 me on harmonic band. 4.5 
me Xtal Marker t5-e., stat supplied. Ext. Marker 
provision. Sweep Width 0.3 me lowest max. devia- 
tion to 0 -30 me highest max. der. 2 -way blanking. 
Narrow range phasing. Attenuators: Marker Size, 
RF Fine, RF Coarse (4 -step decade). Cables: out- 
put, 'scope horiz., 'scope vertical. Deep -etched 
satin aluminum panel; rugged grey wrinkle steel 
cabinet. 

NEW! 

COLOR 

5" PUSH -PULL 
OSCILLOSCOPE 

425 
KIT $44.95 

Wired $79.95 

7" PUSH -PULL 
OSCILLOSCOPE 

#470 
KIT $79.95 

Wired $129.50 

TUBE TESTER 
#625 

KIT $34.95 
Wired $49.95 

tests 600 
mil series 
string type 

tubes 
illuminated 
roll -chart 

Pis Tube Test Adapter $4.50 

6V & 12V 
Battery Elim 

& Charger 
#1050: 

KIT 
$29.95 
Wired 

$38.95 
Extra filtered for 

transistorized eqpt, #1060: 
KIT $38.95, Wired $47.95 

and Monochrome 
DC to 5 MC LAB & TV 

5" OSCILLOSCOPE 

-460 
KIT WIRED 

$7995 `12950 
Features DC Amplifiers! 

Flat from DC-4.5 .mc, usable to 10 mc. VERT. 
AMPL.: sens. 25 rms mv/in; input Z 3 megs; 
direct -coupled & push -pull thruout; K- follower 
coupling bet. stages; 4 -step freq -compensated 
attenuator up to 1000:1. SWEEP: perfectly linear 
10 cps -100 kc (ext: cap. for range to I cps); pre. 
set TV V &A positions; auto. sync. amp!. & lim. 
PLUS: direct or cap. coupling; bal. or unbal. 
inputs; edge -lit engraved lucite graph screen; 
dimmer; filter; bezel fits std photo equipt. High 
intensity trace CRT. 0.06 uses rise time. Push -pull 
hor. amp!., flat to 400 kc, sens. 0.6 rms mv/in. 
Built -in volt. calib. Z -axis mod. Sawtooth & 60 cps 
outputs. Astig. control. Retrace blanking. Phasing 
control. 

Sep. hi -gain RF 
& lo -gain audio 

inputs. 
eve Special noise 
ace locator. Calibra. 
° ted wattmeter. 

6Z fTi 43 

KIT $24.95 
Wired $39.95 

DELUXE MULTI -SIGNAL TRACER #147 

20,000 Ohms /Volt 
MULTIMETER #565 

KIT 24.95 
Wired $29.95 

NEW! RF 

SIGNAL GENERATOR 

#324 
KIT WIRED 

$2695 $3995 

NEW! PEAK -to -PEAK 

VTVM X232 & UNI - 

PROBE (pat. pend.) 
KIT WIRED 
$2995 $4995 

150 kc to 435 mc with ONE generator!! Better 
value than generators selling at 2 or 3 times its 
cost! Ideal for IF -RF alignment, signal tracing & 
trouble- shooting of TV, FM, AM sets; marker 
gen.; 900 cps audio testing; lab. work. 6 fund. 
ranges: 150 -400 kc, 400 -1200 ke, 1.2.3.5 mc, 
3.5 -11 me, 11 -37 mc, 37 -145 me; 1 harmonic 
band 111 -435 me. Freq. accurate to ±1.5 %; 6:1 
vernier tuning & excellent spread at most impor. 
cant alignment freqs. Etched tuning dial, plexi- 
glass windows, edge -lit hairlines. Colpitts RF ose. 
directly plate -modulated by K- follower for 
improved mod. Variable depth of int. mod. 0.5C% 
by 400 cps Colpitts ose. Variable gain ext. ampli 
fier: only 3.0 v needed for 30% mod. Turret - 
mounted coils slug -tuned for max. accuracy. Fine 
& Coarse (3 -step) RF attenuators. RF output 
100,000 uv; AF sine wave output to 10 v. 50 -ohm 
output Z. 5 -way jack -top binding posts for AF in/ 
out; coaxial connector & shielded cable for RF out. 
12AU7, 12AV7, selenium rectifier; xmfr -operated. 
Deep -etched satin aluminum panel; rugged grey 
wrinkle steel cabinet. 

Half -turn of probe tip selects 
DC or AC -Ohms. 

Uni -Probe - exclusive with 
EICO - only 1 probe performs 
oll functions! 

Latest circuitry, high sensitivity & precision, wide 
ranges & versatility. Calibration without removing 
from cabinet. New balanced bridge circuit. High 
Z input for negligible loading. 411" meter, can't 
burn -out circuit. 7 non -skip ranges on every 
function. 4 functions: +DC Volts, -DC Volts, AC 
Volts, Ohms. Uniform 3 t 1 scale ratio for extreme 
wide -range accuracy. Zero center. One zero-adj. for 
all functions R ranges. 1% precision ceramic multi- 
plier resistors. Measure directly peak -to -peak volt- 
age of complex & sine waves: 0 -4, 14, 42, 140, 420, 
1400, 4200. - DC /RMS sine volts: 0-1.5, 5, 15, 50, 
I 0, 500, 1500 (up to 30,000 v -with HVP probe & 
250 mc with l'RF probe). Ohms: 0.2 ohms to 
1000 megs. 12AU7, 6AL5, selenium rectifier; xfmr- 
operateci. Deep -etched satin aluminum panel, 
rugged grey wrinkle steel cabinet. 

% Send for 
FREE CATALOG 

now 
33 -00 Northern Blvd.. Long Island City 1, N.Y. 
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1000 Ohms /Volt 
MULTIMETER 

#536 
KIT $12.90 

Wired $14.90 

Reads 0.5 ohms 
-500 megs, 10 

mmfd -5000 mfd, 
power factor. 

KIT 
$19.95 
Wired 
$29.95 

R -C BRIDGE & R -C -L COMPARATOR 
#950B ,. 

VTVM PROBES KIT Wired 
Peak -to -Peak $4.95 $6.95 
RF $3.75 $4.95 
High Voltage Probe -1 $6.95 
High Voltage Probe -2 $4.95 

SCOPE PROBES 

Demodulator $3.75 $5.75 
Direct $2.75 $3.95 
Low Capacity $3.75 $5.75 

EICO, 33-00 Northrrn Blvd. 
Long Island City 1. N. Y C -4 

Show me HOW TO SAVE SO% on Test Equip- 
ment and Hi -Fi. Send me FREE Catalog and 
name of neighborhood distributor. 

Nome 

Address 

City Zone_.. .State_ 
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Radio -Electronics 

FIFTY YEARS HENCE 
... The Electronic Future begins in its past .. 

OOKING back 50 years to 1908, one is struck immediately 
with the extreme primitiveness of the electronic art of 

the time. Even the term radio was unknown -it was 
wireless then. Instead of frequencies, we spoke of 

wavelengths. There was no wireless communication law; 
anyone could help himself to his own wavelength if he 
wanted to transmit intelligence. This, incidentally, was 
the day of the long waves -short waves, little understood 
then, were still in the comparatively distant future. To detect 
the waves, we used coherers, auto -coherers, electrolytic 
detectors and, a bit later, crystal detectors. Yes, in 1908 
there was also Marconi's magnetic hysteresis detector, used 
in all Marconi stations, but it never became popular -it was 
too expensive for the average experimenter and amateur. 
Dr. Lee de Forest's audion, the vacuum -tube detector just 
invented, was not to appear on the market for several years. 

Most electronic instrumentation -the components -were 
naturally crude in those days, too. Wood seemed often the 
best, perhaps the most used, insulator, at least for receiving 
components. The wood was paraffined or heavily shellacked. 
A little later hard rubber -much more expensive -came into 
use. Then a "new" plastic, of which most phonograph 
records were made, became fashionable in wireless. This 
plastic was shellac and powdered mica or sealing wax. Radio 
amateurs had a better -if less elegant -term for it: mud! 

In those days one dreamt only of communication over long 
distances, ship to shore and what records could be achieved, 
using a 1 -inch spark coil and four dry cells -(90 miles was 
the record, incidentally). The more imaginative of us 
thought of sending messages to Mars, while the really 
foolhardy forecast eventual transmission of the human voice 
by wireless through empty space -then called the ether. 
Curiously enough, many of today's electronic wonders 
never were even anticipated by the most astute and fore- 
seeing men in 1908. We will only mention a few: broadcast- 
ing, pocket radios, electronic computers, amplifiers, radar, 
microwaves, radio astronomy, telemetering, cathode -ray 
tubes, transistors and scores of others. 

As one looks back to 1908 and ascends the time plateau 
of 1958, the temptation becomes strong to peer into 2008- 
50 years hence -and extrapolate the electronic future from 
a long pioneering past. 

One thing seems quite certain before we embark on such 
a long -term prognosis. As the past has shown, we will miss 
the really big ones that will be commonplace in 2008, be- 
cause the great discoveries in electronics still lie in the 
future. 

Nature of Electron. In 1909 Nobel Prizewinner Prof. Rob- 
ert A. Millikan first discovered the nature of the electron, 
it was established that its mass is 1837 times smaller than 
the hydrogen atom. We still do not know the exact con- 
stitution of the atom, much less that of the elusive electron. 
By 2008 we will know far more about both, but we will 
probably not have seen them directly. 

Atomic Electronics. The electron being part and parcel of 
the atom, neither seems to be able to exist without the other. 
Yet so far the electronic art has made little use of atomics, 
i.e., electricity direct from the atom. In atomic fission, radi- 
ation dangerous to humans is generated. Yet this radiation 
is electromagnetic. Hence, instead of using present -day 
makeshift shielding, the radiation should be transformed 
directly into electrical current. By 2008 this goal should 
have been accomplished. This would then free all electronic 
apparatus of batteries and outside sources of electricity. 

Medical Electronics, a comparatively recent branch, is also 

APRIL, 1958 

Hugo Gernsback, Editor 

one of the most important ones. Medical diagnostics today is 
still a hit -and -miss endeavor. Even such instruments as elec- 
trocardiographs are crude and out of date. They do not give 
the correct picture. Far more sophisticated electronic cardiac 
means are in sight. We also believe that a sure early cancer 
diagnosis will be in everyday use in 2008, and it will most 
probably be electronic. 

Electronic Mineralogy. Since the advent of atomics, pros- 
pecting for uranium via the Geiger counter -an electronic 
instrument -has brought us untold wealth in new mines. 
Yet most of our mineral riches are still within the earth's 
crust, undiscovered. Our greatest metal mines will be 
brought in during the next 50 years by means such as elec- 
tronic -power triangulation in depth, electronic seismic 
methods and others. 

Electronic Meteorology. During the last decade, man has 
finally begun to do something about the weather. A number 
of scientists have studied the seeding of clouds and chang- 
ing the weather, at least locally. Meteorologists today know 
that much of our weather is due to electric trigger action. 
By 2008, electronic weather control over our large cities and 
farmlands should be routine procedure. We can visualize 
the modus operandi somewhat as follows: Surrounding the 
city (or farm) we have a ring of ionization -power towers 
1,000 to 2,000 feet high. Near the top of the towers are 
huge blowers directed skyward to carry the intensely ionized 
air upward. The oncoming air mass is then ionized positively 
or negatively according to the desired result. The atmos- 
phere over the towers can thus be electronically charged or 
discharged, to either clear the air or to bring down precipi- 
tation. 

It is realized that intense storms or other powerful atmos- 
pheric turbulences cannot be treated locally. The only way 
to handle such disturbances would be before they are de- 
veloped, during their birth or formation. This could be 
done by a large fleet of ionization -power planes, flying 
direct to the originating point of the meteorological dis- 
turbance. These points in our hemisphere are often in the 
high North. Much experimental pioneering work in this 
direction remains to be done to perfect such a system. 

Electronic Mating. Nearly all of our states now demand 
blood tests before marriage. This is one health safeguard. 
But what about heredity, blood types and RH factor, com- 
patibility, sexual factors, general health, allergies and 
nearly a hundred others? Marriage by and large is still a 
fearful lottery. A surprisingly large percentage of people 
should never marry their blind choice, although the same 
people could be ideally happy with another correct choice. 
Who then is the right choice? You may rest assured that in 
2008 the state will tell you by giving the candidates an oblig- 
atory electronic mating test. We have spoken about such an 
innovation for over 20 years and we feel certain it is a step 
in the right direction. The test should not take more than 
an hour and will pay large dividends to all concerned. No, 
the state will not force you to break with the only person 
you feel you want to marry. But the state will withdraw 
many future 21st- century benefits that will make you con- 
sider carefully your course of action. 

Obvious Developments. Many developments, held back for 
technological and economic reasons, will certainly be com- 
monplace in 2008. We have room to cite only a few: two -way 
phone television ; electronic traffic regulation; electronic 
automobile -collision prevention; electronic semiconductor 
house- heating and cooling units; mental (electroencephalic) 
recording and dictating machines. A good many of these 
are already in a developmental stage. -H.G. 
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AUDIO -HIGH FIDELITY 

TV sound for your hi-fi system, FM band 
on your TV, baby sitter that overrides 
TV sound, electronic crossover and 
speaker switching panel are the usual 
and unusual functions of new develop- 
ments in the audio world 

NEW 
AUDIO 

CIRCUITS 
HUMBER of new and interesting 

audio devices have been placed 
on the market within the last 
few months. Those discussed 

here are (1) a separate 4.5 -mc FM if 
strip and detector for picking up 4.5- 
mc sound radiation from intercarrier 
TV sets, detecting it and feeding a hi- 
fi amplifier; (2) a converter for re- 
ceiving FM sound broadcasts on a TV 
receiver; (3) a baby -listening intercom 
that works through the speaker on a 
TV or radio set, automatically silencing 
the set's audio when the baby cries or 
calls; (4) an electronic crossover net- 
work for feeding power amplifiers in a 
two -channel audio system and (5) a 
switching panel for controlling one to 
six remote speakers while maintaining 
the proper load impedance on a hi -fi 
or public- address system. 

TV -Tone adapter 
Anyone who has ever fed, or tried to 
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v1,2,3,4 6AU6 

TO 
LOOP 
ANT 

.001 39ppf 

feed, the audio output of a TV receiver 
into a wide -range audio system probably 
found that the job was not as simple as 
it appeared. Excessive hum, poor fre- 
quency response, motorboating and, in 
transformerless receivers, the difficulty 
of finding a suitable ground return are 
common problems that plague the audio 
technician and hi -fi enthusiast. 

The TV -Tone adapter (Tapetone, 
Inc., 10 Ardlock Place, Webster, Mass.) 
is designed to provide superior FM 
sound from the average intercarrier 
TV set and provide trouble -free connec- 
tions to a wide -range audio system. 
The TV -Tone is a high -quality 4.5 -mc 
if amplifier and FM detector whose 
output is fed to an audio amplifier. 

The circuit (Fig. 1) uses three 6AU6 
if amplifiers, a 6AU6 limiter or ratio - 
detector driver and a 6AL5 ratio detec- 
tor. The if bandwidth is 200 kc and 
the audio response is within 1 db from 
20 to 20,000 cycles. 

IST IF COIL 2ND IF COIL 

ISIMMI 

IF INPUT TRANS 2 

5 

20n 

3RDIFAMPL 

m220ppf ®220ppf 
_., NM // __; 

27ppf 27ppf f }/ 100ppf 

8.2K 9.2K 11., 

.005 

300 IF COIL 

7.001 

w.01 

100.n 

.01 IOOn 

120n 
.005 - 
-.01 

117 V AC --I.001 á 
°A;T`a 

40 AAA SEL RECT 820n /1W 

125V/50Mti 200 pf 
150 V 

.001 

By ROBERT F. SCOTT 
TECHNICAL EDITOR 

A small, molded loop antenna at the 
end of a 6 -foot length of 300 -ohm 
ribbon line picks up the 4.5 -mc rf beat 
-unavoidably radiated from the video 
detector and sound if circuits in the 
TV receiver -and feeds it to the input 
transformer in the TV -Tone. The signal 
is amplified by V1, V2 and V3 and then 
limited by V4 to remove AM, CW and 
impulse type interference that may be 
picked up. After detection by V5, the 
audio signal is fed through a 5 -foot 
shielded cable to the audio amplifier. 

FM TeleVerter 
Regency's model RC -103 FM Tele- 

Verter (I.D.E.A., Regency Div., 7900 
Pendleton Pike, Indianapolis, Ind.) is 
a stable and inexpensive all- transistor 
converter for receiving FM broadcast 
signals on a television receiver. It pro- 
vides an FM sound carrier and a "pic- 
ture carrier" 4.5 me away for inter - 
carrier operation. The unit connects 

2.2K 

22K 

RATIO CET TRANS 
6AL5 

RATIO DE 

7 2 

33 K 

.01 47K 

.001 47n. 

4/150V 

.002 6.8K 

25 - 

,T, -- - - - - - - OUTPUT 

Fig. 1 - Circuit of 
the TV -Tone adapter. 
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between the antenna lead -in and the 
antenna terminals on the TV set. It 
operates from three penlight cells and 
the antenna is automatically switched 
to the TV antenna input circuit when 
the unit is turned off. 

The TeleVerter is designed to operate 
on TV channels 3 and 4. Best results 
are obtained by using channel 3 for 
FM stations between 88 and 100 me 
and channel 4 for stations between 100 
and 108 mc. The FM output of the 
converter will usually override - 
through capture effect -a local TV 
station unless it is exceptionally strong. 
In some locations, it may be best to 
use channel 2 for stations on the low 
end of the FM band and channel 5 for 
the high end. 

The circuit of the TeleVerter is 
shown in Fig. 2. A p -n -p transistor is 
used as a converter or mixer oscillator 
in an autodyne type circuit. L5 is the 
oscillator coil tuned by C3 -b over a 
range of 30.83 to 37.50 mc. A part of 
the collector signal voltage developed 
across L5 is tapped off a capacitive 
voltage divider (C8 C9) and fed back 
to the emitter through a winding on 
output coil L6. Thus, oscillation is 
developed and sustained by feedback 
between collector and emitter. 

The incoming FM signal from the 
antenna passes through channel -6 traps 
Ll C1 and L2 C2 and is coupled to rf 
coil L4 through antenna coil L3. The 
signal developed across L4 is applied 
to the base of the transistor. The 
heterodyne signals are taken off the 
emitter circuit and fed to the receiver 
through output coil L6. 

An intercarrier TV receiver requires 
two carriers spaced approximately 4.5 
mc apart for sound reception. The 
difference frequency resulting from 
heterodyning the incoming FM signal 
and the oscillator fundamental produces 
an FM sound carrier in the output. The 
second harmonic of the oscillator is 4.5 
mc removed from the FM sound carrier 
and is used to produce the 4.5 -mc beat 

in the output 
detector. 

The oscillator frequency is always 
equal to one -third the sum of 4.5 mc 
and the FM signal frequency in mega- 
cycles or 

4.5 -1- FM. For example, when 
the TeleVerter is tuned to 88 mc its 
oscillator is tuned to 92.5/3 or 30.83 
mc. The beat between the oscillator 
and the 88 -mc FM signal produces a 
57.17 -mc FM sound carrier falling 
about the center of channel 2. Simulta- 
neously, the oscillator's second har- 
monic at 61.66 mc produces a "picture" 
carrier just 4.49 me away from the 
sound carrier. The "picture" carrier 
falls in channel 3 but is easily tuned 
in with the TV fine tuning control. 

Similarly, when the converter is 
tuned to 108 mc, 70.50 -mc sound and 
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TO YOUR 
HI- FIDELITY 
AMPLIFIER 

NO ACTUAL 
CONNECTION 

PICKS UP SCAJNO 
FROM YOUR 
OWN T.V. SET 

} 

of the TV set's video 

Fig. 2 - Circuit of 
Regency's one -tran- 
sistor FM TeleVerter. 

CHANNEL 6 TRAPS 

The Regency 
FM TeleVerter. 
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Tapetone's TV -Tone adapter. 

75.00 -mc "picture" carriers fall in 
channels 4 and 5, respectively. The 
signal is tuned in for best sound with 
the TV fine tuning control or by a 
slight readjustment of the TeleVerter's 
oscillator frequency. 

TV Governess 
The model TVG -120 TV Governess 

(Dynamic Electronics -New York, Inc., 
73 -39 Woodhaven Blvd., Forest Hills, 
N. Y.) is an intercom type electronic 
baby sitter that connects to any TV or 
radio set. It squelches the TV's audio 
when the baby cries or calls. The pic- 
ture remains on the screen and you 
hear the baby's call through the TV 
speaker. The TV audio is automatically 
restored seconds after the baby stops 
crying. The unit works with the tele- 
vision set turned either on or off. 

OSC COIL OUTPUT COIL 

L5 L6 
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C 30 
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AUDIO -HIGH FIDELITY 

NEWS 
for 
the 
AUDIOPHILE 

By HERMAN BURSTEIN 

THESE columns are normally de- 
voted to the examination of new 
circuitry or equipment recently 
introduced in the audio field. How- 

ever, there are times when an idea 
which has not been put into practical 
application -and in some cases may 
never reach that point -is so interest- 
ing and contains such possibilities that 
it merits description with already work- 
ing equipment. The proposed stereo 
disc system below seems to fit those 
specifications. 

Minter stereo disc 
A new and truly compatible method 

of putting stereo sound on discs, using 

A 

Details of the Minter compatible 
stereo disc system -it uses an ultra- 
sonic subcarrier for the stereo in- 
formation -and the ESL C -60 moving - 
coil cartridge are carefully analyzed 

Although only a few pickups on the 
market now have such a response, the 
inventors believe that cartridge manu- 
facturers face fewer problems in 
extending the response of their present 
cartridges than in designing radically 
new ones to play vertical lateral or 
45/45 stereo discs'. 

The MSD system is compatible -it 
permits stereo to be reproduced with 
a monaural type pickup and also pro- 
vides completely satisfactory monaural 
sound if the signal from the pickup is 
fed directly into a conventional mon- 
aural preamplifier. Moreover, there is 
compatibility in recording for a cutter 
of basically new design is not required. 
However, the cutter must have ade- 
quate high- frequency response, extend- 

MIKE A (LEFT) 

MIKE B 
(RIGHT) 

MAIN MIXER 

PHASE INVERTER DIFFERENCE MIXER 
B 

25 KC 

o 

RECORD 
CUTTER 

25 KC 

OSC 

FM MODULATOR 
°25 KC MODULATED 

BY A -B 

Fig. 1 -Block diagram of the recording setup for the Minter stereo system. 

a 25 -kc carrier for the stereo infor- 
mation, has been developed by Jerry B. 
Minter of Components Corp. in asso- 
ciation with ESL (Electro -Sonic Lab- 
oratories). A private demonstration of 
MSD- Minter Stereo Disc -in New 
York City in late January gave con- 
vincing evidence that this system, 
although fresh out of the laboratory, 
must be taken seriously. While indus- 
try approval of the 45/45 Westrex 
system renders the adoption of this 
system improbable, it is nevertheless 
well worth describing for its technical 
features, and -who knows ? -it may 
even eventually triumph over apparent- 
ly better established techniques. 

MSD employs laterally cut grooves, 
just as monaural records do, which 
means that a conventional pickup can 
be used it its response extends to 30 ke. 

See the excellent article on stereo recording 
by Norman H. Crowhurst, "Single- Groove Stereo 
Discs," RADIO -ELECTRONICS, January, 1958. 
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ing above 30 kc. 
MSD presently achieves at least 

30 -db, and sometimes as much as 40 -db, 
separation between channels. Other 
single -groove techniques offer only 
about 20 -db separation. Vertical orien- 
tation of the stylus is not critical in 
the MSD system. Other methods re- 
quire that the stylus be perfectly at 
right angles to the groove, or cross- 

MODULATED BY B 
PICKUP 

4At 

8+ 25 KC 

LEFT MIXER 

talk and distortion increase substan- 
tially. MSD is claimed to be inherently 
more distortion -free than the other 
techniques. 

In the vertical lateral and 45/45 
systems, the stylus moves along two 
axes -that is, in two dimensions -and 
operates two transducing elements 
(magnetic, capacitive or piezoelectric), 
which convert stylus motion into an 
electrical signal. One element corre- 
sponds to the left channel and the 
other to the right. The stylus mass is 
necessarily greater than for a pickup 
that moves only in one dimension and 
operates only one transducing element. 
Thus, the problems of high -frequency 
plastic resonance within the audio 
range and rapidly declining response 
above resonance, which increase with 
stylus mass, are accentuated for the 
two -dimension systems. In the MSD 
system, however, the stylus moves only 
laterally, so that its mass may be much 
smaller, proportionately reducing prob- 
lems of resonance as well as record 
wear, needle talk and surface noise. 

How it works 

The MSD system is ingenious and 
can be explained in essence with the 
aid of Figs. 1 and 2. Assume two 
microphones, A and B (Fig. 1) are 
used for stereo recording and that 
they generate an A and a B signal, 
respectively. The A and B signals are 
combined in the main mixer, which 
feeds an A + B signal to the record 
cutter. Therefore, if the record is 
played by a conventional cartridge, all 
the sound picked up by the two micro- 
phones will be reproduced, although in 
monaural fashion. Also fed into the 

2A 

FM DEMODULATOR 
A-B 

PHASE INVERTER H RIGHT MIXER 
2B 

LEFT SPKR 

RIGHT SPKR 

JI 

Fig. 2 -The playback setup in block form. 
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main mixer, and from there into the 
cutter, is a 25 -kc carrier, frequency - 
modulated by what is called a differ- 
ence or A -B signal -this contains 
the stereo information. The B signal 
is phase -inverted so that it becomes - B. Addition of the A and -B sig- 
nals in the difference mixer produces 
an A -B signal, which is used to 
modulate the 25 -kc carrier. 

In playback (Fig. 2), the cartridge 
picks up the A + B signal as well as 
the modulated 25 -kc one. These are 
fed into a special preamplifier. The 
25 -kc signal is demodulated by a 
counter type circuit, which is non- 
critical as to tuning and minimizes 
noise. Thus the A -B signal is re- 
covered. The A -B signal is added 
to the A + B signal in the left mixer, 
thus cancelling out the B portion of 
A + B and leaving what may be called 
a 2A signal, which is fed to the left 
speaker. The A -B signal is also fed 
into a phase inverter, changing it to 
B - A. The B -A signal is added to 
the A + B signal in the right mixer, 
cancelling the A portion of the latter 
and leaving what may be called a 2B 
signal, which is supplied to the right 
speaker. Although not shown in Fig. 2, 
the 25 -kc frequency does go through 
the left and right mixers into the 
speakers. However, it has previously 
been attenuated by an R -C filter and 
by RIAA treble de- emphasis, and is too 
high to be heard, unless the record is 
slowed down. 

The A + B signal fed into the cutter 
contains frequencies to 18 kc. How- 
ever, the A -B signal in the present 
stage of development is limited to 5 
kc, because it was initially feared that 
sidebands of the 25 -kc carrier would 
intermodulate with the A + B infor- 
mation. But it is planned to extend the 
stereophonic A -B information to 
about 8-10 kc. This has been shown 
feasible in practice. 

Even when the A -B signal is 
limited to 5 kc, it is able to provide a 
substantial stereophonic effect. Increas- 
ing the stereo information to 10 kc 
would leave little to be desired. 

The regular information, A + B, is 
recorded at an average of about 8 
cm /sec and a maximum of about 12 
to 16 cm /sec, so that chances of loss 
of contact between stylus and groove 

are minimized. This velocity results in 
a recording level about 3 to 4 db lower 
than that on a monaural disc of high 
quality. On the other hand, the lower 
recording level makes possible finer 
groove spacing, which permits more 
music on a record. 

When the stylus momentarily loses 
contact with the groove, the 25 -kc 
carrier is, of course, lost and a mod- 
erate bass thump is heard in the 
speaker. To overcome this problem, 
the next stage of development will add 
a locked oscillator that will briefly 
continue whatever the signal frequency 
was at the time groove contact was 
lost. This may be thought of as an 
electronic flywheel. 

MSD is brand -new and, as indicated, 
there are improvements to be made. 
But it does work, which is the main 
thing. It is compatible, and its under- 
lying idea is elegant but not really 
complex. Of the four stereo disc sys- 
tems that have appeared, including 
MSD, only one has been substantially 
ruled out, namely that which uses two 
sets of grooves and a pair of pickups 
side by side. Between the 45/45 and 
vertical -lateral methods, the former 
seems to have preference and will 
probably be adopted by EIA as the 
industry standard. 

ESL C -60 cartridge 
Among the best, and costliest, of 

phonograph cartridges are dynamic 
(moving -coil) pickups. The lateral 
stylus movement of these cartridges is 
translated into an inherently distortion - 
free motion of a coil in a constant 
magnetic field. But the problem arises 
of keeping the mass of the armature 
(coil and core) small, to maintain 
high- frequency response, minimize 
groove and stylus wear and prevent 
groove resonance (which depends in 
part upon compliance of the groove 
wall) from coming down into the audio 
range. 

To keep the mass of the armature 
down, the number of turns of wire must 
be limited. As a result, moving -coil 
pickups have the lowest output of the 
various types of magnetic cartridges. 
This is the price paid for quality. How- 
ever, new models and brands have 
recently appeared with substantially 
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increased output, yet without deteriora- 
tion in quality. 

One of these is the ESL (Electro- 
Sonic Laboratories) C -60 series (see 
photos), which is a successor to the 
ESL Concert series. The C -60 has 
about five times its predecessor's out- 
put, but maintains or exceeds its per- 
formance. Output of the C -60 is about 
5 my at 5 -cm /sec rms velocity, which 
is sufficient to eliminate the need for 
an input transformer when used with 
most preamps. (By comparison, the 
familiar G -E cartridge has only about 
6 db more output.) This saves not only 
the price of a good transformer, about 
$15, but also the effort of connecting 
the transformer into the system and 
finding a hum -free location for it. The 
C -60 is noncritical as to load; any 
value above 200 ohms prevents high - 
frequency roll -off in the audio range.' 

The C -60's higher output is partly 
due to a more efficient magnetic struc- 
ture obtained through use of materials 
with superior magnetic characteristics. 
However, increased output is mainly 
due to more turns of wire. To have 
more turns without increasing the mass 
of the armature, ESL uses a wire about 
one -fourth the thickness of a human 
hair. Although wire this fine is not 
uncommon, several years of research 
were devoted to developing one with 
the necessary strength and flexing 
characteristics for use in a moving 
coil. 

The C -60 is more rugged than the 
Concert series. The bearings that hold 
the armature have been enclosed for 
protection against dust and dirt, as in 
the ESL Professional series. And a 
rear support bearing has been added 
to prevent vertical motion of the arma- 
ture due to action of a changer arm, 
accidental dropping of the tone arm, 
etc. 

During several hours of comparative 
listening to the C -60 and Concert series, 
I found it very difficult to discern any 
appreciable difference in quality be- 
tween the two, although the C -60 
seemed to have slightly better defini- 
tion. In any event, listening indicated 
that increased output was not accom- 
panied by a sacrifice in quality. END 

s In magnetic pickup., cartridge inductance and 
load resistance form a low -pass filter. 

*v TERMINALS 

POLE PIECE 

® 41) 
LEAD WIRES 

\41) MAGNET UPPER BEARING 

( 
COIL WIRE IS 

n. 1/4 THICKNESS 

Closeup of 
the ESL 

OF HUMAN HAIR 
POLE PIECE 

C -60. LOWER BEARING 

SHOE 
STYLUS 

Exploded view of the ESL C -60 moving -coil cartridge. 
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High -Fidelity Amplifier 
MAtliWtoiet\i\ Vir4001,04410 Design 
and 
Performance 

A study of basic power - 
amplifier circuits 

By MANNIE HOROWITZ 

0 FTEN overlooked when the 
versatility of a preamp or the 
virtues of a speaker system 
are discussed, is the power 

amplifier. Yet it is equally important 
and requires the same careful design 
as the equipment which precedes and 
follows it. 

A good 10 -watt power amplifier is 
usually sufficient for home installations. 
In crowded city apartments, where the 
average listening level is frequently 
limited to a maximum of 1 watt, a 10- 
watt undistorted peak in music should 
be adequate. 

People living in homes remote from 
their neighbors may find a 20 -watt unit 
more desirable. 

A 50- or 60 -watt amplifier is fre- 
quently used by the critical listener 
* Project engineer, Electronic Instruments Corp. 

6AV6 
VOLTAGE AMP 

The Eico HF -30 uses four push -pull parallel EL84's in its output stage. 

who feels that a unit with good char- 
acteristics at 50 watts will certainly 
perform better at average listening 
levels. This power level is a must when 
operating an inefficient speaker system. 

An amplifier typical of the circuitry 
commonly used today is the Eico HF -30 
(Fig. 1) . It will be used as the basis 
for the discussion in this article, 
though some examples may be drawn 
from other circuits. The signal from 
the preamp is fed to the INPUT jack, 
where it is amplified by a 6AV6 troide 
(the diode sections are not used). The 
6AV6's output is direct -coupled to the 
phase inverter, a 6C4. This feeds four 
European output tubes, EL84's (6BQ- 
5's), connected in a push -pull parallel 
circuit. There is 20 db of feedback 
around the entire circuit and output 
transformer through the 33,000 -ohm 

604 
PHASE INV 

EL84/6BQ5 (4) 
PWR OUTPUT 

resistor (R15) and 56 -µµf capacitor 
(C6). Capacitors Cl, C2 and C4 are in 
the interest of stability. This is known 
as a Williamson type amplifier. 

The most popular phase- inverter 
driver amplifier used during the past 
few years was the Williamson. In this 
circuit the split -load phase inverter 
feeds a driver amplifier which in turn 
drives the output tubes (see Fig. 2 -a). 
Excellent results can be achieved with 
this configuration once it has been ad- 
justed for maximum stability. Equally 
good results are achieved using the so- 
called Williamson type amplifier, which 
omits the extra driver tube (Fig. 1- 
1/1 and V2). Here the output tubes 
work directly off the split -load phase 
inverter (Fig. 2 -b). 

A circuit which is somewhat superior 
and more efficient than the Williamson 
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Fig. 1 - Circuit of 
the Eico model 
11F -30 power ampli- 
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Component layout, under the HF -30's chassis. 

has been used by manufacturers 
throughout England. Using the Clare 
cathode -coupled phase inverter, this 
circuit drives the output tubes directly 
(Fig. 2 -c) . There is usually an added 
input tube in front of the driver to 
supply added gain and provide a con- 
venient point for applying feedback. It 
has the advantage of maintaining ex- 
cellent balance through the entire audio 
spectrum. 

INPUT 

470 K 

470. 

INPUT 

INPUT 
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I2AX7 

EF88 

.025 

100K 

I 

OUTPUT 
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275 V 
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6SN7- GT 
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.25 

OUTPUT 

.2s 

213.75K 

I 6 
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A 
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I00a 

200 V 1.25 

Fig. 2 -Phase inverters currently used 
in hi -fi equipment: a - Williamson 
Cathodyne inverted /driver b- William- 
son type Cathodyne; c -Clare cathode - 

coupled inverter. 

33K 

370 V 
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The phase inverter supplies two equal 
voltages, 180 ° out of phase, to drive the 
grids of push -pull output tubes. In the 
30 -watt amplifier of Fig. 1, the output 
tubes are the four EL84's in push - 
pull parallel. Here, V3 and V4 are in 
parallel, being supplied by the voltage 
developed at the plate (across R7) of 
the 6C4. V5 and V6 are in parallel, 
being supplied with an equal voltage, 
but 180° out of phase to that supplied 
to V3 and V4. This time the voltage is 
developed across R6 at the cathode of 
the 6C4. The EL84's are in pentode 
operation. 

Output tubes 
In the early days of high fidelity, it 

was thought that the best results dis - 
tortionwise could be achieved only with 
triode output tubes. This was considered 
true due to the greater degree of triode 
curve linearity compared to that of 
pentodes. Currently, pentodes are being 
used in output circuits capable of 
delivering high pentode power while at 
the same time being as distortion -free 
as triodes. The most popular one of 
these is Ultra- Linear -its popularity 
probably being due as much to its 
economy and simplicity as to its excel- 
lence. Cathode feedback or circuits 
using regulated screen supplies can 
also give good results, but are consider- 
ably more expensive for the builder 
than the Ultra- Linear (Fig. 3). 

A satisfactory amplifier delivering 
up to about 8 or 9 watts can be built 

a 
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using the 6V6 or its miniature equiv- 
alent, the 6AQ5. Better results, with 
higher power capabilities, are realized 
when European -made EL84's are used. 
Experimentally, I have found it pos- 
sible to get a clean 15 -watt output using 
EL84's, with Ultra- Linear operation 
offering no visible or audible advantage 
over pentode operation. 

Higher power, up to about 20 or 25 
watts, can be achieved with 6L6's. Their 
advantage is particularly noted at these 
powers with Ultra- Linear or regulated 
screen supply circuitry. A more rugged - 
ized version of the 6L6, the 5881, is a 
direct replacement with equivalent re- 
sults. The RCA 1614 is an excellent but 
expensive replacement for the 6L6, 
with outstanding results. 

Power outputs up to 100 watts can 
be delivered by several 6L6's in push - 
pull parallel or by the specially made 
6550. An excellent European tube for 
higher power application is the EL- 
34/6CA7. A 60 -watt amplifier can be 
made using this tube with a power 
supply delivering only 470 volts. This 

OUTPUT 
TRANS 

320V 

6 

6L6(2) 

OUTPUT 
TRANS 

380V 

INPUT 

C 

OUTPUT 
TRANS 

II 

INPUT 

330V 

250 V (REG) 

OUTPUT 
TRANS 

d 

INPUT 

Q 340V 

Fig. 3 (left and above) -Types of 
power- output circuits: a- triode; b- 
pentode; c- Ultra -Linear; d- regulated 
screen supply; e - cathode feedback. 
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EL34(2)! 

INnT 

OUTPUT 
TRANS 

50 R 

-57V 
(FIXED BIAS) 

470V 

Fig. 4- Ultra- Linear output stage using 
fixed bias and adjustable balance con- 

trol. 

result is achieved with fixed bias (Fig. 
4). Under similar supply voltage condi- 
tions, using cathode bias, as much as 
35 watts of clean power can be realized 
(Fig. 3 -c). 

Equal in importance with the power 
output tube is the output transformer. 
The transformer should be capable of 
reproducing a minimum audio band of 
30- 15,000 cycles, within 1 db of the 
amplifier's rated power output. This 
requires the use of grain- oriented steel 
and interleaved windings in the trans- 
former's construction. 

The primary function of an output 
transformer is to match the speaker 
load to the output tubes. It is impor- 
tant to adhere carefully to this match 
to minimize distortion and achieve the 
maximum output power. Tube manu- 

facturers specify the impedance their 
tubes must see under various conditions 
of operation. In turn, transformer 
manufacturers specify impedance ratios 
of the transformers they manufacture. 
Matching one to the other then becomes 
obvious. 

It is further advisable to have several 
output taps on the transformer (4, 8 
and 16 ohms) to match any speaker or 
group of speakers that might eventually 
be used with the amplifier. 

The complete amplifier shown in Fig. 
1 has one notable omission -variable 
damping. Although widely advertised, 
experiments show that its greatest 
advantage is realized when poor speak- 
ers are used. Although a few speaker 
manufacturers of quality units recom- 
mend the use of low damping factors 
to deliver the proper bass response, 
any loss in the bass due to overdamping 
can usually be satisfactorily compen- 
sated for with tone controls. Most 
hobbyists will not miss this feature, 
especially when the possibilities of in- 
stability due to positive- current feed- 
back, frequently used in this circuit, 
are considered. Of even more impor- 
tance is that a low damping factor on 
any speaker can lead to inadequate 
damping over most of the audio spec- 
trum. 

The HF -30's power supply is a con- 
ventional full -wave rectifier type. Two 

tubes are used to increase its current 
capacity and improve regulation. The 
output of this power supply feeds 
voltage directly to a separate preamp. 

As with the preamp, many circuit 
combinations are possible. The signal 
from a preamp is fed to the input of 
a phase inverter (see Fig. 2). Assum- 
ing sufficient driving voltage, any of 
the phase- inverter types shown in Fig. 
2 can feed any of the power amplifiers 
shown in Figs. 3 and 4 simply by 
connecting the phase inverter outputs 
to the output tube grids. Feedback can 
be arranged around the output trans- 
former, as shown in Fig. 1, and applied 
to point A in Fig. 2. Take care to 
avoid oscillation due to improper phas- 
ing of the output transformer and 
excess feedback. 

To eliminate parasitic oscillation, 
parasitic suppressors such as R10, 
R11, R12 and R13 in Fig. 1 can be 
used. Resistors of much smaller value 
can be used in the plates and screens. 

Achieving complete stability is the 
toughest problem in amplifier design. 
To attain this goal, slow- rolloff capac- 
itors such as C2 and C4 (Fig. 1) should 
be used. When these capacitors are 
large (about 250 µµf), omission of Cl 
is usually permissible. Capacitor C6 in 
the feedback loop should be adjusted 
for the best square waveshape at 10,000 
cycles. END 

the TRANSISTOR was born 10 years ago... 

From a standing start in 1948, transistor production has 

leapfrogged to an annual output of almost 29,000,000 units 

in 1957. Another gigantic increase is predicted for 1958. 

will salute the 
Tenth Anniversary of the invention of the 
transistor next month with a 

SPECIAL TRANSISTOR ISSUE 
History of the Transistor Transistor Applications 

Transistor Bibliography Transistor Care 

Build A Transistor : Hi -Fi Amplifier- Intercom -Null Detector 

Frequency Standard - Allwave Radio-Police Receiver -Oscillator 

plus many other features on all phases of electronics. 
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Reviewed by 
CHESTER SANTON 

Stereophony on tape continues to occupy the 
more nimble brains in the audio field. The 
scramble of the moment, unfortunately, appears 
to center on how best to lower stereo's existing 
standards. On the theory that 7.6 stereo tape is 
too expensive to attract a wide market, work 
is under way on two new ideas. The first could 
be called quarter -track stereo tape. Under this 
system a pair of stereo channels at 7.5 ips would 
be squeezed into the area now occupied by one 
channel. The term quarter -track seems logical 
because the former half -track area is split in 
two. By recording the pair of channels in both 
directions, stereo's cost could be cut in half. The 
other idea calls for 3.75 speed applied to the 
present pair of stereo channels, occupying the 
full width of the tape in one direction. It, too, 
could halve the cost of stereo tape. The 3.75 
system, already feasible with some existing 
heads, faces one major threat from quarter- track. 
There is a possibility that some giant firm in 
the industry may be tempted to set up its own 
quarter -track tape playback system aimed at 
the "half- price" stereo tape market. A lowering 
of tape standards occurred once before when 15 
ips gave way to the commercial speed of 7.5. 
Luckily, stereo came along to help the new 
speed. The first commercial stereo releases were 
aired on my WQXR program two years ago - 
one channel going to the AM transmitter, the 
other to the FM. With professional tape equip- 
ment at my disposal, I have been able to follow 
every improvement attained in the past. By now, 
some of the better tapes rank with the finest 
home stereo machines. Because so much has been 
accomplished, I hate to see any action aimed at 
the lowering of present standards. 

The King of Organs 
Bill Floyd at New York Paramount 

Theatre Organ 
Cook Laboratories Stereo Tape 1150 

(7 inch; playing time, 34 min. $12.95) 
If current standards are important to you, 

don't miss this one -the latest of the 60 Cook 
original stereo masters just released. Having 
shown how to make records in the early 'Fifties, 
Emory Cook now offers for our amazement a 
stunning sample of his newly developed stereo 
tape process. This organ recording should wake 
up the low end of even the middle -class speakers. 
It has a natural bass response of great warmth 
-denoting excellent stability in the mastering 
equipment and, more important to the purchaser, 
real care and precision in the duplicating 
process. You'll enjoy the carefree tunes of the 
'Twenties and 'Thirties by Gershwin, Porter, 
Rodgers and Hart and others as played on this 
smoothly powerful Wurlitzer. The other stereo 
tapes announced by Cook Laboratories contain 
material known to audiophiles everywhere, hav- 
ing appeared on monaural as well as the original 
two -channel discs employing two tone arms. The 
Cook decision to issue tape confirms the belief 
of numerous persons that tape has arrived as 
a high -fidelity stereo medium. 

BERNSTEIN: West Side Story 
Original -Cast Stereo Tape (2 reels) 

Columbia TOB -13 
(Playing time, 57 min. $23.95) 

I haven't seen the Broadway show but the 
cast has just completed a special performance in 

my living room. This musical portrayal of juve- 
nile gang warfare on New York's West Side 
pulls no punches. Every jab in the savage Bern- 
stein score registers with greater impact than 
you find in the LP. The disc version of the 
musical is technically outstanding. However, in 
stereo -with a low hiss level on a very clean 
tape -you can follow the movements of the cast 
as the players obey their stage directions. The 
duets of the young stars, Carol Lawrence and 
Larry Kert, have a smooth, easy separation and 
presence impossible on records. In the miking, 
a wider pickup is effectively employed in the 
scenes featuring the chorus. Having sat through 
the show from beginning to end, I am convinced 
that original -cast albums in stereo will make 
inroads into the home TV audience where 
nothing else has. If another South Pacific comes 
along, the same neighbors who invited them- 
selves over to watch a good TV show in the 
early days will barge in to hear a good stereo 
setup. 

Dixieland Jamfest in Stereo 
Reeves Soundcraft Bonus Recording 

(Playing time, 30 min. Price: see text) 
To get this recording -stereo or monaural - 

you add 75 cents to the price of a 7 -inch reel 
of Soundcraft tape, returning the tape to Reeves 
to be recorded. This new idea is garnished 
with proven talent from the higher echelons of 
jazz. The jam session features Coleman Hawkins, 
Henry 'Red" Allen, J. C. Higginbotham, Sol 
Yaged, Lou Stein, Milt Hinton and Cozy Cole. 
This special offer indicates what can be done 
today in a bright studio when a major tape 
producer records jazz at close range with Tele- 
funken microphones. A fabulous buy. 

Stereophony Sampler Vol. 1 
C 80 (Playing time, 30 min. $4.95) 

Stereophony Sampler Vol. 2 
B 81 (Playing time, 18 min. $3.95) 

These samplers cover the entire Stereophony 
catalogue. Vol. 1 contains popular jazz and 
novelties. The second sampler features their 
prestige items. Among these, the Strings by 
Starlight Orchestra, Sam Donahué s orchestra, 
the Voicestra and the Symphonic Band are 
exceptionally fine. Listen to these tapes on 
top -notch equipment and you'll appreciate one 
thing -they haven't skimped on quality in the 
tape used or its processing. An outstanding tech- 
nical achievement. 

Note: Records below are 12 -inch LP 
and play back with RIAA curve unless 
otherwise indicated. 

Adventures in Sound 
Columbia WL 101 -123 

Columbia Record's answer to the smaller firms 
who, in recent years, have capitalized on exotic 
music and breathtaking sound. With this series, 
a major firm has invaded this specialized field. 
In technical proficiency, these discs match any 
label in existence today. In the 19 albums, we 
find emphasis on seldom -heard music of foreign 
lands. Of particular interest to the sound 
enthusiast is the album containing the difficult- 
to- reproduce transients of the carillon (WL 115) ; 

Sorcery, with Sabu and his 11 -drum percussion 
ensemble (WL 101) and Delirium in Hi -Fi 
(WL 106), which offer inventive use of changes 
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in tape speed and other recording tricks. Clever 
splicing creates many bizarre effects. Processed 
as a deluxe series, the recordings offer uniformly 
quiet surfaces. 

Popular Science Hi -Fi Test Record, 
Vol. 2 

Urania UPS -2 
The second "testing" record in this series is 

called True Sounds of Musical Tones. The ma- 
terial is aimed at the beginner, especially the 
stylus, pickup and high -frequency tests. The 
only interesting test is the one dealing with the 
lower frequencies of the tuba, double bass viol, 
piano, cello and organ. To get the sound energy 
that would put across their point, the producers 
miked these instruments at extremely close 
range. As the instruments are heard descending 
the scale, each note is repeated. The first note 
is heard at full range; the second is filtered at 
120 cycles per second. In the next stage of the 
test, the cutoff occurs at 65 cycles. A word of 
warning: In view of the arbitrary nature of the 
mike placement, low- frequency response such 
as this should not be expected when listening 
to these instruments on other records. Most of 
side two is given over to 12 orchestral instru- 
ments in passages from classical works. We 
hear them first in a close studio pickup, then 
in their normal places in the orchestra. The idea 
is a good one but the recording of the orchestral 
sound is not up to present standards. 

The Soul of Haiti 
Jean Vincent and Instrumental Group 

Vanguard VRS -9015 
In these songs and ritual chants, the native 

performers seem unaware of the microphone. 
Four conga drums and flute accompany the 
singer, Jean Vincent, a native of Haiti. The 
atmospheric background sounds of sea, birds, 
thunder and so forth have been handled with 
imagination. The effect is spellbinding. 

BRAHMS: Variations on a Theme by 
Haydn 

Hungarian Dances 
Antal Dorati conducting the 

London Symphony 
Mercury MG -50154 

If Hungary had a world -famous orchestra, this 
is how it would sound in the Brahms Hungarian 
Dances. The agile British instrumentalists toss 
off these seven exhilarating dances with all the 
flair demanded by Hungarian -born Antal Dorati. 
The warmth of the woodwinds in the Brahma 
Variations on the other side is a pleasant sur- 
prise. Too often Mercury has sacrificed the 
softer -voiced instruments in order to attain the 
loudest climaxes on records. 

VIVALDI : L'Estro Harnzonico 
Mario Rossi conducting soloists and 

Chamber orchestra of the Vienna 
State Opera 

Vanguard Bach Guild BG -572/4 
The best -sounding version of Vivaldi's most 

famous violin concertos. Vanguard's recording 
curve, flatter than moat, is ideally suited to the 
solo string instruments sharing honors with the 
main body of strings. These three records are 
offered for the price of two. 

Sounds of New Music 
Folkways FX -6160 

Required listening for tape experimenters, this 
record is a good introduction to new techniques 
whereby raw sound is taped and then manipu- 
lated to form novel compositions. The "tape - 
music" of Vladimir Ussachevsky is created with 
two tape machines. Re- recording at changed 
speed, he transposes the sounds to different 
octaves. If you wish to startle your pickup or 
loudspeaker, go down a few octaves with him. 
In the Sonata for Loudspeakers, Henry Jacobs 
demonstrates his work with tape loops. Also 
included are some of the pioneer efforts in 
experimental music. The tape experiments are 
sure to interest the advanced collector of unusual 
sound. END 

Name and address of any manufacturer of 
records mentioned in this column may be ob- 
tained by writing Records, RADIO -ELECTRONICS, 
154 West 14 St., New York 11, N.Y. 
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50 years ago this month the world's first radio maga- 
zine was launched. It-and those that came after it- 
played an important part in the half century of elec- 
tronic progress that followed. 

HALF- CENTURY ago -April, 1908 -Mod- 
ern Electrics, the world's first publication 
designed to explain and popularize "wire- 
less," was published. Its editor and founder, 
Hugo Gernsback, was a Luxembourgian who 
had come here in 1904 as a youth of 19, to 

market his first invention, a layer -built dry-cell battery. 
With his new battery -which he had patented in Europe 

-the young inventor brought many new ideas and devices 
with him. It was not long, therefore, before a new company 
to import, manufacture and market devices for the electrical 
and the new group of "wireless" experimenters, made its 
appearance. Called the Electro Importing Co., it occupied 
a small loft at 32 Park Place, later a larger one at 87 War- 
ren St. and still later at 84 -86 West Broadway, in lower 
Manhattan; a little later, there was added a retail store at 
68 West Broadway, the world's first radio store. 

Among other items, the E.I.Co. began marketing the 
first home or private radio ever offered the public. Called 
the Telimco (from The E.I.Co. name) wireles telegraph 
outfit, it was advertised in Scientific American iinnuary, 
1906. Sales were slow at first -the new company had to 
convince not only the public but the police that the device 
would send signals through the air without wires -but it 
soon became the most important product of the E.I.Co. 
The original Telimco model is now in the Ford Museum at 
Dearborn, Mich. 

Early picture of the 
Electro Importing 
Co.'s first retail store 
-the world's first 
radio store -and the 
type of equipment 
that was sold before 
1910. 

APRIL, 1958 

By T. R. KENNEDY. Jr. 

So much explanatory material was needed in those days 
to tell about what the Electro Importing Co. had to sell to 
electrical experimenters and wireless enthusiasts that the 
company's voluminous catalog often contained long explan- 
atory articles. Gernsback found himself already a publisher 
of electrical and wireless information, and it was but a 
step to a regular monthly periodical. 

Though he used the conservative Modern Electrics as a 
title (a "radio" magazine pure and simple could hardly 
have survived in 1908) the very first article of that original 
April issue was entitled "Wireless Telegraphy." Another 
article "by our Brussels correspondent" described a wireless - 
equipped automobile. There was also a piece about long - 
distance records established by the United States fleet, 
whose transmissions from the west coast of Mexico had 
been received at San Francisco and at Pensacola, Fla. 

The first issue contained 40 pages. Price was announced 
as 10 cents a copy -$1 per year. 

In the very next issue of Modern Electrics (May, 1908), 
Gernsback elaborated on his Telimco dot -and -dash wireless 
with an invention he called the Dynamophone, in which the 
human voice, through a microphone, coupled to a spark 
coil, transmitted to a distant receiver enough energy to 
operate a relay and start an electric motor. This might be 
called the great -granddaddy of today's numerous voice - 
operated systems now used in oceanic radio and elsewhere. 

In subsequent issues he commented on the electric tubes 
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Replica of "the first radio set ever sold to the public," a 
small spark transmitter and receiver, now rests in Ford 
Museum at Dearborn. This set was demonstrated at the IRE 
convention in 1954, the last time spark transmission was 
authorized by the FCC. 

then in existence, based on the Geissler and Crookes bulbs. 
July's Modern Electrics carried an article by V. H. Laughter 
on "Speaking Arc Lamp," forerunner of the high -power 
arc transmitters, the arc flame of which was "modulated" 
by stepped -up voice frequencies. About a year later, Valde- 
mar Poulsen developed and announced an arc transmitter 
that covered 150 miles on first test. Laughter, incidentally, 
has continued as an author in these magazines to present 
times. One of his latest articles (June, 1950) was on 
"Making Large Electrets." 

A "loud- speaking telephone," which could be heard with- 
out pressing the device against the ear, was offered by the 
Modern Electrics Berlin correspondent in the September, 
1908, issue. Actual contact with the ear, and thus the 
possibility of picking up germs from the device, was said 
to be avoided. No other use was foreseen. 

The Wireless Association of America was promoted in 
1909, to further the interests of wireless telegraphy and 
"aerophony" in America. There were two conditions of 
membership- American citizenship and ownership of a 
sending or receiving set (or both). Lee de Forest was the 
first president. From the membership of this organization 
and the "Swatties," or Society of Wireless Telegraph Engi- 
neers, of Boston, grew the present -day Institute of Radio 
Engineers, which came into official being on May 13, 1912. 

A prominent article in the May, 1909, issue was entitled 
"Signalling to Mars." In those days it was thought that 
a power of 70,000 kw would be necessary. This could be 
supplied, the article pointed out, by focusing many high - 
power long -wave stations on Mars from various spots on 
Earth, synchronizing them to operate at the same time 
from a single key. 

Not content with pioneering in the new world of wireless, 
Modern Electrics boldly attacked the unattainable objective 
of sending pictures through space. In an article "Television 
and the Telephot" in December, 1909, several approaches 
and proposals by leading experimenters were described. 
All included a mosaic of selenium or other light- sensitive 
cells as a transmitter and a similar mosaic of small lamps 
to form the receiving screen. The state of the art had 
apparently not advanced to the point where a synchronized 
scanning system could even be visualized. Gernsback pro- 
posed a method whereby the large number of wires could be 
cut down by using different frequencies and tuned relays, 
and whereby varying light intensities could be reproduced 
with varying current strengths. This was said to be nec- 
essary to transmit images of objects in motion and to give 
a recognizable image. No patents were taken out on the 
device, as it was considered too complicated for practical 
realization in the form described. 

Modern Electrics, now grown to a circulation of more 
than 30,000, lent its issue of April, 1910, to the complete 
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An early E.I.Co. scene. Not only was manufac- 
turing and shipping carried on here, but Modern 
Electrics was edited on the premises too. 

printing of the proposed Burke Wireless Bill, which was 
devised to "regulate and control the use of wireless tele- 
graphy and wireless telephony." This Was one of the first 
actions in the struggle against Federal attempts to "reg- 
ulate" the amateur into oblivion or ineffectiveness, in which 
the Gernsback publications were to take so active a part. 

In Modern Electrics of May, 1910, it was learned that 
Bellini and Tosi, two Italian experimenters at Boulogne, 
whose work had been reported on in the March and May, 
1909, issues, had devised a system of directing wireless 
waves in space. The process could be reversed -incoming 
waves could reveal the direction from which they arrived. 
And so was born one of the earliest direction finders. 

In the same month the entire organization moved into a 
roomy 5 -story building at 233 Fulton St. Celebrating the 
new quarters, Modern Electrics carried a leading story 
from Thomas A. Edison on a new nickel -iron storage 
battery, which Edison had toiled 6 years to perfect. 

The editor told of his new "Detectorium" in July, 1910. 
It incorporated a silicon crystal detector as an integral 
part of a double -slide tuning coil. The blunt silicon point, 
held in a brass cup, contacted the coil wires as the slider 
was moved to tune. One actually "tuned with the detector." 
The issue also noted the formation of the Wireless Associa- 
tion of Pennsylvania, organized to fight the proposed Depew 
Bill, which would have limited the use of the air to com- 
mercial wireless interests. 

In the April, 1911, Modern Electrics Gernsback leaped 
into the 27th century with the now -classic serialized story 
"Ralph 124C 41+," which, intended to give the reader a 
picture of the distant future, contained a considerable 
number of then astounding predictions that have since been 
realized. Among other things, it pictured the essential 
elements of radar, telling how pulsed radio waves could be 
bounced off objects near and far, then to return to the 
sending point to reveal the distance and direction of travel. 

On April 1, 1911, it was announced that the Wireless 
Association of America had reached the then phenomenal 
number of 11,360 members. Somewhat reluctantly, notice 
was given that the cost of association buttons had to be 
raised to 20 cents. In the August issue Dr. Charles P. Stein- 
metz, the electrical wizard, discoursed on "Lightning 
Phenomena." A page ad in the October issue offered the 
"best Audion made in the United States." Price complete 
on a wooden stand, $4. In the same issue, Ralph 124C 41+ 
was seeking his sweetheart, Alice 212B 423, who had been 
kidnapped and whisked away into space by a villainous 
Martian. Ralph was hard on the trail of the abductor, 
whom he had located through his "polarized wave appara- 
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MODERN ELECTRjCS' 
CATALOG Ned 

ELECTRO IMPORTING COMPANY 

-Everything kir the I rinlrntFrr" 

Early E.I.Co. catalog. 
These were the an- 
cestors of Modern 
Electrics, not only in 
name but in partial 
contents. 

tus" or long- distance radar -not so fantastic today as it 
sounded in 1911. 

The US Naval radio station NAA at Arlington, Va., 
opened early in the year, and could be heard henceforth 
around the world, transmitting time signals at noon EST. 
On Dec. 11, the Alexander Wireless Bill had been referred 
to the Congressional Committee on the Merchant Marine 
and Fisheries and ordered to be printed. Modern Electrics 
carried the full text in the February, 1912, issue. The same 
issue's editorial practically wrote a constitution for the 
American amateur, so closely was it followed in the Wire- 
less Bill as finally enacted: 

Editorial 

"Modern Electrics." Feb. 1912 

"There should be a bill passed restraining 
the amateur from using too much power, say 
anything above I K.W. The wave length of the 
amateur wireless station should also be regulated 
in order that only wave lengths from a few 
meters up to 200 could be used. Wave lengths 
of from 200 to 1.000 meters, the amateurs should 
not be allowed to use, but they could use any 
wave length above 1.000...:" 

Wireless Act of 1912 

(Section lit 
Law enacted Dec. 1912 

"No private or commercial station not en- 
gaged in the transaction of bona tide commercial 
business by radio communication ... shall use a 
transmitting wave length exceeding two hun- 
dred meters or atransformer input exceeding one 
kilowatt except by special authority of the Sec- 
retary of Commerce and Labor contained in the 
license of the station...." 

The publisher announced that with the April issue the 
price of Modern Electrics would be 15 cents. On April 14 
the Titanic had been sunk at sea. Wireless from the vessel 
brought aid and 700 lives were saved, proving the great 
value of the new medium. In the April issue Clapp -Eastham 
announced its Blitzen tuner, and Murdock its earphones, 
which, it was said, could bring in signals over 2,300 miles. 

But Modern Electrics had about reached the end of a 
long and important life as a publication. The last issue was 
published in July, 1912, and Gernsback began to concentrate 
his ideas on something new, a type of publication dealing 
more with the affairs of the experimenter. 

w 

be Electrical 
(Experimenter 

"Long live the amateur, long live wireless!" shouted the 
opening article of a new publication, "The Electrical Ex- 
perimenter," which had long been pondered but finally was 
born with the issue of May, 1913. Gernsback had terminated 
a campaign on the part of the American amateur in Modern 
Electrics, but he plunged at once into the affairs of hamdom 
in the Electrical Experimenter by publishing a lengthy but 
easy -to -read piece on "Building Large Spark Coils." He 
would not accept or print advertising matter, an announce- 
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Membership buttons of two of America's oldest radio 
associations, the Wireless Association of America - 
the world's first -and the Radio League of America, 

both organized by Hugo Gernsback. 

ment said. The periodical -which at 5 cents a copy was 
said to have been produced at a loss -would be strictly 
a service to subscribers and customers of the Electro Im- 
porting Co. 

The assistant editor was Harry Winfield Secor, who had 
been with Gernsback on Modern Electrics, and who was 
destined to be a member of the organization -with brief 
interruptions -to the present day. 

Lee de Forest in the June, 1913, Electrical Experimenter 
told of "Recent Developments at the Federal Telegraph 
Co." which he said "enjoyed the distinction of having no 
press agents." 

In the February, 1914, issue, Gernsback reported on his 
"Radioson" detector, which was made by fusing a .0002 -inch 
diameter platinum wire into a tube of special glass so that 
only the most minute tip of the metal was presented to the 
electrolytic solution. It was said to have been some 1,246 
times smaller than the best bare -point Wollaston wire of the 
day. The wireless wavemeter, one of the fundamental tools 
of the art, made its appearance in the Electrical Experi- 
menter of August. 

In the spring and summer of 1915, with Europe at war, 
radio and electronics began to move faster. On May 7 an 
SOS from the Lusitania revealed that the vessel had been 
sunk by a German U -boat. Wireless dramatically had 
proven again its usefulness. 

In the winter of 1915 -16, under the aegis of the Electrical 
Experimenter, radio leaders in this country formed the 
Radio League of America. Its purpose was to "promote 
the art of amateur wireless telegraphy and telephony in 
the US . . . to make available to the Government a com- 
plete list of US amateur stations ....pledged to serve the 
country in time of national danger or need . . ." 

There was plenty of opportunity for the magazine to take 
part in the country's service, and it carried on a campaign 
to educate the public -and the Government -to the dangers 
posed to the country's neutrality by the large German 
stations at Sayville, N. Y., and Tuckerton, N. J. The cover 
of the August, 1915, issue showed "Sayville Wireless 
Receiving German War Report," and the editorial pointed 
out, with examples, how simple it would be to send coded 
messages which would assist German U -boats to sink enemy 
(and neutral) shipping. 

In the very next issue of Electrical Experimenter came 
the news that the Government had closed the station at 
Sayville, later reopening it with a full Government staff. 
Charles E. Apgar, wireless amateur of Westfield, N. J., had 
recorded Sayville's messages on wax records and turned 
them over to Federal authorities for decoding. These, when 
played back, furnished sufficient evidence to cause the 
Government to close the station. 

Meanwhile, the part played by the magazine aroused 
sharp resentment from the old Sayville officials. Dr. K. G. 
Frank, head of the station, wrote a bitter letter to the 
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First drawing of radar equipment appeared in Modern 
Electrics in 1911, to illustrate a science -fiction story. 

editor, the point of which was a little blunted by the fact 
that by the time it was printed, the Government had already 
closed Sayville. Dr. Frank, incidentally, was later convicted 
as a German Intelligence agent. 

By this time Electrical Experimenter (it was in the 
spring of 1917) was carrying a few ads -the de Forest 
"Oscillion" for $60. Pacific Laboratories displayed and 
described double -end vacuum -tube detectors. Crystal detec- 
tors were still in the literature of the day, but many 
realized they were on the way out. An editorial on "War 
and the Radio Amateur," stated that the huge backlog of 
amateur operators could be inducted into the country's 
service at a moment's notice. "What other country could 
provide such a vast army of well- trained and intelligent 
men as this, whose very multitude is a priceless protection ?" 

Then on April 6 the US entered the war and President 
Wilson signed the order silencing the amateurs for the 
duration. Many, forthwith, went into the armed forces as 
an outlet for their activities. Gernsback promptly gave vent 
to his imagination in an editorial on the possibilities of 
"Shooting with Electricity," or magnetism, to be more 
exact. Thereafter, Electrical Experimenter explored many 
facets of the expanding use of electronics in warfare. 

But for the Electrical Experimenter and its merchandising 
associate, the Electro Importing Co., a crisis was at hand. 
Its business -and inventory -has been increasing since 1908. 
Now President Wilson clamped down on the sale of radio 
equipment. There was a war on. With a fortune in parts 
on hand, there was no one to sell them to. One of Gernsback's 
first acts was to assemble simple telegraph outfits. He sold 
thousands, but this did not take care of the great bulk of 
apparatus on hand. 

Then one night he stayed in the factory till 2 am, 
"rummaging over all the parts in the shop." Suddenly came 
the solution to the dilemma. He would assemble sets of 
lamps, batteries, keys, phones and other electrical compo- 
nents into a neat little box called "The Boy's Electric 
Toys." Sitting up late several nights, he compiled a 32 -page 
profusely illustrated booklet of "100 Electrical Experi- 
ments" that could be performed with the outfit. This little 
publication may well have been the most important one the 
organization ever printed. With its aid the shelves were 
cleared and the day saved for the E.I.Co. and, of course, 
Electrical Experimenter. 

The editorial of January, 1919, was entitled "Electric 
Music." It predicted telephone receivers covering every 
audible tone, with almost any required amount of loudness. 
Thus was anticipated the current world of high fidelity, 
the loudspeaker without a horn and the high -power amplifier 
to drive it. Even electronic or "concrete" music was pre- 
dicted. 

In the February, 1919, issue, Electrical Experimenter 
began a series of articles entitled "My Inventions" by 
Nikola Tesla. To persuade the great Tesla to write his own 
autobiography was no mean feat, and the editor still looks 
back on it as his greatest journalistic beat. The series ended 
in the May issue, with the author stating confidently that 
his proposed system of wireless transmission of power, 
temporarily defeated, would finally become a "triumphal 
success." 

With the war over, the question of "regulating the 
amateur" came up again. The 65th Congress proposed to 
amend the Alexander Wireless Bill, but the proposed amend- 
ments forbade so many things essential to the amateur that 
the editor was moved to lampoon the bill in a bitter cartoon 
in the February Electrical Experimenter. The bill was 
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killed. The hated demon had been effectively exorcised by 
the power of the cartoonist's pen and of the printed word. 

The Acting Secretary of the Navy announced that, effec- 
tive April 15, 1919, all restrictions were removed on radio 
receiving stations other than those used for reception of 
commercial traffic. 

aàío Petv5 
í5 born 

The opening of the broadcast era was at hand, and the 
Electrical Experimenter wrote of this and other marvels to 
come, in the January, 1920, issue. Among this bewildering 
maze of wartime inventions and discoveries, none was more 
dramatic in operation than the radio compass, described by 
Pierre Boucheron. It used a large Kolster coil or loop 
rotated by a handwheel to which was attached a compass 
card. Fixed below was a pointer to indicate degrees, hence 
the bearing of the ship transmitting the signal. 

In July, 1919, Gernsback had begun a new publication, 
Radio Amateur News. It was his first strictly radio publica- 
tion, "the logical outcome," he went on editorially, "of many 
attempts to put out a purely RADIO periodical, independent 
throughout and devoted to American Radio Amateurism." 
He explained that in 1908 he had started the "first magazine 
in America -Modern Electrics -in which many radio 
articles appeared, but radio amateurism then being in its 
infancy could not support a purely radio magazine." For 
that reason Modern Electrics devoted about one -quarter of 
its contents to radio. Then came the Electrical Experimenter 
in 1913, "which had been more prominent than any other on 
account of its very important radio section. Even during the 
war, with amateurism dead and nearly every radio maga- 
zine discontinued, Electrical Experimenter at great financial 
loss continued radio articles uninterruptedly, month after 
month, to keep alive the radio spark in the hearts of our 
amateurs." 

But with the war won and a new law defeated that would 

The famous "Ver- 
boten" cartoon, said 
to have been an im- 
portant factor in de- 
feating the amended 
Alexander bill, which 
would have destroyed 
amateur radio as we 
know it. 
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A communications receiver, with regen- 
eration, as used by amateurs about 1916. 

have killed amateurism, he wrote, "we will witness the most 
wonderful expansion the radio arts have ever dreamed of. 
I predict an astounding growth in the next 10 years." 

Electrical Experimenter had, for some months, been 
carrying on its cover a second title -"Science and Inven- 
tion." In August, 1920, Science and Invention became the 
official name, leaving Radio Amateur News to cover prac- 
tically all the wireless material formerly handled by it. 
Electrical Experimenter - Science and Invention carried tre- 
mendous prestige and was immensely useful. During its 
life -till 1929 -it was virtually the electrical and experi- 
mental bible for countless youngsters and grownups -the 
primary stimulus for many a future career. 

The October, 1919, Radio Amateur News carried a stop - 
press bulletin that "all restrictions on amateur radio are 
removed," and a longer mention appeared in the November 
issue. The world of the ham operator would resume its 
pre -war status under the Department of Commerce. 

Inspired by the great possibilities of remote control of 
all kinds of systems by radio, the June, 1920, Radio Amateur 
News pointed out that "vast fields remain to be tapped in 
this category." The work of John Hays Hammond Jr. in 
this new field, the editorial stated, mystified those who 
watched torpedoes and small craft maneuvering without 
visible means of control. Radio, of course, was doing it, by 
transmissions from hidden shore stations. After June, 1920, 
the word "Amateur" dropped out of the name, and the 
magazine became simply Radio News. 
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13,1Ruinnu Archives Photo 
Attending church with a crys- 
tal set in the early 1920's. 

In April, 1921, a full -page ad announced Cunningham 
power tubes, type C -302, 5 watts output, price $8. Inciden- 
tally, RCA Radiotrons UV -200 and UV -201, the "best 
detector" and "best amplifier," sold for $5 and $6.50, respec- 
tively. The first annual Amateur Radio Show and Conven- 
tion was staged at New York's Pennsylvania Hotel Roof 
Garden. 

The first religious broadcast came over KDKA from the 
Calvary Episcopal Church, Pittsburgh, on Jan. 2, 1921. The 
200 -kw Alexanderson alternator went into service at 
Tuckerton, N. J., the same month. KDKA carried the first 
boxing match -Johnny Ray vs Johnny Dundee, on April 11, 
and that station also broadcast the first theatrical perform- 
ance from the Davis Theatre May 9. 

In an experiment conducted early in 1922 at the request 
of the Italian Government, a portrait of King Victor 
Emmanuel was transmitted by facsimile equipment devised 
by Dr. Arthur Korn. Dr. J. H. Miller of the Navy's Radio 
Research Bureau devised a radio -frequency amplifying 
system with a range of 800 to 20,000 meters (375 to 15 kc), 
"with some gain as low as 150 meters" (2,000 kc). 

The famous Amrad Basketball variometer was advertised 
-$6.50 to $11.50. General Radio of Cambridge, Mass., put 
a quality audio transformer on the market -$5. Magnavox 
got out an 18 -inch gooseneck horn dynamic loudspeaker - 
$85; "for those who wish the utmost." 

Broadcast stations on the air by August, 1922, reached 
227 and, by December, 569 Radio News reported. Major 
Armstrong announced his superregenerative circuit on June 
28. By August, WEAF, New York City, was sending from 
the Telephone Co. Building in lower Manhattan. That same 
month it broadcast the first sponsored program ever put on 
the air -10 minutes for $100- sponsored by the Queens - 
boro Corp., to sell real estate. 

.tivork5 
begun 

January of 1923 saw the first "network" broadcast, a 
3 -hour hookup of WEAF in New York City and WNAC in 
Boston. Dr. J. A. Fleming, the great British inventor of the 
Fleming valve rectifier, began a series of articles in Feb- 
ruary. It was titled "Electrons, Electric Waves and Radio 
Telephony." 

It was a period of great concept and invention. Prof. 
Louis A. Hazeltine described his soon- to -be- famous Neutro- 
lyne, based on a mathematical principle, to the Radio Club 
9f America. An editorial in the August, 1923, issue pointed 
put the tremendous field of research open to the radio 
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amateur on waves between 1 and 10 meters, "where static 
almost vanishes, and new and unsuspected phenomena await 
the experimenter." 

Some 600 variable condensers were on the market at one 
time in that period. All had to bear the label "low- loss" or 
they wouldn't sell. Louis Gerard Pacent created one of the 
first of the new order of inductances. He called it the "duo - 
lateral" and pronounced it the most efficient ever. 

On the cover of Science and Invention in November, 1923, 
Gernsback showed his Osophone, the first bone- conduction 
device with which the deaf could hear through the teeth. 

Another invention ( "the only patent that ever brought 
me in any money ") was filed for patent on Sept. 27, 1923. 
It was a variable condenser, comprising ". . . a condenser 
plate, secured on the base ... and a cooperating resilient 
plate ... means for flexing the resilient plate." In clearer 
language, it was the compression capacitor, now used almost 
universally as a trimmer, to track the sections of a variable 
capacitor gang. The device was sold to Crosley and was 
used as a "book condenser" in the Crosley Trirdyne receiver. 

In Radio News in December, he advocated a "single -knob 
control" for radios, adding that "one of these days" we will 
tune in with one knob ("and possibly an additional one for 
volume ") and get along without all the multi -control par- 
aphernalia of the usual receiver of the day. He had visited 
the television laboratory of C. Francis Jenkins and called 
what he saw there the "most marvelous thing of this age." 
Crude television, but impressive then. 

Maj. Edwin H. Armstrong had brought back from his 
wartime service in the US Army in France an unusual 
receiver called the superheterodyne. It outshone all others 
for sheer sensitivity and selectivity. Those who dared could 
buy the diagram and parts and build one of these "supers" -if they had the skill, patience, time and sheer luck. This 
was the heyday of the hookup, and Radio News published 
accounts of them all. Experts and nonexperts built the 
Reinartz, the super, the Autoplex, the Solodyne, the Neutro- 
dyne and scores of others that caused sleepless nights to 
thousands of tinkerers. Even Radio News had its pet cir- 
cuit, called the Ultradyne, and told the story of its develop- 
ment in February, 1924. It was an improved superhet, 
devised by the associate editor -Robert E. Lacault -and 
gained wide popularity. 

The oscillating tube appeared in a new role -a producer 
of music -.with the Staccatone, conceived by Gernsback and 
developed for him by Clyde Fitch. It consisted of a Hartley 
oscillator with a large tapped inductance consisting of 
several 1,500 -turn honeycomb coils. The instrument's keys 
were connected to the taps, and two large capacitors could 
be switched in to increase the range. It was used as a 
2 -note interval signal on WRNY (a very useful device at a 
time when a station might be silent a few minutes between 
selections without announcement or apology) and was ap- 
parently the first interval signal to be used so. The musical 
16 -note instrument had been heard on the air before -over 
WJZ in November, 1923, and had been demonstrated in 
conjunction with an orchestra under the direction of Dr. 
Hugo Riesenfeld. Its construction was described in the 
March, 1924, issue of Practical Electrics. 

In May, 1924, H. C. Harrison of Western Electric Co. 
received a patent on the electrical recording of sound, 
greatly increasing the tonal quality of the phonograph 
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Major Armstrong 
and his superre- 
generator, with its 
1200- and 1500 -turn 

honeycomb coils. 

The humble begin- 
nings of pioneer sta- 
tion KDKA in the 
upper story of Dr. 
Frank Conrad's Wil- 
kinsburg, Pa., ga- 
rage, near Pitts- 
burgh. 

record. Western's sister company, Bell Laboratories, worked 
out an improved acoustic phonograph with an exponential 
horn to take advantage of the new electric recordings, which 
could not be heard to full advantage on older phonographs. 
In March, 1925, a contract for commercial use of the new 
recording method and the new phonograph was signed with 
the Victor Talking Machine Co., and in November the new 
Orthophonie line of phonographs and the new records were 
put on the market. At practically the same time, Brunswick 

APRIL, 1958 

Brown Bros. Photos 

offered an electrical phonograph, the Panatrope, with a 
pickup designed and manufactured by General Electric, in 
which records could be played through an amplifier, an 
improvement even on Victor's new acoustic Orthophonie 
system. 

A regular 6 -city broadcast network was set up with 
WEAF as the key station in October, 1924. It had increased 
to 12 cities by the spring of 1925. Thus was networking 
firmly established. 
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bet 
publications 

During the '20's, when it was hard to supply all the 
information needed in the new art, new publications were 
welcomed and read avidly. Beside the Experimenter, Gems- 
back published an annual Radio News Amateurs' Handi- 
book, which ran from 1923 to 1929, and Radio Review, 
"A Digest of the Latest Radio Hookups," ran from 1925 
to 1927, when the hookup craze had started to die down. 
Radio Internacional, which was Radio News in Spanish, 
ran through 1926 and 1927. Radio Listener's Guide and Call 
Book was published in 1927 and 1928 as a quarterly, giving 
broadcast stations and shortwave transmitters. There was 
also the Radio Program Weekly around 1927 -the only 
weekly ever published by the organization. Television, the 
world's first TV magazine, came out in two annual issues - 
1927 and 1928. Later, in 1931 and 1932, a bi- monthly, Tele- 
vision News, was also to be the only television magazine 
of its time. 

Books as well as periodicals were also in demand. The 
organization had been printing books since 1910, when the 
first call book of amateur stations was printed under the 
sponsorship of Modern Electrics. The Electric Library, 
whose second publication was the one -time famous The 
Wireless Telephone, published from the earliest days. Dur- 
ing the Electrical Experimenter period it gave way to the 
Experimenter Library, a title that proved so popular that 
it was revived in the 1920's for a new series of books. These 
were usually small, stiff paper- covered works dealing with 
simple radio subjects. Gernsback in 1922 wrote a larger 
work of 291 pages, entitled Radio for All, which was 
published by Lippincott. 

In November, 1921, another new magazine, Practical 
Electrics, was announced. Beginners were finding Radio 
Amateur News a bit over their heads most of the time, and 
the new magazine was slanted to "the electrically inclined 
layman, the electrical professional man, the experimenter, 
the student and the beginner." In 1924 the name was 
changed to The Experimenter, and the magazine continued 
to February, 1926. It was then merged with Science and 
Invention, which carried on a number of its departments 
for the experimenter and student. 

The Experimenter of November, 1924, envisioned a mil- 
itary "radio television plane" which would fly without a 
living person aboard. Its movement would be controlled 
by radio from the ground. The plane would be equipped 
with "eyes" to look in six directions at once. Miles away, 

and safely behind the lines of the battlefront, the control 
operator would be able to inspect what was taking place in 
the plane's vicinity better than an aviator in the plane 
could do. The radio -controlled craft could be directed to 
reconnoiter, or to drop bombs on the enemy. It was a 
fantastic picture of warfare then, but by no means so today, 
viewed from the vantage point of some 35 years of tech- 
nical progress. 

In January, 1925, Radio News began the story of Prof. 
Reginald A. Fessenden. It was perhaps one of the most 
important autobiographies in radio literature. He is credited 
with more than 300 inventions, without which the art today 
would not be what it is. In the issue of January, 1925, Dr. 
Greenleaf W. Pickard, one of the most consummate experi- 
menters of his day, described his discovery of the oscillating 
crystal, giving the credit for it to Dr. W. H. Eccles. The 
average Radio News was a big periodical by now- 200 -odd 
pages in the April issue, with a monthly print order of 
400,000 copies. 

There were 564 broadcast stations in the country by June, 
1925, operating on 100 channels. Crowding was a big 
problem, but with time -sharing and geographical separation 
there were channels for 550 stations. Then the broadcast 
band was extended downward and 100 more channels came 
into use. As a result, 800 stations operated under conditions 
short of ideal because high -quality transmission was being 
used, and 10- kilocycle separation was not adequate for 
best reception. Radio News explained the situation edito- 
rially. New sets would be made to bring in the extended 
channels, but existing receivers could do nothing about it 
economically, if at all. In July, 1925, Radio News launched 
its own broadcast station, WRNY, which later (in 1928) 
achieved the distinction of being the first broadcast station 
to transmit television. 

Then came a new idea in radio. It was the ac tube, 
chronicled in Radio News of June, 1925. A low voltage was 
applied to the filament from a transformer, through termi- 
nals at the top of the tube which could be plugged into 
the sockets of a battery receiver. These Kellog tubes dis- 
appeared when more advanced ac types arrived. 

In Radio News of September, 1925, Gernsback described 
a rather unusual receiver of his own development. It was 
a four -tube single -dial tuner with a crystal in the grid 
circuit of the second tube, which would normally have been 
a grid -leak detector. He called this receiver the Interflex 
and stated that his detector amplifier stage gave "great 
amplification with unusual stability of operation." The 
Interflex was later improved by balancing the rf stage and 
in December, 1925, the "Regenerative Interflex" was de- 
scribed. It had the crystal in the grid circuit of the first 
tube, with a tickler coil to produce regeneration, thus 
combining rf and of amplification in a single tube, with a 
direct -coupled diode detector. 

The regenerative Interflex re- 
ceiver, using a diode detector 
in the grid circuit of the first 
audio tube. 
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This picture from 
the Experimenter, 
in 1924, was the 
first description of 
military television. 
A remote -controlled 
plane was repre- 
sented as being 
equipped with tele- 
vision cameras 
looking in the four 
directions as well 
as up and down, 
and the scenes 
would be projected 
on a six -paneled 
screen at general 
staff headquarters. 

The spring of 1926 had come. "What in your opinion will 
be the next great development ?" the editor of Radio News 
was asked one day. "Undoubtedly," he replied editorially 
in the May issue, "it will be the ability of man to see objects 
at a distance -any distance. Why not? Through practically 
the same medium -radio -we hear from all over the world!" 
He went on to describe television- today's television -at 
considerable length, and visualized whole networks of sta- 
tions operating from a single program source, "capturing 
with the utmost detail all the features of a face or land- 
scape, with sound of highest quality." 

When remarks attributed to Edison charged that "radio is 
a commercial failure with waning popularity," the editor of 
Radio News flew to its defense, pointing out that interest is 
"steadily increasing" and that "radio dealers are now 
making money." Radio sales in 1926 alone would top $520 
million. 

The National Broadcasting Co. was formed by RCA on 
Dec. 9, 1926. RCA had purchased WEAF in July, taken 
over its 18 -city Red Network, and in December added the 
WJZ Blue Network. The World Series that fall had been 
carried by the Blue Network, as the Yankees and Cardinals 
fought it out. The Edison Phonograph Co. had released a 
12 -inch disc capable of playing 22 minutes -the world's 
first long- playing record. 

"Hello, London! Are you there, New York ?" And thus - 
on Jan. 7, 1927 -went 2 -way trans- Atlantic voices over the 
first overseas radiophone service ever offered for public use. 
Single -sideband transmission was used. The preliminary 
story on the project had been carried in Radio News of 
December, 1925, and a complete report given by G. C. B. 
Rowe in the March, 1927, issue. 

"Can We Radio the Planets ?" was the title of a Gems- 
back article in the February, 1927, issue. It was proposed 
to erect a powerful beam transmitter on one side of the 
earth, bounce signals off the moon or planet, and pick up the 
signal at a station on the opposite side of the earth. This 
forecast became a reality 19 years later when US Signal 
Corps scientists first established radio contact with the 
moon. Interestingly, the January, 1968, Proceedings of the 
Institute of Radio Engineers, in an article "Lunar Radio 
Echoes," refers to this early article as the first serious 
proposal to send signals to other heavenly bodies "and 
return." 

APRIL, 1958 

Thus went the round of invention and development. John 
L. Baird, Scottish inventor, described his television system 
at Glasgow, Scotland. A Washington's Birthday address 
by President Coolidge was carried by a 50- station network 
from a joint session of Congress. Wire television was 
demonstrated between Washington (D. C.), New York and 
Whippany, N. J., by the Bell Telephone Laboratories. 
Secretary of Commerce Hoover spoke at the Capital City 
and was seen and heard at this end. Later in 1927, the 
Labs demonstrated color television. 

"When broadcasting was established in this country," 
Gernsback wrote in an editorial for Radio News cif July, 
1927, "the universal opinion was that it would always be 
free." And thus he disposed of the question of "wired vs 
space radio," venturing that toll radio would always be a 
challenge to the ingenuity of builders to overcome it and 
get something for nothing -the bootlegger would take what 
he could. 

In the November, 1927, issue of Radio News, the publisher 
disclosed for the first time a new principle in receiver 
construction called the Peridyne. It embodied a new method 
of "shield tuning" designed to bring the various ri stages 
into perfect interstage alignment, hence to operate at 
maximum possible efficiency. He did this by placing above 
the coil a metal disc that was moved up and down with a 
threaded rod. The so- called "slug" or "shield" thus com- 
pensated for inequalities in the inductance of the tuning 
coils, raising or decreasing the inductance in accordance 
with its distance from the turns of the coils. The Peridyne 
principle is the first use of nonferrous slugs or plates as 
tuning or trimming devices, and introduced the service 
technician to the screw- adjusted trimmer. 

True ac- operated sets began to come on the market in 

The first "portable radio," an 
RCA superhet of the middle '20's. 
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the spring and summer of 1927. RCA had announced the 
ac- heated 226 and 227 tubes early in 1927. By the end of 
the year the ac era had arrived, and several articles in the 
November issue of Radio News confirm that fact. The 
Columbia Broadcasting system went into operation in 
September, 1927. 

Radio News of January, 1928, announced that the double - 
grid tube had arrived, calling it "probably the only real 
advancement . . . since the invention of the triode." The 
tube had enjoyed tremendous popularity in Europe, but 
had been neglected here. Double -grid tubes had been de- 
scribed "for years in this magazine" and had been used in 
the Solodyne, which eliminated the B- battery. 

The electrodynamic cone loudspeaker was developed by 
the Bell Telephone Laboratories and demonstrated in April, 
1928. Radio News carried the news at that time and touched 
on it again in November issue. The device revolutionized 
techniques of sound reproduction. Twenty -one manufactur- 
ers were putting out such units by late 1928. Installed atop 
a New York office building, one dynamic speaker was heard 
three miles away on the New Jersey shore. So great was 
their popularity that stores could not get them fast enough, 
and reproduction was considered faithful from the lowest 
to the highest tones in the range of human hearing. 

"During the past few months," editorialized in Radio 
News in September, 1928, "a new era seems to have opened 
that will be known hereafter as the `Shortwave Cycle.' " 
Short waves, it was explained, are not new, having orig- 
inated back in the days of 1908 when amateurs began first 
to converse with each other on waves below 200 meters with 
dots and dashes. Marconi, in October, 1927, speaking at the 
Institute of Radio Engineers, had predicted that the short 
waves "are destined to be vital in radio and television." 
The editorial went on: "As time passes the interest in short 
waves becomes greater and greater.... It would not sur- 
prise me at all if during the next 5 years, both sight and 
sound would be transmitted completely on short waves, and 
the upper channels from 200 to 600 meters were abandoned 
completely." The Radio News station 2XAL, WRNY's trans- 
mitter on 30.91 meters, which had started in the spring of 
1928, "had poor reception within 200 miles of New York, 
but beyond that it gets better and better." 

tart of 
1abto =Qraf t 

In the spring of 1929, Radio News, Science and Invention, 
Amazing Stories and associated magazines, were sold to 
other interests. Radio News of April, 1929, was the last 
Gernsback issue. In July of the same year he created a new 
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The Peridyne receiver, 
which introduced nonfer- 
rous trimming slugs for 
coil tracking. 

magazine in the fields of the set builder, shortwave fan, 
radio serviceman and amateur. He named it RADIO- CRAFT. 
It would devote itself to the experimenter and constructor, 
he editorialized, noting that in the United States and 
Canada there were some 250,000 to 350,000 active radio 
enthusiasts. RADIO -CRAFT would not carry "re -hash stuff," 
but new material, "edited first, last and always for its 
readers." 

Under the heading "the Constructor," the first issue of 
RADIO -CRAFT carried a story about the "Supreme Power 
Amplifier" which had two CX -350 tubes in the output stage. 
Another story was on the "Harkness Screen -Grid De Luxe." 
The magazine also described the Pilot "Super- Wasp," which 
became one of the most famous shortwave sets, in an article 
by John Geloso (now one of the leading Italian manu- 
facturers of electronic and hi -fi equipment). Other authors 
included Jack Grand, H. G. Cisin, Clyde J. Fitch and 
Charles Golenpaul. 

The permanent- magnet dynamic speaker made its appear- 
ance in 1931. It was recommended for use with battery 
portables -scarcely anyone then foresaw it as the universal 
speaker it is today. 

In June, 1930, Short Wave Craft magazine had begun. 
It noted the huge buildup of the art, which "promises to 
assume large proportions in the years to come." In the 
June July issue of 1931 it was reported that 7 -inch waves 
had spanned the 21 miles of the English Channel between 
Calais and Dover, and that amateurs were blazing trails 
with contacts throughout the world. The boys were getting 
started on channels as short as 5 meters. A 15- watter had 
been heard almost around the globe. 

With the May issue of 1937 the publication had a new 
name -Short Wave and Television (later Radio and Tele- 
vision), and combining the fields of the shortwave and 
television experimenter, had the largest circulation of any 
such periodical in existence. In the May issue, John V. L. 
Hogan, who then owned and operated New York City's 
WQXR, wrote on "Short Wave Broadcasting." The publica- 
tion continued to dominate the radio video field until 1941, 
when it was merged with RADIO- CRAFT. 

One of the decisive tube inventions of the early 1930's 
was the "variable -mu" (also known as super -control or 
remote -cutoff) tube. It could be biased to control rf gain 
gradually, hence was a highly effective device in automatic 
volume control circuits. It also eliminated cross -modulation, 
a bad feature of earlier screen -grid rf tubes. Based on the 
variable spacing of grid wires, it was the invention of the 
late Stuart Ballantine of Boonton, N. J. 

Gernsback Publications put out an Official Radio Service 
Manual late in 1930, collecting for the service technician 
many hitherto unobtainable schematics of the sets he had 
to service. Editions followed annually, and in July, 1933, 
a Consolidated Manual, combining the first three volumes, 
was announced. One of the most important and valued radio 
documents of the day, it sold more than 80,000 copies. 
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Meanwhile, British tube makers had produced Catkin 
metal tubes, and American manufacturers were quietly 
experimenting with the metal types. 

In 1932 the Radio -Craft Library appeared. This was a 
collection of practical radio books, some of which were made 
up of material from the magazine. They were larger than 
most of the earlier books published by the organization, 
running about 64 pages. Subjects ranged from radio set 
analyzers to frequency modulation. The library ran to 28 
books and suspended in 1941, due to war shortages. Some 
of these red -covered booklets are still to be seen in old - 
timers' collections. Short Wave Craft published a number 
of blue books on shortwave construction and operation. One 
of these, on coil winding, was so useful to the constructor 

t that inquiries for it are still received occasionally. 
In February, 1933, RADIO -CRAFT announced "The Greatest 

Set of the Year," a complete acdc receiver which could be 
held in the hand. The famous International Kadette opened 
an age of table midgets, though its size (8% x 6% x 4 
inches) would not be startling today. Indeed, it was a three - 
way portable, for it could also be used with a 6 -volt (auto) 
battery and B- batteries! The set, incidentally, was not a 
superhet -it had one stage of rf, power detector, an audio 
stage and a small mercury -vapor rectifier which had been 
designed for automobile B -power units. 

RADIO -CRAFT of December, 1933, carried a feature article 
on an even smaller set, called the "Kaydette," by the same 
company. It sported two tubes and an indoor antenna. 

Elaborating further on his Osophrrne of 192 ", G' n,b'ck 
described in RADIO -CRAFT of March, 1934, a later idea in 
the field, the Phanosone. It was a Baldwin balanced -arma- 
ture loudspeaker phone attached to a headphone headband 
and worn against the forehead, permitting vibrations gener- 
ated by the output of a radio to be transmitted to the bones 
of the head, to lighten the world of the deaf and near -deaf. 
The Osophone was the first description of a bone -conduction 
hearing -aid unit. In the July issue was a story on a light - 
sensitive device worn on a strap around the neck. Equipped 
with a battery and buzzer, it would help guide the sightless. 

An editorial in RADIO -CRAFT of August, 1934, noted that 
the television "picture is still pitifully inadequate," going 
on to remark that "as long as we cannot have an image 
at least a foot square of excellent detail that can be viewed 
in broad daylight, it is obvious that the television set has 
not arrived." 

Radio, meanwhile, had grown into a multi -million dollar 
industry -RCA alone in May, 1935, announced plans to 
spend $1 million for field television tests. The radio servicing 
industry had grown likewise. The July, 1935, issue an- 
nounced that "the service business has advanced to where 
it must now be recognized as a separate industry, its dollar 
sales are in the millions." Estimates from all sources "have 
established the amazing figure of some $30 million in labor 
costs alone in 1934." Added to equipment costs this swelled 
the total to $45 to $50 millions annually. "And this is only 
the beginning." 

Metal radio tubes, similar to those we now have in the 

A typical radio store of 
the mid- '20's. It was op- 
erated by United Cigars 
-believe it or not. The 
same company had four 
service stations in New 

York City. 

Brown Bros. Photo 
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Brown Broa. Photo 
Marconi s early "microwave" equipment. Apparatus with 
parabolic antenna at left is transmitter; that at right the 

receiver. 

shops, came from American tube makers in the middle 
1930's. October RADIO -CRAFT of 1935 carried an exhaustive 
semitechnical story about their design and capabilities. 
Glass tubes, then, appeared to be on the way out. However, 
in RADIO-CRAFT issues of late 1936, 16 or more new receiving 
tubes were pictured and described. Only one was a true 
metal tube. 

"Good servicemen need not be worried about the quackery 
practices by the so- called `gyps' of the game," who were 
"outnumbered and certainly would be eliminated," edito- 
rialized the July, 1937, issue, pointing up to present -day 
readers that the gyp apparently always has been with us. 
The same issue reported that the Department of Commerce 
had installed ultra -shortwave fan type markers to aid air 
traffic at landing fields. 

A special, more than double -size number of RADIO - CRAFT 
in March, 1938, celebrated the 50th anniversary of radio as 
dated from the production of the first radio waves in 1888 
by Heinrich Hertz. It was filled with articles on the progress 
of radio. its early history, memoirs of old- timers, and in- 
cluded a few predictions for the future. The most striking 
feature was the illustrations, which depicted radio equip- 
ment and installations from the earliest days. Numbers of 
the better- established radio companies reprinted advertise- 
ments that had appeared originally nearly two decades 
before. Not the least valuable contribution made by the 
"Jubilee Issue" was the preservation of historical material 
in some of the articles and the old- timers' reminiscences, 
some of which would be hard to uncover today. 

The best news of summer, 1938, came-television-wise- 
when the NBC revealed plans to broadcast 5 hours of visual 
programs weekly. Pictures were 441 lines, with a 5 to 6 
aspect ratio (10 by 12 inches, said July's RADIO -CRAFT) . 
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The International Kadette, earliest 
of the true small ac -dc radios. 

Meanwhile, at the convention of the IRE, Vladimir Zworykin 
and R. R. Law of the RCA Laboratories had projected 
pictures on an 8 x 10 -foot screen. 

With the July, 1939, issue 10 years of uninterrupted 
publication of the magazine had been completed. Gernsback 
wrote: "I take this occasion to voice our heartfelt thanks 
to the thousands of loyal followers of the magazine and to 
the large majority of those who have read it through all 
these years. Radio has come a long way since then. In 1929 
we had no pentodes, no variable mu, no metal tubes, no 
tuning eyes, no octal, loctal or acorn tubes, no black -and- 
white cathode -ray tubes that finally made television pos- 
sible." 

A. P. King of the Bell Labs had demonstrated that mega- 
phone horns could launch 15 -cm waves along a wire over 
distances to the horizon, adding in the November, 1939, 
issue that the fidelity of transmission was "fiat within 1 db 
over a bandwidth of 250 mc," enough to carry 40 or 50 TV 
channels. Dr. George Southworth of the same organization 
was experimenting with coaxial cables and waveguides, 
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and told stories about removing the inner conductor of a 
quartz- insulated cable without affecting the efficiency of 
transmission, and then of removing the outer conductor, 
allowing the microwave signals to be "conducted" by the 
insulating quartz alone. 

By early 1940, frequency modulation had earned for itself 
an almost permanent niche in the Monthly Review depart- 
ment, as the continuing progress in that field was appraised. 
Much experimental work was going on. Major Armstrong's 
Alpine (N. J.) station W2XMN had been on the air for 
some time. On Oct. 31, 1940, the FCC issued the first com- 
mercial FM licenses. The December issue carried an ABC 
primer of FM prepared by authorities. 

In the issue of March, 1942, RADIO -CRAFT carried some 
30 pages devoted entirely to what leading American radio 
engineers thought about FM and its future. Major Arm- 
strong wrote a lengthy piece. The New York Times paid a 
million dollars odd for WQXR and W2QXR. The NBC had 
installed its FM station -W2XWG -atop the Empire State 
Building. There was a station on Mount Washington, N. H. 
The radio map of FM was rapidly filling up. 

But most radio activity was grinding to a stop because of 
war duties and war shortages. The service technician was 
compelled -and urged as a patriotic duty -to keep America's 
receiving sets operating without new tubes or components 
RADIO -CRAFT instituted a special Wartime Radio depart- 
ment, beginning in the August September, 1942, issue. 
Articles began to appear on servicing volume controls, rf 
coils and other components formerly replaced. There was 
even a story on "Wartime Transformer Rewinding" and the 
long series of tube -replacement articles began with "War- 
time Tube Replacements" in February, 1943. Dozens of such 
articles -and even a few books -were printed. The service 
technician became adept at substituting practically every 
tube in the manual, and even repairing a few! 

About this time, with the US in the middle of World War 
II, the ugly head of "radio censorship" made its appearance 
and Wendell Willkie demanded: "Let's not have any more of 
this nonsense." RADIO- CRAFT, editorially, echoed those senti- 
ments in December, 1942. Dr. Lee de Forest, father of radio, 
had celebrated his 70th birthday at Los Angeles on Aug. 26, 
1943, and his comments on radio in general were printed 
in the October issue, following the anniversary. 

Nikola Tesla, possibly the greatest inventive mind of all 
history, died Jan. 7, 1943. The next issue of the magazine 
printed a complete article on the life and inventions of the 
almost- forgotten genius who had given us our now -universal 
alternating current, had pioneered in high -frequency, radio 
remote control and in power transmission by viscosity of 
liquids, but had in most cases seen his patents run out long 
before society was technically able to put them to work. 
Expressions of appreciation from the leading figures in the 
electronic world indicated that more than one had cut his 
scientific teeth on the Inventions, Researches and Writings 
of Nikola Tesla, published in 1894. 

Beginning with the May issue of 1943, the RADIO -CRAFT 
cover had begun to show the name "RADIO -CRAFT and 
POPULAR ELECTRONICS," advertising that the periodical 
would henceforth cover the ramifications of the broader 
field. A monthly section headed Electronics was carried 
thereafter in all issues, and grew rapidly in size and im- 
portance. One of the first comprehensive stories therein 
covered the evolution of the Klystron, and a serial "Prac- 
tical Electronics" had begun under the authorship of Fred 
Shunaman, then associate editor. 

e Age 
of &rebí5íon 

On August 21, 1945, the FCC lifted its wartime ban on 
one amateur band -112 -115.5 mc. The other bands were 
freed Nov. 15, permitting some 60,000 stations to resume 
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operation after 4Y, years of silence. In November, RCA an- 
nounced that postwar TV sets, priced from $200 to $450, 
would be available in 6 months. Other manufacturers were 
following suit. By September, some 515 FM stations had 
been applied for, also 129 TV transmitters and 265 AM 
outlets. 

The book -publishing division of the organization picked 
up in 1946 where the Radio -Craft Library had left off. 
Under the title of Gernsback Library, a number of smaller 
paper- covered books were printed. Starting in 1951 with 
Frye's Basic Radio Course, larger, cloth -bound editions were 
printed, with such excellent results from the viewpoints of 
both publisher and reader that smaller books were dropped 
almost entirely, and only full- length works printed, though 

r they can still be obtained in paper- covered as well as cloth- 
bound editions. 

The 40th anniversary of the invention of the vacuum 
tube by Lee de Forest was marked by a special issue of 
RADIO -CRAFT of January, 1947. The inventor was then 73 
and still inventing. Articles by de Forest himself, Frank 
E. Butler, his chief aid during the inventive years of the 
early 1900's, and others who remembered or were associated 
with the birth of the Audion, were included. 

RADIO -CRAFT in January, 1948, published its first Special 
Television Number. It was the first of 10 annual television 
issues, the earlier ones of which especially filled a need for 
detailed and consolidated information which could not be 
obtained elsewhere. The special TV issues were discontinued 
only when such information became general and easily 
available. 

On June 30, 1948, the Bell Telephone Laboratories an- 
nounced and demonstrated the transistor, a crystal that 
could amplify an electric current like a vacuum tube. The 
discovery was heralded throughout the world and was the 
subject of a feature article "End of the Vacuum Tube ?" in 
the September issue. Treating the coming of the transistor 
later (in the January issue of 1949), Gernsback declared: 
"It will play an increasingly important role in the future. 
When we look back at the humble beginning of the crystal 
detector, we marvel at the spectacular comeback it has made 
in the form of the new transistor, destined some day to 
supplant the vacuum tube." 

Late in the spring of 1948, a letter had been addressed 
to the older subscribers by the publishers. The name 
RADIO -CRAFT no longer seemed to be the proper name for a 
publication that had so much to do with the modern world 
of electronics. "Would the readers suggest a new title ?" 
And so RADIO- CRAFT, at the end of 20 years of existence, 

Large- screen television 
of 1939. The tube 
stands upright, project- 
ing an image upward to 
a mirror on the slanting 
cabinet lid, from which 
it is reflected to the 
viewing screen. 

RCA Photo 
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1J: erndack (Electronic 
.111 Pubrícatíong 1908-1958 

Modern Electrics- 1908 -1912 
Electrical Experimenter (Science & Invention) 

-1913 -1929 
Radio News -1919- 
Practical Electrics -1921 -1924 
Radio News Amateurs' Handibook -1923- 

1929 
The Experimenter -1924 -1926 
Radio Review -1925 -1927 
Radio Internacional (in Spanish)- 1926 -1927 
Radio Questions and Answers -1926 -1929 
Radio Program Weekly -1927 
Radio Listener's Call Book -1927 -1928 
Television -1927 -1928 
Radio Dealer's Personal Edition Radio News 

-1928 
Radio -Craft (now Radio- Electronics) -1929 
Television News- 1931 -1932 
Short Wave Craft-1930-1936 
*Short Wave and Television- 1937 -1938 

iffA*Radio and Television -1938 -1941 
*The name SHORT WAVE CRAFT was changed to SHORT 
WAVE AND TELEVISION in 1937, and to RADIO AND 
TELEVISION in 1938. 

ONNSSANNSANNSO 
became RADIO -ELECTRONICS with the issue of October, 
19.18. Gernsback promised that the publication would ever 
be in the forefront of radio -electronic happenings the world 
over. 

One of the first articles in it was about the new LP 
microgroove phonograph record announced by CBS and 
Columbia Records to the newspapers in the spring of 1948 
and discussed subsequently at technical meetings. 

Radio waves had long been directed through the air and 
carried over wires, and much experimenting had been 
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The silver tribute awarded to Hugo Gernsback 
by the radio -electronics industry in 1953. 

done with more advanced methods of guiding those of ultra- 
high frequency. In its December, 1948, issue RADIO -ELEC- 
TRONICS told the story of the microwave guide, which chan- 
neled the uhf waves like water through pipes. This was a 
project of the Bell Labs at its Holmdel, N. J., field labora- 
tory, based on pioneering work done for years by South - 
worth and others. The work is still going on at Holmdel - 
with round guides -and is considered one of the most 
promising fields of research for the future of long- distance 
communication. 

Television was getting into high gear in the spring of 
1949. "When broadcasting began in 1920 it engendered the 
first major radio boom, but now we are in the middle of 
another similar cycle," commented RADIO- ELECTRONICS 
editorially in March. "This time it is television that is 
gaining rapid momentum. The difference is that the present 
boom will make the first look small by comparison." As of 
Jan. 1, the editorial pointed out, only 1,037,000 homes were 
TV- equipped and the public had paid some $432,429,000 for 
sets. Authorities had predicted that in 1949 the public 
would own a minimum of 2 million sets at a cost of some 
$650 million. "All in all, it will be seen that television will 
enrich our economy by $11 to $2% billions at least." 

By Jan. 1, 1950, 98 TV stations were operating in 24 
cities. Noting TV's advantages, the Navy had begun to 
use it in teaching. 

The January, 1948, issue had carried a short note on the 
American Telephone & Telegraph Co.'s plans to connect 
New York and Boston telephone -wise by microwave. Ex- 
perimental transmissions had been made as early at Nov. 
13, 1947, with Washington hooked in by coaxial cable. 
On May 1, 1948, this circuit was inaugurated as the Bell 
System Eastern Network. A Midwestern network opened 
Sept. 20, and on Jan. 11, 1949, the Eastern and Midwest 
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networks were linked, extending the system from the East 
Coast to St. Louis. Sept. 4, 1951, saw the beginning of 
coast -to -coast television. 

RADIO -ELECTRONICS reported in October, 1949, on a new 
lightweight printed circuit introduced in the Telex model 
200 hearing aid. It was some 1 x 2 inches in size and with all 
components weighed 1/16 ounce. How to build a see- in -the- 
dark Snooperscope with war -surplus materials was de- 
scribed and pictured in the same issue. 

RADIO -ELECTRONICS noted in December, 1950, that 
the FCC had picked the CBS sequential color TV system as 
standard for the country. It had been tentatively approved 
on Sept. 1, but now was finalized and commercial broad- 
casting had begun Nov. 20. An estimated 7 million sets 
then in the public's hand would need an adapter to tune 
in the programs correctly and convert to color -the cost 
per set: $125 to $150. Calling the FCC decision a "bomb- 
shell" to the TV industry, Gernsback editorially called it 
"Choleric Color TV," stating that "color television should be 
allowed to develop naturally," just as radio did. "To use 
forceps to force a premature birth may mutilate the color 
TV child for life." And most of the TV industry agreed. 

"Electric Spaceships" was the subject of an article by 
the German rocket expert, Prof. Hermann Oberth, 
who touched on the use of electrical repu "sive forces to 
drive the rocket into space. It ran in the December, 1950, 
and January, 1951, issues. Once free of the earth's atmos- 
phere, he went on, "we can then build machines which 
collect energy from the sun . . ." At the time the article 
was considered almost fantasy (but fantasy backed up with 
rigid mathematics) and even Gernsback would scarcely 
have dared to predict that by 1957 we would have a space 
vehicle in flight. 

Phonevision, the first proposed toll TV system, was ad- 
vocated by Zenith. Subscriber- Vision, engineered by Skia- 
tron, had also been undergoing tests over New York City's 
WOR -TV. The picture was given an electrical "jitter" by 
the transmitter in both these systems. It could be taken out 
at the home receiver by a call to the phone operator or by 
inserting a special card key that introduced a correcting 
voltage. 

By May, 1951, television and the various subjects asso- 
ciated with it were occupying a clear majority of the pages 
of the magazine. Ultra -high frequency was the keynote 
of the national IRE convention summarized in the June 
RADIO- ELECTRONICS. In the same issue it was announced 
that Western Union had organized a television service 
outfit. Opening shop first in New Jersey, it would handle 
Du Mont installations and do service work in several coun- 
ties at rates commensurate with Du Mont's regular charges. 
RADIO -ELECTRONICS treated the topic editorially in the July 
issue. Conclusion: Western Union "has still to learn the 
business, and that they cannot do overnight." The furor 
subsided. 

àe5t manlier 
of 5taff" 

One of the oldest members of the staff is the invisible 
Martian office boy, Mohammed Ulysses Fips, who in the 
early days of Modern Electrics had his own department, 
The Martian Spark. Now, grown to a grave and long- bearded 
consultant, member of many learned societies with unheard - 
of name, he confines himself to the description of one won- 
derful discovery a year, usually in the April issue. These 
range from a radium -operated one -tube receiver, so powerful 
that it needs a throttle rather than a volume control, to a 
means of keeping an office quiet by picking up the noise 
with a microphone, amplifying it and reproducing it at 
equal volume, but opposite phase, to the original sound. 
Thus complete silence would result. Fantastic, when pub- 
lished, but patented within 2 years by one of the country's 
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greatest acoustic researchers. Other ostensible April Fool 
stories were trial balloons, stories of things a little too 
far -fetched to be predicted with confidence, but which 
might or should be invented. Such was the Westingmouse 
1933 vest pocket receiver, so ridiculously small for the 
time as to arouse the indignation of engineers, but a clumsy 
and bulky set by today's standards, or Electronic Brain 
Servicing, screamingly funny in 1950, but quite serious 
when described in July, 1956, as manufactured by Lavoie 
Laboratories. 

"A radically new type of teaching now becomes possible," 
Gernsback editorialized in the September, 1951, RADIO -ELEC- 
TRONICS. Television had now made many things possible that 
were not easy before. With television in all public schools, 
wired with a city TV Education Center, 50 brilliant teach- 
ers could reach the city's 800,000 students, whereas, with 
the usual system, 35,900 teachers were needed. 

An editorial in the November, 1951, issue pointed out 
that "the radio -electronics industry will soon be one of 
the top three" in the country, ranking next to steel and 
aircraft production. More than $7,600,000,000 in electronic 
contract's will have been awarded by the year's end, Dr. 
Allen B. Du Mont reported. 

Tape recording, a new field of the electronics industry, 
had been growing rapidly. In the August, 1952, issue it was 
noted that newspaper opinion held that a "revolution was 
taking place in the science of capturing and reproducing 
sound" and was being used widely in many fields- enter- 
tainment, business, education and professional. 

The January, 1953, issue -the sixth annual television 
number -noted editorially that as the issue went to press 
"the first closed -circuit telecast of the Metropolitan Opera 
was about to be carried to a number of theaters. 

In April, 1953, Gernsback predicted that "intercontinen- 
tal TV programs are feasible." He added that the idea was 
not original with him -Baird had actually bridged the ocean 
with images as early as 1928 but with low frequencies - 
present -day TV used high ones. It would be necessary "to 
build many relay stations to skip from island to island" 
over any large bodies of water. Where natural islands were 
not available, "iron islands" in the form of steel caissons 
were advised for the relays. 

In the April issue there was also an article on a new 
German electrostatic speaker -not a new idea exactly, but 
a new design. In June, the editorial told of a new "booming 
field for video -closed- circuit television," which, the edito- 
rial went on, "is certain to rise in the next 10 years to 
unimagined heights." Du Mont had produced three - 
dimensional or stereoscopic TV for use in atomic research. 

In May, 1953, several hundred leaders of the electronics 
industry awarded the editor and publisher of RADIo- 
ELECTRONICS, at a Radio Industry Banquet in Chicago, a 
trophy, a large sphere cradled in rare metals, mounted atop 
a handsome silver hase set in ebony. The whole stands 
27 inches high. On it were engraved the names of his many 
friends and associates (33 firms and 97 individuals) who 
contributed to the award, as well as the names of 75 living 
and dead "immortals" in the field of electronics. 

Part I of a series of special articles on "High- Quality 
Audio" began in the September, 1953, issue. An important 
feature of the series, it was said, would be to go beyond 
the purely technical details and treat the subject as an 
extension of the art of music in general, as one would like 
it in the home. Richard H. Dorf was the author. The FCC, 
which had granted a limited tentative approval to the NTSC 
compatible color TV system in midsummer, now brought the 
year to a happy close by granting full approval on Dec. 21, 
thus opening the door to our present system of color TV 
broadcasting. 

Use of the G -Line, invention of Dr. Georg Gobau of the 
US Signal Corps, was described as an ideal facility for 
long uhf -TV transmission lines in the March, 1954, issue. 
The pros and cons of "High- Fidelity Loudspeakers" were 
discussed in this and subsequent issues by the British 
authority, H. A. Hartley. The August issue carried a Bell 
Laboratories story on the solar battery, which operated 
a small transmitter and was the first practical attempt to 
obtain real electrical power from light. 
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" `How foolish we once were,' our children will 
say in future, `to allow our great scientists to speak 
to only a few dozen, or perhaps a few hundred 
pupils when the great man could lecture to 500,000 at the 
same time,' " Gernsback editorialized in the February, 1955, 
RADIO- ELECTRONICS on the topic of "Tec- Teleducation," the 
substance of which he had proposed as far back as December 
1950 in "Newspeek," a prognostic spoof on the times. 
"Fortunately," he went on, "we have in our hands today 
the means of making Teleducation a reality in the imme- 
diate future.... Just as we have a national closed- circuit 
TV network, there will be a similar one for grade and high 
schools, colleges and universities, covering the entire 
country . . . Teleducation will not displace our teachers - 
it will supplement and augment them." 

More than 42,000 radio engineers registered at the 1955 
national convention of the Institute of Radio Engineers. 
Ultrasonics was one of the chief subjects. It drilled teeth 
painlessly and was useful in internal diagnostic work. RCA 
exhibited a new tri -color vidicon tube, and Du Mont dis- 
played the Iconumerator, which counted a million small 
objects in the twinkle of an eye. 

In the August RADIO- ELECTRONICS was a story of reliable 
TV "scatter" communication over 188 miles between Holm- 
del, N. J., and the Round Hill station of the Massachusetts 
Institute of Technology, near New Bedford, Mass. Sixty - 
foot antenna "dishes" beamed the 4,000 -mc waves over the 
horizon, and scattered bits were recovered at the receiver 
and reproduced as the complete image. 

The Philco "Apple" cathode -ray tube for color reception 
was described in the last special television issue, January, 
1957. It is a 21 -inch single -gun device coated with a repeat- 
ing array of red, blue and green stripes arranged vertically. 
The term "Apple" is a Philco code word and has nothing to 
do with apple characteristics. 

The picture -on- the -wall TV tube, which had been pre- 
dicted for some time by many, "has at last reached the 
advanced laboratory stage," reported Eric Leslie in the 
March, 1957, issue. The account was from English sources 
and described a flat tube in detail. Others in this country 
are experimenting with similar devices and have pooled 
their patents with the British developers, the article re- 
vealed. 

Dr. H. C. Ko, of the radio observatory of Ohio State 
University, wrote in August, 1957, about the 96 -helix 
radio telescope being used there to sound outer space for 
galactic signals, and gave some hints to would -be radio 
astronomers. The Solion and the Spacistor -new amplifiers 
neither like tubes or transistors -were described in the 
November, 1957, issue. An editorial about the same time 
wondered about them, and what would come after them, 
but closed on the note: "The greatest scientific discoveries 
still lie in the future -the art has barely begun!" 

ABOUT THE AUTHOR 
To prepare an article of this type required an unusual 

combination of qualifications- expert knowledge and 
wide experience in the fields both of journalism and 
electronics, Radio -Electronics found this combination 
in Tom Kennedy, recently retired associate radio editor 
of the New York Times. His acquaintance with radio 
goes back to 1907, when as a high school student he 
assembled a crystal set from parts bought from the 
E.I.Co. (following it up the next year with a 12 -inch 
spark). He studied electrical engineering at the Carnegie 
Institute of Technology in Pittsburgh, then worked on 
radio compasses, first as Radio Compass Officer in the 
Navy (World War I) and later as civilian employee, in- 
stalling equipment on more than 50 destroyers and a 
dozen land stations. He was radio editor of the Pittsburgh 
Post and Sun and technical radio editor of the Philadelphia 
Evening Ledger before joining the Times in 1927. Since 
his retirement Mr. Kennedy has done some consulting 
work in high -fidelity (his activities in the high -fidelity and 
amateur recording field were the subject of an article in 
Fortune, October, 1946) and free -lance writing in elec- 
tronics and kindred fields. 

- 
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TEST INSTRUMENTS 
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ELECTRONIC SWITCH 
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Fig. 1 -Many electronic switches 
show traces alternately by rapid verti- 
cal excursions of the electron beam. 

Aelectronic viewing 
tr aces simultaneously- 

is an invaluable addition to the 
oscilloscope. This accessory 

has received much attention, and many 
types have been made. Some permit a 
display of as many as 32 traces at the 
same time on one C -R tube screen. 

Two traces are usually quite suffici- 
ent for the experimenter. A number of 
electronic switch designs have been 
published and several are available in 
kit form. Most of these use a fixed - 
frequency oscillator to divide the sweep 
time between two traces. The oscilla- 
tor gates two amplifier tubes which re- 
ceive the two signal inputs and thus 
alternately a short section of each 
trace is shown (see Fig. 1) . 

A major disadvantage of this type of 
switch is that the switching signal, 
rapidly swinging the electron beam in 
the C -R tube back and forth, usually 
has to be larger than the input signals 
and the scope's sweep generator may 
have a tendency to synchronize with 
the switching frequency. If the signal 
and switching frequencies are nearly 
related as multiples or submultiples, 
the traces appear interrupted. If these 
frequencies are just slightly separated, 
it is almost impossible to get a good 
clear trace. 

The switch described here uses a dif- 
ferent principle. It makes use of the 
scope's sweep voltage to display two 

60 

Printed -circuit wiring 
makes this unit compact 
and gives it a professional 
appearance 

By TOM JASKI 

traces which are alternately swept 
across the face of the tube, thus pre- 
senting unbroken traces. Since sweep 
speed does not begin to show marked 
flicker until we get down to about 15 
cycles, two clear traces can be obtained 
at frequencies from 30 cycles up. The 
top frequency is limited only by the 
scope's top sweep frequency. In my 
Heath 0 -10 this is about 500 kc. 

The circuit 
Fig. 2 shows the unit's schematic. 

The signal from the scope's sweep os- 
cillator is applied to the grid circuit of 
the 6AB4 amplifier (V1). How we ob- 
tain this sweep voltage from the scope 
will be discussed later. The 6AB4 is a 

6AL5 
6AB4 A VZRIGGER 

SYNC AMPL 1t 
C2).1 5 VI 

SYNC INPUT CI 

®J1 I 

INPUT A 

RI 4.7 MEG 7 

R2 270 
R3 4.7 MEG 

2 

straightforward triode amplifier. The 
output from this tube, with some dif- 
ferentiation by C2 and R3, is applied to 
the cathodes of the 6AL5 trigger diode 
(V2). This tube triggers the 12AÚ7 flip - 
flop circuit (V3 -a V3 -b), which is 
the well known Eccles- Jordan bistable 
circuit. The flip -flop is driven by the 
sweep voltage and changes state each 
time the trace travels across the cath- 
ode -ray tube face. Each half produces a 
square wave with alternate excursions. 
These positive excursions are applied to 
the grids of the cathode -follower triodes 
(V4 sections). The alternate pos- 
itive voltages appear at the cathodes of 
this tube. These cathodes are tied to 
the cathodes of the 6BH6 input ampli- 

v3 I2AU7 
FLIP -FLOP 

CHANNEL A ATTENUATOR 
2.2 M G 

09 .02 

R19 
2MEG I 

2 R21 

5ppf 

47ppf 

R22 2.2 

J3 7ppf 

R 23 

C13 

CII 

6ND 

AXIO 

CI 

C14 5 ppf 

INPUT B T 24 

0J4 
OJ5 

OUTPUT 

J6 

6ND 

2.26 
BX1B 

2.2M G 

tS2 

R4 220K I 6 R7 220 

r 
22 K 

6BH6 (2) 
INPUT AMPL (2) 

11-1 
V5 

CHANNEL A 

R20 V6 g 

GAIN I 
CHANNEL B gi GAIN 

2 MEG 

CIO T.02 

CHANNEL 8 ATTENUATOR 

T 600VCT 

53 A.65MA 

ó 3. - OFF ON 

117VAC t- . 
6.3V/ 2.7A TO 

HTRS d PILOT 

ILI, 3.4.7 megohms 
R2- 270.000 ohms 
R4, 7, 22, 23- 220,000 ohms 
R5, 6- 22,000 ohms 
R8, 10- 150,000 ohms 
R9- 10,000 ohms, I watt 
RII, 14-1.5 megohms, I watt 
R12, 13, 25, 27 -4,700 ohms, 1 watt 
R15 -pot, 100,000 ohms, linear 

taper 
RI6, 17- 100,000 ohms 
R18-47,000 ohms 
R19, 20 -pot, 2 megohms log- 

arithmic (audio) taper 
R21, 24-2.2 megohms 
R26-47,000 ohms, I watt 
All resistors 1/2 watt unless noted 

Fig. 

C5 

t.02,2 
4 
CB 

POSITION 

I2AU7 
CATH POLL 

10 /450V 

100K R15 100 K 

V4 

2 

R14 1.5 MEG 

7 

1.5 MEG RII 
IW 

10 450v 
ce 

RIB 

47K 225V 

170V 

R13 

4.7 K 

IW 

R12 

4.76 
IW 

R25 4.76/IW.4M 
350V N27 47K/IW 150V 

+ + R26+ + 
ÎC15-d 1C15-c 115-17C15-a - 40//450V(4) 

CI, 2 -O. µf, 300 volts, miniature 
tubular (C -D type TWH 
3P1 or equivalent) 

C3, 4-50 µµf, ceramic 
C5, 6, 9, 10-.02 µf, ceramic 
C7, 8-10 µf, 450 volts, tubular 

electrolytic 
CII, 12 -47 µµf, ceramic 
C13, 14-5 µµf, ceramic 
C- 15- 40-40-40-40 µf, 450 volts, 

electrolytic (Aerovox E4D8) 
JI-6 -3 -way banana jacks 
SI, 2 -spdt, slide switch 
S3 -dpst, slide switch 
T -power transformer; primary 117 

2- Circuit of seven -tube 

VI, 2,5,6,7 34 HTRS 

V3, 4 

5 

R 

volts; secondary, 600 volts ct, 
65 ma; 6.3 volts, 2.7 amps 

(Triad R -5B or equivalent) 
VI -6AB4 
V2 -6AL5 
V3, 4 -I2AU7 
V5, 6 -6BH6 
V7-6X4 
Pilot -light assembly 
Case, 9 x 6 x 5 inches 
Knobs 
Printed- circuit board 
Sockets, 7 -pin miniature (5) 
Sockets, 9 -pin miniature (2) 
Line cord 
Miscellaneous hardware 

unit. 
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b 
Fig. 3 -a -Two scope traces viewed simul- 
taneously and positioned to overlap; b 
-the same traces at a different setting 

of the posittion control. 

fiers (V5 and V6). The 6BH6 pentodes, 
because of the high positive voltages 
(40 volts) on the cathodes are alter- 
nately inoperable. Thus each input 
signal is displayed on the tube face 
alternately, but because of the reten- 
tion factor of the eye, they appear to- 
gether. 

The positions of the traces (and their 
separation) are controlled by poten- 
tiometer R15 in the screen circuits. The 
plate current and voltage drop across 
plate resistor R18 are affected by the 
screen voltage of each tube. When one 
receives a higher screen voltage, the 
other gets a proportionately lower 
voltage, affecting the position of the 
trace for each signal. One side effect, 
seen in Fig. 3 -a where the traces 
overlap, is that the amplification of the 
tube with the higher screen voltage is 
somewhat greater. Thus the traces 
which in Fig. 3 -b appear almost equal 
in amplitude seem quite a bit different 
in Fig. 3 -a even though the input 
attenuators weren't touched, only the 
position control. This feature must be 
kept in mind when calibration is re- 
quired. A calibrating voltage will have 
to be applied to each switch input to 
determine the amplitude of that par- 
ticular signal. 

The power supply is entirely conven- 
tional. Selenium rectifiers could have 
been used. I happen to have a 6X4 
on hand. For selenium rectifiers, cor- 
responding changes in the circuit board 
would have to be made. 

The gated amplifiers in this electronic 
switch are basically no different than 
in most types, except that they are 
gated once every other sweep cycle, 

APRIL, 1958 

RI9 
(CHANNEL 

A" 
GAIN) 

RI 5 
(POSITION) 
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PILOT LAMP ASS :WILY R20 (CHANNEL °8 GA,N) 

J5 (OUTPUT) 

J6 (GROUND) 

S2 
CHANNEL 

O 
B° 
UATOR) 

JS 

J6 

C8 

R14 

VI 

RI 

RIO 

C6 

V2 

J2 J3(GROUND) J4 SI (CHANNELI ATTENTU' OR) 

Front -panel arrangement of the electronic switch. 
V6 RI2 RII V4 R20 RIS PILOT LAMP ASSEMBLY RI9 

R3 RB C3 V3 R6 C4 RT C15 

A look at the chassis with all components mounted. This is the prototype unit. 
Some changes have been made in the parts layout and the improved layout is shown 

by Fig. 4. 

R26 

Bottom of chassis has an uncluttered appearance. 

rather than several times during each 
sweep cycle. 

Construction 
Because it made a nice compact in- 

strument, the printed -circuit method 
was chosen for the wiring. (The method 
of laying out and making printed- 

circuit boards is described in RADIO - 

ELECTRONICS, September, 1955; Decem- 
ber, 1955, and January, 1956.) All parts 
are easily obtainable although a few 
capacitors (notably Cl and C2, both 
0.1) are miniature types. To use stand- 
ard capacitors for Cl and C2 some 
allowance must be made on the circuit 
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Fig. 9- Actual -size view of the top of the printed- circuit board. 

Fig. 5- Full - size reproduction of the wiring board. It may be photographed to 
produce the printed circuit. (See text). 
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TO HORIZ AMPL 

FROM HORIZ INPUT TERM 

FREQ VERNIER 

1/2 I2AT7 
SWEEP OSC 

d 20Ppf ï 
.002 

\ 1.1.2 

O 0 %REQ SELECTOR 

0 

0 

200 Ppf 

} 0 0 

6SWEEP VOLTAGE OUTPUT 

Fig. 6- Connection for obtaining sweep 
voltage from an Heathkit 0 -10 scope. 

board to provide enough space. The 
wiring of the circuit board is self - 
explanatory; all external connections 
are marked on the parts layout dia- 
gram (Fig. 4). It should be noted that 
this figure matches the reverse of the 
circuit board showing the conductors 
(Fig. 5) because one is a top and the 
other a bottom view. 

Conventional wiring can be used just 
as well, with some attention to keeping 
heater leads away from the sensitive 
input circuits. The only parts directly 
mounted on the chassis are the 
power transformer, controls, attenuator 
switches, pilot light and, of course, 
the terminals. 

Resistors R21, R22, R23, R24 and 
capacitors C11, C]2, C13, C14 are 
mounted on switches S1 and S2 and are 
connected to the printed- circuit board 
through potentiometers R19 and R20. 

The tube sockets are standard minia- 
ture units. Pinch the lugs double with 
pliers, insert them in the holes in the 
printed- circuit board and solder. 

Operation 
To operate the switch we have to ob- 

tain sweep voltage from the oscilloscope. 
This can be done, for example, with the 
Heath 0 -10 scope as illustrated in Fig. 
6. The circuit diagram shows how the 
extra terminal is connected to the cath- 
ode of the triode section of the sweep 
oscillator. This terminal serves several 
purposes. 

It provides the sweep voltage for 
triggering the electronic switch. It also 
gives us an opportunity to attach an 
external capacitor in the sweep it, 
resulting in a slower sweep thare- 
viously possible. This can be carried to 
extremes, as illustrated in Fig. 7, which 
shows a partial trace of a 60 -cycle 
voltage swept at 1 cycle. Here linearity 
limits of the horizontal scope amplifier 
have been exceeded. 

Owners of the Heath 0 -10 or 0 -11 
can obtain the synchronizing pulse from 
the Z -axis connection in the rear of the 
scope and avoid the use of an additional 
binding post connected to the sweep 
circuit. 

For operation of the switch the new 
terminal is connected to the SYNC INPUT. 
The two signals we want to display are 

TEST INSTRUMENTS 

Fig. 7-Slow sweep speed may exceed scope's linearity limite. 

fed to the two input terminals, ground 
connections are secured and the switch 
"output" connected to the vertical input 
of the scope. The input controls for 
the signals are adjusted to provide the 
desired vertical deflections. That is all; 
the two traces will appear on the scope 
face. 

When the two traces are related in 
frequency, as is most often the case, 
synchronization will be no problem. 
However, if there is no relation at all, 
one of the traces should be made larger 
to give the scope sweep circuit a chance 
to synchronize with that trace. Or the 
input voltage should be applied to the 
external sync terminal on the scope. 
Otherwise the scope might alternately 
synchronize with the two traces and 
they would be very difficult to observe. 

Other design features 
If you are willing to obtain sweep 

voltage from one of the horizontal de- 
flection plates, you can eliminate the 
sync amplifier (V1) and even the 6AL5 
trigger diode (V2), for the voltage 
would then be sufficiently high to trigger 
the flip -flop directly. The method of 
triggering the flip -flop would be a little 
different, as shown in Fig. 8. 

On the other hand, if you wish to 
trigger the switch from almost any 
voltage, such as, for example, one of 
the input signals (giving then only a 
single cycle per trace), we could use a 
Schmitt trigger circuit ahead of V1. 
This circuit, shown in Fig. 9, has the 
ability to provide sharp trigger pulses 

C3 

12AU7 
V3 

FLIP -FLOP 

TO PIN 2 

TO PIN 7 

TO V4 
CATH FOLLS 

©ADD 

RB 

o 

C4 

RS RO 

RIO 8 

INPUT FROM SCOPE S HORIZ ()EFL PLATE 

Fig. 8- Circuit for triggering the flip - 
flop with high -voltage sawtooth from the 

deflection plate. 
65N6 C2) 
SCHMITT TRIGGER 

100 470Fí 

OUTPUT 

300V 

Fig. 9 -This Schmitt trigger circuit per- 
mits use of any kind of trigger voltage, 

regardless of waveform. 
from the input signal, no matter what 
the amplitude or the waveform may be. 
The Schmitt circuit is derived from a 
monostable multivibrator or, as it is 
sometimes called, a univibrator. 

It is not recommended that the switch 
be powered from the oscilloscope, unless 
the scope's power supply was especially 
designed for such purposes. END 
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Repairing an oscillo- 
scope is not hard. Here 
are some troubleshoot- 
ing techniques to help 
you along 

By RHYS SAMUEL* 

TROUBLESHOOTING a defective 
oscilloscope should follow the prin- 
ciples of observation and deduction 
required in troubleshooting a de- 

fective radio or TV receiver. Like a 
radio or TV set, the scope can be di- 
vided into several sections, each of 
which has a specific function. If one or 
more of these sections fail, the effects 
show up on the cathode -ray -tube 
screen. The screen is a comprehensive 
trouble indicator and usually lets the 
technician pinpoint the source of 
trouble immediately. Because the scope 
is simpler in design than the TV re- 
ceiver, the service technician should 
have little trouble correcting any 
defect. 

Fig. 1 shows the basic design of a 
service type scope. The vertical attenu- 
ator is a switch which selects different 
R -C networks whenever the vertical - 
range switch is changed. Separate net- 
works for each range are needed to 
preserve the scope's frequency- response 
and voltage- calibration characteristics 
throughout its rated response range. 
The output from the attenuator is fed 
into the vertical amplifier section, 
which amplifies the incoming waveform 
to a value suitable for application to 
the vertical deflection electrodes of the 
cathode -ray tube. 

Electron Tube Div. Commercial Engineering, 
RCA, Harrison, N. J. 

Fig. 3 -A sure sign of 60- or 120 -cycle 
hum is brightening at regular intervals 

on the trace. 

64 

Fig. l-Hiork diagra 

The sync horizontal selector switch 
has several functions, including the se- 
lection of an external or internal source 
of synchronizing voltage for the sweep 
oscillator. One or two positions on this 
switch may be used to disconnect the 
sweep oscillator from the circuit when 
a signal is to be fed directly into the 
horizontal amplifier. Because design 
practices differ, these functions may be 
combined in a single front -panel control 
or divided between two. 

The sweep oscillator generates a saw - 
tooth waveshape which is amplified by 
the horizontal amplifier before it is ap- 
plied to the cathode -ray tube. This am- 
plified sawtooth provides the horizontal 
time base along which the incoming sig- 
nal is displayed. The scope's power sup- 
ply provides the various heater volt- 
ages, as well as B -plus, B -minus and 
high voltages for the vertical and hori- 

Fig. 4- Diffused glow at edge of screen 
indicates trouble in the deflection- ampli- 
fier system and not a defective cathode - 

ray tube. 

ical oscilloscotir. 

zontal amplifiers, sweep oscillator and 
cathode -ray tube. 

The first step in the analysis of a de- 
fective scope is to check it out on all 
functions. If a spot or trace can be ob- 

117 VAC 

R 
-'--o 

10 TO CRT HTR 

Fig. 2 -Power supply circuit found in a 
scope. 

Fig. 5- Straight horizontal line indi- 
cates trouble in vertical signal or deflec- 

tion sections. 
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tained, rotate the intensity, focus and 
centering controls and note their ef- 
fects. Run the vertical and horizontal 
amplifier controls and the sweep and 
sync controls through all their settings 
and note the effects. Because intermit- 
tent, shorted and open input leads are a 
major source of trouble, check all 
probes and cables by connecting them 
to a signal source and flexing them, 
paying particular attention to connec- 
tion points. 

A complete check should indicate the 
section in which the trouble lies. For 
example, if a horizontal trace can be 
obtained but no vertical display is evi- 
dent, the trouble is probably somewhere 
between the test probe and the output 
from the last vertical amplifier stage. 
If vertical deflection can be obtained 
but the display lacks width, the trouble 
probably lies in the horizontal amplifier 
or sweep oscillator sections. Power 
supply defects can, of course, affect 
operation of all stages and sections, 
and inability to obtain any spot or 
trace may indicate trouble in the power 
supply. 

Once the faulty stage is isolated, con- 
ventional troubleshooting procedures 
can be followed. Try changing tubes in 
the defective section, bearing in mind 
that tubes used in some direct -coupled 
circuits must be selected or aged before 
permanent installation. If certain tubes 
fail repeatedly, look for a defective 
component, such as a changed -value 
resistor or a leaky or shorted capacitor. 
Use your vtvm for voltage and resist- 
ance measurements. The proper oper- 
ating voltages should be given on the 
schematic diagram in the instrument 
instruction book. 

CAUTION: Treat the cathode -ray 
tube with the same respect as a TV pic- 
ture tube in an operating receiver. The 
cathode -ray tube uses high de operat- 
ing voltages, and electrode voltages 
may be 1,000 or more above or below 
ground. The scope's high- voltage power 
supply, which uses a line transformer, 
can deliver as much as 1,000 times the 
current found in TV sets with flyback 
high- voltage systems. Do not strike the 
tube or subject it to more than moder- 
ate pressure. 

+ The power supply 
Low B -plus or inadequate high volt- 

age can cause defective operation of the 
entire scope and can produce a variety 

Fig. 6- Straight vertical line points to- 
ward a defect in the horizontal amplifier 

or sweep oscillator. 

of symptoms. Insufficient brightness, 
poor focus, low gain in both vertical 
and horizontal amplifiers, and sweep 
and sync difficulties are a few. Such 
defects are often traced to a weak rec- 
tifier tube. 

Hum on the scope trace may be 
caused by a leaky filter capacitor in the 
B -plus voltage section (see Fig. 2). 
Hum shows up on low- frequency sweep 
traces as a thickening of the line and is 
often mistaken for a defective focusing 
circuit because it is impossible to obtain 
a sharp line with the focus control. The 
presence of 60- or 120 -cycle hum modu- 
lation can be checked by switching the 
sweep oscillator to a higher frequency 
and noting whether the hum causes 
brightening at regular intervals on the 
trace (see Fig. 3). Hum can also be in- 
troduced by heater -to- cathode leakage 
in an amplifier or oscillator tube. 

Blown fuses can result from a 
shorted filter capacitor in the B -plus or 
high -voltage filter sections. When 
checking power supply voltages, work 
closely with the schematic because 
many scopes have a B -minus bus oper- 
ating between -40 and -50 volts. Do 
not confuse power supply hum with 
hum picked up by the vertical input 
leads. Double -check by disconnecting 
the scope's input lead and shorting 
the vertical terminal to ground. 

Trace off the screen 
This characteristic is normal on 

direct- coupled oscilloscopes because 
these instruments respond to both do 
and ac components in the circuit. The 
action may be compared to that of a 
low -range do voltmeter which is con- 
nected to a high -dc- voltage source. The 
voltmeter pointer deflects past the me- 
ter's full -scale point. On the scope, the 
pattern may be deflected either up or 
down. When the probe is disconnected, 
the trace returns to its on- screen posi- 
tion. 

If this action occurs in a capacitively 
coupled scope, the input blocking capaci- 
tor is probably leaky. This capacitor 
has a large value (0.1 -0.5 pf) and 
should be replaced only with a high - 
quality part. If the trace returns 
slowly to an on- screen position, the ca- 
pacitor is probably good and the slow 
return time is due to charging of the 
capacitor by the dc test- circuit voltage 
through the series resistance of the 
input attenuators. When a low- 

Fig. 7- Diffused spot which cannot be 
focused reveals defective focus circuit. 
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capacitance probe is used, the addi- 
tional probe resistance may delay re- 
turn of the trace for several seconds. 
Trace -return time can sometimes be re- 
duced by first setting the range control 
to the minimum -gain position, next con- 
necting the direct probe to the test 
point and then resetting the range con- 
trol to the desired attenuator position. 

No spot or trace 
Check to see that the C -R tube's 

heater is lit. Use a vtvm to check oper- 
ating voltages at the cathode -ray -tube 
pins. 

NOTE : The cathode -ray -tube volt- 
ages shown in the schematic may be 
measured with respect to cathode, 
B -minus bus or ground. Check the in- 
structions. 

If any voltages are off by more than 
20;',, check for a defective tube or com- 
ponent in the associated circuit. Look 
for open circuits in the associated re- 
sistance networks if the trouble is ap- 
parently in the intensity and focusing 
circuits. Make sure that a defect in the 
vertical or horizontal amplifier has not 
disabled the vertical or horizontal cen- 
tering circuits, causing the beam to be 
deflected off screen. If a diffused glow 
is noted at any point around the edge 
of the screen (see Fig. 4), the cathode - 
ray tube is probably OK and the trou- 
ble lies in one of the amplifier stages. 
In push -pull amplifiers, a defective 
tube or component in one stage can 
unbalance the entire amplifier, causing 
permanent off -screen deflection of the 
beam. 

No vertical deflection 
If you can get a properly focused 

horizontal trace but the input signal 
cannot be displayed (see Fig. 5), check 
the vertical amplifier section from 
probe tip to the output of the vertical 
deflection amplifiers for a bad tube or 
component. Check the attenuator sec- 
tions by switching to different positions 
and checking for vertical deflection. 
Use an audio or rf signal generator to 
inject a signal into different points in 
the amplifier, starting at the grid of the 
output amplifier stage. If the signal is 
reproduced on the scope screen, move 
the point of signal injection forward 
until the faulty stage is found. 

NOTE: When injecting a signal into 
plate circuits or into direct -coupled am- 
plifiers, use a dc blocking capacitor in 

Fig. 8- Inability to focus trace at all 
points around circle is called astigma- 

tism. 
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series with the signal lead from the 
generator. 

No horizontal trace 
This defect shows up as a single 

vertical line which can be adjusted in 
height with the vertical vernier control 
(see Fig. 6). Change tubes in the hori- 
zontal amplifier section, set the hori- 
zontal amplifier selector to the line posi- 
tion and turn up the horizonal gain con- 
trol. If the horizontal trace is still de- 
fective, inject a 60 -cycle signal through 
a 0.1 -µf capacitor at the horizontal am- 
plifier's grid. If the horizontal trace is 
still defective, look for faulty com- 
ponents or wiring between amplifier 
and cathode -ray tube. If the directly in- 
jected signal produces a horizontal 
trace, look for trouble in the sync -hori- 
zontal selector switching circuit or in 
the circuit proceeding the horizontal 
amplifier. 

Low vertical gain 
Insufficient vertical gain is character- 

ized by a small amount of vertical de- 
flection, inability to get full- screen de- 
flection or inability to calibrate the 
graph screen properly. When this con- 
dition arises, first check to see that the 
horizontal amplifier is operating cor- 
rectly, because insufficient power sup- 
ply voltage may affect operation of 
both the vertical and horizontal ampli- 
fiers. If the horizontal amplifier ap- 
pears to be working, the trouble prob- 
ably lies in the vertical amplifier. Many 
service scopes are equipped with an in- 
ternal gain adjustment, usually located 
in the cathode circuit of the first verti- 
cal amplifier stage. This control re- 
quires adjustment from time to time 
as tubes and components age. Apply a 
sine -wave signal to the vertical input 
and readjust the internal gain control. 
If the signal does not reach the re- 
quired amplitude, install new tubes in 
the vertical amplifier stages, beginning 
with the input stage. 

If installing new tubes fails to in- 
crease the gain, check voltages with a 
vtvm and look for a faulty component. 
Check cathode, screen and plate load 
resistors. In push -pull amplifiers, the 
plate load resistors do not have to be 
perfectly matched, but they should have 
approximately the same value. 

Hash on trace 
Tube noise and external noise show 

up on the trace as random spikes and 
hash. To determine the exact source of 
the noise, disconnect the input cable 
and ground the vertical input terminal. 
If the hash does not disappear, set the 
scope for near -maximum gain and 
change the input tubes, noting the ef- 
fect on the trace. If hash still does not 
disappear, check for noisy load resis- 
tors or defective potentiometers. If 
grounding the vertical input terminal 
indicates external noise, check lead 
dress, grounding and shielding in the 
attenuator section. Check the input 
cable connected to the vertical terminal 

to see that the shield is properly 
grounded. 

Poor focus 
The focusing voltage for the cathode - 

ray tube is obtained from a network 
across the high -voltage rectifier. Ina- 
bility to focus the trace or an unstable 
focusing condition (see Fig. 7) gener- 
ally indicates trouble in the high - 
voltage circuit. Focusing troubles are 
often accompanied by lack of bright- 
ness or by varying brightness. With 
power removed from the scope, check 
the resistances in the high -voltage di- 
vider network wth a vtvm. Carefully 
check the potentiometers for spotty 
contacts. When replacing focusing or 
intensity controls, replace only with 
properly insulated types recommended 
by the scope's manufacturer. If the 
focusing circuit checks out satisfac- 
torily, check the do voltage on the de- 
flection plates for abnormal values. 

Instability or loss of sync 
If sync is unstable, the sync - 

switching circuit or the horizontal 
sweep oscillator may be defective. In 
most service type scopes, the sync - 
switching circuit contains only a few 
resistors, a potentiometer and a cou- 
pling capacitor. Some scopes, however, 
have automatic sync -level control cir- 
cuits and may use crystal diodes or a 
vacuum -tube sync stage in different 
arrangements. In any type of scope, the 
oscillator tube and sync -level control 
should be changed first. If the trouble 
persists, replace any crystal diodes, 
being careful to observe correct polar- 
ity. Look for defective resistors or open 
capacitors at any yoint ahead of the 
sweep -oscillator grid pin. 

Poor intensity 
The most common cause of poor in- 

tensity is a decrease in high voltage. 
Try changing the high -voltage rectifier 
tube and checking the filter capacitors 
and resistors in the focusing and in- 
tensity circuits. Although cathode -ray 
tubes cannot be expected to last for- 
ever, they usually function well for 
many years and are a minor source of 
trouble in oscilloscopes. 

Poor sweep linearity 
Poor sweep linearity is characterized 

by cramping of some of the displayed 
waveshapes, usually at the left- or 
right -hand ends of the trace, and is the 
result of nonlinear sawtooth output 
from the sweep oscillator. Sweep non - 
linearity is characteristic of many 
scopes, and the technician should make 
sure that the defect is not inherent in 
the instrument before ripping into the 
wiring. Because a variety of sweep 
oscillator circuits are used in service 
type scopes, it is not practical to offer 
remedial suggestions by part number. 
Many scopes have an internal potenti- 
ometer adjustment which is factory -set 
to give a correctly shaped sawtooth out- 
put voltage. Tube and component aging 
may require resetting of this adjust- 
ment, and the procedure should be de- 

scribed in the instrument instruction 
booklet. If readjustment of this control 
does not correct the trouble,, change the 
oscillator tube and check resistors and 
capacitors in the sweep oscillator stage 
with a vtvm. 

Astigmatism 
Astigmatism is the inability to obtain 

correct focus at all points on a dis- 
played trace (see Fig. 8). Check by 
feeding a line signal to the horizontal 
and vertical amplifiers to produce a 
circle whose diameter equals about two - 
thirds the screen diameter. If the scope 
has an astigmatism adjustment, reset 
the control until all parts of the circle 
are in focus simultaneously. If adjust- 
ing the astigmatism control does not 
correct the difficulty, check the dc volt- 
age on the deflection plates for im- 
proper values. 

Poor frequency response 
Poor frequency response is charac- 

terized by inability of the scope to pro- 
vide proportional vertical deflection 
for any input frequency within the 
rated response range. For example, if 
the response of the scope is rated from 
3 cycles to 4.5 mc, all input signals 
having the same voltage amplitude 
within this frequency range should 
produce exactly the same amount of 
vertical deflection on the screen. If re- 
sponse is faulty, the scope cannot be 
depended upon for visual voltage meas- 
urements. Response is best checked by 
feeding a square -wave signal into the 
vertical input terminals and observing 
the resultant shape on the screen. A 
good square wave contains high- ampli- 
tude harmonics up to approximately 
the eleventh harmonic. Therefore, if a 
10 -kc square wave is reproduced with- 
out tilt, the response and phase -shift 
characteristics of the vertical amplifier 
are satisfactory up to at least 100 kc. 

Response may also be checked by 
feeding in sine -wave signals at various 
frequencies within the rated response 
range. The input signal level should be 
kept constant. If response is insuffi- 
cient, the trouble lies in one of the am- 
plifier stages or somewhere in the input 
attenuator sections. 

A low- emission tube, changed -value 
resistor or leaky capacitor can affect 
response. If peaking coils are used in 
any of the plate circuits, check their 
alignment or examine them for shorted 
or burned windings. The input attenu- 
ators are equipped with small trimmer 
capacitors on each position of the ver- 
tical range switch. Because exact align- 
ment procedure varies with different 
models, the procedure outlined in the 
instruction booklet should be followed. 
In general, alignment requires that a 
square -wave signal of proper frequency 
be displayed on the screen. The trimmer 
capacitors are adjusted on individual 
ranges for the best amplitude and 
shape. Before realigning the attenu- 
ators, however, make sure that the 
trouble is not in one of the amplifier 
stages. END 
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TEST INSTRUMENTS 

UTILITY 
VOLTMETER 

A look at the completed instrument. 

Probes used with 
the meter are dis- 
played at the right. 

APRIL, 1958 

GROUND 
CONNECTOR 

D2 

R4 

RI Parts layout inside 
the meter's case. 

R3 

R2 

J2 

STRAIGHT- ISOLATION 
THROUGH PROBES PROBE 

A / 

Hand -sized unit measures ac voltages 
and decibels with a fiat response up 
into radio frequencies 

By ALBERT STRATMOEN 

THIS instrument reads ac up to 
1,000 volts and its response is flat 
up into radio frequencies. It can 
do the work of an rf probe -with 

the advantage of being able to handle 
much greater voltages -so it is suitable 
for work on transmitters as well as 
receivers. 

Because of its circuit, the scale is 
linear on all except the 0.5 -volt range. 
It can be handled like a probe and you 

RANGE 

.5V 0DI 

2.5 14 

10 26 

50 40 

250 54 

CAPACITOR 
PROBE 

66 

JI RI 
DI 50_pA 

J2 R2 

5.:K 

J3 R3 

25 K 

J4 R4 

140 K 

JS 
R5 

D2 

J6 

750 K 

R6 

3 MEG 

RI -200 ohms 
R2-5,800 ohms 
R3- 25,000 ohms 
R4- 140,000 ohms 
R5- 750,000 ohms 
R6 -3 megohms 
See fer} for how resistance values were determined 
All resistors I/2 watt 
C -.006 µf, mica 
DI, 2 -IN35 
J1-8-banana jacks 
M -150 µa, 660 -ohm internal resistance 
Case 
Miscellaneous hardware 

Circuit of the handy meter. 
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TEST INSTRUMENTS 

do not have to shift your eyes from the 
work to a meter situated some distance 
away. It has been in use for over 5 
years and has proved its value in PA 
work, TV radio repair and checking 
transmitters. For frequencies above the 
broadcast band, it probably would be 
advisable to shield the multipliers in- 
dividually. 

The rectifier is half -wave but the 
extra diode shorts the rectifier and 
meter on the nonconducting half -cycle 
so it loads the circuit being checked 
almost equally on both half -cycles and 
therefore will not cause much distortion 
on sensitive circuits when used as a VU 
meter. The db scale uses a 6 -mw refer- 
ence level but, if you are going to use 
it on telephone work, it would be well 
to use a 1 -mw reference. 

Formulas for finding the voltage cor- 
responding to various levels above and 
below zero may be found in textbooks. 
A more sensitive meter movement would 
be advantageous for this use, but for 
rf work it probably would be affected 
more by leakage from one multiplier to 
another. 

I used a 150 -µa meter which I found 
in a surplus store, but the easily ob- 
tained 200- and 500 -µa meters can be 
used. Let's take a 500 -µa meter as an 
example. To get full -scale deflection, a 
little more than three times the current 
flow needed with the 150 -µa unit is re- 
quired. Therefore I would start off with 
multipliers (R1 R6) that were about 
one -third the value of those shown in 
the diagram. For 200 -µa meters, about 
three- fourths of the indicated value 
makes a good starting point. 

The multipliers were determined ex- 
perimentally by using a 60 -cycle supply 
and a multimeter as a standard. The 
values shown were read on an ohm- 
meter. As neither was very accurate, 
the values are only approximately cor- 
rect but they can be used as starting 
points for an accurate calibration. 

It is usually best to draw a single 
arc when making the meter scale. By 
choosing a convenient voltage scale, 
such as 0 to 5, you only multiply or 
divide by 2 and add the appropriate 
number of zeros. The db scale is no 
problem as simple addition is all that 
is required. 

Construction is simple (see photos). 
The banana jacks are arranged around 
a circle of % -inch radius to fit General 
Radio double plugs. The center jack is 
ungrounded except when the ground 
lead having the double plug is used 
-plugged into center jack J8 and J7 
near bottom of case. This lets you work 
on audio circuits without danger of 
shorting one side of the line to ground. 
The four plug -in probes (from left to 
right) are: (1) For circuits having do 
voltages as well as ac. It contains an 
.01 -sf capacitor. (2) For circuits re- 
quiring isolation such as oscillators (it 
has a 30,000 -ohm resistor which must 
be taken into consideration when read- 
ing actual values). (3) Straight 
through. (4) Straight through with al- 
ligator clip. END 
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DIGITAL COMPUTER 
GUIDES JETS 

FLYING an airplane these days 
takes a heap of complicated calcu- 
lating. And when it's a combat 
plane, like a jet interceptor, the 

array of mathematical computations 
needed to take it through all phases of a 
supersonic dogfight would require -in 
terms of even the most advanced office 
.calculating machines -huge roomfuls 
of clicking and clanking computers. 

But miniaturization is the word today 
in airborne vehicles. Scientists are de- 
vising more and more ways to provide 
jet pilots with electronic senses that 
can note and react many times faster 
than the quickest human brain and 
muscle. And the latest development 
in such computers is small enough to 
fit into the cabinet of a 21 -inch table - 
model television set! 

It's the Digitair, developed by Hughes 
Aircraft Co. as the first airborne digital 
computer. Its existence was reported to 
the public only recently when the De- 
partment of Defense relaxed security 
restrictions. The announcement followed 
several months of actual production at 
the Hughes plant in El Segundo, Calif. 

Earlier computers for aircraft were 
the analog type, incapable of solving 
the many fantastic arithmetic prob- 
lems easily done by a digital computer. 
Digitair can make 9,600 basic arith- 
metic computations in 1 second and 
render 6,250 decisions in 1 minute. It 
could compute all of New York State's 
6,500,000 Federal personal income tax 
returns in 14 hours, or could figure all 
New York City's gas and electric bills 
in 5.25 hours. 

"Despite the current furor about 
satellites and long -range guided mis- 
siles, there are no indications that these 
weapons will replace jet interceptors 
for aerial defense in the immediate 
future," according to John H. Rubel, 
director of Hughes Aircraft Co.'s air- 
borne systems laboratories. "The best 
existing weapon for delivering the 
the H -bomb is still the long -range jet 
bomber and the best defense against 
it is the jet interceptor. As speed, range 
and altitude of both increase, electronic 
control systems must become more and 
more sophisticated. Hence the need for 
a compact, versatile digital computer. 

"Digitair can effectively perform all 
necessary computing functions associ- 
ated with flight, navigation, search and 
attack in an interceptor mission. This 
lets the pilot concentrate almost ex- 
clusively on the vital tactical decisions 
involved in an Atomic Age battle in the 
sky." 

Working with coded information 
flashed to it by powerful ground con- 
trol stations and the airplane's own 

radar, the computer simultaneously 
takes in 61 types of information while 
putting out 30 types. In so doing it 
performs or monitors 16 navigation 
and flight control functions during a 
program cycle of 1.8 seconds, all at 
least once, some of them are handled 
several times. 

These include actuating the inter- 
ceptor's control surfaces to correct 
pitch and roll; commanding the pilot 
to increase or decrease his speed; 
maintaining a constant check on avail- 
able fuel and the distance the airplane 
can fly on it under existing conditions; 
providing target- range, azimuth and 
elevation information for the pilot; 
determining the proper speed and 
altitude the pilot should fly to intercept 
the target accurately and continuously 
checking its own accuracy and reli- 
ability. 

Digitair can solve more than one 
problem at a time. For example, it can 
be working on a navigation problem 
while making calculations of wind 
direction and speed and dead reckon- 
ing on an enemy bomber. The computer 
decides at what point to intercept and 
automatically fires the armament. 

The new computer is not necessarily 
restricted to airborne military use but 
can be adapted to supersonic jet trans- 
ports. 

In a jet airliner it could automatically 
navigate and continuously compute 
speed and altitude for best perform- 
ance, automatically program fuel con- 
sumption from takeoff to landing while 
considering varying flight conditions. 
It could automatically process and dis- 
play navigation data; enable the pilot 
to insert alternate position, destina- 
tion and altitude information, and 
automatically control communications 
between ground traffic and automatic 
landing control. 

One of the prime reasons for the 
success of Digitair as an integral part 
of the most modern airborne armament 
control system is its extreme light 
weight, only 120 pounds. This was 
made possible through new advances in 
miniaturization techniques. 

The computer contains 4,000 match - 
head -sized diodes -mostly made by 
Hughes -in place of various types of 
tubes which normally would be used, 
and 75% of its wiring is etched cir- 
cuitry. 

Besides the tremendous savings in 
space and weight, this miniaturization 
contributes greatly to the Digitair's 
reliability. Extensive laboratory tests 
have proved that its computations are 
performed to an accuracy of 1 part in 
131,072. END 
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TEST INSTRUMENTS 

Signal Takeoff for 
Your Audio VTVM 

By FRANK WOODS, JR. 

A UDIO equipment is analyzed with 
several different instruments. 
It is desirable to observe the 
magnitude of the signal and 

listen to it or observe its waveform at 
various points in the equipment under 
analysis. Occasionally, we want to ob- 
serve the signal with an audio vtvm and 
an oscilloscope while listening. Un- 
fortunately, problems arise when we 
attempt to connect several instruments 
to one portion of an audio circuit. 

One problem is circuit loading. If 
three instruments, each with an input 
impedence of 1 megohm, are connected 
to a circuit, a load of % megohm is 
imposed on the circuit. This will cause 
errors in measured values and will 
affect the fidelity of an amplifier under 
test if the instruments are connected 
in a high -impedance circuit. 

Another problem arises when meas- 
urements are conducted in low -level cir- 
cuits at the front end of an amplifier. 
Several pieces of equipment connected 
with large exposed clip surfaces pro- 
vide a sensitive electrostatic pickup 
that feeds a 60 -cycle hum to the test 
equipment and succeeding circuits of 
the amplifier. 

Loading and hum problems can be 
reduced if only one instrument is con- 
nected to an audio circuit. They may 
be further reduced if the signal level 
is raised before introduction of addi- 
tional instruments. Modification of your 
audio vtvm will make this possible. 
An amplifier is added to the voltmeter 
internally, and the output brought to 
a signal takeoff jack on the front panel. 
With this modification, the audio vtvm 
may be connected to the circuit under 
test and an oscilloscope to the signal 
takeoff. If additional equipment is used, 
it may be connected across the scope 
input terminals (see Fig. 1) . Signal 
level at the takeoff jack will be high 
enough to allow less gain than required 
without the amplification of the modified 
vtvm, minimizing hum pickup. Another 
advantage is that the range switch of 
the audio vtvm controls gain for other 
instruments after their initial setting. 

My audio vtvm is a Heathkit AV -2. 
A large number of these are owned by 
experimenters, hobbyists and service 
technicians. Therefore, I will describe 
the modification of the AV -2 step by 
step. Those who have other makes or 

APRIL, 1958 

CNT UNDER 

OBSERVATION 

V2 12AXT 

I/2 12AX7 

METER 

ADDED PHONE JACK PLUG rr p 
n o 

MODIFIED AV-2 VTVM 
i 

Fig. 1 -How the modified audio vtvm is used. 

models can also make use of the cir- 
cuit. After considering the use of a 
cathode follower for the signal takeoff, 
I dismissed it in favor of a conven- 
tional grounded cathode amplifier with 
its greater voltage gain and resulting 
high output level. 

The signal takeoff modification of the 
Heathkit model AV -2 audio vtvm is 
made easily and quickly. 

1. Remove the 6AT6 output tube and 
disconnect the socket as follows: 
(a) Disconnect heater, pilot -light 

and 47 -ohm resistor leads at 
pins 3 and 4. 

(b) Disconnect the .002 -a coup- 
ling capacitor lead at pin 1. 

(c) Disconnect the 47,000 -ohm re- 
sistor and 2 -µf capacitor leads 
at pin 7. 

(d) Disconnect lead from socket 
to ground at the calibration 
control. 

(e) Loosen the socket mounting 
screws and remove the socket. 
Salvage the 10- megohm re- 
sistor connected from pins 1 
to 5 on the socket. 

2. Take these precautions before 
drilling: 
(a) Disconnect meter leads and 

remove meter from instrument 
panel. 

(b) Remove 6AU6. 
(c) Dress parts and leads behind 

the panel out of the drill path. 
(d) Place the instrument in the 

cabinet to drill the hole. 

2 TO XTAL IODES 

CI SSIGTAIfEOF9 

JI JACH 

F04 3 

C1 -0.5 pf, 200 volt JI -Phone jack 
RI- 150,000 ohms VI -12AX7 

9 -pin miniature tube socket 

Fig. 2- Modified AV -2 circuit. 

3. Drill a % -inch hole in the lower 
right -hand corner of the front 
panel ' inch from bottom and 
side. 

4. Clean drill chips off chassis and 
cabinet. Mount meter and phone 
jack and reconnect meter. 

5. Mount a nine -pin tube socket in 
the hole vacated by the 6AT6. 
Pins 4 and 5 should face the 6AU6 
socket. 

6. Make the following connections 
(at nine -pin socket unless other- 
wise specified): 
(a) Connect a ground lead from 

pins 3 and 8 to the ground 
terminal on the calibration 
control. 

(b) Connect the .002 -µf coupling 
capacitor to pin 2. 

(c) Connect the 10- megohm resit - 
tor from pin 2 to pin 8. 

(d) Connect pin 2 to pin 7. 
(e) Connect one of the 47 -ohm re- 

sistor leads to pin 5. 
(f) Run a lead from pin 5 to pin 

4 and to the 6AU6 socket 
pin 4. 

(g) Connect the pilot -light leads 
to pins 3 and 4 of the 6AU6. 

(h) Run a lead from pin 9 of the 
12AX7 socket to pin 3 of the 
6AU6 socket. 

(i) Connect the remaining 47 -ohm 
resistor lead to pin 9. 

(j) Connect a 150,000 -ohm resis- 
tor from pin 6 to the B -plus 
tie -down adjacent to the rec- 
tifier. 

(k) Place a 0.5 -µf capacitor under 
the diodes and connect one 
lead to pin 6, the other to the 
ungrounded terminal of the 
phone jack. 

(1) Connect the 47,000 -ohm resis- 
tor and 2 -µf capacitor leads to 
pin 1. 

7. Place 12AX7 and 6AU6 tubes in 
their sockets and recalibrate, fol- 
lowing the procedure outlined in 
the AV -2 construction manual. END 
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RADIO 

servicing 
Oscillation 

and 
Regeneration 

in 
transistor 

radios 
A O the common 

service cure technician must cure 
in transistor radios are re- 
generation and oscillation. He 

is confronted with some difficulty as 
he cannot always test for the symptom 
directly as in a tube set. There may 
not be a conventional and convenient 
test point corresponding to the detector 
load resistor as in a tube job. And the 
avc or agc may not yield a satisfactory 
indication, unless a comparison set is 
available for test. 

Birdies, hiss, distortion, etc. indicate 
oscillation in the transistor radio just 
as in its tube prototype. Loss of high 
notes due to side -band attenuation, 
coupled with extreme sharpness of 
tuning, appears with excessive regen- 
eration prior to actual breakthrough 
into the oscillatory state. A transis- 
tor radio generally has equal or greater 
selectivity than its tube brother due to 
the relatively high Q of the tuned cir- 
cuits. 
How fo fest if 

We can seldom test directly for 
oscillation. The small changes in voltage 
on even the local oscillator do not per- 
mit direct measurements as in a tube 
set. Indirect methods must be used. 

One way is to use a sweep oscillator 
loosely coupled to the radio's antenna 
coil. Use about five turns placed near 
the antenna coil or loopstick. Connect 
an oscilloscope to the audio, using a 
series blocking capacitor (its value 
may be .01 to 0.1 4) and observe the 
alignment curve. (Some sweep gener- 
ators do not have a small enough sweep 
range to operate properly on the broad- 
cast band and cannot be used for this 
purpose.) 

Fig. 1 -a shows a normal symmetrical 

Fig. 1- Alignment curves; a- normal; b- unsymmetrical due to regeneration; 
c -spike or hump indicating unwanted 

regeneration. 

alignment curve. Fig. 1 -b illustrates a 
sharpening of the curve on one side 
due to regeneration. Or the curve may 
display a spike or unnatural hump as 
in Fig. 1 -c. The spike will change to a 
birdie if oscillation is present or the 
alignment curve may degenerate into 
a birdie as in tube radio and TV work. 

A wavemeter is another way to test 
for oscillation. Couple it loosely to the 
detector input, although far more 
tightly than to pick up an ordinary if 
signal. Kill the local oscillator with a 
jumper or a capacitor across its tun- 
ing plates if these are hot. With no 
signal applied to the set (short the if 
plates if necessary) any indication on 
the wavemeter indicates oscillation. 

A handy wavemeter circuit is shown 
in Fig. 2. It is made up of a ferrite 
antenna, a tuning capacitor and a 
trimmer capacitor in series with a 
switch. The switch connects the trim- 
mer or padder in for if measurements. 
PICKUP GIMMICK 1N295 OR 1N34 TIP JACK 

RED VTVM OR VOM 

II 

ÌÌ 
FANERTRITE 

470 K FILTER 

% 470 PPf 

BLK 

TIP JACK 

Fig. 2- Wavemeter for oscillation tests. 
(The wavemeter can be used with the 
switch open for oscillator checking if 
desired.) 

A voltmeter (vtvm or vom), set on 
its lowest dc range, is connected to the 
two tip jacks and acts as an indicator. 
The gimmick is simply a piece of flex- 
ible wire. In use, about three turns are 
wrapped around the lead or lug from 
the last if transformer to the detector 
(diode or transistor). With a printed 
circuit, hold the gimmick lead in paral- 
lel with that from the if transformer. 
The variable capacitor is tuned to the 
if with the switch closed. Any meter 
reading indicates oscillation. When the 
cause of the oscillation is found and 
eliminated, the meter will not indicate. 

The avc or agc may be used if the 
fixed voltage is known. Appreciable 
departure indicates oscillation. In a 

Methods of 
detecting and 
ending these 
troubles in 
the if 
stages 

By JAMES A. McROBERTS 

transistor radio, the avc may go either 
positive or negative from some fixed 
value and can control the base, collector 
or emitter of the controlled stage. Use 
this test with these limitations in mind. 

Sometimes, the presence of oscillation 
can be detected by a change in voltage 
at the detector after checking with 
the schematic or a similar radio. 

Localize the trouble 
Having proved that oscillation exists, 

the next step is to find the stage or 
stages involved; that is, the stages 
over which feedback and amplication of 
feedback occur. The idea is illustrated 
by Fig. 3. One or more stages act as 
an amplifier. If feedback energy to the 
amplifier's input has a value of more 
than 1/A of the amplifier's gain A and is 
in phase, oscillation will develop unless 
circuit losses are heavy enough to keep 
feedback below the 1/A point. This 
basic idea gives us a method of test- 
ing. 

In the partial schematic of the if of 
a commercial set (Magnavox AM2) 
shown in Fig. 4, you can shunt the 
secondary of each if transformer in 
turn with a low resistance. Use a re- 
sistor of about 300 ohms. It may be a 
potentiometer with maximum value of 
1,000 ohms. Start with terminals 3 and 
5 of T2. If the response curve loses its 
bad shape or the wavemeter no longer 
picks up a signal, this transformer is in 
the feedback path. 

If nothing happens, go to terminals 
3 and 5 of T3 and shunt them with the 
test resistor. If the wavemeter now 
shows no signal, T3 is part of the feed- 

INN GAIN=A 

AMPLITUDE- ATTELA 

- 
SHIFTER 

OVER I/A 

Fig. 3- Fundamental oscillator diagram. 
Feedback must shift phase and allow at 
least 1/A of amplifier output return to 
input. Stabilized amplifier must attenu- 
ate feedback from all sources to less 
than 1 /A. Heavy arrows show direction 

of phase. 
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MIXER } ', 

I -I 
1 '1 
1 /T- 

IRED DOT 

2N146 2N146 
IOppf 4.7K 

IST IF r-- 
.3V 15 

2ND IF 

.5V 

6.8K 18ppf 

6 T4 
IN295 

DET 
TO AUDIO 

STAGES 

1 

4V IOOn 

Fig. 4- Partial circuit of a Magnavox AM2, showing use of a test resistor. 

I 

CE-B7 Cl 

Fig. 5 -a (above) -Basic transistor 
stage; b -two ways of using a neu- 

tralizing capacitor. 

CB-C 

r-- -I 

IFAMPL ^C 
E-C 

PRI OF IF 
OUTPUT TRANS 

C2 L2 

2N112 
MIXER -OSC 

(FERRITE ROD ANT 

II 
II 

II 

II 

TI 
2NII2 
IF AMPL 

AVC 

Fig. 6- Bulova 270 cured by adding a gimmick across the neutralizing capacitor. 

C K706 A 
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°GIMMICK (3" INSULATED 
WIRE TWISTED) 

-9V 

back path. This way you isolate the 
feedback to a single stage or several 
stages. 

Causes and cures 
One frequent cause of oscillation or 

excessive regeneration in a transistor 
radio is excessive gain in one or more 
stages. This may be due to improper 
electrode voltages. Check them with a 
high- impedance voltmeter and compare 
with voltages on the schematic or 
voltage table. The voltages must be 
correct to closer tolerances than on 
tube radio sets. Often 1 /10 volt is 
enough out of the way, particularly 
on a transistor base. Why the increase 
in gain causes oscillation is shown by 
Fig. 3. If the feedback is insufficient to 
cause oscillation with normal gain, an 
increase in gain can cause instability. 

Be sure the proper transistors are 
used. Sometimes an interchangeable 
type isn't a direct replacement. And 
there is the possibility that a transistor 
itself has more gain than it should. Test 
by substitution. 

All transistors currently used in 
portable radios are triodes. Like rf and 
if tubes used before the screen -grid 
era (long ago!), they may require 
neutralization unless the circuit is made 
stable without it The reason for feed- 
back is the capacitance between input 
and output -collector and base in al- 

most all instances. Fig. 5 -a shows the 
simplified circuit of a transistor if 
amplifier with interelectrode capaci- 
tances shown by dashed lines. Most 
important of these is CB -c. Being small 
it introduces about 90° phase shift. 
With slight detuning, enough energy 
can be forced back through this 
capacitance to cause oscillation. Since 
the input and output tuned circuits 
cover a band of frequencies, it is easy 
for oscillation to occur at some fre- 
quency near resonance. 

Fig. 5 -b shows two schemes for 
counteracting the undesired effects of 
CB -c. CN, feeds back out -of -phase energy 
to the base of the transistor. Arrows 
show direction of the instantaneous 
current flow through the interelectrode 
capacitance CB -0 and CN,, Another 
neutralizing scheme employs a neutral- 
izing capacitor from the secondary. 
Here the phase may be inverted due 
change in phase in a secondary. Flow 
of current through the capacitor, C_, 
is opposite to the instantaneous flow 
through CB -a. One scheme only is used 
per stage. However, both are shown in 
a single diagram for convenience. 

A simple adjustment of the neutral- 
izing capacitor may be all that is re- 
quired if it is an adjustable type. Set 
it while watching the voltmeter or the 
scope as directed under tests for oscil- 
lation. Absence of signal or waveform 

RADIO 

distortion indicates the proper setting. 
Sometimes the capacitor may be fixed 
but is a little short of enough capaci- 
tance to neutralize. A small trimmer 
(20 µµf maximum) may be shunted 
across the neutralizing capacitor and 
adjusted for the point of neutralization. 
If only a little shy, a gimmick made of 
twisted wire shunted across the capaci- 
tor is enough. 

Such a cure was effective in a midget 
Bulova set (see Fig. 6). The gimmick 
was two 3 -inch lengths of wire twisted 
together and shunted across the 10 -µµf 
neutralizing capacitor. 

Additional cures 
In some sets, no provision is made 

for neutralization. Adequate decoupling 
resistors and control of stage gain 
hold down regeneration and oscillation. 
There may be damping resistors across 
the primary or secondary of the if 
transformer, or both primary and sec- 
ondary. These serve a purpose similar 
to the test resistor mentioned earlier. 
(See Fig. 4.) 

Shunt all bypass capacitors in any 
set with regeneration or oscillation. 
Some may be electrolytics across the 
battery and serve as an rf bypass as 
well. Use .01 to .05 µf in the shunt test. 
Watch the test meter or scope as each 
is shunted. Replace any defective units. 
Some electrolytics may require perma- 
nent addition of a fixed capacitor (cer- 
amics are usually used). 

As seen in Figs. 4 and 6, the bypass 
capacitors furnish ac grounds for col- 
lector and base supply do voltages. 
Some trouble is encountered from not 
enough filtering between stages. A de- 
coupling capacitor can be used with a 
low- ohmage resistor in any line going 
to a transformer. Use about 470 ohms 
and about .01 µf as in decoupling work 
in ordinary radio sets and TV. 

A test resistor may be used to deter- 
mine the value of a losser across a 
transformer primary or secondary. 
Always use a value a trifle lower than 
that required to just stop oscillation. 
A little less reduces regeneration, but 
considerably less tends to short the 
coil and kill gain unnecessarily. Start 
with any such oscillation suppressor or 
losser already present unless testing 
has indicated another stage or trans- 
former. 

In some sets, adding a neutralizing 
capacitor is a quick solution. It will cool 
down a hot transistor quickly. The 
neutralizing capacitance is installed ac- 
cording to any of the schemes shown 
previously. Adjust while maintaining 
a test for oscillation. The correct point 
is where oscillation just stops. Do not 
overneutralize or gain loss will result. 

Sometimes careless placement of 
antenna or speaker leads will result in 
oscillation. The mixer acts as an if 
amplifier while a considerable amount 
of unbypassed rf and if may be present 
on the speaker or earphone leads. And, 
a battery may have high impedance 
and still give good volume. As a final 
tip -try a new battery! END 
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we With this issue we introduce our new building -over 
140,000 sq. ft. of modern plant equipment under one roof, 
the largest in the nation devoted to direct mail selling 
of electronic kits. To you, in the field, goes the credit 

for the tremendous growth of the electronic 
industry over recent years. Your imagination, 
courage and resourcefulness have moved 
America into the electronic age at a breath- 
taking pace. A pioneer in "do-it-yourself" 
electronic kits, Heath Co. has always 
endeavored to stay out in front. As a result 
we have grown too -from one small building 
to a point where we occupied seven buildings 

in the local area. Our new plant is your assurance 
of more and better HEATHKITS to come! 

agatu 

Faster 
research and 

development 
projects 

bringing 
you the latest 

electronic 
equipment in step with 

ever -expanding fields. 
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L Faster, more 
r \ \` efficient handling 

of orders to speed HEATHKITS 
to your 

doorstep. 

e sWbsidiary of Daystrom, Inc. 

ç. More for your 
rÇ' purchasing 

dollar 
through 

increased 
efficiency 

and lower 
handling 

= costs. 

I.0 na I Better and faster service 
facilities to help you 

with any problems and 
questions you may have. 

HEATH COMPANY, Benton Harbor 20, Mich. 
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TIME PAYMENTS .. . 

The Heath Time Payment Plan was designed for 
your convenience. Now, you can order the kits of 
your choice, and pay for them in small monthly 
installments. Write for full details. 

HEATHKIT EXTRA PERFORMANCE 
70 -WATT AMPLIFIER KIT 
For really NO performance, with plenty of reserve power, 
the W -6M is a natural. The full 70 -watts output will seldom, 
if ever, be required. However, this reserve insures dis- 
tortion- less sound on power peaks. The W -6M will loaf along 
at normal listening levels and yet is always ready to extend 
itself when program material demands it, without the least 
amount of strain. The output circuit employs 6550 tubes with 
a special -design Peerless output transformer for maximum 
stability at all power levels. A quick- change plug selects 
4, 8 and 16 ohms or 70 -volt output and the correct feedback 
resistance. A variable damping control is also,-provided for 
optimum performance v.'ith any speaker sys . Extremely 
good power supply regulation is possible through the use of 
a heavy -duty transformer along y.ith silicon -diode rectifiers, 
which are noted for Their very long life, and yet are smaller 
than a house fuse. Frequency response at 1 watt is t1 db 
from 5 cps to 80 kc with controlled hf rolloff above 100 kc. At 
70 watts output harmonic distortion is below 2 %,20 to 20,000 

cps and IM distortion below 1 %, 60 and 6,000 cps. Hum and 
noise 88 db below full output. In addition to high perform- 
ance, its fine appearance makes it a pleasure to display in 

your living room. Proper layout of chassis -insures ease of 

assembly by eliminating those cramped and difficult places 
to get at. Clear instructions -and top -quality components. 
Get started now and make this amplifier the heart of your 
hi -fi system, Shipped express only. Shpg. 
Wt. 50 lbs. MODEL W -6M 

MODEL W -6: Consists of W -6M kit, plus WA- 
P2 preampli`ier. Express only. Shpg. Wt. 59 

Ibs. $129.70 
$109" 

HEATHKIT HIGH FIDELITY FM TUNER KIT 
This tuner can bring you a rich store of FM programming, 
your least expensive source of high fidelity material. It 
covers the complete FM band from 88 to 108 mc, Stabilized, 
temperature -compensated oscillator assures negligible 
drift after initial warmup. Features broadbanded circuits for 
full fidelity, and better than 10 uy sensitivity for 20 db of 
quieting, to pull in stations with clarity and full volume. 
Employs a high gain, cascode RF amplifier, and has AGC. 
A ratio detector provides high- efficiency demodulation 
without sacrificing hi -fi performance. IF and 
formers are prealigned, as is the front end 
tuning unit. Special alignment equipment is 
not necessary. Edge -lighted glass dial for 
easy tuning. Here is FM for your home at a 
price you can afford. Shpg. Wt. 8 lbs. 

ratio trans - 

MODEL FM -3A 

$2595 
(with cabinet) 

HEATHKIT BROADBAND AM TUNER KIT 
This AM tuner was designed especially for high fidelity 
applications. It incorporates a special detector using crystal 
diodes, and the IF circuits feature broad band -width, to 
insure low signal distortion. Audio response is t; db from 
20 cps to 9 kc, with 5 db of preemphasis at 10 kc to corn - 
pensate for station rolloff. Sensitivity and selectivity are 
excellent, and tuner covers complete broadcast band from 

550 to 1600 kc. Quiet performance is assured by 6 db signal - 
to -noise ratio at 2.5 UV. Prealigned RF and IF coils eliminate 
the need for special alignment equipment. Incorporates 
AVC, two outputs, two antenna inputs, and MODEL BC -1A 
built -in power supply. Edge -lighted glass 
slide -rule dial for easy tuning. Your "best 
buy" in an AM tuner. Shpg. Wt. 8 lbs. 

$2595 

(with cabinet) 

HEATHKIT MASTER CONTROL 
PREAMPLIFIER KIT 
Designed for use with any of the Williamson -type amplifiers, 
the WA -P2 has five switch -selected inputs, each having its 
own level control to eliminate blasting or fading while 
switching through the various inputs, plus a tape recorder 
output. A hum control allows setting for minimum hum level. 
Frequency response is within t1% db from 15to 35,000 cps. 
Equalization provided for LP, RIAA, AES, and early 78's. 
Separate bass and treble controls. Low im- 
pedance cathode follower output circuit. All 
components were speoially selected for their 
high quality. Includes many features which 
will eventually be desired. Shpg. Wt. 7 lbs. 

MODEL WA -P2 

$1075 

(with cabinet) 

An amplifier 
you will be 
proud to own 

Selects and 
controls sound 
to your taste 

HEATH COMPANY A Subsidiary of Daystrom, Inc. BENTON HARBOR 20,MICH. 
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ADVANCED -DESIGN 
25 -WATT AMPLIFIER 

Top performance 
in its 

power class! 

SINGLE -CHASSIS 
20 -WATT AMPLIFIER 

DUAL -CHASSIS 
20 -WATT AMPLIFIER 

Hi -Fi equipment 
for your listening 

pleasure! 

GENERAL -PURPOSE 
20 -WATT AMPLIFIER 

74 

HEATHKIT ADVANCED -DESIGN 25 -WATT HIGH 

FIDELITY AMPLIFIER KIT 

Designed especially to satisfy critical audio requirements, 
the W -5M incorporates the extra features needed to corn - 
pliment the finest in program sources and speaker systems. 
Faithful sound reproduction is assured with a frequency 
response of t1 db from 5 to 160,000 cps at 1 watt, and 
harmonic distortion is less than 1% at 25 watts, with IM 

distortion less than 1% at 20 watts. Hum and noise are a full 
99 db below rated output, assuring quiet, hum -free opera- 
tion. Output taps are 4, 8 and 16 ohms. Exclusive Heathkit 
features include the "tweeter saver ", and the "bas -bal" 
balancing circuit, requiring only a voltmeter for indication. 
Years of reliable service are guaranteed through the use of 
conservatively rated, high quality components. KT66 tubes 
and Peerless output transformer are typical. Shipped ex- 
press only. Shpg. Wt. 31 lbs. 

MODEL W 5M 
MODEL W -5: Consists of W -5M kit above 
plus model WA -P2 preamplifier. Express only. $5975 
Shpg. Wt. 38 lbs. $79.50 

HEATHKIT DUAL -CHASSIS 20 -WATT 
HIGH FIDELITY AMPLIFIER KIT 

The model W3 -AM is a Williamson -type amplifier built on 
two separate chassis. The power supply is on one chassis, 
and the amplifier stages are on the other chassis. Using 
two separate chassis provides additional flexibility in instal- 
lation. Features include the famous acrosound model TO -300 

" ultralinear" output transformer and 5881 tubes for broad 
frequency response, low distortion, and low hum level. The 
result is exceptionally fine overall tone quality. Frequency 
response is t1 db from 6 cps to 150 kg at 1 watt. Harmonic 
distortion is less than 1% and IM distortion is less than 1.3% 
at 20 watts. Hum and noise are 88 db below 20 watts. De- 
signed to match the speaker system of your choice, with 
taps for 4, 8 or 16 ohms impedance. A very popular high 
fidelity unit employing top quality components throughout. 
Shipped express only. Shpg. Wt. 29 lbs. 

MODEL W -3AM 
MODEL W- 3A: .Consists of W -3AM kit above 
plus model WA -P2 preamplifier. Express $4975 
only. Shpg. Wt. 37 lbs. $69.50 

HEATHKIT SINGLE -CHASSIS 20 -WATT 
HIGH FIDELITY AMPLIFIER KIT 

The model W4 -AM Williamson -type amplifier will amaze 
you with its outstanding performance. A true Williamson 
circuit, featuring extended frequency response, low dis- 
tortion, and low hum levels, this amplifier can provide you 
with many hours of listening' enjoyment with only a mini- 
mum investment compared to other units on the market. 
5881 tubes and a special Chicago- standard output trans- 
former are employed to give you full fidelity at minimum 
cost. Frequency response extending from 10 cps to 100 kc 
within t1 db at 1 watt assures you of full coverage of the 
audio range, and clean clear sound amplification takes 
place in circuits that hold harmonic distortion at 1.5% and 
IM distortion below 2.7% at full 20 watt output. Hum and 
noise are 95 db below full output. Taps on the output trans- 
former are at 4, 8 or 16 ohms. Shipped express only. Shpg. 
Wt. 28 lbs. 

MODEL W -4A: Consists of W -4AM kit above, 
plus model WA -P2 preamplifier. Express only. 
Shpg. Wt. 35 lbs. $59.50. 

Heathkits. 
B y D A Y S T R O M 

MODEL W4 -AM 

$3975 

bring you the lasting satisfaction 
of personal accomplishment 

HEATHKIT GENERAL -PURPOSE 20 -WATT 
HIGH FIDELITY AMPLIFIER KIT 
The model A -9C will provide you with high quality sound 
at low cost. Features a built -in preamplifier with four sepa- 
rate inputs, and individual volume, bass and treble controls. 
Frequency response covers 20 to 20,000 cps within t1 db. 
Total harmonic distortion is less than 1% at 3 db below 
rated output. Push -pull 6L6 tubes are used, with output 
transformer tapped at 4, 8, 16 and 500 ohms. A true hi -fi unit 
using high -quality components throughout, 
including heavy -duty "potted" transformers. 
Shpg. Wt. 23 lbs. 

MODEL A -9C 

$355° 
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HEATHKIT "BASIC RANGE" 
HI -FI SPEAKER SYSTEM KIT 
The extremely popular Heathkit model SS -1 Speaker System 
provides amazing high fidelity performance for its size. 
Features two high -quality Jensen speakers, an 8" mid -range 
woofer and compression -type tweeter with flared horn. 
Covers from 50 to 12,000 CPS within *5 db, in a special - 
design ducted -port, bass reflex enclosure. Impedance is 

16 ohms. Cabinet measures 11%" H x 23" W x 11 %" D. Con- 
structed of veneer -surfaced plywood, %" 
thick, suitable for light or dark finish. All wood 
parts are precut and predrilled for easy, 
quick assembly. Shpg. Wt. 30 lbs. 

MODEL SS -I 

$3995 

HEATHKIT "RANGE EXTENDING" 
HI -FI SPEAKER SYSTEM KIT 
Extends the range of the SS -1 to *5 db from 35 to 16,000 

CPS. Uses 15" woofer and super- tweeter both by Jensen. 
Kit includes crossover circuit. Impedance is 16 ohms and 
power rating is 35 watts. Measures 29" H x 

23" W x 174" D. Constructed of veneer -sur- 
faced plywood %" thick. Easy to build! Shpg. 
Wt. 80 lbs. 

MODEL SS -1B 

$9995 

Heathkits... 
B y C D A Y S T R O M 

let you save up to 1/2 

or more on all types 
of electronic equipment. 

HEATHKIT SINE -SQUARE GENERATOR 
The new AG -10 provides high quality, sine and square 
waves over a wide range, for countless applications. Some 

of these are; radio and TV repair work, checking scope per- 
formance, as a variable trigger source for telemetering and 

pulse work, and checking audio, video and hi-ii amplifier 
response. Frequency response is t1.5 db from 20 CPS to 1 

MC on both sine and square waves, with less than .25% sine 
wave distortion, 20 to 20,000 CPS. Sine wave output imped- 
ance 600 ohms, square wave output impedance 50 ohms, 

(except on 10v ranges). Square wave rise time less than .15 

usec. Five -position band switch -continuously variable 
tuning -shielded oscillator circuit- separate step and vari- 
able output attenuators in ranges of 10, 1, and .1 volts for 
both sine and square wave, with extra range of .01 volt on 

sine wave. Both sine and square wave can be used at the 
same time without affecting either wave 

form. Power supply uses silicon -diode rec- 
tifiers. Shpg. Wt. 12 lbs. 

MODEL AG -10 

$4995 

HEATHKIT AUDIO ANALYZER KIT 
The AA -1 is actually three instruments in one compact 
package. li combines the functions of an AC VTVM, an 
audio wattmeter, and an intermodulation analyzer. Input 
and output terminals are combined, and high and low fre- 
quency oscillators are built in. VTVM ranges are 0 -.01, .03, 

.1, .3, 1, 3, 10, 30, 100 and 300 volts (RMS). Wattmeter ranges 
are .15 mw, 1.5 mw, 15 mw, 150 mw, 1.5 w, 15 w and 150 w. 
IM scales are 1 %, 3 %, 10 %, 30% and 100 %. 

Provides internal load resistors of 4, 8, 16 or 
600 ohms. A tremendous dollar value. Shpg. 
Wt. 13 lbs. 

MODEL AA -1 

$4995 

HEATHKIT "LEGATO" 
HIGH FIDELITY SPEAKER SYSTEM KIT 
The quality of the Legato, in terms of the engineering that 
went into the initial design, and in terms of the materials 
used in its construction, is matched in only the most ex- 
pensive speaker systems available today. The listening 
experience it provides approaches the ultimate in esthetic 
satisfaction. Two 15" theater -type Altec Lansing speakers 
cover 25 to 500 CPS, and an Altec Lansing high- frequency 
driver with sectoral horn covers 500 to 20,000 CPS. A precise 
amount of phase shift in the crossover network brings the 
high frequency channel into phase with the low frequency 
channel to eliminate peaks or valleys at the crossover point, 
by equalizing the acoustical centers of the speakers. The 
enclosure is a modified infinite baffle type, especially de- 
signed for these speakers. Cabinet is constructed of veneer - 
surfaced plywood, %" thick, precut and predrilled for easy 
assembly. Frequency response 25 to 20,000 CPS. Power 
rating, 50 watts program material. Impedance is 16 ohms. 
Cabinet dimensions 41" L x 22%" D x 34" H. MODEL HH -1 -C 

Choice of two beautiful cabinets. Model MODEL HH -1 -CM 

HH -1 -C in imported white birch for light fin- 
ishes, and HH -1 -CM in African mahogany for 
dark finishes. Shpg. Wt. 195 lbs. 

$299sá 
EACH 

"BASIC RANGE" HI -FI 
SPEAKER SYSTEM 

Superlative 
sound reproduction 
through the speaker 
system of your choice 

"RANGE EXTENDING" 
HI -FI SPEAKER SYSTEM 

Sine and square 
waves for countless 

applications. 
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Audio 
equipment 
for your 
hi -fi testing 

GENERAL PURPOSE" 
SCOPE 

AUDIO GENERATOR 

HARMONIC 
DISTORTION METER 

AUDIO VTVM 

HEATHKIT "GENERAL PURPOSE" 5" 
OSCILLOSCOPE KIT 
The model 0M -2 Oscilloscope is especially popular with 
part -time service technicians, students, and high fidelity 
enthusiasts. It features good vertical frequency response 
t3 db from 4 cps to over 1.2 mc. A full five -inch crt, and 
sweep generator operation from 20 cps to over 150 kc.Sta- 
bility is excellent and calibrated grid screen allows precise 
signal observation. Extra features include external or in- 
ternal sweep and sync, 1 -volt peak -to -peak calibrating 
reference, 3- position step- attenuated input, adjustable spot 
shape control, push -pul!I horizontal and vertical amplifiers, 
and modern etched -metal circuits. Easy to build and a 
pleasure to use. Ideal for use with other audio MODEL 0M -2 

equipment for checking amplifiers. Shpg. 
Wt. 21 lbs. $425° 

HEATHKIT AUDIO WATTMETER KIT 
The AW -1 Audio Wattmeter can be used in any application 
where audio power output is to be measured. Non -inductive 
LOAD resistors are built in for 4, 8, 16 or 600 ohms imped- 
ance. Five power ranges cover 0 -5 mw, 50 mw, 500 mw, 5 w, 
and 50 w full scale. Five switch -selected db ranges cover 
-10 db to +30 db. All indications are read directly on a 
large 4%" 200 microampere meter. Frequency response is 

t1 db from 10 cps to 250 kc. Precision type multiplier re- 
sistors used for high accuracy, and crystal diode bridge for 
wide -range frequency response. This meter is used in many. 
recording studios and broadcast stations as a monitor as 
well as servicing. A fine meter to help supply 
the answers to your audio operating or power 
output problems. Shpg. Wt. 6 lbs. 

MODEL AW -1 

$295° 

HEATHKIT AUDIO SIGNAL GENERATOR KIT 
The model AG -9A is "made to order" for high fidelity ap- 
plications, and provides quick and accurate selection of 
low- distortion signals throughout the audio range. Three 
rotary switches select two significant figures and a multiplier 
to determine audio frequency. Incorporates step -type and a 
continuously variable output attenuator. Output indicated 
on large 4W panel meter, calibrated in volts and db. Atten- 
uator system operates in 10 db steps, corresponding to 
meter calibration, in ranges of 0 -.003, .01, .03, .1, .3, 1,3 and 
10 volts RMS. "Load" switch permits use of built -in 600 - 
ohm load, or external load of different impedance. Output 
and frequency indicators accurate to within t5 %. Distor- 
tion less than .1 of 1% between 20 and 20,000 MODEL AG -9A 

cps. Total range is 10 cps to 100 kc. Shpg. 
Wt. 8 lbs. $345° 

HEATHKIT HARMONIC DISTORTION METER KIT 
All sounds consist of dominant tones plus harmonics (over- 
tones). These harmonics enrich the quality and brightness 
of the music. However, additional harmonics which originate 
in the audio equipment, represent distortion. Used with an 
audio signal generator, the HD -1 will accurately measure 
this harmonic distortion at any or all frequencies between 
20 and 20,000 cps. Distortion is read directly on the panel 
meter in ranges of 0 -1, 3, 10, 30 and 100% full scale. Voltage 
ranges of 0 -1, 3, 10 and 30 volts are provided for the initial 
reference settings. Signal -to -noise ratio measurements are 
also permitted through the use of a separate meter scale 
calibrated in db. High quality components insure years of 
outstanding performance. Full instructions 
are provided. Shpg. Wt. 13 lbs. 

Heathkits. 
ß y D A Y S T R O M 

are well known for 
their high quality 
and reliability, 

MODEL HD -1 

$495° 

HEATHKIT AUDIO VTVM KIT 
This new and improved AC Vacuum Tube Voltmeter is 
designed especially for audio measurements and low -level 
AC measurements in power supply filters, etc. Employs 
an entirely new circuit featuring a cascode amplifier with 
cathode -follower isolation between the input and the am- 
plifier, and between the output stage and the preceding 
stages. It emphasizes stability, broad frequency response, 
and sensitivity. Frequency response is essentially flat from 
10 cps to 200 kc. Input impedance is 1 megohm at 1000 cps. 
AC (RMS) voltage ranges are 0 -.01, .03, .1, .3, 1, 3, 10, 30, 
100 and 300 volts. Db ranges cover -52 db to +52 db. 
Features large 4%" 200 microampere meter, with increased 
damping in meter circuit for stability in low frequency tests. 
1% precision resistors employed for maximum MODEL AV -3 
accuracy. Stable, reliable performance in all 
applications. Shpg. Wt. 5 Ibs. $2995 
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HEATHKIT COLOR BAR AND DOT GENERATOR 
The CD -1 combines the two basic color service instru- 
ments, a Color Bar Generator and White Dot Generator in 
one versatile portable unit, which has crystal -controlled 
accuracy and stability (no external sync lead required). 
Produces white -dots, cross hatch, horizontal and vertical 
bars, 10 vertical color bars, and a new shading bar pattern 
for screen and background adjustments. Variable RF out- 
put on any channel from 2 to 6. Positive or negative video 
output, variable from 0 to 10 volts peak -to -peak. Crystal con- 
trolled sound carrier with off-on switch. Voltage regulated 
power supply using long -life silicon rectifiers. MODEL CD-1 

Gain knowledge of a new and profitable field 
by constructing this kit. Shpg. Wt. 12 lbs. $5995 

Heathkîts... 
B y D A Y S T R O M 

are guaranteed to 
meet or exceed 
advertised specifications 

HEATHKIT TV ALIGNMENT GENERATOR KIT 
This fine TV alignment generator offers stability and flexi- 
bility difficult to obtain even in instruments costing several 
times this low Heathkit price. It covers 3.6 mc to 220 mc in 
four bands. Sweep deviation is controllable from 0 to 42 mc. 

The all- electronic sweep circuit insures stability. Crystal 
marker and variable marker oscillators are built in. Crystal 
(included with kit) provides output at 4.5 mc and multiples 
thereof. Variable marker provides output from 19 to 60 mc 

on fundamentals and from 57 to 180 mc on harmonics. 
Effective two -way blanking to eliminate re- 

turn trace. Phasing control. Kit is complete, 
including three output cables. Shpg. Wt. 
16 lbs. 

MODEL TS-4A 

$4950 

HEATHKIT "EXTRA DUTY" 5" 
OSCILLOSCOPE KIT 
This fine oscilloscope compares favorably to other scopes 
costing twice its price. It contains the extra performance 
so necessary for monochrome and color -TV servicing. 
Features push -pull horizontal and vertical output amplifiers, 
a 5UPI CRT, built in peak -to -peak calibration source, a fully 
compensated 3- position step -type input attenuator, retrace 
blanking, phasing control, and provision for Z -axis modula- 
tion. Vertical amplifier frequency response is within +1.5 
and -5 db from 3 CPS to 5 MC. Response at 3.58 MC down 
only 2.2 db. Sensitivity is 0.025 volts RMS /inch at 1 kc. Sweep 
generator covers 20 CPS to 500 kc in five steps, five times 
the usual sweep obtained in other scopes through the use 
of the patented Heath sweep circuit. Etched -metal circuit 
boards reduce assembly time and minimize errors in as- 
sembly, and more importantly, permit a level 
of circuit stability never before achieved in 

an oscilloscope of this type. Shpg. Wt. 21 lbs. 

MODEL 0 -11 

$6950 

HEATHKIT ELECTRONIC SWITCH KIT 
A valuable accessory for any oscilloscope owner. It allows 
simultaneous oscilloscope observation of two signals by 
producing both signals, alternately, at its output. Four 

switching rates. Provides gain for input signals. Frequency 
response t1 db, 0 to 100 kc. A sync output is provided to 
control and stabilize scope sweep. Ideal for 
observing input and output of amplifiers 
simultaneously. Shpg. Wt. 8 lbs. 

MODEL S -3 

$2195 

HEATHKIT VOLTAGE CALIBRATOR KIT 
This unit is an excellent companion for your oscilloscope. 
Used as a source of calibrating voltage, it produces near - 
perfect square wave signals of known amplitude. Precision 
1% attenuator resistors insure accurate output amplitude, 
and multivibrator circuit guarantees good sharp square 
waves. Output frequency is approximately 1000 CPS. Fixed 
outputs selected by panel switches are; .03, 0.1, 0.3, 1.0, 

3.0, 10, 30 and 100 volts peak -to -peak. Allows 
measurment of unknown signal amplitude by 
comparing it to the known output of the VC -3 

on oscilloscope. Shpg. Wt. 4 lbs. 

MODEL VC -3 

$1250 

Functional 
styling with 

c lean uncluttered 
look 

COLOR BAR AND 
DOT GENERATOR 

TV ALIGNMENT 
GENERATOR 

ELECTRONIC 
SWITCH 
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HEATHKIT TUBE CHECKER KIT 
Eliminate guesswork, and save time In servicing or ex- 
perimenting. The TC -2 tests tubes for shorted elements, 
open elements, filament continuity, and operating quality 
on the basis of total emission. It tests all tube types en- 
countered in radio and TV service work. Sockets are pro- 
vided for 4, 5, 6 and 7 -pin, octal, and loctal tubes, 7 and 9 

pin miniature tubes, 5 pin hytron miniatures, and pilot 
lamps. Tube condition indicated on 4W meter with multi- 
color "good -bad" scale. Illuminated roll chart with all test 
data built in. Switch selection of 14 different filament volt- 
ages from .75 to 117 volts. Color -coded cable harness allows 
neat professional wiring and simplifies con- 
struction. Very easy to build, even for a be- 
ginner. Shpg. Wt. 12 lbs. 

MODEL TC -2 

$2950 

HEATHKIT HANDITESTER KIT 
The small size and rugged construction of this tester makes 
it perfect for any portable application. The combination 
function -range switch simplifies operations. Measures AC 
or DC voltage at 0-10, 30, 300, 1000 and 5000 volts. Direct 
current ranges are 0 -10 ma and 0 -100 ma. Ohmmeter ranges 
are 0-3000 (30 ohm center scale) and 0- 300,000 (3000 ohm 
center scale). Very popular with home experimenters, elec- 
tricians, and appliance repairmen. Slips 
easily into your tool box, glove compartment, 
coat pocket, or desk drawer. Shpg. Wt. 3 lbs. 

MODEL M -I 

9795 

HEATHKIT PICTURE TUBE CHECKER KIT 
The CC -1 can be taken with you on service calls so that you 
can clearly demonstrate the quality of a customer's picture 
tube in his own home. Tubes can be tested without remov- 
ing them from the receiver or cartons if desired. Checks 
cathode emission, beam current, shorted elements, and 
leakage between elements in electromagnetic picture tube 
types. Self- contained power supply, and large 4%" meter. 
CRT condition indicated on "good -bad" scale. Relative 
condition of tubes fluorescent coating is shown in "shadow - 
graph" test. Permanent test cable with CRT socket and 
anode connector. No tubes to burn out, de- 
signed to last a lifetime. Luggage -type port- 
able case. Shpg. Wt. 10 lbs. 

MODEL CC -1 

$2495 

HEATHKIT ETCHED -CIRCUIT VTVM KIT 
This multi -purpose VTVM is the world's largest selling in- 
strument of itstype -and is especially popular in laboratories, 
service shops, home workshops and schools. It employs a 
large 41/2" panel meter, precision 1% resistors, etched metal 
circuit board, and many other "extras" to insure top quality 
and top performance. It's easy to build, and you may rely 
on its accuracy and dependability. The V7 -A will measure 
AC (RMS) and DC voltages in ranges of 0 -1.5, 5, 15, 50, 150, 
500 and 1500. It measures peak -to -peak AC voltage in ranges 
of 0 -4, 14, 40, 140, 400, 1400 and 4000. Resistance ranges 
provide multiplying factors of X 1, X 10, X 100,. X 1000, X 10k, 
X 100k, and X 1 megohm. Center -scale resistance readings 
are 10, 100, 1000, 10k, 100k, 1 megohm and 10 megohms. 
A db scale is also provided. The precision MODEL V7 -A 
and quality of this VTVM cannot be dup- 
licated at this price. Shpg. Wt. 7 -lbs. 

Heathkils. 
By D A Y S T R O M 

$24? 

let you fill your exact needs 
from a wide variety 
of instruments 

HEATHKIT 20,000 OHMS /VOLT VOM KIT 
This fine instrument provides a total of 25 meter ranges 
on its two -color scale. It employes a 50 ua 4%" meter, and 
features 1% precision multiplier resistors. Requires no 
external power. Ideal for portable applications. Sensitivity 
is 20,000 ohms -per -volt DC and 5000 ohms -per -volt AC. 
Measuring ranges are 0 -1.5, 5, 50, 150, 500, 1500 and 5000 
volts, AC and DC. Measures direct current in ranges of 
0 -150 ua, 15 ma, 150 ma, 500 ma and 15 a. Resistance mul- 
tipliers are X 1, X 100 and X 10,000, with center -scale read- 
ings of 15, 1500 and 150,000 ohms. Covers 
-10 db to +65 db. Easy to build and fun to 
use. Attractive bakelite case with plastic 
carrying handle. Shpg. Wt. 6 lbs. 

MODEL MM -1 

$29" 

High quality 
test gear you 

will be 
proud to own 

ETCHED 
CIRCUIT VTVM 

TUBE CHECKER 

Priced low 
to fit your 

budget 

HANDITESTER 
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HEATHKIT RF SIGNAL GENERATOR KIT 
Even a beginner can build this prealigned signal generator, 
designed especially for use in service work. Produces RF. 

signals from 160 kc to 110 me on fundamentals in five bands. 
Covers 110 me to 220 me on calibrated harmonics. Low im- 
pedance RF output in excess of 100,000 microvolts, is con- 
trollable with a step -type and continuously variable atten- 
uator. Selection of unmodulated RF, modulated RF, or 
audio at 400 CPS. Ideal for fast and easy alignment of radio 
receivers, and finds application in FM and TV work as well. 
Thousands of these units are in use in service shops all 
over the country. Easy to build and a real 
time saver, even for the part -time service 
technician or hobbyist. Shpg. Wt. 8 lbs. 

MODEL SG -8 

$1950 

HEATHKIT LABORATORY RF GENERATOR KIT 
Tackle all kinds of laboratory alignment jobs with confidence 
by employing the LG -1. It features voltage -regulated B+, 
double shielding of oscillator circuits, copper -plated chassis, 
variable modulation level, metered output, and many other 
"extras" for critical alignment work. Generates RF signals 
from 100 kc to 30 me on fundamentals in five bands. Meter 
reads RF output in microvolts or modulation level in per- 
centage. RF output available up to 100,000 microvolts, con- 
trolled by a fixed -step and a variable attenuator. Provision 
for external modulation where necessary. Buy and use this 
high -quality RF signal generator that may be MODEL 1G -1 

depended upon for stability and accuracy. 
Shpg. Wt. 16 Ibs. $4895 

HEATHKIT DIRECT- READING CAPACITY 
METER KIT 
Here's a fast, simple capacity meter. A capacitor to be 
checked is merely connected to the terminals, the proper 
range selected, and the value read directly on the large 
4T panel meter calibrated in mmf and mfd. 
Ranges are 0 to 100 mmf, 1,000 mmf, .01 mfd, 
.1 mfd full scale. Not affected by hand ca- 
pacity. Shpg. Wt. 7 lbs. 

MODEL CM -1 

$2950 

Heathkits... 
B y D A Y S T R O M 

are educational 
as well as functional 

HEATHKIT "IN- CIRCUIT" CAPACI- TESTER KIT 
With the CT -1 it is no longer necessary to disconnect one 
capacitor lead to check the part, you can check most ca- 
pacitors for '-'open" or "short" right in the circuit. Fast and 
easy -to save your valuable time in the service shop or lab. 
Detects open capacitors from about 50 mmf up, so long as 
the capacitor is not shunted by excessively low resistance 
value. Will detect shorted capacitors up to 20 mfd (not 
shunted by less thati 10 ohms). (Does not detect leakage.) 
Employs 60 cycles, and. 19 megacycle test frequencies. 
Electron beam "eye" tube used as indicator. MODEL CT -1 

Compact, easy -to- build, and inexpensive. 
Test leads included. Shpg. Wt. 5 lbs. $795 

Use these 
kits for faster 
and more 
efficient testing 

RF SIGNAL 
GENERATOR 

DIRECT -READING 
CAPACITY METER 

CONDENSER 
CHECKER 

IN CIRCUIT" 
CAPACI -TESTER 

VISUAL -AURAL 
SIGNAL TRACER 

HEATHKIT CONDENSER CHECKER KIT 
This handy instrument uses an electron beam "eye" tube 
as an indicator to measure capacity in ranges of .00001 

to .005 mfd, .5 mfd, 50 mfd and 1000 mfd. Also measures 
resistance from 100 ohms to 5 megohms in 
two ranges. Checks paper, mica, ceramic 
and electrolytic capacitors. Selection of five 
polarizing voltages. Shpg. Wt. 7 lbs. 

MODEL C -3 

$1950 

HEATHKIT VISUAL -AURAL 
SIGNAL TRACER KIT 
Although designed originally for radio receiver work, the 
T -3 finds application in FM and TV servicing as well. Fea- 

tures high -gain channel with demodulator probe, and low - 
gain channel with audio probe. Traces signals in all sec- 
tions of radio receivers and in many sections of FM and TV 
receivers. Built -in speaker and electron beam eye tube in- 

dicate relative gain, etc. Also features built -in noise locator 
circuit. Provision for patching speaker and /or 
output transformer to external'set. Shpg. Wt. 
9 lbs. 

MODEL T -3 

$2350 
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HEATHKIT IMPEDANCE BRIDGE KIT 
The model IB -2A employs a Wheatstone Bridge, a Capacity 
Comparison Bridge, a Maxwell Bridge, and a Hay Bridge in 
one compact package. Measures resistance from 0.1 ohm 
to 10 megohms, capacitance from 100 mmf to 100 mfd, in- 
ductance from 0.1 mh to 100 h, dissipation factor (D) from 
0.002 to 1, and storage factor (Q) from 0.1 to 1000. A 100 -0 -100 
ua meter provides for null indications. The decade resistors 
employed are of 1% tolerance for maximum accuracy. Com- 
pletely self -contained. Has built in power supply, 1000 -cycle 
generator, and vacuum -tube detector. Special two -section 
CRL dial insures convenient operation. Instruction manual 
has entirely new schematic that clarifies 
circuit functions in various switch positions. 
A true laboratory instrument, that will pro- 
vide you with many years of fine performance. 
Shpg. Wt. 12 lbs. 

MODEL IB -2A 

$5950 

HEATHKIT "LOW RIPPLE" BATTERY 
ELIMINATOR KIT 
This modern battery eliminator incorporates an extra low - 
ripple filter circuit so that it can be used to power all the 
newest transistor -type circuits requiring 0 to 12 volts DC. 

Laboratory 
facilities 

at low cost 

and the new "hybrid" automobile radios using both tran- 
sistors and vacuum tubes. Its DC output, at either 6 or 12 

volts, contains less than .3% AC ripple. Separate output 
terminals are provided for low- ripple or normal filtering. 
Supplies up to 15 amps on 6 volt range or up to 7 amps on 
12 volt range. Output is variable from 0 to 8 or 0 to 16 volts. 
Two meters constantly monitor output volt- 
age and current. Will also double as a battery 
charger. Shpg. Wt. 23 lbs. 

MODEL BE -5 

$3995 

HEATHKIT ISOLATION TRANSFORMER KIT 
The model IT -1 is one of the handiest units for the service 
shop, home workshop or laboratory. Provides complete 
isolation from the power line. AC -DC sets may be plugged 
directly into the IT -1 without the chassis becoming "hot ". 
Output voltage is variable from 90 volts to 130 volts allowing 
checks of equipment under adverse conditions such as low 
line voltage. Rated for 100 volt amperes con- 
tinuously or 200 volt amperes intermittently. 
Panel meter monitors output voltage. Shpg. 
Wt. 9 lbs. 

MODEL IT -1 

$1650 

Heathkits... 
B y D A Y S T R O M 

are designed with high -quality, 
name -brand components to 
insure long service life 

HEATHKIT "Q" METER KIT 
At this price the laboratory facilities of a Q Meter may be 
had by the average service technician or home experi- 
menter. The Q Meter permits measurement of inductance 
from 1 microhenry to 10 milihenry, "Q" on a scale cali- 
brated up to 250 full scale, with multipliers of 1 or 2, and 
capacitance from 40 mmf to 450 mmf t 3 mmf. Built in 
oscillator permits testing components from 150 kc to 18 mc. 
Large 4%" panel meter is featured. Very handy for checking 
peaking coils, chokes, etc. Use to determine values of un- 
known condensers, both variable and fixed, compile data 
for coil winding purposes, or measure RF resistance. Also 
checks distributed capacity and Q of coils. 
No special equipment is required for cali- 
bration. A special test coil is furnished, along 
with easy -to- follow instructions. Shpg. Wt. 
14 lbs. 

MODEL DM -1 

$AA50 

HEATHKIT REGULATED POWER SUPPLY KIT 
Here is a power supply that will provide DC plate voltage 
and AC filament voltage for all kinds of experimental cir- 
cuits. The DC supply is regulated for stability, and yet the 
amount of DC output voltage available from the power 
supply can be controlled manually from 0 up to 500 volts. 
At 450 volts DC output, the power supply will provide up to 
10 ma of current, and provide progressively higher current 
as the output voltage is lowered. Current rating is 130 ma 
at 200 volts output. In addition to furnishing B+ the power 
supply also provides 6.3 volts AC at up to 4 amperes for 
filaments. Both the B+ output and the filament output are 
isolated from ground. Ideal unit for use in laboratory, home 
workshop, ham shack, or service shop. A MODEL PS -3 

large 4%" meter on the front panel reads out- 
put voltage or output current, selectable with $3550 
a panel switch. Shpg. Wt. 17 lbs. 
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HEATHKIT DX -20 CW TRANSMITTER KIT 
The Heathkit model DX -20 "straight -CW" trarsmitter fea- 
tures high efficiency at low cost. It uses a single 6DQ6A 
tube in the final amplifier stage for plate power input of 50 

watts. A 6CL6 serves as crystal oscillator, with a 5U4GB 
rectifier. It is an ideal transmitter for the novice, as well as 

the advanced -class CW operator. Single -knob band switch- 
ing is featured to cover 80, 40, 20, 15, 11 and 10 meters. Pi 

network output circuit matches various antenna impedances 
between 50 and 1000 ohms and reduces harmonic output. 
Top -quality parts are featured throughout, including 
"potted" transformers, etc., for long life. It has been given 
full "TVI" treatment. Access into the cabinet for crystal 
changing is provided by a removable metal pull -out plug 
on the left end of the cabinet. Very easy to build from the 
complete step -by -step instructions supplied, even if you 
have never built electronic equipment before. If you ap- 
preciate a good, clean signal on the CW MODEL DX -20 

bands, this is the transmitter for you! Shpg. 
Wt. 18 lbs. $3595 

Heathkits... 
By DAYSTROM 

are designed by 
licensed ham - engineers, 
especially for you 

HEATHKIT DX -40 PHONE AND CW 
TRANSMITTER KIT 
A most remarkable power package for the price, the new 
DX -40 provides both phone and CW facilities for operation 
on 80, 40, 20, 15, 11 and 10 meters. A single 6146 tube is 
used in the final amplifier stage to provide full 75 watt plate 
power input on CW, or control carrier modulation peaks up 
to 60 watts for phone operation. Modulator and power sup- 
plies are built right in and single knob bandswitching is 
combined with a pi network output circuit for complete 
operating convenience. The tight fitting cabinet presents 

a most attractive appearance, and is designed for complete 
shielding to minimize TVI. A 4- position switch provides 
convenient selection of three different crystals or a jack 
for external VFO. The crystals are reached through access 
door at rear of cabinet. You can build this rig yourself and 
be proud to show it off to your fellow hams. MODEL DX -40 

Get your DX -40 now for many hours of oper- 
ating enjoyment. Shpg. Wt. 25 lbs. $6495 

HEATHKIT DX -100 PHONE AND CW 
TRANSMITTER KIT 
Listen to any ham band between 160 meters and 10 meters 
and note how many DX -100 transmitters you hear! The 
number of these fine rigs now on the air testifies to the 
enthusiasm with which it has been accepted by the amateur 
fraternity. No other transmitter in this power class combines 
high quality and real economy so effectively. The DX -100 

features a built in VFO, modulator and power supplies, 
complete shielding to minimize TVI, and pi network output 
coupling to match impedances from approximately 50 to 
600 ohms. Its RF output is in excess of 100 watts on phone 
and 120 watts on CW, for a clean strong signal on all the 
ham bands from 10 to 160 meters. Single -knob band switch- 
ing and illuminated VFO dial and meter face add real oper- 
ating convenience. RF output stage uses a pair of 6146 tubes 
in parallel, modulated by a pair of 1625's. High quality com- 
ponents are used throug hout, such as "potted" transformers, 
silver- plated or solid coin silver switch terminals, aluminum 
heat -dissipating caps on the final tubes, copper plated 
chassis, etc. This transmitter was designed MODEL DX -100 

exclusively for easy step -by -step assembly. 
Shpg. Wt. 107 lbs. $1895° 

FUNCTIONAL DESIGN .. . 

The transmitters described on this page were de- 
signed for the ham, by hams who know what fea- 
tures are desirable and needed. This assures you 
of the best possible performance and conven- 
ience, and adds much to your enjoyment in the 
ham shack. 
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Automatically turns off 
transmitter and gives 

visual signal 

"AUTOMATIC" 
CONELRAD ALARM 

COMMUNICATIONS -TYPE 
RECEIVER 

An ideal receiver 
for the beginning 

ham or short 
wave listener 

82 

HEATHKIT "AUTOMATIC" CONELRAD 
ALARM KIT 
This conelrad alarm works with any radio receiver; AC -DC- 
transformer operated -or battery powered, so long as the 
receiver has AVC. Fully complies with FCC regulations for 
amateurs. When the monitored station goes off the air, the 
CA -1 automatically cuts the AC power to your transmitter, 
and lights a red indicator. A manual "reset" button reacti- 
vates the transmitter. Incorporates a heavy -duty six- ampere 
relay, a thyratron tube to activate. the relay, and its own 
built -in power supply. A neon lamp shows that the alarm is 
working,, by indicating the presence of B+ in the alarm cir- 
cuit. Simple to install and connect. Your transmitter plugs into 
an AC receptacle on the CA -1, and a cable connects to the 
AVC circuit of a nearby receiver. A built -in sensitivity con- 
trol allows adjustment to various AVC levels. Receiver 
volume control can be turned up or down, without affecting 
alarm operation. Build a Heathkit CA -1 in one MODEL CA -1 
evening and comply with FCC regulations 
nowt Shpg. Wt. 4 lbs. 

HEATHKIT "Q" MULTIPLIER KIT 

The Heathkit Q Multiplier functions with any AM receiver 
having an IF frequency between 450 and 460 KC, that is 
not "AC -DC" type. It derives its power from the receiver, 
and needs only 6.3 volts AC at 300 ma (or 12 VAC at 150 
ma) and 150 to 250 volts DC at 2 ma. Simple to connect 
with cable and plugs supplied. Adds additional selectivity 
for separating signals, or will reject one signal and eliminate 
heterodyne. A tremendous help on crowded phone and 
CW bands. Effective Q of 4000 for sharp "peak" or "null ". 
Tunes any signal within IF band. pass without changing the 
main receiver tuning dial. A convenient tuning knob on the 
front panel with vernier reduction between the tuning knob 
and the tuning capacitor gives added flexibility in operation. 
Uses a 12AX7 tube, and special high -Q shielded coils. In- 
structions for connecting to the receiver and operation are 
provided in the construction manual. A worthwhile addition 
to anÿ communications, or broadcast receiver. It may also be 
used with a receiver which already has a crystal filter to 
obtain two simultaneous functions, such as 
peaking the desired signal with the crystal MODEL OF -1 

filter and nulling an adjacent signal with the S995 
Q Multiplier. Shpg. Wt. 3 lbs. 

HEATHKIT GRID DIP METER KIT 

A grid dip meter is basically an RF oscillator for determining 
the frequency of other oscillators, or of tuned circuits. 
Extremely useful in locating parasitics, neutralizing, identi- 
fying harmonics, coil winding, etc. Features continuous 
frequency coverage from 2 mc to 250 mc, with a complete 
set of prewound coils, and a 500 ua panel meter. Front panel 
has a sensitivity control for the meter, and a phone jack for 
listening to the "zero- beat." Will also double as an absorp- 
tion -type wave meter. Shpg. Wt. 4 lbs. 

MODEL GD -1B 
Low Frequency Coil Kit: Two extra plug -in 

coils to extend frequency coverage down to 
350 kc. Shpg. Wt. 1 lb. No. 341 -A. $3.00 

$2195 

HEATHKIT ALL -BAND COMMUNICATIONS - 
TYPE RECEIVER KIT 
This communications -receiver covers 550 kc to 30 mc in 
four bands, and provides good sensitivity, selectivity, and 
fine image rejection. Ham bands are clearly marked on an 
illuminated dial scale. Features a transformer -type power 
supply -electrical band spread -antenna trimmer -head- 
phone jack- automatic gain control and beat frequency 
oscillator. Accessory sockets are provided on the rear of 
the chassis for using the Heathkit model OF-1, Q Multiplier. 
Accessory socket is handy, also, for operating other devices 
that require plate and filament potentials. Will supply +250 
VDC at 15 ma and 12.6 VAC at 300 ma. Ideal 
for the beginning ham or short wave listener. 
Shpg. Wt. 12 lbs. 

Cabinet: Fabric covered cabinet with alu mi- 
num panel as shown. Part no. 91 -15A. Shpg. 1L°" 

cabinet) 

Wt. 5 lbs. $4.95. 

MODEL AR -3 

$2995 

eathkits... 
B y D A Y S T R O M 

are outstanding in performance 
and dollar value 
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HEATHKIT REFLECTED POWER METER KIT 
The Heathkit reflected power meter, model AM -2, makes an 
excellent instrument for checking the match of the antenna' 
transmission system, by measuring the forward and reflected 
power or standing wave ratio. The AM -2 is designed to 
handle a peak power of well over 1 kilowatt of energy and 
may be left in the antenna system feed line at all times. 
Band coverage is 160 meters through 2 meters. Input and 
output impedances for 50 or 75 ohm lines. No external power 
required for operation. Meter indicates percentage forward 
and reelected power, and standing wave ratio from 1:1 to 6:1. 

Another application for the AM -2 is matching impedances 
between exciters or R.F. sources and grounded grid am- 
plifiers:. Power losses between transmitter output and 
antenna tuner may be very easily computed by inserting 
the AM -2 in the line connecting the two. No insertion loss is 
introduced into the feeder system, due to the fact that the 
AM -2 is a portion of coaxial line in series with the feeder 
system and no internal connections are actually made to 
the line. Complete circuit description and 
opera-ion instructions are provided in the 
manual. Cabinet size is 7 -3/8" x 4-1/16" x 

4 -5/8 ". Can be conveniently located at opera- 
ting position. Shpg. Wt. 3 lbs. 

MODEL AM -2 

Heathkîts... 
B y D A Y S T R O M 

$1595 

are the answer for your electronics 
hobby. 

HEATHKIT BALUN COIL KIT 
The Heathkit Balun Coil Kit model B -1 is a convenient 
transmitter accessory, which has the capability of matching 
unbalanced coax lines, used on most modern transmitters, 
to balance lines of either 75 or 300 ohms impedance. Design 
of the bifilar wound balun coils will enable transmitters with 
unbalanced output to operate into balanced transmission 
line, such as used witn dipoles, folded dipoles, dr any bal- 
anced antenna system. The balun coil set can be used with 
trans.nitters and receivers without adjustment over the 
frequency range of 80 through 10 meters, and nd will easily 
hand'e power.inputs up to 250 watts. Cabinet 
size is 9" square by 5" deep and it may be lo- MODEL B -1 

cated any distance from the transmitter or 
from the antenna. Completely enclosed for 
outdoor installation. Shpg. Wt. 4 lbs. 

$895 

HEATHKIT 6 OR 12 VOLT VIBRATOR 
POWER SUPPLY KITS 
These little power supply kits are ideal for all portable ap- 
plications with 6 volt or 12 volt batteries, when you are oper- 
atinç, electronic equipment away from power lines. By 
replacing the power supplies of receivers, small public 
address systems, or even miniature transmitters with these 
units, they can be used with conventional 6 or 12.volt bat- 
teries. Use in boats, automobiles, light aircraft, or any field 
application. Each unit provides 260 volts DC output at up to 
60 miliamperes. More than one power supply of the same 
model may be connected in parallel for in- 
creased current capacity at the same output 
voltage. Everything is provided in the kit, in- 
cluding a vibrator transformer, a vibrator, 
6X4 or 12X4 rectifier, and the necessary buffer 
capacitor, hash filter, and output filter ca- 
pacitor. Shpg. Wt. 4 lbs. 

6 VOLT 

MODEL VP -1 -6 

12 VOLT 

MODEL VP -1 -12 

$795 Each 

HEATHKIT VARIABLE FREQUENCY 
OSCILLATOR KIT 
Enjoy the convenience and flexibility of VFO operation by 
obtaining the Heathkit model VF -1 Variable Frequency 
Oscillator. Covers 160-80-40-20-15-11 and 10 meters with 
three basic oscillator frequencies. Better than 10 volt aver- 
age RF output on fundamentals. Plenty of output to drive 
most modern transmitters. It features voltage regulation 
for frequency stability. Dial is illuminated for easy reading. 
Vernier reduction is used between the main tuning knob 
and the tuning condenser. Requires a power source of 
only 250 volts DC at 15 to 20 miliamperes and 6.3 volts AC at 
0.45 amperes. Extra features include copper -plated chassis, 
ceramic coil forms, extensive shielding, etc. High quality 
parts throughout. VFO operation allows you to move out 
from under interference and select a portion of the band you 
want to use without having to be tied down to only two or 
three frequencies through use of crystals. "Zero in" on the 
other fellow's signal and return hisCQ on his own frequency! 
Crystals are not cheap, and it takes quite a number of them 
to give anything even approaching comprehensive coverage 
of all bands. Why hesitate/ The model VF -1 MODEL VF -1 

with its low price and high quality will add 
more operating enjoyment to your ham ac- 
tivities. Shpg. Wt. 7 lbs. $1950 

REFLECTED 
POWER METER 

Insure your 
on the air" 

performance with 
these fine accessories. 

VARIABLE FREQUENCY 
OSCILLATOR 

VIBRATOR 
POWER SUPPLY 
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HEATHKIT ELECTRONIC 
IGNITION ANALYZER KIT 

Previous electronic experience is not necessary to build 
this fine ignition analyzer. The construction manual sup- 
plied has complete step -by -step instructions plus large 
pictorial diagrams showing the exact placement and value 
of each component. All parts are clearly marked so that 
they are easily identified. The IA -1 is an ideal tool for engine 
mechanics, tune -up men, and auto hobbyists, since it traces 
the dynamic action of voltage in an ignition system on a 
cathode-ray tube screen. The wave form produced is affect- 
ed by the condition of the coil, condenser, points, plugs, 
and ignition wiring, so it can be analyzed, and used as a 
"sign- post" to ignition system performance. This analyzer 
will detect inequality of spark intensity, a poor spark plug, 
defective plug wiring, breaker -point bounce, an open con- 
denser, and allow setting of dwell -time percentage for the 
points. An important feature of this instrument is its ability 
to check dynamic performance, with the engine in opera- 
tion (400 to 5000 RPM). It will show the complete engine 
cycle, or only one complete cylinder. Can be used on all 
types of internal combustion engines where 
breaker -points are accessible. Use it on auto- 
mobiles, boats, aircraft engines, etc. Shpg. 
Wt. 18 lbs. 

MODEL IA -1 

$5995 

IGNITION 
ANALYZER 

Kit includes everything 
you need for 

construction - even 

batteries! 

RADIATION COUNTER 

ENLARGER TIMER 

BATTERY TESTER. 

HEATHKIT PROFESSIONAL 
RADIATION COUNTER KIT 

This Heathkit professional -type radiation counter is simple 
to build successfully, even if you have never built a kit 
before. Complete step -by -step instructions are combined 
with giant -size pictorial diagrams for easy assembly. By 
"building it yourself" you can have a modern -design, pro- 
fessional radiation counter priced far below comparable 
units. Provides high sensitivity with ranges from 0-100, 600, 
6000 and 60,000 counts -per- minute, and 0 -.02, .1, 1 and 
10 miliroentgens -per -hour. Employs 900 -volt bismuth tube 
in beta /gamma sensitive probe. Probe and 8 -foot expand- 
able cable included in kit price, as is a radiation sample for 
calibration. Use it in medical laboratories, or as a prospect- 
ing tool, and for civil defense to detect radioactive fallout, 
or other unknown radiation levels. Features a selectable 
time constant. Meter calibrated in CPM or mR /hour in 
addition to "beep" or "click" from panel- mounted speaker. 
Prebuilt "packaged" high voltage power supply with re- 
serve capacity above 900 volt level at which it is regulated. 
Merely changing regulator tube type would allow use of 
scintillation probe if desired. Employs five 
tubes (plus a transistor) to insure stable and MODEL IC -1 

reliable operation. Kit price includes bat- $7995 
teries. Shpg. Wt. 8 lbs. 7 

Heathkits ... 
are supplied with comprehensive 
instructions that eliminate costly 
mistakes and save valuable time 

HEATHKIT ENLARGER TIMER KIT 

The ET -1 is an easy -to -build electronic device to be used 
by amateur or professional photographers in timing enlarger 
operations. The calibrated dial on the timer covers 0 to 1 

minute, calibrated in 5- second gradations. The continu- 
ously variable control allows setting of the "on" cycle of 
your enlarger, which is plugged into a receptacle on the 
front panel of the ET -1. A "safe light" can also be plugged 
in so that it is automatically turned "on" when the enlarger 
is turned "off." Handles up to 350 watts with built -in relay. 
All- electronic timing cycle insures maximum accuracy. 
Timer does not have to be reset after each cycle, merely 
flip lever switch to print, to repeat time cycle. A control is 
provided for initial calibration. Housed in a 
compact plastic case that will resist attack 
of photographic chemicals. A fine addition 
to any dark room. Shpg. Wt. 3 lbs. 

MODEL ET -1 

HEATHKIT BATTERY TESTER KIT 

The BT -1 is a special battery testing device that actually 
"loads" the battery under test (draws current from it) while 
it is being tested. Weak batteries often test "good" with an 
ordinary voltmeter but the built -in load resistance of the 
BT -1 automatically draws enough current from the battery 
to reveal its true condition. Simple to operate with "good - 
.veak- replace" scale. Tests all kinds of dry cell batteries 
within ranges of 0 -15 volts and 0 -180 volts. Slide switch 
provides for either 10 ma or 100 ma load, depending on 
whether you're testing an A or B battery. Not only deter- 
mines when battery is completely exhausted, but makes 
it possible to anticipate failure by noting weak condition. 
Ideal for testing dry cell hearing aid, flash- 
light, portable radio, and model airplane bat- 

MODEL IT -1 teries. Test batteries in a way your customers 
$Q0 can understand and stimulate battery sales. u Shpg. Wt. 2 lbs. 
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CRYSTAL RADIO 

Now you can have radio 

wherever you go- 
with the portable 

that plays anywhere! 

BRDADCAST BAND RADIO 

TRANSISTOR PORTABLE 

HEATHKIT CRYSTAL RADIO KIT 

The Heathkit model CR -1 crystal radio is similar to the 

"crystal sets" of the early radio days except that it has been 

improved by the use of sealed germanium diodes and effi- 
cient "high -Q" coils. The sealed diodes eliminate the 

critic& "cats whisker" adjustment, and the ferrite coils are 

much more efficient for greater signal strength. Housed in 

a compact plastic box, the CR -1 uses two tuned circuits, 

each with a variable tuning capacitor, to select the local 

station. It covers the broadcast band from 540 to 1600 kc. 

Requi -es no external power whatsoever. This receiver could 
prove valuable to emergency reception of civil defense 
signals should there be a power failure. The low kit price 
even includes headphones. Complete step -by -step instruc- 
tions and large pictorial diagrams are supplied for easy 

assembly. The instruction manual also provides the builder 
with the basic fundamentals of signal recep- 
tion so that he understands how the crystal 
receiver functions. An interesting and valu- 
able "do -it- yourself" project for all ages. 

Shpg. Wt. 3 lbs. 

MODEL 01.1 

$795 

Heathkits... 
B y D A Y S T R O M 

are easy and fun to build, 

and they let you learn 

by "doing-it-yourself" 

HEATHKIT TRANSISTOR PORTABLE RADIO KIT 

Heath engineers set out to develop a "universal" AM 
radio, suitable for use anywhere. Their objective was a 

portable that would be as much "at home" inside as it is 

outside, and would feature top quality components for high 
performance and long service life. The model XR -1 is the 

result of these efforts. Six name -brand (Texas Instrument) 
transistors were selected for extra good sensitivity and 

selectivity. A 4" by 6" PM speaker with heavy magnet was 

chosen to insure fine tone quality. The power supply was 

designed to use six standard size "D" flashlight cells be- 

cause they are readily available, inexpensive, and because 

they afford extremely long battery life (between 500 and 

1000 hours). Costs you no more to operate from batteries 
than what you pay for operating a small table -model radio 
from the power line. An unbreakable molded plastic was 

selected for cabinet material because of its durability and 

striking beauty. Circuit is compact and efficient, yet corn - 

ponents are not excessively crowded. Transformers are 

prealigned so it is ready for service as soon as construction 
is completed. Has built in rod -type antenna 
for reception in all locations. Cabinet dimen- 
sions are 9" L x 8" H x 33/4" D. Comes in holi- 
day gray, with gold- anodized metal speaker 
grille. Compare this portable, feature 
by feature, to all others on the market, and 
you'll appreciate what a tremendous dollar 
value it represents! Shpg. Wt. 4 lbs. 

MODEL XR -1 

$3495 
(Less batteries) 
(With cabinet) 

HEATHKIT BROADCAST BAND RADIO KIT 

This table -model broadcast radio is fun to build, and is a 

fine little receiver for your home. It covers the standard 
broadcast band from 550 to 1600 kc with good sensitivity 
and selectivity. The 5W PM speaker provides surprisingly 
good tone quality. High -gain IF transformers, miniature 
tubes, and a rod -type built in antenna, assure good recep- 
tion in all locations. The power supply is transformer 
operated, as opposed to many of the economy "AC -DC' 
types. It's easy to build from the step -by -step instructions, 
and the construction manual includes information on oper- 
ational theory, for educational purposes. Your success is 
assured by completely detailed information 
which also explains resistor and capacitor 
color codes, soldering techniques, use of 
tools, etc. A signal generator is recom- 
mended for final alignment. Shpg. Wt. 10 lbs. 

Cabinet: Fabric covered cabinet with 
aluminum panel as shown. Shpg. Wt. 5 lbs. 
Part no. 91 -9A. $4.95. 

MODEL BR -2 

$1895 

(Less cabinet) 
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\ 
protects against possible 
explosion and fire from 
undetected fuel vapor 

,gi 

FUEL VAPOR 
ELECTROLYSIS DETECTOR 

/ 
detects electrolysis 

- currents which cause 

deterioration of 
ar, underwater metal 

fittings on your boat 

DETECTOR 

I 

indicates condition 
and charge of batteries 

for safe cruising 

BATTERY CHARGE 
INDICATOR 

` 

R.F. POWER 
METER 

HEATHKIT FUEL VAPOR DETECTOR KIT 
Protect your boat and its passengers against fire or ex- 
plosion from undetected fuel vapor by building and using 
one of these fine units. The Heathkit Fuel Vapor Detector 
indicates the presence of fumes on a three -color "safe - 
dangerous" meter scale and immediate, shows if it is safe 
to start the engine. A pilot light on the front panel shows 
when the detector is operating, and it can be left on con- 
tinuously, or just used intermittently. A panel control en- 
ables initial calibration of the detector when installed. 
Features a hermetically -sealed meter with chrome bezel, 
and a chrome -plated brass panel. It is very 
simple to build and install, even by one not 
having previous experience. Models FD -1 -6 
(6 volts DC) and FD -1 -12 (12 volts DC) operate 
from your boat batteries. The kit is complete 
in every detail, even to the inclusion of a spare 
detector unit. Shpg. Wt. 4 lbs. 

6 volt 
MODEL FD -1 -6 

12 volt 
MODEL FD -1 -12 

$3595 

EACH 

HEATHKIT BATTERY CHARGE INDICATOR KIT 
The Heathkit model Cl -1 Marine Battery Charge Indicator 
has been designed especially for the boat owner, although 
it has found use in service stations, power stations, and 
radio stations where banks of batteries are kept in reserve 
-for emergency power. It is intended to replace the hydro- 
meter method of checking storage batteries, and to elimi- 
nate the necessity for working with acid in small, below - 
decks enclosures. Now it is possible to check as few as one, 
or as many as eight storage batteries, merely by turning 
the switch and watching the meter. A glance at the meter 
tells you instantly whether your batteries are sufficiently 
charged for safe cruising. Dimensions are 2 -7/8 "W x -5 -11 /16" 
H x 2" D. Operates on either 6 or 12 volt systems using lead - 
acid batteries, regardless of size. Simple in- 
stallation can be accomplished by the boat 
Owner in fifteen minutes. Shpg. Wt. 3 lbs. 

MODEL (I -1 

$1695 

HEATHKIT ELECTROLYSIS DETECTOR KIT 
The Heathkit model ED -1 Electrolysis Detector indicates 
the extent of electrolysis currents between the boat 's 
common ground and underwater fittings, except on boats 
having metal hulls. These currents, undetected, could 
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cause gradual corrosion and deterioration of the propeller 
or other metal fittings below the water line. It is particularly 
helpful when installing electrical equipment of any kind, 
or to determine proper polarity when power is obtained 
from a shore supply. Easy -to- build, the model ED -1 consists 
of a hermetically- sealed, waterproof meter, special sensing 
plate, and sufficient wire to install, including the necessary 
hardware. Mounts on instrument panel 
where it can be easily seen. Requires no 
power for operation, and gívcs instant warn- 
ing to guard your boat for a lifetime. Si,pg. 
Wt. 2 Ibs. 

MODEL ED -1 

$995 

HEATHKIT RF POWER METER KIT 
The Heathkit RF Power Meter Kit is designed to sample the 
RF field in the vicinity of your transmitter, whether it be 
marine, mobile, or fixed. Output meter is merely placed in 
some location close to the transmitter, to pick up RF radia- 
tion from the antenna. Requires no batteries, electricity, 
nor direct connection to the transmitter. It provides you with 
a continuing indication of transmitter operation. You can 
easily detect if power is dropping off by comparing present 
meter readings with past ones. Operates with any trans- 
mitter having output frequencies between 100 kc and 250 
mc, regardless of power. Sensitivity is 0.3 volts RMS full 
scale, and a special control on the panel allows for further 
adjustment of the sensitivity. Meter is a 200 ua unit, mounted 
on a chrome -plated brass panel. The entire PM -1 measures 
only 3 %," W x 6/," L x 2" D. An easy way to put 
your mind at ease concerning transmitter 
operation. Shpg. Wt. 2 lbs. 

Heathkits. 
By D A Y S T R O M 

MODEL PM -1 

$1495 

now offer you complete /y 
modern marine equipment with 
outstanding design features 
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HEATHKIT TRANSISTOR 
RADIO DIRECTION FINDER KIT 

The Heathkit Transistor Radio Direction Finder model DF -1 

is a self -contained, self -powered, 6- transistor super heter- 
odyne broadcast radio receiver incorporating a directional 
loop antenna, indicating meter, and integral speaker. It is 

designed to serve primarily as an aid to navigation when 
out of sight of familiar landmarks. It can be used not only 
aboard 'iachts, fishing craft, tugs, and other vessels which 
navigate either out of sight of kW or at night, ttí1t also for 
the hunter, hiker, camper, fisherman, aviator,,: etc. It is 

powered by a 9 -volt battery. (A spare battery is also included 
with the kit). The frequency raInge covers the broadcast 
band from 540 to 1600 kc and will double as a portable 
radio. A directional high -Q ferrite antenna is incorporated 
which is rotated from the front; panel to. obtain a fix on a 

station and a 1 ma meter serves as the null and tuning 
indicator. The controls consist of: tuning, volume and power 
(on -off), sensitivity, heading indicator (compass rose) and 
bearing indicator (antenna index). Overall dimensions 
are TW W x 5 %" H x 5 %" D. Supplied with 
slip -in -place mounting brackets, which allow MODEL DE -I 

easy removal from ship bulkheads or other $5495 
similar places. Shpg. Wt. 5 lbs. 

Heathkits... 
By D A Y S T R O M 

are sold only by direct mail, 
passing middleman 

profits on to you 

radio - compass or 

as a portable radio 

TRANSISTOR 
RADIO DIRECTION FINDER 

HOW CAN YOU MISS? 

The Heath Company maintains a technical consultation 
service, should you experience some sort of difficulty in 

construction or operation. Although only a very small per- 
centage of our customers ever have occasion to use this 
service (usually only beginners in electronics) it is still 
reassuring to know that technical help is available when 
needed. A service department is also available, should 
you wish a complete factory check of operation and align- 
ment or repair. After you build your first Heathkit you'll 
realize how easy it is. 

Pioneer in 

"do -it- yourself" 

electronics 

H EATH 

Send for this 
informative booklet 

listing more than 

100 "do -it- yourself" kits. 

COMPANY A Subsidiary Inc- BENTON HARBOR 20,MICH. 

ORDER 
BLANK 
NOTE: All prices subject to change 
without notice. 

Enclosed find ( ) check ( ) 
money order fo. 
Please ship C.D.D. ( ) postage 
enclosed for pounds. 

On Express eraers do not include 
transportation rhorges -they will 
be collected by the express agency 
at time of delivery. 

ON PARCEL FOST ORDERS in- 
clude postage for weight shown. 
ORDERS FRONT APO'S must in- 
clude full remiittance. All prices 
F.O.B. Benton riarbor, Mich. 

Name SHIP VIA 
Parcel Post 

Address Express 

Way 

Freight 

City & Zone State Best 
(PLEASE PRINT) 

QUANTITY ITEM MODEL NO. PRICE 

SEND FREE Heathkit Catalog 

POSTAGE 

TOTAL 
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A flashlight bulb is connected to the Transistom's atomic battery to 
demonstrate its power. The battery can keep the lamp lit for 50 years. 
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This remarkable discovery fore- 
shadows advances in two areas of 
the semiconductor field- diodes 
and transistors -and makes great- 
er miniaturization possible while 
increasing transistor sensitivity. 
A radio battery with a life of 50 
years is possible 

By MOHAMMED ULYSSES FIPS, 
IRE* 

FIPS, you engineers are in the stone 
age," scowled the Big Boss, sav- 
agely biting his 7 -inch Havana. 
"The idea of dry -cell- or house - 

current- powered receivers is not only 
preposterous, it's insane. Prehistoric, 
that's what it is! You yak all day 
long about your glorious science, my 
accomplished yaketeer -now come down 
to earth and compose. I'll give you 90 
days to produce a receiver that needs 
no dry cells, no outside current -or 
else!" 

The door banged shut with final 
explosive emphasis and I knew that 
the Chief meant business. Strangely 
enough, for once I agreed with the 
antediluvian coot and found my- 
self even elated with the difficult 
assignment. I immediately knew I could 
produce. Such is the exuberance of 
youth! Instanter, within minutes of 
Bignose's talk, I was deeply enmeshed 
in the problem. 

I soon hit upon the solution. Radio- 
activity was the answer! I took out 
my dusty old handbook on Primary and 
Secondary Batteries and soon found 
that in Volta's and later physicists' 
potentials -of- the -metal series, magne- 
sium and manganese have respective 
voltages of +1.628 for Mg and +1.239 
for Mn, or a theoretical total of 2.867 
volts.t 

If, I reasoned, I made these two 
metals radioactive and used them as 
an atomic battery, I should get at least 
21 volts per element. I accordingly 
secured a small quantity of manganese 
and magnesium and took them to the 
neighboring atomic research plant on 
Long Island, whose director I knew. 
He put the metal bits into the cyclotron 

Institute Radioactive Engineering. 
IA recent magnesium -carbon -manganese dry 

cell actually gives 21/4 volts. 
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and bombarded them atomically for 
a week. 

Here I should call attention to the 
fact that my first experiments had 
quickly shown that pure metals alone 
would not work as an atomic battery. 
I had to use a magnesium as well as 
a manganese alloy of certain propor- 
tions, which for patent reasons I can- 
not divulge now. I can state, however, 
that the alloyed metals used were much 
heavier in each case than manganese 
(atomic weight 54.94) and magnesium 
(atomic weight 24.32). 

s After the samples were "cooked" 
atomically, I called for them. The tiny 
pieces had been placed in a thick lead 
box, although the director assured me 
that the quantity of the now radio- 
active metal was sufficiently small that 
all the pieces together were not more 
dangerous than a dozen radium- lumin- 
ous wrist watch dials. 

RADIOACTIVE MAGEiESIUM RADIOACTIVE MANGANESE 

Fig. 1 -The battery consists of two 
small squares of radioactive metals - 
magnesium and manganese - welded 

together. 

I must also report that before I took 
the manganese and magnesium pieces 
to the cyclotron I had welded the thin 
1/8 -inch metal squares together. This 
was easy l.ecause they were almost 
paper -thin. The final atomic battery 
thus consists of a % x 1/4 -inch magne- 
sium manganese radioactive strip (Fig. 
1) . The finished battery gives a volt- 
age of just over 2% under a light load. 
As the load increases, the voltage of 
course drops as in an ordinary dry 
cell. You might wonder how the atomic 
battery works with its two main ele- 
ments welded together. The answer is 
no different than in a dry cell in which 
the zinc can and the depolarizer 
(manganese dioxide) are intimately 
connected by the electrolyte (sal 
ammoniac and zinc chloride), which is 
highly conductive. Or take a storage 
battery in which the positive and nega- 
tive plates are immersed in a bath of 
dilute sulfuric acid, which you'd think 
would short-circuit the plates. 

Naturally, in an atomic battery, the 
energy is not chemical as in a dry cell 
nor "stored" electricity as in a storage 
battery. The energy in an atomic bat- 
tery comes from the gamma radiation, 
which is tl-.en converted electronically 
in the two metals. A current then flows 
from the manganese to the magnesium. 

What is she useful life of an atomic 
' battery? My calculations show that a 
conservative estimate is 40 to 50 years. 
With future refinements, the life 
expectancy should be much greater. 

My next step, naturally, was to hook 
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up my atomic cell to a transistor, thus 
making it possible to construct a small 
radio in which the batteries would take 
up practically no extra room. Curiously, 
too, I soon found out that the atomic 
radiation had a decided influence on a 
transistor; it enhanced its sensitivity 
surprisingly. 

The final and successful version is 
shown diagramatically in Fig. 2. Here 
we have a standard three -lead transis- 
tor to which the atomic battery has been 
joined. For a number of technical 
reasons, the battery elements should 
not physically contact the transistor 
elements, hence I use a thin ceramic 
separating film. (Other suitable insu- 
lators can be used.)$ 

The transistor battery is now en- 
capsuled, as is standard practice with 
all modern transistors. This results in 
a new electronic device which I call 
the TRANSISTOM (transistor plus 
atom). The transistom, as will be noted, 
has five leads -three transistor and two 
battery leads. These external battery 
leads can be interconnected as neces- 
sary in various circuits. In a six -tran- 
sistor set we can even hook all the 
batteries up in series, giving us 15 
working volts to drive a large speaker. 

Needless to state, the coming tran- 

2.5V 

TRANSISTOR 

C 

CERAMIC 

ÁTpÑ 
L- 

FILAI 

Fig. 2 -When the battery is fastened to 
a transistor, forming a composite unit, 

the Transistom is completed. 

sistom circuitry is endless and the 
nuisance of battery replacements will 
soon be a thing of the past. 

Long before the 90 -day time limit 
imposed upon me by the Chief, I walked 
into his office unannounced one morn- 
ing. Out of my vest pocket I pulled a 
six -transistor receiver. If it hadn't 
been for the loudspeaker, the little set 
would have fitted into an ordinary 
matchbox -but the speaker made it 
50% bigger. 

I put it through its paces and, if I 
must say so myself, it worked -as the 
French would say -formidable. Big - 
nose, for once, was enchanted as I 
opened the tiny lid, showing him the 
"works." 

In the office with the all- highest 
there were also the science editor and 
the electronics editor. All three lis- 
tened politely and interestedly to my 
technical description of my transistom. 
Then there was a long, thick silence 
accompanied by pointed headshaking. 

Finally Bignose cleared his throat 

$My latest transistoms now use light -gauge 
magnesium and manganese wires welded to- 
gether. 

RADIO 

and snickered, "Fips, my boy, do you 
ever read the papers and do you know 
what goes on nowadays? Did you know 
that the word radiation is akin to 
pestilence all over the world today? 
What do you think would happen to 
us if we printed your transistom 
story? A radio set that gives off deadly 
radiation! Admittedly you -and we- 
know that it wouldn't hurt a fly, but 
what about the public? What about 
the Radiation Energy Commission 
(REC) ? What about the National 
Health Service? People are hysterical 
today about any form of gamma radia- 
tion. You know that every kind of 
X-ray--except in doctors' hands -is 
taboo now. And now you want us to 
publicize a radio set that gives off 
gamma rays! Indeed!" 

"Frank," this to the science editor, 
"bring in your Geiger counter!" 

Frank returned in a minute with 
the Geiger and brought the probe to 
within a foot of my receiver. Of course 
it clicked furiously, as was to be 
expected -it would have done that 
with a luminous radium wristwatch 
dial, too. 

"Look here, Fips," rasped Joe, the 
electronics editor, "can't you just 
visualize the ads of the large set manu- 
facturers screaming `Buy a safe NON - 
RADIATION battery set that won't 
endanger your or your family's 
health.' " 

"Yes, Fips," piped in Frank, "you 
must know too that radiation today is 
the BIG political weapon of all our 
enemies and detractors the world over. 
Japan leads all Asia in bellowing at 
America to stop all forms of radiation 
and fallout to safeguard future gener- 
ations. European scientists condemn us 
for the same reason. 

"Kruschev, I am positive, would hop 
on your radiation radio as an excellent 
propaganda springboard to denounce 
our Western decadence and irrespon- 
sibility for foisting more misery and 
suffering on an already distressed 
world, all for the sake of our capital- 
istic dollar." 

"No, Fips," this from the electronics 
editor, "I know what is in your mind - 
you want to encase your chassis in 
lead to stop all radiation. That, my 
boy, is no solution. Aside from the 
impossible added weight, think what 
a picnic the battery set manufacturers 
would have in their ads, telling serv- 
ice technicians to stay away from 
servicing dangerous radiation sets! 
Aside from this, shielded or not, your 
set would still be taboo- because of 
its potential radioactive danger. No, 
you'll have to start all over. I admit 
your scheme is brilliant -but with 
today's wholly uncalled for radiation 
hysteria, you must chart a new 
course." 

Whipped and beaten down once 
more, I shuffled out the hallway. At 
the bend on the wall I glanced at the 
large leaf calendar and sadly noted 
the date: 

April I 
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i Uncommon Ground 
Difficulties _L 

Grounding isn't always easy. Even 
an inch of wire can cause trouble 
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Fig. 1 -Hum modulation, 
due to an inch of wire. 

Fig. 2- Equivalent cir- 
cuit showing filter ca- 
pacitor return to lug 
and then along common 
impedance of converter 

stage. 

GROUND LANCE(LUG) 

Fig. 3-Common 
and nearby 
grounding of 
horizontal oscilla- 
tor bypass and if 
bypass capacitors 
results in jitter. 

By A. R. CLAWSON 

TECHNICAL workers, experiment- 
ers, hobbyists and even some 
engineers consider an electronic 
chassis a common ground. This 

common -ground idea often proves false. 
Case histories, including causes and 
solutions, of a few uncommon ground 
troubles are presented here. 

Even the smallest part of a metal 
chassis presents some opposition to the 
flow of current. This is its impedance 
and for do is equal to the ohmic re- 
sistance. There is no need to get in- 
volved in the calculation of impedance, 
but we must look into some of its 
effects. 

To ac the impedance is a combina- 
tion of ac resistance and net reactance 
-primarily inductive reactance. Ac re- 
sistance is not the same as do resistance, 
but always greater. The skin and other 
effects add to the do resistance. This 
may increase the resistance factor by 
as much as 12 times at television fre- 
quencies. 

The other component of impedance, 
the reactance, may reach rather high 
values with increasing frequency for 
inductive circuits. A 1 -inch piece of 
ordinary hookup wire can have 4 ohms 
of inductive reactance at 30 me! Yet 
its ohmic (ohmmeter) resistance is too 
small to measure with an ordinary 
meter. 

Hum modulation 
An example of this type of trouble 

turned up in an ordinary broadcast 
receiver. The set had a bad case of hum 
modulation, indicated by no hum when 
the set was tuned off station. 

Troubleshooting was rapid since the 
hum increased as the higher- frequency 
stations were tuned. The variation ruled 
out the if stages, leaving only the con- 
verter. The trouble was found to be an 
incorrectly grounded lead from an elec- 
trolytic capacitor. 

Fig. 1 shows a wire running from 
a ground lance (punched -up lug) to a 
socket lug of the converter stage. Note 
the cathode resistor of the tube and the 
ground return of the electrolytic capac- 
itor returning to the socket lug. Both 
cathode current and capacitor current 
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 - / NOTE:IRE 
ND POINT 

Fig. 4- Mutual interaction of ground 
currents from nearby ground points. 
flows through the wire from socket lug 
to lance. 

Capacitor current has two compo- 
nents of interest: reactance flow equals 
the ripple voltage divided by the capac- 
itor's reactance; ac leakage current, 
equal to ripple voltage divided by the 
electrolytic's leakage resistance. There 
is also a do component of no concern 
here. 

The wire offers some impedance at 
120 cycles -we need not worry about 
calculating it. But we do have to note 
that there is a voltage drop: 

E =IxZ (or E =IZ) 
where I is the combined alternating 
current and Z the small but definitely 
present irpedance at 120 cycles. 

Fig. 2 shows the circuit. The wire 
and, to a lesser extent, the lance form 
the common impedance, with some small 
contribution from the socket lug, mak- 
ing Z,.,,,,,,n n. Its equivalent circuit is 
shown as an insert. The leakage resist- 
ance and capacitative reactance are 
shown as resistances. The voltage de- 
veloped, 

Econlnlon, 
is applied to the 

cathode of the tube in series with a 
cathode resistor. The ripple voltage 
modulated the cathode of the converter 
in this instance. 

The value of Z common increased 
with increasing frequency, permitting 
more of the developed hum voltage 
to be effective. This follows from the 
formula: 

XL = 2r, fL 
Inductance L remained constant while 
frequency f increased 3 times from 500 
to 1,500 Ice, with a similar increases in 
Xi -the reactance -and the imped- 

INSULATED SIGNAL-CARRYING CONDUCTOR 

CHASSLS. 

/í ENTRANCE & EXIT LUGS r 
Q 

SIGNAL - CARRYING CONDUCTOR 

;;;STRAY CAPACITANCE 

6 
Fig. 5- Capacitive coupling between a 
hot chassis and a hot conductor; a- 
actual circuit; b - equivalent circuit. 

tAT CNASSIS 

APRIL, 1958 

ance of Zcommon at these frequencies. 
Moving the ground- return wire of 

the electrolytic to the lance, where it 
had been prior to electrolytic replace- 
ment in another shop, cured the hum. 
Just an inch of common ground wire 
caused all the trouble! 

False sync pulses 
Feedback of sweep or sync into the 

video or pix if or front end can result 
in an unwanted and false sync pulse. 
Sweep oscillators, even though afc -pro- 
tected, may try to lock on the added 
pulse with resultant symptoms of jump, 
jitter, and sometimes even vertical roll. 

Typical of this class (see Fig. 3) is 
the case of horizontal oscillator feed- 
back, or injection. A tubular ceramic 
(C1), a horizontal oscillator bypass 
carrying sweep currents to ground and 
disc capacitor (C2) were grounded to 
the same ground lance (lug). The lug 
acted as the common impedance. Feed- 
back of horizontal oscillator pulses into 
the picture if resulted in jitter whenever 

NOTE LINKING 

6 

a 
Fig. 6 -a -In -line layout minimizes chas- 
sis current interaction; b -bent layout, 
with possible regenerative or degenera- 

tive feedback. 
the horizontal frequency drifted ever 
so slightly. The design error was cor- 
rected in later production runs. 

Not all feedback was due to the com- 
mon impedance of Cl and C2's common 
ground lance. Some feedback was 
caused by the current of Cl inter- 
mingling with the chassis current of 
C3, a disc if bypass capacitor. The com- 
mon impedance was the sheet -metal 
chassis proper! The solution was to 
move C3's ground to the same point 
as Cl. 

Fig. 4 shows what happens. Tube Vl 
has a bypass Cl and tube V2 has as 
its bypass C2. The tubes may have 
different functions like the sweep 
oscillator and if just mentioned. The 
bypass capacitors normally return 
their current through the chassis to 
the cathode of the tube. Heaviest cur- 
rent flow is between the ground point 
of the capacitor and the cathode or its 
bypass capacitor. Not all the current 
goes in a straight line however, but 
forms a sweeping motion in accordance 
with the low but existing chassis im- 
pedance. The lines in Fig. 4 enclose 

V2 

RADIO 

REACTANCE OF CI REACTANCE OF C2 ( 1 ' v --) 
Z COMMON 

CI AGC FILTER 

C2 PWRS PPLY FILTER 

LUG ON CHASSIS 

a 

Fig. 7- Poorly soldered lug introduces 
a high common impedance between the 
common joint of two capacitors return- 

ing to ground. 

approximately equal areas of current 
flow and equal chassis impedance. 

Note that the lines of flow (flux) of 
capacitor Cl intermingle with those 
of C2. The result is a voltage, similar 
to that developed in the hum modulation 
case. This time it is in the chassis in- 
stead of a wire. The voltage is small 
and can be disregarded in many in- 
stances. Sometimes, this voltage may 
inject another voltage, a false sync 
pulse, for example. Degenerative or 
regenerative feedback may also occur. 

Worthy of note is the control of 
chassis currents and common imped- 
ances by chassis openings. If a row of 
slots or holes is punched between the 
sockets of V1 and V2 (Fig. 4), the 
common impedance is interrupted to a 
large extent. Where rerouting the 
capacitor is not feasible, this might be 
a satisfactory solution. 

Capacitive reactance 
Cases occur of capacitive reactance 

between a wire or other conductor 
and a hot chassis. The chassis may be 
carrying a large current at a high fre- 
quency and, if a conductor is too close, 
a very low feedback path may exist 
due to the capacitance formed. The 
reactance will be low at high fre- 
quencies according to the capacitive 
reactance formula : 

1 

XO = 2µfC 

Fig. 5 is a sketch of such a wire close 
to a chassis. Feedback of deflection 
yoke currents into tuner (front -end) 
shields has occurred by this method. 
The remedy is redressing the yoke leads. 
Commercial equipment does not lend 
itself to layout changes but such in- 
formation is helpful to those that make 
their own. Careful layout can avoid 
trouble. 

As an example, Fig. 6 -a shows a 
straight -line amplifier -the tube sock- 
ets in line. Given the same components, 
the in -line amplifier can yield greater 
gain than the bent amplifier of Fig. 
6 -b. The reason is that the bending 
crowds the current flux (flow) into the 
corner, and input and output currents 
of the tube at the bend mix in the 
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for 
troubleshooting 
black- and -white 
and color TV 
receivers! 

RCA WO-91A 5 -inch 
Oscil'oscope only $239.50" 
'User Price (Optional) Supplied 
with probes, cables, green graph 
screen, instruction booklet. 

Don't sell yourself short on one of the most important shop instruments you can 
own -get the best from RCA! Here's a 'scope that will help you make money, 
now and in the years of increased color servicing to come. 

You get full 4.5 -Mc bandwidth with high sensitivity -18 millivolt -for checking 
low -level stages of any TV receiver, color or black- and -white. Three short, simple 
steps and the WO-91A is calibrated,.ready for voltage measurements at all settings 
of the "V" range and band -width control. Unlike 'scopes with the usual 10:1 step 
attenuators, there is never a need to disturb calibration because the WO -91A's 
unique 3:1 step attenuator permits selection of the trace height best suited for 
analysis. 

Plus these important WO -91A features: vertical polarity- reversal switch for 
"upright" or "inverted" trace display sturdy single -unit low capacitance /direct 
probe minimizes circuit loading shielded vertical -input coaxial connector and 
shielded cable minimizes hum and stray -field pickup Z -axis input facilities 
permit direct modulation of the control grid of the cathode -ray tube "plus" or 
"minus" internal -sync selector positive -lock internal sync. 
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Choose from RCA's famous family of highquality'scopes 

RCA WO -78B 5 -inch Oscilloscope -laboratory -type 
'scope with high 3.5- millivolt sensitivity. Designed 
with all the features necessary for photographing 
screen patterns- flat -faced CRT, 2.7Kv high voltage 
on CRT to obtain bright patterns, fine focus. Excellent 
roll -off characteristics, a feature usually available only 
in higher- priced 'scopes. $475.00* 

RCA WO -88A 5 -inch DC Oscilloscope -low cost; has 
all basic features for general service applications. 
Features 25- millivolt sensitivity, input impedance of 
10 megohms to minimize loading of test circuits; 
built -in voltage -calibrating facilities permit simultane- 
ous waveshape display and peak -to -peak voltage 
measurements. Supplied with switch -type low- capaci- 
tance probe. $179.50* 

Available from Your Local RCA Distributor's! 

RADIO CORPORATION OF AMERICA 
Electron Tube Division Harrison, N. J. 

RADIO 

common chassis impedance. The result 
may be instability. 

Tube sockets are mounted in holes 
in the chassis. A ground point may 
be selected on the opposite side of the 
tube. For example, in Fig. 4, the com- 
mon impedance between Cl and C2 can 
be greatly lessened by using new ground 
points at X. The socket holes interfere 
with current flow toward the other tube 
for each capacitor. This is more effec- 
tive than the slot method. 

Another way to keep ground currents 
in line is to increase the conductivity 
of the chassis or ground in the desired 
direction, thereby diverting current 
from undesired paths. A strip of braid 
may do the job very nicely. In Fig. 1, 
paralleling the inch of wire with braid 
would probably reduce the common im- 
pedance to where the hum modulation 
would not be objectionable. However, 
moving the capacitor lead was the easy 
way. 

A sheet of metal, riveted, soldered, or 
bolted to the chassis, can serve to divert 
currents by lowering the impedance. 

Fig. 7 shows the circuit formed by a 
poorly soldered connection between a 
ground lug and two capacitors making 
a return at that point. Fig. 8 shows the 
actual parts after resoldering. 

The impedance Zcommon should have 
been nearly zero ohms in this case, but 
actually was about 0.5 megohm. The 
large electrolytic and an age filter 
capacitor in Fig. 8 were grounded at 
the lance. Due to the common imped- 

Fig. 8 -The joint in Fig. 7 after resol- 
dering. 

ance, the power supply ripple fed into 
the age line practically without hin- 
drance -the only opposition was the 
reactances of the capacitors themselves. 

Heater grounds 
Common practice uses the chassis 

as one return leg for the heaters of all 
tubes. These can intermingle with signal 
currents to produce unwanted effects. 
Heaters should be connected directly to 
their own ground rather than to an- 
other socket lug because the common 
impedance may become a trouble spot 
that will be difficult to localize. Assume 
the wire in Fig. 1 is the common return 
of a heater and a cathode -the effect 
might resemble cathode -to- heater leak- 
age and no amount of tube substitution 
will remedy such a situation. 

Happy grounding! END 
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LONG -LIFE COLOR TV 
MONITOR might be the an- 
swer to that customer who asks 
"Why can't they build 'em so 
they'll run right and won't break 
down all tie time ?" They can. 
Engineered for the ultra high qual- 
ity, stability and uniformity re- 
quired in color broadcast and 
closed -circuit TV, this 21 -inch 
RCA unit incorporates feedback 
stabilization throughout, kinescope 
protected from loss of horizontal 
deflection or video overdrive, reg- 
ulated voltages for stability, auto- 

MAGNETIC EDDY -CURRENT STOVE puts an old 
electrical trick to practical use. Powerful electromagnets induce 
heavy currents in a stationary conductor, heating pan and food. 
A pint of water can be brought to a boil in 100 seconds. Vir- 
tually all heat is concentrated in the cooking vessel. The stove's 
top does not heat up and as all moving parts are sealed off it 
can be easily rinsed off and cleaned with water. Varying the 
intensity of the magnetic field by raising or lowering the pot 
controls the heat. The stove was introduced by Tuttle & K ft, 
Chicago, Ill. 

matit brightness tracking for 
balance, and noninteracting con- 
vergence circuits. It should run for 
years without needing repairs. 
However, there is one catch -the 
set costs V3,650. 

color 

WANT TO 
LUNCH IN A 
TV TOWER? 
In Stuttgart, Ger- 
many, you can. 
This 695 -foot tower 
has a public res- 
taurant atop its 
tapered concrete 
base. There are 
studios under the 
restaurant and an 
observation tower 
above. It's one 
way of getting a 
TV tower to do 
two jobs. 

DOWN THE HATCH goes the German oppo- 
site number of the radio pill described in Radio- 
Electronics in June, 1957, page 45. The German ver- 
sion is called a verschluckbaren Intestinal Sender. 
Via radio waves, the kleine Kapsel transmits the pres- 
sures present in the subject's digestive system. The 
unit, developed by Prof. Manfred Von Ardenne, is 
26 mm long and between 8 and 10 mm wide,. 

Von Ardenne is one of the founders of modern 
television. it is said that he was the one who con- 
vinced Baird and Zworykin to use the cathode -ray 
tube for television. 
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TELEVISION 

TAMING THE 

HORIZONTAL 
OSCILLATOR 

An experienced service technician shows 
how to troubleshoot the multivibrator 
type of horizontal oscillator 

By WAYNE E. LEMONS 

esORIZONTAL 

oscillator prob- 
lems seem to give technicians 
more trouble than any other 
portion of the TV receiver. 

Through experience with a good many 
brands of sets, I have developed a 
routine for servicing bad oscillators 
that has paid off in faster and easier 
repairs. 

This article is limited to the multi - 
vibrator type of oscillator, leaving 
the other most popular type, the Syn- 
chroguide, to a later effort. 

Fig. 1 is a typical multivibrator 
circuit which has been used in millions 
of TV sets. Tube types may vary, 
but the 6SN7 has been the most popular 
and perhaps still is the most stable 
of all tubes used in this circuit. 

This is a cathode -coupled multivi- 
brator- feedback to sustain oscillation 
is obtained from the common cathode - 
coupling resistor Rl. The resistor may 
be anywhere between 820 and 2,200 
ohms, depending on circuit design and 
how many surplus resistors of a given 
size the factory had on hand. 

Cathode coupling is used so that 
grid pin 1 may be left floating and a 
do voltage applied to it may be used 
to control the speed of the oscillator. 
This grid is at ground potential at all 
times as far as the oscillator is con- 
cerned, unless there is a malfunction. 

Resistor R2 is the oscillator grid 
resistor and is often in series with 
the horizontal hold control (R3). A 
number of sets have come out without 
a resistance to control horizontal fre- 
quency, while others have used two. 
The horizontal hold potentiometer con- 
trols the speed of the oscillator by 
varying the time constant of the circuit. 
More resistance slows down the oscil- 
lator while less resistance speeds it up. 

The ringing coil is to the horizontal 
oscillator what a flywheel is to an 
engine. It keeps the oscillator running 
at a steady pace through momentary 
changes in line voltage, etc. It is always 
tuned with an adjustable slug. Sets 
having no resistance type controls for 
horizontal frequency adjustment rely 
on the setting of this slug to set the 
frequency. Resistor R4 in series with 
the ringing coil and the plate is used 
to keep the coil from having too much 
influence over the frequency of the 
oscillator. R4 also affects the wave 
shape to some degree. 
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CHECK DC VOLTAGES AT THESE POINTS IN NUMERICAL ORDER 

HORIZ OSC 

6SN7-GT 
C3 .oa 

CE 

SYNC DISCRIM 
001E RE 

100E 
470K 

.7 MEG 
C5 

-- 
CI 

- 
DS 3 

330p pf 
1201E 04 SE 

C2 

56 

RS 8.2. MEG I 

ZDi 12E C4 A0I 

NEG SYNC INPUT 

SAMPLING PULSE FROM FLYBACK 

RI 
25K 

.0047 

HORIZ HOLD 

+RINGING 
1CAIL 

Circuit of typical horizontal oscillator and sync discriminator. 

Coupling capacitor Cl is also part 
of the time -constant circuit of the 
multivibrator and at least one manu- 
facturer used a trimmer across this 
capacitor to set the oscillator frequency. 
A shaping network made up of C2 
and 115 is primarily for forming the 
pulse into the proper shape for ap- 
plication to the horizontal amplifier 
grid. If either is defective, the hori- 
zontal- oscillator is affected. 

Servicing tips 
How do you check for horizontal 

oscillations in this type of circuit? I 
have heard of a number of ways and 
there are probably many more of which 
I haven't heard. My young technician 
employe says he can hear the horizontal 
oscillator kick in, even when the hori- 
zontal amplifier tube is out of its socket. 
I don't believe him sometimes, but I've 
never been able to prove him altogether 
wrong. Anyone with lo-fi hearing must 
rely entirely upon instruments rather 
than nature's benevolence. 

A good place to start -if all the 
tubes are in place and check OK -is 
at the grid of the horizontal amplifier 
tube. If the horizontal oscillator is 
working, some sort of negative voltage 
will be present. This does not mean 
that the oscillator is working at the 
correct frequency, but it does mean 
we have horizontal oscillations. If there 
isn't any negative voltage at the hori- 
zontal amplifier's grid, check for nega- 
tive voltage at pin 4 of the 6SN7 - 
the oscillator grid. Finding none here, 

check for plate voltages. These volt- 
ages may vary widely from what the 
schematic lists, due to other factors, 
but there must be some positive voltage 
on the plates of both sides of the 
6SN7 or there is no oscillation. 

If you have not yet found the trouble, 
the next step is to check the voltage of 
the dc- controlled grid (pin 1, 6SN7). 
This can be measured, of course, but, 
depending on whether the oscillator is 
running high or low, the voltage may 
be either positive or negative. Here I 
believe the dynamic approach of 
grounding this grid to the chassis is 
the quickest way to determine if the 
sync discriminator is affecting the hori- 
zontal oscillator. If, when the grid is 
shorted to chassis, the horizontal os- 
cillator starts functioning and a raster 
appears on the screen, you know that 
the trouble is ahead of the horizontal 
oscillator stage and you can start look- 
ing at the sync discriminator. 

This usually turns out to be either a 
defective 6AL5 (which should already 
have been checked!) or one or both of 
the sync feed capacitors C3 and C4 
leaky or shorted (see Fig. 2). In later - 
model triode discriminators, the cou- 
pling capacitator feeding the sample 
pulse from the horizontal output trans- 
former is often the offender. 

If, after shorting the oscillator grid, 
you still do not have horizontal oscilla- 
tions, you can assume that circuits 
before the horizontal oscillator are not 
affecting its operation. Shorting this 
grid is a very important step in hori- 
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zontal oscillator servicing because it 
quickly isolates trouble to either the 
sync or the oscillator section. A tech- 
nician usually makes quick work of a 
repair, once he has isolated the proper 
stage, because it then becomes a simple 
matter of checking, either by instru- 
ment or substitution, to find the defec- 
tive component. More time is spent by 
technicians in getting into the proper 
stage than in locating the defective part 
after the proper stage has been iso- 
lated. 

Off- frequency oscillator 
A number of troubles, other than 

complete loss of oscillation, can de- 
velop in horizontal oscillators. The 
most difficult for a technician is when 
the oscillator is off frequency, es- 
pecially when it is off so far that not 
enough high voltage is developed to 
light the picture tube. 

When it is off only a few cycles, the 
raster will be bright and clear and ad- 
justments may be made. And it is easy 
to tell if they are made in the right 
direction but, when there is no raster, 

POS SYNC INPUT 

SYNC DISCRIM 

SAMPLING PULSE FROM FLYBACK 

Fig. 2- Partial circuit of sync discrim- 
inator, showing sync input capacitors 

which often become defective. 

the resourcefulness of the most in- 
genious technician is taxed. 

An oscilloscope is about the only in- 
strument in the average service shop 
that can accurately determine the fre- 
quency of whatever oscillation is pres- 
ent. Perhaps the most accurate way is 
to apply sync pulses from the station 
signal to the scope's horizontal input 
while applying the oscillator pulses to 
its vertical input. With care, the fre- 
quency can be determined very pre- 
cisely in this manner. I, being a pro- 
ponent of keeping servicing simple, 
choose grounding the controlled grid 
as being the quickest and most produc- 
tive technique. After all, we are not 
interested in how bad the trouble is, 
but in how to correct the difficulty as 
quickly as possible. 

The horizontal oscillator will oper- 
ate at its natural resonant frequency 
with the controlled grid grounded and 
more often than not the cause of off - 
frequency operation is in the sync dis- 
criminator circuit. 

If you determine that the fault is in 
the horizontal oscillator, a check of the 
component parts is next. 

The best way I have ever found to 

APRIL, 1 9 5 8 

check a ringing coil (see Fig. 3), short 
of substitution, is to short it with a 
jumper. Where a resistance type of 
horizontal hold control is used, the os- 
cillator can often be made to lock in 
horizontally with the ringing coil 
shorted. If the oscillator can be made 
to lock in with the ringing coil shorted 
and not when the ringing coil is in the 
circuit, at any position of the slug, then 
either the coil or its associated capaci- 
tor is defective. Sometimes when the 
ringing coil is shorted with a jumper, 
the oscillator will cease functioning. 
If this happens, series resistor R4 is 
probably too small to supply sufficient 

6SN7-GT 
HOR1Z OSC 

HORIZ HOLD 

RINGING COIL 

Fig. 3- Ringing coil and grid resistor in 
the multivibrator circuit rate careful 

attention. 

feedback. Temporarily shunt R4 with 
a resistor that will bring its value 
down to about 10,000 ohms while this 
test is being made. 

Frequency jumping 
Many sets, especially those not hav- 

ing a resistance type control for hori- 
zontal frequency adjustment, are noted 
for taking off. (They may, during a 
sudden change in line voltage or in the 
presence of noise or even during a sta- 
tion break, jump to a much higher or 
lower frequency than 15,750.) Numer- 
ous diagonal lines appear on the 
screen, and the oscillator is so far off 
frequency that it is impossible for the 
sync discriminator to pull it back in. 
The customer usually cures this trouble 
temporarily by turning the set off and 
then turning it on again. 

The cure here is to short the ring- 
ing coil with a jumper as before and, 
using either a resistance substitution 
box or a 250,000 -ohm potentiometer in 
place of the oscillator grid resistor 
(R2) (see Fig. 3), vary this resistance 
until a picture is locked in. Remove 
the jumper from the ringing coil, lock 
the picture in with the ringing coil 
slug and check the value of the substi- 
tuted resistance. Use this value for 
the permanent grid resistor. Although 
some engineers claim that the natural 
resonant frequency of the oscillator 
should not be exactly 15,750 cycles 
without the ringing coil, I have never 
had an oscillator take off after making 
the grid resistor adjustment this way. 

At least two companies (Emerson 
and Philco) at one time or another used 
two potentiometers in the grid circuit 
for just this purpose. The ringing coil 
was shorted during adjustment, the 
main horizontal hold set to mid -range 

POS SYNC INPUT 

1 6AL5 
C 3 .00I 

SYNC DISCRIM 

100K 

TELEVISION 

CO HORIZ OSC 

GRID,PIN I 

100N 4.7 MEG 

C4 .001 = 

NEG SYNC INPUT 

Fig. 4 -The coupling network between 
the sync discriminator and horizontal 
oscillator can cause a jump in oscillator 

frequency. 

and the auxiliary control set until the 
picture locked in. This in reality set 
the natural resonant frequency of 
the multivibrator. The circuit always 
worked well when properly adjusted. 
The circuit did not remain in produc- 
tion too long, no doubt for reasons of 
economy. 

On occasion a piecrust or cogwheel 
effect is noted in the picture -vertical 
lines in the picture look like perma- 
nent waves. The waves may vary from 
a very few cycles to several hundred, 
depending upon the nature of the de- 
fect. This condition is often called 
hunting because in reality that is what 
the oscillator is doing- hunting for the 
proper frequency to lock in on accord- 
ing to the information of an improp- 
erly filtered sync discriminator circuit. 

The condition is almost always 
caused by insufficient filtering at the 
controlled grid of the horizontal oscil- 
lator (pin 1). In the schematic (see 
Fig. 4) a .05 -µf capacitor (C5) is used 
from this grid to ground. Often the 
filter consists of an .01 -4 capacitor 
from grid to ground, with a 0.1- to 
0.25 -pf unit in series with a resistor 
across it. In the latter case all three 
components should be checked care- 
fully. These filter units along with the 
.005 -4 capacitor (C6) and 470,000 -ohm 
resistor (R6) in parallel, tend to pre- 
vent sudden changes of sync informa- 
tion from controlling the oscillator 
instantaneously. This, among other 
things, improves the noise immunity 
of the circuit. 

Numerous other troubles can occur 
in the horizontal oscillator circuit. Al- 
ways remember that the horizontal 
amplifier is a direct load on the oscil- 
lator, and defects in it may cause the 
oscillator to stop or change frequency. 
I shall never forget a set in which an 
open cathode bypass in the horizontal 
amplifier caused the horizontal oscil- 
lator to operate off frequency. In an- 
other instance an out -of -town techni- 
cian friend worked two days on a set 
only to find a partially shorted drive 
trimmer. Horizontal oscillators are 
like any other circuit -it sometimes 
pays to sit down and think about the 
problem for ten minutes instead of 
diving in with the side cutters. Action 
may speak louder than words, but 
does not speak louder than good com- 
mon sense. END 
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conducted by 

By ROBERT G. MIDDLETON 
TELEVISION CONSULTANT 

HAVE received many queries about 
picture -tube reactivators. The possi- 
bility of repairing an open cathode, 
for example, is a question in some 

of our readers' minds. Let's take a 
once -lightly -over on this subject. 

An open cathode cannot be repaired 
unless, by tapping the tube's neck, the 
metal parts can be made to vibrate and 
contact each other, at least momen- 
tarily. However, with the heater glow- 
ing at high heat, and approximately 
1,000 volts applied by the CRT re- 
activator (between cathode and grid), 
momentarily closing the circuit causes 
a heavy surge current. This current 
often "welds" the break, and restores 
operation of the picture tube. 

Surge current from a reactivator is 
also used to burn out leakage resist- 
ances between tube elements. It does 
this just as a resistor burns out when 
excessive current is passed through 
it. A dead short, of course, cannot be 
burned out in this manner. 

Service reactivators generally have 
test circuits for localizing shorts and 
Leaks to particular elements in the 
picture tube. Heater -cathode shorts, 
both of the intermittent and permanent 
variety, can be easily localized with 
such a tester. Installing a heater isola- 
tion transformer for the picture tube 
permits it to remain in service. 

Reactivating and curing voltages 
from the unit often give added life 
to a picture tube with failing emission. 
It is worth stressing that the reactiva- 
tion job is more efficient when enough 
time is taken to cure the cathode. Elec- 
trode voltages and running periods for 
both reactivation and curing are given 
in instruction books for these units. 

Finally, the unit's usefulness as a 
sales tool must not be overlooked. Just 
as the tube tester is a profitable tube 
merchandiser and builder of customer 
confidence, the CRT reactivator remove 
doubts from the minds of set owners 
and helps sell new picture tubes. 

21 -inch conversion? 
Can a Philco model 50T1403, code 

123 TV receiver be converted to use 
a 21FP4 -A picture tube. I have a Merit 
HVO -7 horizontal output transformer 
and an MDF -70 yoke that I would like 
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to use. -L. P. M. Somerville, Mass. 
Conversion to a 21FP4 -A picture tube 

is not impossible, but it requires such 
extensive electrical and mechanical 
changes that we cannot recommend 
it. Your flyback and yoke are not 
matching units and would not operate 
together satisfactorily. The vertical 
output transformer in the chassis will 
not sweep a 21FP4 -A. Possibly you 
could sell the owner on trading the 
receiver in on a 21 -inch set, instead of 
trying to convert it? 

70° to 90° 
We have a Techmaster 2430 chassis 

with a 24AP4 picture tube in the shop. 
The job calls for converting the chassis 
to operate a 90° picture tube. I will 
appreciate any help on this project. - 
R. P. C., Jr., Akron, Ohio 

While a simple conversion from the 
70° 24AP4 picture tube to a 90° 
24CP4 -A in a Techmaster 2430 chassis 
is somewhat out of the question, this is 
a job that can be done. Use any stand- 
ard conversion units for this chassis, 
with a matched yoke and flyback for 
the 24 -inch 90° tube. You will also need 
a new vertical output transformer to 
sweep the 24CP4 -A tube. The necessary 
connections for the new flyback and 
yoke will be given in the conversion 
package. Some mechanical work will 
be required, but the conversion is 
practical. 

Raster compression 
An Admiral 19B1 had compression 

at the bottom of the raster. I repaired 
this by replacing C410 (see Fig. 1). 
Two weeks later the receiver was re- 

9 
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Fig. 1 -A fault in capacitor C410 caused 
vertical compression at bottom of raster. 
Picture tube's heater later failed and 
voltage at pin 10 was high. 

,_. 
a; 

turned for an open CRT heater. The 
voltage at pin 10 of the CRT is 520 
volts. The voltage called for is 470. 
I cannot find anything wrong in the 
circuits. What do you suggest? - 
F. J. V., New York, N. Y. 

Compression of the raster at the 
bottom is often caused by cathode by- 
pass capacitor failure, as you note. 
This failure would not have been con- 
nected with either the open CRT heater 
or the high voltage reading at pin 10 of 
CRT. This voltage is actually within 
production tolerances. We can always 
expect to find a variation of ±20% 
from the published value of a voltage 
in most circuits. This is because resis- 
tors, capacitors and transformers do 
not have exact values. They have toler- 
ances of ±20% or ±10% in most cases. 
If we multiply 470 volts by 20%, we 
get 94 volts tolerance. Adding 470 and 
94, we find that 564 volts would still 
be in tolerance. Thus, we can accept 
520 volts as OK. As long as this higher 
voltage does not interfere with satis- 
factory CRT operation, there would 
be no reason to change it. 

Surge current 
In an Emerson 120292 -P the heater 

of the 12BY7 video output tube lights 
up very bright when the set is turned 
on. This seems to shorten the life of the 
tube. I will appreciate any data on 
this situation. -F. P., Westfield, Mass. 

There are eight heaters in series in 
this string. Return to the line is made 
through eight heaters on the other side 
of the heater circuit. This is a common 
arrangement which always results in 
a starting surge of current, because 
the cold resistance of the tubes is less 
than their hot resistance. Depending 
upon warmup times of the other heat- 
ers, any one heater may glow too bright 
when the receiver is warming up. High 
line voltage aggravates the situation. 
The value of the series heater dropping 
resistor (43 ohms, 20 watts) should be 
sufficient, when hot, to make the heater 
voltages normal. This should be checked. 
Always use a Globar type resistor. 
Better control can be obtained by using 
a Surgistor type of limiter. This is 
more expensive, but it holds the surge 
current to a lower value than other 
resistor arrangements. 

Shattered safety glass 

On a Du Mont RA -350, the protec- 
tive glass shattered into a mass of 
fragments. This happened early in the 
morning when the set had not been in 
use for some time. Is there a definite 
explanation for this ? -J. F., New York, 
N. Y. 

While the report does not state the 
exact circumstances of the shattering, 
this sounds like one of the rare failures 
resulting from excessive internal 
stresses in the glass. It is quite easy 
to produce glass which has high inter- 
nal stresses and which will shatter 
itself due to a minor fault such as a 
scratch in a critical place. Of course, 
in manufacturing protective glass, this 
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TV ANTENNAS 

are making the antenna business 

easier, more profitable 

le MODEL 504: All channel, hign 
p3=orma.ce, 7- element fringe ar-x 
artvnna. Exclusive impedance -cor - 
pm-sated Vee driven elements aid 
p_ tenter* Electra -Lens derigr. 
E =lily coiverted to 13 elemen- or- 
tel-ta far tough reception arecs 
witi Kit 4. 

$19.95 list 

MODEL 503: Near fringe and 
suburban area, all -channel 5 -ele- 
ment antenna with new improved 
wee driven elements. Con be used 
with attachment Kits A, B. C or D. 

deal for stacking. 
514.95 list 

MODEL 502: 4- element w th 
n =v improved Vee c riven element 
design for city and srburban are:. 
E- ceptiorally good reception or t+ 

h 3h charnels . . . a most bi- dire;- 
ti..a1 on low channe s. Higher gci r 
c-d better ghost re¡e :lion than ccr- 
c a s. A sutural with Kit D. 

$9.95 list 

-s f,:,y 
, .,...r. 

Now -with just 4 basic Scotchman all 
an 

antennae and attachment kits-you 

handle every possible reception and instal- 

lation protkm- simply. more effectively, and 

at lower cost than ever before. 

For average installations, all you need is one 

cr a stack of the versatile Scotchman 
t nras. 

And for those tough reception p b ms 

you need more gain_ or higher 
her front at 

back 

ratio, the easy -to -use p g 

ments let you tailor -make a special antenna to 

suit your requirements. But that's 
not Orly 

Scotchman antennas are completely 

pre- assembled ... have such quality features as 

unbreakable TDM styrene 
insulators, fat and 

resisting aluminum tubing, closed 

boom ends. get such outstanding 
Never before could you g 

performance, adaptability and quality at such 

low cost! 

Get Free Gifts With Scotch Stamps' 

In every Scotchman antenna 

carton, you get valuable Scotch 

stamps -and they're worth plenty! 

Turn them in for more 
n handy or take your pick of 

Pegboard Tool Sets or other 

merchandise. Start saving 

Scotch stamps today! 

. 7r.. 

A-tachment k is shown in red mounted on Model 503 

MODE_ 501: 3- element ante sc 
recommended for use in place of 
cosico's. New Vee driven elan en 
design. Smooth forward response 
Lc hies and accurate impedance nat_I 
01 both high and low bands Cris 
g osts. Vo finer antenna for c t 

wiz] suburban arecs at this .w 
p- ce. 

$6.95 list 

Hi -Lo Boost Kit A Hi -Band Boost Kit 13 

Stacking Bar Kit C 

COPdR GHT 1958 
'U. S. notent 2,700.105 

Installation Kit D 

New Scotchman 
Attachment Kits 
These 4 attachment kits combine 
with the basic Scctchman models 
to give you more than 30 different 
antenna combinations! They can be 
used to increase the gain or front - 
to -back ratio of any model, stack 
antennas, to increase sensitivity or 
mount your antennas on any type 
of surface. 

Wrifa for Technical Bulletin 1k. WSC -500 

Winegwi Co. 
3013-4 SCDTTEN dLVD. El3RLlNGTOM, IOWA 
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NEW RECORD CHANGER 
ACHIEVES HIGH FIDELITY 
TURNTABLE PERFORMANCE 
GLASER- STEERS 

GSebes)., 
offers fully automatic operation 
and added record and stylus protection 

At last, the quality performance of a 
turntable has been combined with flawless 
record handling convenience. The result is - 
the new Glaser- Steers GS Seventy Seven. 
Wow and flutter are virtually non -existent, 
Rumble, for all practical purposes, has been 
eliminated, and automatic features such as 
the amazing 'SPEEDMINDER' mark the GS -77 
as the most advanced record changer of our 
time. 

` SPEEDMINDER' does your thinking - 
prevents you from using the wrong stylus 
with your records; selects the correct turn- 
table speed ... and intermixes and plays 33 
and 45 rpm records automatically, without 
regard to size or sequence. 

Another important GS -77 feature is 
that the turntable pauses during change 
cycles and doesn't resume motion until next 
record has come into play position and stylus 
is in read -in groove. This eliminates record 
surface wear caused by grinding action of 
record dropping on moving disc -a common 
drawback in other changers. 

Other GS -77 features include - 
CHANGE CYCLE - only 5 seconds - fastest 
in the field. MOTOR -4 -pole induction; dy- 
namically balanced, hum shielded and shock 
suspended. ARM - acoustically isolated; has 
vernier adjustment for stylus pressure, and 
convenient finger lift for manual play, as 
well as indicator to facilitate location of 
stylus on groove; variation in stylus pressure 
between first and tenth record is less than 
1 gram. MUTING SWITCH & R/C NET- 
WORK - maintains silence except when rec- 
ord is being played. IDLER - automatically 
disengages in `off' position to prevent flat 
spots. PRE -WIRED for easy installation, 
replaces most other changers. 

The new GS -77 is absolutely jam - 
proof. A single knob controls all automatic 
and manual speed operations. 

$59.50 less cartridge and base 
(base illustrated, $9.60) 

See and hear the new GS -77 at your local 
high fidelity dealer, or write for information. 

RE -4 

GLASER -STEERS CORP. 
20 Main Street, Belleville 9, N. J. 

Please send me complete information on the 
GS -77. 

NAME 

ADDRESS 

CITY ZONE STATE 
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situation is avoided and internal 
stresses are reduced to the practical 
minimum. If something goes wrong in 
the control processes, we can end up 
with a sheet which has stresses higher 
than normal. Sometimes a very small 
crack will start growing and eventually 
spread very rapidly, resulting in 
shattering. It is unlikely that you will 
run into a fault of this kind again, as 
it is quite rare. 

FM tuner from RA -I03 
We have a Du Mont RA -103 and 

would like to eliminate the video sec- 
tion and use the FM tuner only. The 
problem is that the chassis does not 
have the usual 4.5 -mc sound takeoff. 
(See Fig. 2.) Where can the sound 

Fig. 2- Intercarrier sound can be ob- 
tained at pin 4 of V205. Resistor R can 
be added to lessen sound trapping. 

signal be obtained ? -J. P., New York, 
N. Y. 

The Du Mont RA -103 is a split -sound 
receiver. That is, the sound is taken 
off at the end of the 23 -mc if passband. 
This type of receiver is becoming quite 
rare. However, a 4.5 -mc sound signal is 
present at the output of the picture 
detector. You can couple into the pic- 
ture detector output circuit at pin 4 
of V205 with a small capacitor, about 
10 µµf. This will drive a 4.5 -mc amplifier 
and a ratio detector followed by an 
audio amplifier. If the sound signal is 
a little weak, you may wish to reduce 
the Q of the sound trap by shunting it 
with a resistor. Select a value that 
places the dip of the sound trap about 
10% up on the if response curve. If it 
is placed too high, you will get inter - 
carrier buzz in the sound. 

Reduced width 
A Westinghouse No. 2171C lacks 

about 1 inch width on the right -hand 
side of the screen. Everything checked 
out, so I resorted to the standard width - 
producing procedures such as shunting 
the width coil with a capacitor, remov- 
ing the width coil, raising the screen 
voltage to the horizontal output tube 
or the plate voltage to the horizontal 
oscillator tube. The changes cause less 
width, instead of more. H. L. W., 
Fort Worth, Tex. 

Use a wide -band scope to check for 
high- frequency oscillation in the damp- 
er or horizontal output circuit. If pres- 
ent, the oscillation has been set up by 

LONE DOLLARb8 ú 
As much as $15 worth - Everything Brand New 
and sold to you with a money back guarantee. 

DEDUCT 10% ON ANT ORDER 10% OF S10 OR OVER 

Plus a FREE SURPRISE PACKAGE 
100 - ASSORTED FUSES popular sizes $1 
100 - ASST. 1/2 WATT RESISTORS .some 5% $1 
70 - ASSORTED 1 WATT RESISTORS Si 
35 - ASSORTED 2 WATT RESISTORS Sl 
50 - ASST. TUBULAR CONDENSERS $1 
10 - 6' ELECTRIC LINE CORDS with plugs 51 
5 - TV CHEATER CORDS ,cith both plugs $1 
4 -50' SPOOLS HOOK -UP WIRE 4 colors $1 
50 - STRIPS ASST. SPAGHETTI neat sizes $1 
100' - TWIN LEAD -IN WIRE 30OS2heavy duty. $1 
50' - FLAT 4- CONDUCT. WIRE many purposes $1 25'- INSULATED SHIELDED WIRE $1 
1 - $7 INDOOR TV ANTENNA hi -gain 3 section $1 
20 - ASST. TV KNOBS, ESCUTCHEONS. E44 51 4 -ASST. TOGGLE SWITCHES.,pst, dpdt, etc. $1 15 -ASST. ROTARY SWITCHES$15 worth 51 
100' - FINEST NYLON DIAL CORD best size.. $1 
200 - SELF TAPPING SCREWS #s x V2^ $1 
35 - ASST. RADIO KNOBS screw and push- on 51 
100 - KNOB SPRINGS standard size ate^ x y2" $1 
100 - ASSORTED KNOB SET SCREWS $1 
25 - ASSORTED CLOCK RADIO KNOBS.... 31 
400 - ASST. H'DWARE screws, nuts, rivets, etc $1 
50 - ASST. SOCKETS octal. novas and miniature. $1 
20 - ASSORTED TUBE SHIELDS best sizes $1 
50 - ASST. MICA CONDENSERS some in 5gó $1 
50 - ASST. CERAMIC CONDENSERS 51 
10 - ASST. VOLUME CONTROLS less switch, 51 
5 - ASST. VOLUME CONTROLS with switch 51 
100 - VOLUME CONTROL HEX NUTS Si 
20 - ASST. PILOT LIGHTS popular types $1 
10 - PILOT LIGHT SKTS. bayonet type, wired 51 
50 - ASST. TERMINAL STRIPS 1, 2, 3, 4 lug 51 
10 -ASST. RADIO ELECTRO. CONDENSERS S1 5 -ASST. TV ELECTROLYTIC CONDENSERS $1 
15 - ASST. TV COILS ,vnc. peeking, width, etc. 51 
25 -ASST. MICA TRIMMER CONDENSERS S1 
50 - TUBULAR CONDENSERS 
50 - TUBULAR CONDENSERS .001 -600v 
15 - TUBULAR CONDENSERS047 -soov 
50 - TUBULAR CONDENSERS .01 -400v 
2 - ELECTROLYTIC COND. 40/40 -450V, 
2 - ELECTROLYTIC COND. 40/10/10- 450v....$1 
20 - FP CONDENSER MOUNTING WAFERS..51 
3 - ELECTROLYTIC COND. e0 -450' $1 
3 - ELECTROLYTIC COND. 50/30 -150v $1 
15 - TUBULAR CONDENSERS .015 -1600v Si 
10 - HV TUBULAR CONDENSERS .00a- leoov 51 
10 - HV TUBULAR CONDENSERS .001- Soso', 51 
10 - HV TUBULAR CONDENSERS .005- 6000v 51 
35 - MICA COND. 20- IO)mmf & 15- 270mmf $1 
35 - MICA COND. 20- 470mmf & 15- 680mmf $1 
35 - MICA COND. 20- 820mmf & 15- 1000mmf $1 
35 - CERAMIC COND. 20 -5mmf & 15 -IOmmf $1 
35 - CERAMIC COND. 20 -25mmf & 15 -47mmf $1 
35 - CERAMIC COND. 20 -56mmf & 15 -82mmf 51 
35 - CERAMIC COND. 20- 100mmf & 15- 150mmf 51 
35 - CERAMIC COND. 20- 270mmf & 15- 470mmf 51 
35 - CERAMIC COND.20- 1000mmf & 15- 1500mmf $ I 

35 - CERAMIC COND.20- 2000mmf & 15- 5000mmf $1 
50 - 10052 1/2 WATT RESISTORS 5%.. SI 
75- 470K1-2 1/2 WATT RESISTORS 10% $1 
50 - 3.30 1 WATT RESISTORS 100/e Si 
50 - 15K52 1 WATT RESISTORS 10% Si 
50 - 4701(9 1 WATT RESISTORS 10% Si 
25 - 2.252 2 WATT RESISTORS 5% Si 
25 - 221-2 2 WATT RESISTORS 100 /o 51 
25 - 100Kf] 2 WATT RESISTORS 10% $1 
10 - ASST. WIREW'ND RES. 5, lo, zo watts.. 51 
3 -AUDIO OUTPUT TRANS. 50L6 type Si 
3 - AUDIO OUTPUT TRANS. sxs or 6V6 type 51 
3 - I.F. COIL TRANSFORMERS 4,56 kc. 51 
3 - I.F. COIL TRANSFORMERS 10.7 me FM $1 
4 - OVAL LOOP ANTENNAS asst hi -gain types $1 
3 - LOOPSTICK ANT. cc,. ferrite adjustable Si 
12 - RADIO OSCILLATOR COILS 456 kc $1 
3- 1/2 MEG VOLUME CONTROLS with switch $1 
5 - 50K VOLUME CONTROLS loss switch $1 
10 - SURE GRIP ALLIGATOR CLIPS Sl 

1 - GOLD GRILLE CLOTH 14"x14' or 12'x13 ^ S1 
1 - 5" PM SPEAKERainieo #5 magnet $1 
5 - SETS SPEAKER PLUGS wired $1 
10 - SETS PHONO PLUGS and PIN JACKS $1 
2 - $2.50 SAPPHIRE NEEDLES 4000 playings $1 
5 - DIODE CRYSTALS 2 -IN21 2 -0423 1 -1N64 $1 
2 - SELENIUM RECTIFIERS l -65 ma & 1 -150 nm $1 
1 - TV VERT. OUTPUT TRANS. 10 to 1 ratio $1 
5 -TV CRT. SOCKETS ith is" lead Si 
5- HI -VOLT. ANODE LEADS with 18" leads Si 
1 - TV RATIO DETECTOR TRANS. 4.5 me $1 
5 - ASST. VHF TUNER STRIPS oscillator $1 
1 - SET TV KNOBS =cmdard type incl. decals $1 
1 - LB SPOOL ROSIN CORE SOLDER 40/60 51 6 -SPIN TIGHT SOCKET SET' 3 /16oto7 /16' $1 
3 -TV ALIGNMENT TOOLS s ", 7 ", 12" $1 
$15 - "JACKPOT" TELEVISION PARTS Si 

HANDY WAY TO ORDER -Simply tear out advertisement 
and pencil mark items wanted (dot in square is sufficient); 
enclose with money order or check. You will receive a 
new copy of this ad for re- orders. 
ON SMALL ORDERS- Include stamps for postage, excess 
will be refunded. Larger orders shipped express collect. 

El 
SI 
Sl 

BROOKS RADIO &TV CORP. 
84 Vesey St. Dept. A, New York 7 N.Y. 
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a component failure. We suggest that 
you check for leaky capacitors, espe- 
cially the coupling capacitor to the grid 
of the horizontal output tube. Also 
check the grid resistor. If you need to 
go farther, check the yoke and flyback 
transformer for leakage between wind- 
ings. 

Vertical roll 
A short while after a G -E 12C101 

is turned on, the picture rolls slowly 
upward. The hold control will stop the 
rolling for a while, after which the 
picture starts rolling again. Finally, 
the hold control is no longer able to 
stop the rolling. P. Z., Wallingford, 
Conn. 

Because the picture rolls upward, it 
indicates that the vertical sync pulse 
is not arriving (or arrives very weak) 
at the control grid of the vertical sweep 
oscillator. This is a rather easy job 
for a scope and low- capacitance probe. 
Check back from the grid of the sweep 
oscillator toward the sync takeoff point. 
You will be able to localize the faulty 
component quickly. Be sure that you 
do not confuse the kickback waveform 
from the vertical oscillator with the 
vertical sync pulse. If in doubt, disable 
the oscillator while you are signal trac- 
ing. Unless a scope is used, it can be 
a tedious job to locate the fault in a 
case like this. 

No grid voltage 
I find the Clinic very helpful, and 

would like to ask about a Sparton 
5272. The horizontal oscillator is work- 
ing, and supplies correct drive. But 
there is no grid voltage on the hori- 
zontal output stage. There should be 
-9 volts according to the service notes. 
There is grid voltage for a few seconds 
when the receiver is first turned on, but 
it soon falls to zero. -E. F., Santa 
Barbara, Calif. 

With drive present, lack of dc bias 
at the grid of the output stage shows 
that grid current cannot flow. This is 
probably caused by an open cathode 
circuit. The brief appearance of grid 
voltage is due to capacitor charge -up 
when the receiver is turned on. Check 
the cathode return for an open circuit, 
and you will have the set working in a 
very short time. 

Dark picture 
In a Hallicrafter 820 the screen goes 

dark on the right side when the bril- 
liance or contrast control is backed off. 
Where do I start looking for the 
source of the trouble ? -W. E. B., 
Atlanta, Ga. 

This is one of those jobs which calls 
for a scope. Check at the input of the 
picture tube and you will find a saw - 
tooth wave along with the video signal. 
This is a spurious voltage which is 
getting to the picture -tube input be- 
cause of failing decoupling action. The 
scope will lead you to the point of 
entry of the sawtooth voltage. Repair 
the decoupling circuit and you will be 
back in business. END 
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This Complete Training in 

BASIC ELECTRICITY 
is the "KEY" you need.... 

to unlock the "mysteries" of 
y RADIO ELECTRONICS 

Learn your basic elec- 
tricity FIRST ! Learn 
it thoroughly ! Then 
everything else in elec- 

tronics, radio, TV, communications, hi -fi, indus- 
trial and military work and all the rest comes 
to you 10 times as easy . for they're all 
based on the same fundamental electrical prin- 
ciples ! That's why this new, 396 -page BASIC 
ELECTRICITY manual is so absolutely neces- 
sary for beginners. And it's equally important 
for experienced men who want to "brush up" on 
technical details and procedures that may be a 
little hazy. 

BRINGS YOU COMPLETE ELECTRICAL "KNOW HOW" 

including Basic Electronics... in one big, 

easy to understand home training guide 

Think how often you've been "stumped" by a 
technical talk, by a hook or by some compli- 
cated equipment -because you're not exactly 
clear about the principles involved ! Think of 
the troubles you may have had with basic 
factors such as reactance, capacitance, im- 
pedance, phase relations, power factor, etc.! 
BASIC ELECTRICITY gets right down to 
earth in explaining every detail in ways you 
can hardly fail to understand. 

From electrical to electronic principles, 
from basic circuits and currents to electro- 

This kind of 
training really 

PAYS OFF! 
No matter what kind 
of electrical -electronic 
work you want to do 

this BASIC training is the most impor- 
tant of all. Here are some of the 
subjects covered: 

CIRCUITS & CURRENTS MAG- 
NETISM & ELECTROMAGNETISM 

CONTROLS CAPACITANCE 
INDUCTANCE RESISTANCE 

PHASE RELATIONS 
GENERATORS MOTORS 

RECTIFIERS TRANSFORMERS 
WIRING ILLUMINATION 

INSTRUMENTS & 
MEASUREMENTS TUBES 

TRANSISTORS AMPLIFIERS 
OSCILLATORS X -RAYS 

POWER FACTOR SERVOS 
INDUSTRIAL ELECTRONICS 

AUTOMATION 

and dozens more 

magnetism . from capacitance to resistance 
from polyphase systems to phone prin- 

ciples . from ammeters to oscilloscopes 
to all sorts of measurements and tests . . . 

from tubes to transistors and all the rest, 
BASIC ELECTRICITY covers the entire 
field. Essential elements such as motors, gen- 
erators, batteries and polyphase, often neg- 
lected by ordinary books, are clearly ex- 
plained. And you don't need to be a mathe- 
matics expert to learn what things are all 
about ! 

PRACTICAL training for 
PRACTICAL technicians 

More than 300 pictures, charts and diagrams make 
subjects doubly clear. You see how and why to make 
measurements by various methods. "Set up" diagrams 
teach you to extend meter ranges or to plan for tem- 
perature, speed, strain or thickness measurements. 
Dozens of basic electrical problems and their solutions 
are included. 

Each chapter ends with a Self -Test Review of all 
essential points. A skilled instructor standing by your 
side could hardly do better! 

See for yourself! Read BASIC ELECTRICITY 
for 10 days. If not more than satisfied simply return 
book and your money will be refunded promptly with- 
out question. 

STUDY 10 DAYS FREE! 

Dept. RE -48, RINEHART & CO., INC. 
232 Madison Ave., New York 16, N. Y. 
Send 396 -page BASIC ELECTRICITY home training manual fro 
10 -day FREE EXAMINATION. If 10ke book, I will then send 
$6.50 (plus postage) promptly in full payment. If not, I will 
return hook in 10 days and owe nothing. (SAVE! Send $6.50 
with order and we pay postage. Same 10 -day return privilege with 
money refunded.) 

Name 

Address 

City. Zone, State 
OUTSIDE U.S.A. -$7.00 cash. Money back if you 

return book in 10 days. 
A 
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Superior's New Model SW-11 TUBE TESTER STANDARD PROFESSIONAL 
po,ìtion when necessary. 
The Model TW -11 does not use any combina- 
tion type sockets. Instead individual sockets are 
used for each type of tube. Thus it is impossi- 
ble to damage a tube by inserting it in the 
wrong socket. 
Free -moving built -in roll chart provides com- 
plete data for all tubes. All tube listings printed 
in large easy -to -read type. 

NOISE TEST: Phono-jack on front panel for plug- 
ging in either phones or external amplifier will 
detect microphonic tubes or noise due to faulty 
elements and loose internal connections. 

Tests all tubes, including 4, 5, 6, 7, Octal, 
Lockin, Hearing Aid, Thyratron, Miniatures, 
Sub -miniatures, Novels, Sub- minars, Proxim- 
ity fuse types, etc. 
Uses the new self -cleaning Lever Action 
Switches for individual element testing. Be- 
cause all elements are numbered according to 
pin- number in the RMA base numbering system, 
the user can instantly identify which element 
is uder test. Tubes having tapped filaments and 
tubes with filaments terminating in more than 
one pin are truly tested with the Model TW -11 
as any of the pins may be placed in the neutral 

EXTRAORDINARY FEATURE 
SEPARATE SCALE FOR LOW -CURRENT TUBES -Previously, on emission -type 
tube testers, it has been standard practice to use one scale for all tubes. As a result, 
the calibration for low- current types has been restricted to a small portion of the 
scale. The extra scale used here greatly simplifies testing of low- current types. 

The Model TW -I I operates on 105 -130 Volt 60 Cycles A.C. Comes 
housed in a beautiful hand -rubbed oak cabinet complete with 
portable cover. 

$479 

OPkR AItNI' 1NSiR ChosiS 

fog MOetl ip -SL 

TUBE TESTER 

Superior's New 
Model TD -55 TUBE TESTER 

For the Experimenter or Part -time Serviceman, who has delayed purchasing a higher pi iced Tube Tester. 
For the Professional Serviceman, who needs an extra Tube Tester for outside calls. 
For the busy TV Service Organization, which needs extra Tube Testers for its field men. 

Speedy, yet efficient operation is accomplished by: 
I. Simplification of all 2. Elimination of old style sockets used for testing obsolete tubes (26, 
switching and controls. 27, 57, 59, etc.) and providing sockets and circuits for efficiently 

testing the new Novel and Sub -Minar types. 
more than one pin. In such cases the element or internai 
connection often completes a circuit. 
Elemental switches are numbered in strict accord- 
ance with R.M.A. specification. 
One of the most important improvements, we believe, is 

the fact that the 4 position fast action snap switches are 
all numbered in exact accordance with the standard 
R.M.A. numbering system. Thus, if the element terminat- 
ing in pin No. 7 of a tube is under test, button No. 7 

is used for that test. 
The Model TD -55 comes complete with 
operating instructions and charts. Housed 
in rugged steel cabinet. Use it on the bench 
-use it for field calls. A streamlined car- 
rying case, included at no extra charge. 
accommodates the tester and book of in- 
structions. 

You can't insert a tube in wrong socket 
It is impossible to insert the tube in the wrong socket 
when using the new Model TD -55. Separate sockets are 
used, one for each type of tube base. If the tube fits 
in the socket it can be tested. 
"Free -point" element switching system 
The Model TD -55 incorporates a newly designed element 
selector switch system which reduces the possibility of 
obsolescence to an absolute minimum. Any pin may be 
used as a filament pin and the voltage applied between 
that pin and any other pio or even the "top- cap." 
Checks for shorts and leakages between all elements 
The Model TD -55 provides a super sensitive method of 
checking for shorts and leakages up to 5 Megohms be- 
tween any and all of the terminals. Continuity between 
various sections is individually indicated. This is impor- 
tant, especially in the case of an element terminating at 

s269Es 

DOT PATTERN GENERATOR FOR COLOR TV): 
Although you will be able ta use most of your 
regular standard equipment for servicing Color TV. 
the one addition which is a "roust'' is a Dot Pattern 
Generator. The Dot Pattern projected on any color 
TV Receiver tube by the Mode) TV -50 will ethiihle 
you to adjust for proper color convergence. 

Superior's New 
Model TV -50 ENDMETER 

A versatile all- inclusive GENERATOR which provides ALL the outputs for servicing: 

A. M. Radio F. M. Radio Amplifiers Black and White TV Color TV 

7 Signal Generators in One! 
R.F. Signal Generator for A.M. 
R.F. Signal Generator for F.M. 
Audio Frequency Generator 

R. F. SIGNAL GENERATOR: Ti, e VARIABLE AUDIO FOE- BAR GENERATOR: The CROSS HATCH GENERATOR' Model TV -511 Genometer provides QUENCY GENERATOR: In 
complete coverage for A.M. and addition to a axed 400 in.- Model TV 50 projects an The Model TV -50 Genometer will 
F.M. alignment. Generates Radio 

Pat- 
actual Bar Pattern on any project a cross-hatch pattern on 

cle sloe -wave udfo, the any TV picture tube. The pattern Frequencies from 100 Kilocycles Mollet TV -50 TV TV Receiver Screen. Pat - will consist of non -shifting horl- to 60 Megacycles on fcyeiea n- tern will consist of 4 to 
Lais and from 60 Mega -cles provides a variable 300 16 horizontal bars or 7 to zontd and vertical lines inter 
180 Megacycles on powerful har- cycle to 20,000 cycle laced to provide a stable cross - 
monies. peaked wave audio signal. 20 vertical bars. hatch effect. 

Bar Generator 
Cross Hatch Generator 
Color Dot Pattern Generator 
Marker Generator 

MARKER GENERATOR: The Model TV -50 includes all the 
most frequently needed marker pointa. The following mark- 
ers are provided: 189 Kc., 262.5 Kc., 456 Xc.. 800 Xe., 
11111(1 Kr., 1400 Kc., 1600 Kr.. 2000 Kr.. 2500 Kr., 3579 
KC., 1.5 Lie.. 5 \Ir., 111.7 Sic.. 1:1579 He. Is the color hur.st 

wood., 

Superior's New 
Model TV -40 

THE MODEL TV -50 comes abso- 

Onl 

A 
lately complete with shielded leads Ta 
and operating instructions. 47 NET 

Y 

PICTURE TUBE TESTER 
NOT A GADGET -NOT A MAKE -SHIFT ADAPTER, BUT A WIRED PICTURE TUBE 

TESTER WITH A METER FOR MEASURING DEGREE OF EMISSION -AT ONLY $15.85 

Of course you can buy an adapter for about 55 -which 
theoretically will convert your standard tube tester into a 
picture -tube tester; or a neon type instrument which sells 
for a little more and is supposed to be "as good as" a 
metered instrument. Superior does not make nor do they 
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recommend use of C.R.T. adapters or neon gadgets because 
a Cathode Ray Tube is a very complex device, and to 
properly test it, you need an instrument designed exclu- 
sively to test C.R. Tubes and nothing else. 

Tests ALL magnetically deflected tubes... in the set...out of the set...in the carton!! 
EASY TO USE: Simply insert line cord into any I IO volt A.C. 
outlet. then attach tester socket to tube base (Ion trap need not 
be on tube). Throw switch up for quality test...read direct on 
Good -Bad scale. Throw switch down for all leakage tests. 

Model TV-40 C.R.T. othi Tester comes a6- p 585 
Model 

complete- nothing else m to buy. Q 
Housed in round cornered. molded bakelite NET e Test for open elements. case. Only 

EXAMINE BEFORE YOU BUY! 
USE APPROVAL FORM ON NEXT PAGE 

Tests all magnetically deflected picture tubes from 7 
inch to 30 inch types. 
Tests for quality by the well established emission method. 
All readings on "Good -Bad" scale. 
Tests for inter -element shorts and leakages up to 5 
megohms. 
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Superior's New MODEL 77 

VACUUM TUBE VOLTMETER 
WITH NEW 6" FULL -VIEW METER 

Compare it to any peak -to -peak V. T. V. M. 
made by any other manufacturer at any price! 

Model 77 completely wired and calibrated with accessories (operating instructions, 
probe. test leads and carrying case) sells for only $42.50. 
Model 77 employs o sensitive six inch meter. Extra large meter scale enables us to print 
all calibrations in large easy -to -read type. 
Model 77 uses new improved SICO printed circuitry. 
Model 77 employs a 12AU7 as D.C. amplifier and two 9006's as peak -to -peak voltage 
rectifiers to assure maximum stability. 
Model 77 uses a selenium -rectified power supply resulting in less heat and thus reducing 
possibility of damage or value changes of delicate components. 
Model 77 meter is virtually burn -out proof. The sensitive 400 microampere meter is isolated 
from the measuring circuit by a balanced push -pull amplifier. 
Model 77 uses selected 1% zero temperature coefficient resistors as multipliers. This assures 
unchanging accurate readings on all ranges. 

AS A DC VOLTMETER: The Model 77 will measure any voltage up to 1500 volts with 
negligible loadin5. It is indispensable in receiver and Hi -Fi Amplifier servicing and a 
must for Black and White and Color TV Receiver servicing where circuit loading cannot 
be tolerated. A special feature permits accurate zero center measurements necessary for 
the true alignment of Foster -Seely (Armstrong) FM detectors, Ratio Detectors and the 
newer Gated Beam Detectors. 
AS AN AC VOLTMETER: The old- fashioned laboratory AC V.T.V.M. was cumbersome, 
erratic and required several dial manipulations to arrive at a reading. The Model 77 when 
connected to a circuit will quickly and simply measure its RMS value if sine wave, and 
its peak -to -peak value if complex wave Pedestal voltages that determine the "black" 
level in TV receivers, sync. pulses and saw tooth voltages are easily read with the 
Model 77. 

Traditionally, the V. T. V. M. has been the one instru- 

ment 
wide 

used for voltage measurements where 
eessential. And 

low-drain 

Model 
d¡le 

77 
taking advantage of new 

Model m T. M. by 
odern balanced push -pull 

msnu including an extra large meter 
develop etched circuitry, 
and design, provides such measaureements 

quicker, 
other improvements P 

quicker, with a higher degree of accuracy 

better readability. 
I, ¡ble loading 

The Model 77 will measure DC with negligible pulse 

AC of ANY FORM WAVE; whether sine 

wave. square wave or other complex 

wave, opike from 30 cycles to 

wave forms. will measure 
will do so without additional 

over 5 megacycles and 

accessories or cables. 

AS AN ELECTRONIC OHMMETER: Because of its wide range of measurement in 
the resistance range (from .2 ohms to 1,000 megohms) the Model 77 will be your 
most frequently used resistance meter. Leaky capacitors which may not show 
up on other resistance meters, show up glaringly when tested with the new 
Model 77. Because of its sensitivity and low loading, intermittents are more 
easily found, isolated and repaired. 

SPECIFICATIONS 

DC VOLTS -0 to 3/15/75/150/300 /750/1500 volts at 11 megohms input resistance 
AC VOLTS (RMS) - O to 3/15/75/150/300 /750/1500 volts. 
AC VOLTS (Peak to Peak) -0 to 8 /40/200/400/800 /2000 volts 
ELECTRONIC OHMMETER -0 to 1000 ohms /10,000 ohms /100,000 ohms /1 megohm /10 
megohms /100 megohms/ 1,000 megohms. 
DECIBELS -10 db to +18 db, +10 db to +38 db, +30 db to +58 db. All based 
on 0 db = .006 watts (6 mw) into a 500 ohm line (1.73v). 
ZERO CENTER METER - For discriminator alignment with full scale range of 0 to 
1.5/7.5/37.5/75 /150/375/750 volts at 11 megohms input resistance. 

Model 77 comes complete with operating instruc- 
probe and tesr leads. Use it on the bench - 

use it on calls. A streamlined carrying case, in- 
cluded at no extra charge, accommodates the 
fester, instruction book, probe and leads. Operates 
on 110 -120 volt 60 cycle. Only 

. . NET 

SHIPPED ON APPROVAL 
NO MONEY WITH ORDER -- NO C. O. D. 
Try any of the instruments 

on this or the facing page 

for 10 days before you 

buy. If completely satis- 

fied then send down pay. 

ment and pay balance as 

indicated on coupon. No 

Interest or Finance 
Charges Added! If rot 
completely satisfied return 
unit to us, no explanation 
necessary. 

APRIL, 1958 

MOSS ELECTRONIC DISTRIBUTING CO., INC. 

Dept. D452, 3849 Tenth Ave., New York 34, N.Y. 

Please send me the units checked on approval. If completely 
satisfied I will pay on the terms specified with no interest 
or finance charges added. Otherwise, I will return after a 
10 day trial positively cancelling all further obligation. 

D Model TW -11 . ..Total Price $47.50 
$11.50 within 10 days. Balance $6.00 
monthly for 6 months. 

Name 

Address 

City Zane....State 
All prices net, F.O.B., N. Y. C 

D Model TV -50 'Total Price $47.50 
$11.50 within 10 days. Balance $6.00 
monthly for 6 months. 

D Model 77 Total Price $42.50 
512.50 within 10 days. Balance $6.00 
monthly for 5 months. 

D Model TD -55 Total Price $26.95 
$6.95 within 10 days. Balance $5.00 
monthly for 4 months. 

D Model TV -40 Total Price $15.85 
$3.85 within 10 days. Balance $4.00 
monthly for 3 months. 
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TELEVISION 

UNDOUBTEDLY, many service tech- 
nicians have noticed a new tube act- 

ing as age amplifier, sync separator 
and noise gate in some TV receivers. 
The tube is the 3, 4, or 6BU8, designed 
specifically for these combined opera- 
tions. The 3 and 4BU8's are used in 
series -string heater sets and the 6BU8 
in parallel strings. Except for heater 
ratings, the tubes are identical. 

The 'BU8 is a sharp -cutoff dual pen- 
tode with separate plates and suppres- 
sor grids. The cathode, control grid and 
screen grid are common to both sec- 
tions. Fig. 1 is a cross -section view 
of the tube, showing its internal con- 
struction. 

A simplified circuit diagram using 
this new tube is shown in Fig. 2. For 
easy explanation we will consider the 
tube as having two separate sections, 
with one section (VI) acting as the 
age amplifier and the other (V2) as 
the sync separator and noise gate. 

Agc circuit 
Vl's circuit in Fig. 2 is that of a 

Chief field engineer, Simpson Electric Co. 

a 

The 'BU8 can be used as agc 
amplifier, sync separator and 
noise gate simultaneously By FRANK HADRICK * 

NEW TV TUBE 
DOES 3 JOBS 
gated agc system, where a positive 
pulse of approximately 400 -600 volts 
is coupled to its plate. However, the 
tube is also used in nongated age 
systems. 

Vl's suppressor grid is supplied with 
a composite video signal (with positive - 
going sync) from the output of the 
video amplifier through an isolating 
network. The pulsed plate voltage is 
developed during the horizontal retrace 
interval and is taken from a winding 
on the horizontal flyback transformer. 
It is coupled to Vl's plate through 
capacitor Cl in Fig. 2. 

Since the plate voltage is pulsed, 
V1 conducts only during the horizontal 
sync -pulse interval. The magnitude of 
plate- current conduction during this 
period is determined by the trans- 
mitted sync -pulse level. Thus, this level 
determines the age voltage. Since the 
transmitted sync pulse is at a constant 
level with respect to the transmitted 
carrier, it is always used to determine 
the amount of agc bias voltage in gated 
systems. (If age bias were determined 
by the average level of the composite 

b 

video signal, it would vary with changes 
in the average picture brightness.) 

The automatic operating point of the 
gated agc system is determined by a 
control (R5) in the control -grid cir- 
cuit. Bias voltage applied to this grid 
also influences plate- current flow. The 
control acts as an age threshold adjust- 
ment, applying a delay voltage to the 
control grid. 

When Vi conducts, capacitor Cl 
charges in accordance with the polar- 
ities indicated. The amount of negative 
charge on Cl determines the maximum 
agc bias available. The capacitor dis- 
charges between pulses, through compo- 
nents in Vl's plate circuit. The divid- 
ing networks supply a delayed age 
bias to the rf amplifier. The if amplifier 
age bias is applied to all but the last 
if stage. If this stage were age- biased, 
excessive signal attenuation and pos- 
sibly if distortion could result. 

The amount of delayed age voltage 
is partially determined by resistor Rl. 
It is connected to B -plus and applies 
a small positive voltage (1 or 2 volts) 
to the rf agc bus. This voltage cancels 

C d 
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Waveforms at vari- 
ous points in Fig. 2: 
a -At the age wind- 
ing on the flyback 
transformer; b-Sig- 
nal from the video 
amplifier's plate ap- 
plied to the suppress- 
ors of the 'BUB; c- 
'BU8 output to hori- 
zontal afc and verti- 
cal intergrator cir- 
cuits; d- Output 
from video amplifier 
grid applied to the 

'BU8 control grid. 
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TELEVISION 

PLATE 

SUPPRESSOR GRID 

CONTROL GRID 
(COMMON) 
SCREEN GRID, 
(COMMON) 

SHIELD 

\o' 

PLATE 

SUPPRESSOR GRID 

CTH 
:COMMON) 
SCREEN GRID 
(COMMON) 

SHIELD 

Fig. 1- Cross- section view of the tube's 
internal construction. 

part of the normal age voltage, result- 
ing in less age bias for the rf amplifier 
than for the if amplifiers. This delay 
lessens picture snow in weak -signal 
areas and effectively optimizes the rf 
ampl'fier's noise factor for all signal 
strengths. 

Sync separation 
V2 takes care of sync separation in 

the usual manner. However, the com- 
posite video signal (positive -going) 
from the video amplifier is coupled to 

IF AGC 
CI DISCHARGE PATH 

change on this grid influences current 
flow through both sections. 

This signal is smaller than and 180° 
out of phase with the signals on the 
suppressor grids. The signal on the 
control grid and the voltage applied 
or controlled by resistor R5 determines 
the bias voltage. Normal adjustment 
of control R5 is such that the sync 
pulse tips are near the tube's cutoff 
level. Thus, any pulse greater than the 
amplitude of the sync pulses cuts the 
tube off. If a noise pulse is super- 
imposed on the sync pulse, circuit action 
eliminates the sync pulse and one 
charge cycle of capacitor Cl. When 
sync pulses are lost in this manner, 
the flywheel effect of the oscillators 
holds them synchronized until the next 
noise -free pulse arrives. Noise pulses 
are usually at random frequencies and, 
therefore, never appear on more than 
a few sync pulses during any brief time 
interval. 

T NER AGC 

RI 

B+ 
.06BU8 

VI 70 -60V P -P 

F'OM VIDEO 
AMPL PLATE 

©SO 38U6,4BU6 
OR EQUIS 

CI CHARGE PATH 

V2 B+ 

i: II 400-600V P -P 

AGC WINDING ON FLYBACK TRANS 
+ 

It 
50 -40V P -P TO HORIZ AFC 8 VERT INTEGRATOR 

C3 

B+ 

R4 

70-801/ P -P F DM VIDEO AMPL PLATE 

3.5V P -PROM VIDEO AMPL GRID 

Fig. 2- Typical circuit using the multipurpose 'BU8. 

the suppressor grid of this tube rather 
than the control grid. As the sup- 
pressor is acting as a control grid, in 
this instance, it can be treated as such. 

Suppressor bias is determined by 
resistor R4 and capacitor C3. Only the 
positive sync pulses (above cutoff level) 
cause V2 to conduct. Only negative 
sync pulses appear at V2's plate, which 
is coupled to the sweep circuits. Typical 
voltage waveforms, appearing at the 
tube elements, are shown in the photos. 

Noise limiting 
The noise gate prevents transient 

pulses (noise) from entering the sync 
circuits and triggering the vertical and 
horizontal oscillators. This is done by 
coupling the low -level composite video 
signal (negative -going) from the video 
detector (or video amplifier grid) to 
the control grid. Since the control grid 
is common to both sections, any voltage 

APRIL IS 

MONTH 
APRIL, 1958 

Troubleshooting 
The use of an oscilloscope is apparent 

from the number of different wave- 
forms appearing at this tube. Peak - 
to -peak signal voltage measurements 
become very important, but are not 
exceptionally critical under strong sig- 
nal conditions. The pulse on VI's plate, 
for example, can be lower than required 
by as much as 100 volts or more and 
would cause only a negligible change 
in the amount of charge on capacitor 
Cl. However, a 20'7 or 25% decrease 
in amplitude of the sync pulse could 
easily cause erratic or weak synchroni- 
zation. 

A fault in the age filtering circuit 
(open filter capacitor, for example) 
could cause a high -amplitude sawtooth 
voltage to appear in the video circuits. 
This is easily detected by checking the 
age bus for this waveform. If a thresh- 
old control (such as resistor R5) is in 
the circuit, it is usually (if not always) 
adjusted for a satisfactory picture 
rather than by a voltage check. Since 
signal and noise levels have almost 
infinite variations, the control is often 
set at a compromise adjustment for 
the particular area by the service 
technician. Misadjustment can often 
cause snowy, washed -out or distorted 
pictures as well as excessive contrast 
or sync instability. In any event, the 
set manufacturer's instructions should 
be followed. END 

"TAPE 

RECORDER 

MANUAL" 
VOL. 1 

Looking for unbiased facts 
about various makes of tape recorders? 
This is the book that shows you the 
"inside story " - no sales pitches -just 
down -to -earth descriptions and illustra- 
tions of all mechanical and electrical 
features and how they work. 

Sams "Tape Recorder Manual ", Vol. 
1, covers tape recorders and players 
produced in 1956 and 1957 by the fol- 
lowing manufacturers: Ampex, Bell - 
Sound, Columbia Records, Ekotape, 
Ellamac, Magnecord, Silvertone, V -M 
and Wilcox -Gay. 

Presents complete authoritative data 
on each model: exclusive "exploded" 
views of all mechanical parts; details of 
each adjustment and control; complete 
operating instructions; photographs of 
all external and internal parts; com- 
plete wiring diagrams and replacement 
parts lists. Includes tips on.how to avoid 
and cure troubles such as wow, flutter, 
failure to erase and others. Shows you 
how to disassemble and assemble each 
recorder and how to check for source 
of trouble. A valuable book for every- 
one interested in tape recorder design, 
operation and servicing. 148 pages; 81/2 
x 11 "; profusely illustrated. 

PRICE $295 
ONLY 

SEE THIS AUTHORITATIVE BOOK 
AT YOUR SAMS DISTRIBUTOR OR 

MAIL COUPON TO HOWARD W. SAMS 

Howard W. Sams & Co., Inc., Dept. 2-DDS 
2201 E. 46th Street, Indianapolis 5, Ind. 
Send me Sams "Tape Recorder Manual" Vol. 1, for 
10 days FREE examination. In 10 days I will pay for 
the book, plus small delivery cost, or return postpaid. 
We pay delivery costs if you remit with this coupon, 
some return privilege. 

Name 

Address 

City Zone. State 
(outside U.S.A. priced slightly higher) 
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TELEVISION 

APOSTROPHE TO 
AN INTERMITTENT 

TRIO'S 
1958 

ZEPHYR FAMILY 
Of ANTENNAS 

ION DISTA N 

Z9F-72IONEER 
FON SXTNCMN DISTA NCE 

ZEPHYR® 
ROYAL 

ION THE PEA XI Al DA, 

U.S. PATENT No. 2,772,413 
CANADIAN PATENT No. 541,670 

EXTENDED "WING" DIPOLE 
"WING" DIRECTOR 

COLLINEAR DIRECTOR 
STAGGER - TUNED 

Eptillffl,:,rt=m 
ILL 

Export Sales Div., 
Scheel International Inc., 

5909 N. Lincoln Ave., Chicago, U.S.A. 

Cable Address: HARSCHEEL 
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By JACK DARR 

H, THOU innocuous -seeming 
TV receiver, with thy shining 
screen and crisp picture. Thou 
playest beautifully whilst in 

my shop, with never a sign of trouble 
or defect. Yet, when returned to the 
bosom of thy family, thou cuttest out 
immediately I leave the premises. 

Yea, though thy picture is clear 
and thy sound pure hi -fi whilst I check 
upon thee, let me but turn my back 
and thou breakest into oscillation, or 
cuttest off thy sound, or thy picture 
vanishest without trace. 

Thus thy owner waxeth exceeding 
wroth, and heapeth abuse upon mine 
innocent head. 

Loudly doth he claim to have been 
bilked in the moneys he hath expended 
with me. 

Exceeding doubt doth he cast upon 
both mine integrity and technical 
skill: he voweth to blacken my name 
and reputation among his clan and all 
his associates from this day hence- 
forward. 

If perchance I am granted another 
trial of wits with thee, both loudly and 
clear doth thou operate, when returned 
to mine bench amongst mine instru- 

ments. For hours on end dost thou play, 
and never a jitter or smear beclouds 
thy shining screen. Yet am I a- certain 
that art thou taken home again, thou 
wilt play no more, but fizz and sputter 
like unto a demented tom -cat, while 
imitation lightning flashest across thy 
screen. 

Yea, though I test thy voltage and 
resistance with all my skill, thou hidest 
thy defect from me. Familiar unto 
me like the hairs on the back of mine 
own hand are the convolutions of thy 
schematic : thy parts layout is like 
unto mine own backyard. Thy circuits 
and components are engraved deep into 
my brain from my constant study. 
Thy tubes have I tested often; thy 
parts values measured daily. Thy 
switch contacts I have burnished with 
loving care, as they were a King's 
Jewels. 

Thou makest me to toss and turn 
upon my pillow at night while sweet 
sleep eludeth me. Thy circuitry flash - 
eth before my closed eyes. Each dawn 
I rise with furrowed brow and steely 
ey'n, full certain that thy basic fault 
hath been mystic revealed to me in my 
dreams. Each day I test thee, only to 
find that the idea is true dream -stuff: 
gossamer and ectoplasm, holding true 
only until the sleeper waketh. 

Verily, the time I have wasted upon 
thee, if gainfully used, would cause 
me to rise another bracket in the esti- 
mates of the Internal Revenue Service. 

7r..la lusted 
2uafay 

Popular and Fast Moving .. . 

"ILLINI 
o t 

CONDENSERS" 

Earn greater profits with this 
quality line of capacitors 
which are priced to sell. 
Available in variety of sizes with flexible leads or tinned 
pigtail leads. Attractively packed 10 to colorful display box. 
One full year unconditional guarantee. Write for catalog. 
SOLD THROUGH RECOGNIZED DISTRIBUTORS EVERYWHERE 

ILLINOIS 

ELECZROMtlE 
Made to U. S. E. 

AO MED. 
es0 WVDC 

PACKED 

10 IN 

A BOX 

Telephone: EVerglade 4 -1300 

CONDENSER COMPANY 
1616 N. Throop Street Chicago 22, Illinois 

RADIO -ELECTRONICS 
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TELEVISION 

Mine hair groweth white and falleth 
out in thy service: mine eyes grow 
bloodshot and my brow developeth a 
permanent wrinkle. Full many a gal- 
lon of coffee and carton of cigarettes 
have I consumed in my fruitless 
labours upon thee. Lo, mine ulcers 
grow apace, and my digestion hath long 
since ceased its appointed function. 

I say unto thee, goodness and mercy 
are not in thee, nor in the adamant 
heart of thy designer, upon whom the 
curse of Eblis; may djinns and afreets 
fly away with him. ' I have beat upon thee with hammers; 
smote thee sore with rubber mallets. 
Thy chassis have I jarred and jolted, 
even unto the ultimate `drop- test', so 
that I blenched and trembled, for fear 
thy C -R tube would shatter. Through 
this ordeal thou didst play on calmly 
and perfectly, with never a crack or 
sputter to mar the polished perfection 
of thy performance. 

Thy line voltage have I altered: 
from the lowest to the highest have I 
ranged thee, with never a fault. With 
my wife's filched hair dryer, with 
warmed air have I bathed thee; even 
unto the deep -freeze have I thought of 
stuffing thee. Thy printed circuits have 
I resoldered amain; thy transformers 
have I checked and thy capacitors and 
resistors pecked. Thy wiring has been 
pulled and twisted, and thy plugs 
abused most untowardly. 

Full quarts of contact cleaner have 
I lavished upon thee, so that thou didst 
smell like unto nothing on this Earth. 
Thou hast caused even me to doubt 
mine own hard -won technical skill, so 
that I did meditate apace upon the 
advantages of raising rhubarb. 

Yea, though thou sittest upon the 
end of my bench and playest up a 
storm, deep in my heart I knew that 
thou art not ye + healed: and dare I 
to return thee to thy importunate 
owner, thou wilst promptly fail again, 
certes in the midst of his favorite 
program. Thou hast caused me to walk 
through doubt and bewilderment: 
trouble and sorrow shall follow me all 
the days of my life, and thou shalt sit 
on the end of my bench forever! SELAH 

"Looks to me like either a bad short 
or a capacitor on the blink!" 

APRIL, I958 

JERROLD M F-2 : THE 2 -SET 

COUPLER WITH GUTS ! 

The MF -2 Doesn't Care Where It's Used! 
Even though the impedance of most TV sets varies 
greatly from 300 ohms, the low -loss MF -2 doesn't care. 
Its special electronic circuit consisting of a resonated 
auto transformer with stabilizing resistors will produce 
positive results - prevent interference between sets - 
will not introduce ghosts! 

USE FOR TV and /or FM 
The MF -2 has quickly become the lead- 
ing coupler in the Industry. Attractively 
packaged . . . universal mounting for 
easy installation. $450 LIST 

1 Order the MF -2 From Your Jerrold 
Distributor Today, or Write: 

ELECTRONICS CORPORATION 
Dept. PD52, Philadelphia 3, Pa. 

Ca4ile %leuti.iafrt `Iufrten senuice 
Aligned to Original Standards 
Oscil afar Tracking Assured by 
Crysral Controlled Generators 

IMPORTANT 
Price includes WORN 
parts only. 

F.O.B. CHICAGO 
or TORONTO. 

DOES NOT include tubes 
needed; nor parts missing 
or damaged by abuse and 
negligent handling. 

152 MAIN ST., 
TORONTO 13, ONT., 

CANADA 
Oxrora 4-5637 

$9. 9 5 
Dealer Net 

EACH TUNER 
COMBI NATION 
UHF VHF$1990 
UNITS JJ 

90 DAYS WARRANTY 

Prepaid remittances must in 
elude return postage and in 
surance. 

Forward defective tuner com- 
plete with GOOD tubes and 
ALL parts. Quote make and 
model. 

1723 W. LUNT AVE., 
CHICAGO 26, ILL., 

U.S.A. 
AMbassador 2-7505 
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TELEVISION 

Closed Circuit TV... at Penn State 

Here is a television equipped lecture room. The 
two TV cameras are located in the center of the class. 
There are approximately 150 students present with 
an equal number distributed among five smaller rooms 
equipped with television receivers. 

In this class the camera is taken right up front, 
enabling students in other classrooms to see and hear 
everything that occurs. With this system the only limit 
on the size of a class is the number of rooms equipped 
with television receivers. 

Large lecture halls tend to keep a student in the 
back rows from getting a clear picture of the activity. 
Here TV receivers mounted in various parts of the 
hall gives every member of the class in any part of the 
room a front -row seat. 

106 

Institutions of higher education have been 
confronted with the problems of large enroll- 
ment and a shortage of instructors. They 
have been experimenting with closed circuit 
television as one method of solving these 
problems. Here is the result of this experi- 

mentation at Pennsylvania State University. 

Thirty-nine Westinghouse 24 -inch class- 

room receivers and two 21 -inch monitors are 
in use. This makes it possible for one teacher 
to instruct a group of 1,000 students. 

Photographs courtesy TV -Radio Division, 
Westinghouse Electric Corp. 

The Control Room. From here the entire closed cir- 
cuit is operated. The strength of the signal is regulated 
and the program is monitored and distributed to re- 
ceivers in classrooms throughout the university. One 
man operates the control room. 

In a typical television classroom two 24 -inch re- 
ceivers are used for a group of 50 students. The sets 
are placed on metal stands so everyone in the room 
has a clear view. Above the screens are hinged flaps 
to exclude extraneous light. 

RADIO-ELECTRONICS 
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Lt,ÇQ4,t- build ALLIED kni9ht =Kits 
the finest electronic equipment in money- saving kit form 

LOWEST COST 
ALLIED'S giant buying 
power passes biggest 
savings on to you -you 
do the easy assembly 
and your finished Instru- 
ment equals the per- 
formance and appearance 
of equipment selling for 
several times the low 
KNIGHT -KIT cost. Your 
savings are BIG. 

EASIEST TO BUILD 

KNIGHT -KIT "Step - 
and- Check" instruction 
manuals with wail -sized 
picture diagrams are 
marvels of clarity -it's 
like having a good in- 
structor at your side. No 
experience required - 
you can easily build any 
KNIGHT -KIT and get 
professional results. 

LATEST DESIG' 

Each ALLIED KNIGHT - 
KIT Incorporates the 
very latest circuitry for 
top -quality perform- 
ance. Tried and proved 
professional design and 
the use of premium qual- 
ity parts throughout 
help insure your build- 
ing success to bring you 
quality results. 

MONEYBACK GUARANTEE. When properly assem- 
bled, KNIGHT -KITS fully meet published specifications 
or we refund your money n full. 

COMPLETE KIT 

SELECTION: 

HI -FI 

HOBBY 

INSTRUMENT 

AMATEUR 

EASY TERMS. If your KN GHT -KIT order comes to 
$45.00 or more, you can make your purchase on our at- 
tractive Easy Payment Plan. 

Gaye& 
World's Finest Hi -Fi Kits Custom- Stwled 

Easiest to E uild Hi -Fi Money -Saving 

knight -kit Hign Fidelity FM-AM Tuner Kit 
Model Y -187 

$49sá 
Only $ .1.99 clown 

The best -looking, best -performing FM -AM tuner kit your money 
can bay! Carefully desigred for quick, easy construction -a tuner 
you'll enjoy assembling and be proud to own, both for its amazing 
musical performance and outstanding beauty. Covers the full AM 
broadcast band and 88 to 108 me FM. On FM, sensitivity is c remark- 
able 24 microtnits for 2L cb of quieting; hum and noise, -60 db; IF 
bandwidth, 200 kc at 50% down on curve; response, ± 0.5 db, 
20- 20,700 cps. On AM, sensitivity is 3 microvolts for 10 db :iynal -to- 
noise -atio; IF bandwidtL, 8 kc at 50% down on curve; sesponse, 
20 -8000 cps. Oitatanding features include: Inertia Flywheel Tuning 
for effortless, Lccurate tuning; Automatic Frequency Control (plus 
AFC disabling) to "lock -in" FM stations; printed circuit board 
(with most of the kit wiring already done for you) assures time- 
saving, error -free assemAy; pre -aligned RF and IF coils; tined RF 
stage on FM; crift- comçersated oscillator; neon glow tuning pointer; 
cathode follower output; two output jacks -one for recorder, one for 
amplifier; rotatable built-in ferrite antenna for AM. Induces beau- 
tiful French -gray case with chrome -finished tapered feet, 4 z 13 x 8 ". 
Ideal for use with 18, 2.0 or 30 watt KNIGHT -KIT amplifiers. Ready 
for easy assembly. Shpg. wt., 12 lbs. 
Modd Y -787. FM -AM Tuner Kit. Net only 

Latest Time- Saving Printed Circuit Design 
Flywhee Tuning Automatic Frequency Control 
2.5 µv FM Sensitivity True High Fidelity Response 
Beaut full Custom -Styled "Space Saver" Case 

$49.95 

knight -kit 18 -Watt Complete Hi -Fi Amplifier Kit 
Model Y -786 

$3995 
Only $3.99 down 

The Last Word in Custom Hi -FI Styling 
Full 18 Watts with Superb HI -Fi Specifications 
8 Inputs for Every Desired Signal Source 
Printed Circuit Switch and Printed Circuit Boards 
Full Equalization for Ail Record Types 

Here is a custom -styled, easy -to-build complete Hi -Fi amplifier at a 
price that defies comparison. Delivers full 18 watts output with wide - 
range, flat frequency response for true hi -fi reproduction. Features 8 
inputs for every possible signal source, including NARTB equalized 
tape head input. At full 18 watts output, distortion is only 0.5%; 
uses new RCA 6973 hi -fi output tubes. Frequency response is ± i db, 
20- 30,000 cps; tape head and magnetic cartridge sensitivity, 5 micro- 
volts for 18 watts output; hum and noise level better than 60 db 
below 18 watts. Output taps for 4, 8 or 16 ohm speakers. Controls: 
Input and Record Equalization; Bass Boost and Attenuate; Treble 
Boost and Attenuate; Volume. Simplest assembly is made possible 
through the use of an exclusive printed circuit switch and two 
printed circuit boards -most of the kit wiring is already done for 
you. With custom -styled French -gray "space- saver" case on tapered 
feet finished in chrome, 4 x 13 x 8 ". Complete with case, tubes, 
all parts, and step -by -step instructions, for easy, error -free assembly. 
Shpg. wt., 15 lbs. 
Model Y -786. 18 -Watt Hi -Fi Amplifier Kit. Net only $39.95 

EASY TERMS TO FIT YOUR BUDGET. ALLIED KNIGHT -KITS 
may be purchased under our Easy Payment Plan. Your order need 
total only $45.00 or more -only 10% down, small monthly payments 
thereafter. No red tape -fast handling assured. 

e Retistered Trade -Mark of Allied Radio Corporation 

ORDER FROM ALLIED RADIO 100 N. WESTERN AVE. CHICAGO 80, ILL. 
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knight -kit 30 -Watt Complete Hi -Fi Amplifier Kit 
Model Y -162 

$7695 
Only $7.69 down 

Comparable to the best in Hi -Fi-at far less cost! Deluxe features 
include: Linear -deluxe Williamson -type circuit for flawless response; 
equalization for all records within Mi db of recommended accuracy; 
2 exclusive new printed circuit switches in preamp section (no com- 
plex wiring to do); 3 printed circuit boards for time-saving, error -free 
assembly; separate, continuously variable Level and Loudness con- 
trols; use of premium 12AY7 tube for low noise and hum; DC on all 
filaments of preamp tubes; exclusive A -AB-B speaker selector switch 
(use speakers of mixed impedances without mismatch). 8 inputs: 
Tape Head direct; G.E. and Pickering cartridges; Ceramic cartridge; 
Microphone; Auxiliary; Tape Preamp; Tuner (with separate Level 
Set control). Power amplifier response, ± 3,4 db, 15- 100,000 cps at 
full 30 watt level; distortion- harmonic, 0.55% at 30 watts -IM, 
0.74% at 20 watts. Separate Bass and Treble controls; rumble filter 
switch; variable damping. Output, 8 and 16 ohms. With smart 
French -gray cabinet, 4 x 15 x 15'. Ready for easy, money-saving 
assembly. Shpg. wt., 32 lbs. 
Mod.IY -762. 30 -Watt Hi -Fi Amplifier Kit. Net only. . $76.95 

Full Equalization, ±Y db of Recommended Accuracy 
Printed Circuit Switches Printed Circuit Boards 
8 Inputs For Every Possible Signal Source 
Full 30 Watts Output Custom -Styled Beauty 

1-"-- 

knight -kit High Fidelity FM Tuner Kit 
Model Y -151 

83895 
Only $3.89 down 

Here is top value in creative engineering, impressive hi-fi performance 
and distinctive design -a tuner you'll be proud to build and own. 
Covers the full FM band, 88 to 108 mc. Features Automatic Fre- 
quency Control (with disabling feature) to "lock -in" stations and 
prevent drift; Inertia Flywheel Tuning for velvet- smooth, accurate 
station selection; pre -adjusted RF coils; pre- aligned IF's; cascade 
broad -band RF amplifier; drift -compensated oscillator; neon bulb 
pointer. All critical wiring is already done for you in the form of a 
printed circuit board -assembly is simple. Sensitivity is 4 microvolts 
for 20 db of quieting across entire band; output, 2 volts at 1000 
microvolts input; IF bandwidth, 200 kc; response, 20- 20,000 cps. with 
only 0.6% distortion. Output jacks for amplifier and tape recorder; 
cathode follower output. Ideal for use with the KNIGHT -KIT ampli- 
fiers, or any amplifier with phono-tuner switch. Features custom - 
styled case in French -gray, with tapered chrome -finished feet, 4 x 13 
x 8'. Includes all parts, tubes and step -by -step instructions for easy 
assembly. Shpg. wt., 12 lbs. 
Model Y -751. Hi -Fi FM Tuner Kit. Net only $38.95 

Authentic High Fidelity FM Response 
Flywheel Tuning Automatic Frequency Control 
Printed Circuit Pre- Adjusted Coils and IF's 
4 Microvolt Sensitivity Guaranteed 

knight -kit Deluxe 3 -Way Speaker System Kit 

Model Y931 

Orly $8.95 down 

Pre -Finished "Quik- Craft" Corner Enclosure 
Klipsch Designed and Licensed 
Famous Knight 1r 3 -Way Speaker 
Easy to Assemble -Top Hi -Fi Quality 
Choice of Enclosure Finishes 

Deluxe quality high fidelity speaker system at a 
money -saving low price. Easy to assemble -all 
you need is a screwdriver. System includes 
KNIGHT "Quik- Craft" corner -type folded -horn 
enclosure kit, and the famous -value KNIGHT 
3-Way 12 -inch speaker. Just assemble the en- 
closure-no finishing required -all surfaces are 
finished in hand- rubbed Korina blonde, mahogany 
or walnut. The speaker is the new 3 -way type: 
12' woofer cone for bass (full 13/1 pound woofer 
magnet), conical radiator for mid- frequencies, 
built -in compression -type tweeter (with w ired 

level control and calibrated dial) for highest frequencies. Unex- 
celled enclosure efficiency and superb speaker performance combine 
to cover the whole spectrum of audible sound for true hi -fi response 
from 35 to 15,000 cps, ± 3 db. Kit includes 12' 3 -Way speaker, 
prefinished enclosure panels' cloth, hardware and instructions. 

mahogany Karina blonde, ahogany or walnut when ordering. Shpg. wt., 
44 lbs. 
Model Y- 937. 3-Way Speaker System Kit. Net only $89.50 

knight -kit 10 -Watt Hi -Fi 

Y-753 
Amplifier Kit 

s 
2350 

Low -cost, authentic L hi -fi amplifier. Re- 
sponse, ± 1 db, 30- 

$2.35 down 20,000 cps. Input for 
crystal phono or 

tuner; chrome -plated chassis is 
punched for preamp kit below, 
to permit use of magnetic 
phono. Only 0.5 volt drives am- 
plifier to full output. Separate 
bass and treble controls. Only 
1% harmonic distortion. 
Matches 8 -ohm speaker. 7 x 13 
x 6'. With all parts, tubes and 
instructions. Shpg. wt., 13 lbs. 
Model Y -753. Net only $23.50 
Y -235. Preamp Kit 

$ 
3.10 

Y -757. Metal Cover 3.95 

ALLIED RADI dfieeteeai Peogeeie, úc aertow,c /lta 
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THE VERY FINEST MUSICAL QUALITY -SO EASY TO BUILD knight -kits MONEY -SAVING HI -FI EVERYONE CAN AFFORD 
Asfollt.. 

WOOL 

1! 

So Easy To Build 
Anyone can build 
KNIGHT -KIT Hi -Fi. 
No experience re- 
quired to get top 
results! 

knight -kit High Fidelity Preamplifier Kit 
Model Y -154 

$3995 
Exclusive Printed Circuit Switches and Boards 
Equalization ±Y,, db of Recommended Accuracy 
8 Inputs Including Tape Head Self- Powered 
DC on Ali Tube Filaments Custom -Styled 

Only $3.99 down 

Sensational Hi -Fi design at amazing low cost. Provides precise record 
equalization guaranteed within % db of recommended accuracy! - 
more accurate than all but the most expensive factory -built preamps. 
Includes exclusive new KNIGHT -KIT printed circuit switches for easy, 
error -free assembly; 2 printed circuit boards eliminate all other wir- 
ing, except for power supply and control leads-so easy to build. 
Has built -in power supply. includes premium 12AY7 and ECC82 
tubes. Frequency response, ± 0.5 db, 10- 50,000 cps. Has 8 inputs: 
Tape Head; G.E. Phono; Pickering Phono; Ceramic; Microphone; 
Auxiliary; Tape Preamp; Tuner. Level adjustment for tuner input. 
Includes separate Bass and Treble controls; separate Level and 
Loudness controls; Rumble Filter switch; DC on all tube filaments; 
cathode follower output; 2 extra AC outlets. You get every advanced 
hi -fi feature in this easy -to -build preamplifier at the lowest possible 
cost. Includes beautiful custom -styled French -gray case, with 
tapered chrome -finished legs, 4 x 13 x 8'. With all parts, tubes, step - 
by -step instructions; ready for easy assembly. Shpg. wt., 121A lbs. 
Model Y -754. Hi -Fi Preamp Kit. Net only $39.95 

knight -kit 20 -Watt Hi -Fi 

Y -150 
Amplifier Kit 

$3575 
True hi -fi for less! 
Complete with full 
set of controls and 

$3.57 down built -in preamplifier. 
Response, ± 1 db, 

20- 20,000 cps; distortion 1% at 
20 watts. Inputs for magnetic 
phono, microphone, crystal 
phono or recorder, and tuner. 
Compensation positions for 78 
and LP records. Separate bass 
and treble controls. Output im- 
pedances, 4, 8, 16 and 500 ohms. 
Chrome -plated chassis. 7 x la x 
8 % ". Ready for easy assembly. 
Shpg. wt., 20 lbs. 
Model Y -750. Net only ..$3575 
Y-751. Metal Cover ;4.15 

knight -kit 25 -Watt Hi -Fi Basic Amplifier Kit 
Model Y -155 

$4450 
Hi -Fi Response, - 0.5 db, 10 to 120,300 cps 
Only 0.15% Distortion at 30 Watts Output 
Printed Circuit Wiring Board Chrome -Plated Chassis 
Williamson -Type Circuit with Over 25 Watts Output 

Only $4.45 down 

Here's superb Hi -Fi performance at less thin half the cost of a com- 
parable commercially- assembled unit. Williamson -type linear -deluxe 
circuit delivers over 25 watts of virtually undistorted reproduction. 
Ideal for use with the KNIGHT -KIT preamp at left. Includes printed 
circuit board for simplified, error -free assembly. Remarkable hi -fi 
response, ± 0.5 db, 10- 120,000 cps at 20 watts. Harmonic distortion, 
0.15% at 30 watts; IM, 0.4% at 20 watts., Hum level, 85 db below 
25 watts output. Output impedances, 4, 8 and 16 ohms; output 
tubes, 2 -5881. Includes balance control for precise matching of the 
output tubes; variable damping control for maximum performance 
with any speaker system- prevents low- frequency distortion from 
overdamping or underdamping. Very attractive black and chrome 
styling, 6% x 14 x 9'. An outstanding engineering achievement in a 
basic hi -fi amplifier, delivering performance equal to the finest com- 
mercially assembled units. Includes all parts and tubes; with step - 
by -step instructions, ready for easy assembly. Shpg wt., 25 lbs. 
Model Y -755. 25 -Watt Amplifier Kit. Net only $44.50 

Y -759. Metal Cover for above; black finish. 5 lbs. Net . .... $4.25 

knight -kit 2 -Way Hi -Fi Speaker System Kit 

Model Y -789 

$4995 
Easy to Assemble- Pre -Finished Enclosure 
High Fidelity Response, 45 to 14,000 cps 
17 Woofer and Horn -Type Tweeter 

A Wonderful Money- Saving Speaker Value 
Only $4.99 down 

BIG SAVINGS -assemble your own quality KNIGHT - 
KIT 2 -way speaker system -it's quick and easy! The 
cabinet is pre - finished in full -grained, high luster blonde 
or mahogany -you just assemble 7 pieces, mount the 
speaker components and enjoy rich, thrilling hi -fi sound 
-at incomparably low cost. Special Jensen -engineered 
baffle features "ducted port" construction to bring out 
the full beauty of bass notes, perfectly matching the 
Jensen woofer and compression tweeter; genuine L -pad 
control is rear -mounted to permit adjustment of tweeter 
for best tonal balance. Impedance, 16 ohms. The as- 
sembled unit delivers a frequency response of 45 to 
14,000 cps. Enclosure measures 26 x 19 x 14 ". Beauti- 
fully styled to blend in any room. Kit includes Jensen 
12" woofer, Jensen compression -type tweeter, pre - 
finished wood parts (with grille cloth installed), acoustic 
material, glue, hardware and step -by -step instructions. 
Absolutely no furniture finishing required. Specify blonde 
or mahogany finish when ordering. Shpg. wt., 33 lbs. 
Model Y -789. 2-Way Speaker System Kit. 
Net only $49 95 

Tweeter 
with Controls 

knight -kit 11141 IS AVAILABLE ON EASY TERMS TO FIT YOUR BUDGET 
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GIS- ALLIED knight -kit TEST INSTRUMENTS 

knight -kit Low -Cost Tube Tester Kit 
Model Y -143 With 16 Filament Voltages 

52975 600 Latest Tube Types Listed 
Easy -to -Read 4'/,' Meter 
Tests Series -String TV Tubes 

Expertly designed for complete, up-to -date coverage 
of tube types. Tests aeries -string TV tubes; tests 4, 
5, 6 and 7 pin large, regular and miniature types, 
octals, loctals, 9 -pin miniatures and pilot lamps. Tests 
for open, short, leakage, heater continuity and per- 
formance (by amount of cathode emission). Big 43" 
square meter has clear "GOOD -?- REPLACE" scale. 
With line- voltage indicator and line- adjust control. 
Choice of 16 filament voltages from 0.63 to 117 volts 
to check virtually all receiving tubes; blank socket for 
future type tubes. Universal -type selector switches 
permit selection of any combination of pin connec- 
tions. Single -unit, pre -assembled 10 -lever function 
switch simplifies and speeds assembly. Up-to -date 
illuminated roll chart lists over 600 tube types. Counter 
model case, 5 x 14 x 10". Easy to build. 14 lbs. 
Model Y -143. Net only $29.75 
Y -142. Portable Case model. 15 lbs. Net $34.75 
Y -141. Picture Tube Adapter. 1 lb. Net $ 4.25 

knight -kit RF Signal Generator Kit 
Model Y -145 Build this wide -range, ex- 

1 
¡ 75 tremely stable RF signal gen- 

erator-save two -thirds the 
cost of a comparable wired 

instrument! Large, semi- circular dial is 
clearly calibrated; range is covered in 5 
separate bands for close accuracy in setting 
individual frequencies. Ideal for aligning 
RF and IF stages in radio and TV sets and 
for troubleshooting audio equipment. De- 
livers output on fundamentals from 160 ke 
all the way out to 112 mc; useful harmonics 
to 224 mc. Has built -in 400 -cycle sine -wave 
audio oscillator for modulating RF; audio 
is also available externally. Features high - 
stability Colpitts circuit. Convenient jack 
for external modulation. Maximum audio 
output 10 volts; RF output over 0.1 volt on 
all ranges. Step and continuous -type atten- 
uator controls. Supplied with precision - 
wound coils that require no adjustment. 
7 x 10 x 5 ". Shpg. wt., 11 lbs. 
Model Y -145. Net only $19J5 

knight -kit 1000 Ohms /Volt VOM Kit 

Model Y -128 Exceptional accuracy and ver- 
y satility at amazing low cost. 

Ideal for service shop, lab or 
Amateur use. Large 4% ", 400 

microamp meter with separate scales for AC 
and DC voltage and current, decibels and 
resistance. Uses 1% precision resistors; has 
3- position function switch and 12- position 
range switch. 38 ranges include: AC, DC and 
output volts, 0- 1 -5 -10- 50-500 -5000 (1000 
ohms /volt sensitivity); Resistance, 0 -1000- 
100,000 ohms and 0-1 meg (center scale 
readings of 60, 150 and 1500 ohms); Cur- 
rent, AC or DC, 0-1- 10-100 ma and 0-1 
amp; Decibels, -20 to +69 in 6 ranges. 
Precision resistors are used as shunts and 
multipliers to assure exceptional accuracy 
of measurements. With all parts, battery, 
test leads and black bakelite case with con- 
venient carrying handle, 6% x 5%4 x 3 % ". 
A great value in an easy- to-build quality 
instrument. Shpg. wt.. 2% lbs. 
Model Y -128. Net only $16.95 

'169 

knight -kit Vacuum Tube Voltmeter Kit 
Model Y -125 200 Aa Movement, 4/" Meter 

'24" 

95 Includes AC, Peak -to -Peak 

L /¡ Balanced- Bridge, Push -Pull Circuit 
1% Film -Type Resistors 

Top buy in an extremely stable, highly accurate VTVM. Easy to 
assemble-entire chassis is printed circuit board. Perfect for radio-TV 
service work, lab and Amateur use. Features low- leakage type 
switches; 1% film -type precision resistors; balanced- bridge, push -pull 
circuit (switch to any range without readjusting zero set) ; zero center 
scale and direct - reading db scale; polarity reversing switch. Ranges: 
Input Resistance, 11 megs; DC and AC rms, 0-1.5-5- 15-50- 150 -500- 
1500; AC Peak- to-Peak, 0-4- 14-40- 140 -1400 -4000; Response, 30 cycles 
to 3 mc; Ohms, 0- 1000- 10K -100K and 0 -1 -10- 100 -1000 megs; db, 
-10 to +5. Includes all parts, tubes, battery, test leads and portable 
case, 7% x 5% x 4-'4'. Easy to assemble. Shpg. wt., 6 lbs. 
Model Y -125. Net only $24.95 
Y -126. Hi Voltage Probe; extends DC to 50,000 v $ 4.75 
Y -127. Hi- Frequency Probe; extends AC to 250 me. $ 3.45 

M 

Transistor Checker Kit 
5450 Checks gain ratio of all types 

of transistors; checks germa- 
nium and silicon diodes; 

checks for continuity and shorts. A valu- 
able instrument at very low coat. Easy 
to assemble. Shpg. wt., 23. lbs. 
Model Y -149. Net only $8.50 

Flyback Checker Kit 
51 ¡50 Checks condition of all 1// types of horizontal output 

transformers and deflection 
yokes, as well as TV linearity and width 
coils. 4W meter; widest range in its 
field. Shpg. wt., 6 lbs. 
Model Y -118. Net only $19.50 

Sweep Generator Kit 

54375 
Extreme linearia 
with costly lab insty 

on 
trumenta 

psr 
; 

fundamentals to 2,50 mc; 
output flat within 1 db; electronic 
blanking. Easy, money -saving assem- 
bly. Shpg. wt., 16 lbs. 
Model Y -123. Net only. $43.75 

6V -12V Battery Eliminator Kit 
53295 High current rating; contin- 

uously variable filtered out- 
put; delivers 15 amps at 6 

volts, 10 amps at 12 volts. May be used 
as battery charger. Two meters provide 
simultaneous current and voltage read- 
ings. Shpg. wt., 18 lbs. 
Model Y -129. Net only $32.95 

Capacitor Checker Kit 
51250 Teats capacitors while in the 

circuit! Has widest range - 
20 mmf to 2000 mfd. Ex- 

clusive circuit for cancelling lead capa- 
city. "Magic Eye" indicator. Save 60% 
over factory -wired units. 5 lbs. 
Model Y -119. Net only $12.50 

ORDER FRO 

Ineir 
100 N. WESTERN AVE. CHICAGO 80, ILL. 
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ADVANCED -DESIGN INSTRUMENTS FOR SERVICE, INDUSTRIAL AND RESEARCH USE 

IN EASIEST -TO- BUILD, MONEY -SAVING KIT FORM 

knight -kit 20,000 Ohms /Volt VOM Kit 

Move! Y-140 

'2950 

Outstanding quality and per- 
formance at money -saving 
low price. Features 1% pre- 
cision multipliers; 434" meter 

accurate within 2% of full scale deflection; 
50 microamp sensitivity for 20,000 ohms/ 
volt input resistance on DC; front panel 
"Zero adjust "; single switch to select func- 
tion and range. 32 ranges: AC, DC and out- 
put volts, 0-2.5- 10-50- 250 -1000 -5000; Re- 
sistance, 0 -2000- 200,000 ohms and 0-20 
meg.; DC ma, 0- 0.1 -10 -100; DC amps, 
0 -1 -10; Decibels, - 30 to + 63 in six ranges. 
Moisture -resistant film -type resistors for 
extreme accuracy. Carefully engineered cir- 
cuit design achieves high sensitivity and 
extremely versatile application. Kit includes 
all parts, battery, test leads and black 
bakelite case with highly legible white 
markings; size 6% x 5% x 3% ". Easy to as- 
semble. Shpg. wt., 5 lbs. 
Model Y -140. Net only.. $29.50 

Voltage Calibrator Kit 
s1275 Permita use of any scope as 

precision peak -to-peak AC 
voltmeter. Puts a true 

square -wave voltage on scope screen. 
Selects any voltage between .01 and 
100 volta; feeds external signal direct 
to scope for instant comparison. Shpg. 
wt., 5 lbs. 
Model Y -136. Net only $12.75 

knight -kit High -Gain Signal Tracer Kit 

Model Y -135 A remarkable value in an 

'26" 
easy -to -build instrument 
which permits visual and 
aural signal tracing of RF, IF, 

video and audio circuits. Has highest gain 
in its price class. Traces signal from antenna 
to speaker. Reproduces signal at plate or 
grid connection of any stage. Identifies and 
isolates "dead" stages. Features: usable 
gain of 91,000; "magic eye" with calibrated 
attenuators for signal presence indication 
and stage -by -stage gain measurements; 
built -in 4' PM speaker; combination 2- 
position probe, one for RF (6 mmf. input), 
the other for audio. Provides noise test; 
built -in watt -meter calibrated from 25 to 
1000 watts; provision for external scope or 
VTVM. Binding posts provide output trans- 
former and speaker substitution test, plus 
external 280 volts B+. With all parts, 
tubes and probe. 7x10x5 ". 12 lbs. 
Model Y-135. Net only $26.50 

knight -kit 5" Wide -Band Oscilloscope Kit 
Model Y -144 

$6900 
5 mc Width for Color TV 
Horizontal Sweep to 600 kc 
25 mv/inch Sensitivity 
Z -Axis Input 

Only $6.90 down Printed Circuit Construction 
Equals or betters the performance of commercially 
wired scopes costing far more. Two printed circuit 
boards and laced wiring harness assure wiring accu- 
racy and cut assembly time. Ideal for lab use, color 
TV servicing and high frequency applications. Wide 
sweep range -15 to 600,000 cps. Vertical response, 
+ 3db, 5cpsto5mc;only 1 db down at 3.58 me color 
burst. High vertical sensitivity of .025 rms v /inch. 
Input capacity, 20 mmf. Outstanding features: cath- 
ode follower inputs; 2nd anode provides 1400 volts 
high- intensity trace; push -pull amplifiers; positive and 
negative locking; frequency- compensated attenuator; 
Z-axis input; one volt P -P calibrating voltage; astig- 
matism control; retrace blanking circuit; DC position- 
ing control. Includes CRT. 14% x 9% x 167. 40 lbs. 
Model Y -144. Net only $69.00 
Y -148. Demodulator Probe. Net $ 3.45 
Y -147. Low Capacity Probe. 12 mmf. Net . $ 3.45 

knight -kit 5" General- Purpose Scope Kit 
Model Y -146 Phantastron Linear Sweep 

$4200 
25 mv/inch Sensitivity 
Printed Circuit Board 

Only 5.20 down 
Retrace Blanking Circuit 

Feature for feature the world's best oscilloscope kit value. A stand- 
out in its class with all these fine features: Printed Circuit wiring 
board and laced harness for quick, error -free assembly. Phantastron 
Sweep Circuit for high linearity of sweep from 15 to 150,000 cps. 
25 Millivolts Per Inch Sensitivity --3 times that of similarly priced 
scope kits. Calibration Voltage -1 volt peak- to-peak square wave, 
fully regulated. Vertical Amplifier -frequency response ± 3 db, 
3 cps to 1.5 mc (± 6 db to 2.5 mc). Includes: Directly coupled 
positioning controls; retrace blanking circuit; frequency- compen- 
sated vertical input attenuator; positive and negative internal 
sync; high 2nd -anode voltage -for high -intensity trace; input capac- 
ity, 45 mmf. Kit includes CRT. 9% x 13% x 17% ". 26 lbs. 
Model Y -146. Net only $42.00 

Resistance Substitution Box 
Easily determines resistor values required in a circuit. 
Makes available 36 standard 1 -watt resistance values in 
2 ranges between 15 ohms and 10 megohms, with 10% 
accuracy. Slide switch selecta range; 18- position switch 
for value selection. Shpg. wt., 2 lbs. 
Model Y -139. Net only $ 5.95 

Capacitance Substitution Box 
Makes it easy to find capacitor values needed in a circuit. 
Provides 18 standard values from .0001 mfd to .22 mfd, 
± 20 %. All values are 600 volt, except .15 and .22, 

which are 400 volt. 18- position selector switch. Shpg. 
wt.. 2 Iba. 
Model Y -138. Net only $ 5.95 

Audio Generator Kit 
$r) 150 Excellent design; range, 20 3 cps to 1 mc; less than .25% 

distortion; 600 ohm output. 
Ideal for hi -fi testing; offers the flat re- 
sponse of a lab standard. Shpg. wt., 
16 Ibe. 
Model Y -137. Net only $31.50 

Loihj 

;1950 

R/C Tester Kit 
Measures capacitance and 
resistance. Balanced- bridge 
circuit; indicates power fac- 

tor; tests capacitors at rated voltage. 
Large, easy - to-read dial and "magic 
eye." Sbpg. wt., 10 lbs. 
Model Y -124. Net only... $19.50 

Take advantage of the most liberal Easy Pay plan in electronics. On Knight -Kit orders totaling $45 or 
more -just 10% down, small monthly payments thereafter. Low carrying charges -no "rec tope." 
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knight-kit All -Band Amateur Receiver Kit 
Model Y -726 

$10450 

Tunes 540 kc to 31 mc 
Built -In Q- Multiplier 
Constant Running HF Oscillator 
Worthy of the Advanced Ham Operator 
Printed Circuit Bandswitch 

Only $10.45 down Printed Circuit Board 1.5 µv Sensitivity 

A sensational communications receiver value with all the 
selectivity, sensitivity and features of high -priced com- 
mercial units. Uses printed circuitry throughout, includ- 
ing the exclusive new KNIGHT -HIT printed circuit band - 
switch, for remarkably easy assembly. Covers 540 kc to 
31 mc in 4 ranges; calibrated, electrical bandspread on 
80-10 meter Ham bands; slug -tuned Hi-Q coils; contin- 
uous, VR tube -regulated B4- applied to HF oscillator 
lets you switch from standby to receive with no drift; 
built -in Q- multiplier peaks desired signal or nulls inter- 
ference; delayed AVC; provision for crystal calibrator 
(below). Sensitivity, 1.5 microvolts for 10 db signal-to- 
noise ratio. Selectivity: variable from 300 cps to 4.5 kc 
at 6 db down. Exalted BFO injection. Controls: Main 
tuning, bandspread, band selector, Q- multiplier selec- 
tivity, Q- multiplier tune, null -off -peak, BFO pitch, RF 
gain, AF gain, BFO- MVC- AVC -ANL, off -stby-rec-cal, 
antenna trimmer, and phone jack. Cold -rolled W steel 
chassis. Handsome metal cabinet, 10 x 10 x 161/2". (Less 
phones, 8 -ohm loudspeaker and S- meter.) 23 lbs. 
Model Y-726. Amateur Receiver Kit. Net $ 104.50 
Y -727. S -Meter Kit for above. 1 lb. Net $9.50 

knight -kit 100 Kc Crystal Calibrator Kit 

Model Y -256 Crystal frequency standard at very low 
cost. Gives marker every 100 kc up to 
32 mc. A "must" for marking band edges. 
Mounting flanges for installation in or 
back of receiver cabinet. Size only 1%x 

11%x3". Requires 6.3 v. at 0.15 amp and 150 -300 v. 
DC at 3-6 ma. Trimmer for zero-beating with WWV; 
On-Off switch. Complete with tube, crystal, all parts 
and easy -to-follow instructions. Shpg. wt., 1 lb. 
Model Y -256. 100 Kc Crystal Calibrator Kit. 
Net only $10.50 

knight -kits FOR THE RADIO AMATEUR 

knight -kit 50 -Watt CW Transmitter Kit 

Model Y -255 

'38" Ideal for the Novice 
Pi Antenna Coupler 
Bandswitching- 

Only $3.89 down 
to 10 Meters 

There's exceptional value in this very 
popular bandswitching transmitter kit. 
Compact and versatile, it's the perfect 
low -power rig for the beginning novice 
as well as the seasoned veteran. Has 
bandswitching coverage of 80, 40, 20, 

15 and 10 meters. Rated at 50 watts -actually operates at up to 60 watts 
on 80 and 40 meters.. Oscillator is efficient 6AG7; final is reliable 807. 
Crisp, clean, cathode keying of oscillator and final. Built -in pi coupler 
permits use with random length antennas. Has highly effective TVI sup- 
pression. Other features not usually found in transmitter kits at this 
low price include: Ceramic -insulated final tank capacitor; pre -assembled 
switches; pre -wound parasitic chokes; ceramic coil forma; coax connector; 
crystal and VFO socket on front panel; power take-off jack for accessory 
equipment. Meter reads either plate or grid current of final. Takes crys- 
tal or VFO without circuit changes. Cabinet interior and chassis are 
copper- finished. Size, 8% x 10%j x 83 ". With tubes and all parts for 
easy assembly. (Less crystal and key.) Shpg. wt., 19 lbs. 
Model Y -255. 50 -Watt Transmitter Kit. Net only $38.95 

Model Y -725 

$2850 
Only $2.85 down 

knight -kit Self- Powered VFO Kit 
Complete with built -in power supply! Careful design and 
voltage regulation assure high stability. Excellent oscillator 
keying characteristics for fast break -in without clicks or 
chirps. Full TVI suppression. Has plenty of bandspread;' 
separate calibrated scales for 80, 40, 20, 15, 11 and 10 
meters; vernier drive mechanism. 2- chassis construction 
keeps heat from frequency determining circuits. Output 
cable plugs into crystal socket of transmitter. Output: 40v 
on 80, 20v on 40. With Spot -Off- Transmit switch for spot 
frequency tuning. Extra switch contacta for operating re- 
lays and other equipment. Attractive metal cabinet, 84 x 
6 x 6 ". Ready for easy assembly. Shpg. wt., 8 lbs. 
Model Y -725. VFO Kit. Net only $28.50 

Model Y -253 

$585 

knight -kit Amateur RF "Z" Bridge Kit 
Measures standing wave ratio (SWR) and impedance-of 
antenna systems; ideal for adjusting antenna systems for 
optimum results. Measures impedances from 20 to 400 
ohms up to 100 mc ; SWR to 150 mc. Any VOM may he used 
for null indicator. With coax input and output connectors. 
Meters both input and bridge voltage. Calibrated dial gives 
direct impedance reading; includes 1% precision resistor 
for precise calibration adjustment. With all parts and 
handy plasticized SWR chart (less meter). 2% x 3 x 4W. 
Shpg. wt., 1% lbs. 
Model Y -253. "Z" Bridge Kit. Net only $5.85 

ORDER BLANK ALLIED RADIO 
ALLIED RADIO, Dept. RE; 100 N. Western Ave., Chicago 80, III. 
Ship me the following KNIGHT -KITS: 

100 N. WESTERN AVE., CHIC, IL 

,zs Owt 37 

Quantity Description Model No. Price 

$ enclosed. (For parcel post, include postage- express is shipped co lect). 
My Down Payment in the amount of $ is enclosed. Send Time Payment form. 

Name 

Address 

City Zone State 
ALL PRICES NET F. O. B. CHICAGO 

FREE 
404 -PAGE 

ALLIED 
CATALOG 

See the 1958 ALLIED 
404 -Page Catalog for 
complete listings of 

more than 50 KNIGHT -KITS, covering Hi -FI, 
Hobby, Test instrument and Amateur Kits. The 
1958 ALLIED Catalog Is your complete Buying 
Guide to the world's largest stocks of every- 
thing in Electronics. 

Send FREE 404 -Page 1958 ALLIED Catalog. 
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Chromatic 
single -gun 
color TV 
tube which 

+ has 1,000 
fine color 
lines on its 
screen is 
pointed out 
by Paul 
Raibourn, 
chairman of 
Chromatic 
Television 
Labs. 

i 

THE color selection, or chrominance 
system, is the heart of the color 
television receiver. Many sys- 
tems are in use at present and it 

is safe to predict that many more will 
be developed in the not -too -distant 
future, each resulting in savings in cost 
or space, or in an improved picture. 

One of the promising developments 
in color television is the Chromatron 
picture tube which is the basis of color 
TV sets now being developed by Du 
Mont. The Chromatron (also called the 
Lawrence tube after its inventor) uses 
only a single electron gun but, because 
it also contains special beam -deflecting 
grids, it produces either color or mono- 
chrome pictures from the compatible 
NTSC color signal. Since some of the 
color decoding is done by the Chroma- 
tron tube itself the circuitry is simpler 
than in other types of color TV sys- 
tems. For example, a complete color 
receiver containing only 22 tubes has 
been built around the Chromatron 

Consulting engineer. Associated with Heald's 
Engineering College, San Francisco, Calif. 

DEFLECTING GRID 

GREEN 

TELEVISION 

COLOR 
SELECTION 
with the 
CHROMOTRON 
TUBE 
Recent information on the principles 
and circuitry of the one -gun three -color 
Lawrence tube. 

By LLOYD W. ALLEN* 

tube. This represents a reduction of 
about 20% in the number of tubes, as 
compared to other types of color re- 
ceivers. 

Simpler circuitry is one of the ad- 
vantages of the Chromatron tube; a 
second is increased color brightness. 
The increased brightness is due to the 
relatively low interception of beam 
electrons b4 the deflection grid. Most 
of the beam (85Çí ) passes through the 
deflection grid wires and reaches the 
phosphor screen anode. In some types 
of picture tubes as little as 13'.4 of the 
beam current arrives at the anode. 

What gives the Chromatron its im- 
portant characteristics? Two factors 
must be examined for the answer to 
this question : the structures within the 
tube, and the color -selection circuit 
used with it. Let us first examine the 
tube structure. 

Inside the tube 
The tube uses many conventional 

parts: the single electron gun, the con- 
trol grid or grids and the focusing and 

PHOSPHOR SCREEN (COVERED BY ALUMINUM FILM ) 

PLATE 

ELECTRON BEAM 

APRIL, 1958 

BLUE 

ED 

RED 

BLUE 

RED 

BLUE 

RED 

BLUE 

Fig. 1 -Sec- 
tion of phos- 
phor screen. 
Phosphors are 
narrow, hori- 
zontal strips. 

deflection means are all standard. The 
unique structures within the tube are 
close to the tube face. Fig. 1 shows a 
small section of the phosphor screen. 
It is composed of horizontal phosphor 
strips, .012 inch wide. The sequence of 
phosphor colors is red, green, blue, 
green, red, green, blue, etc.; a green 
strip is placed between each alternate 
red and blue strip. The deflection grids 
are placed about 7/8 inch behind and 
parallel to the phosphor screen. The 
grid wires are spaced so that a wire is 
aligned over each of the red strips, and 
similarly a wire is aligned over each of 
the blue strips. There are no wires over 
the green strips. Adjacent wires are 
spaced about 0.36 inch apart, on the 
average. 

All the wires over the red strips are 
connected to a feedthrough electrode on 
the tube envelope. The grid formed in 
this manner is known as the red deflec- 
tion grid. Similarly, the wires over the 
blue strips are connected to another 
feedthrough electrode; these wires form 
the blue deflection grid. 

Fig. 2 -How 
color strips are 

energized: 
a-green; 
b-blue; 

c -red. 

0 

PHOSPHOR STRIPS 

BLUE CÓLDR GR,D 

i 

RED COLOR GRID 

GREEN 

BLUE 

RED 
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3 

COMPLETE 
TRAINING 
FOR BETTER RADIO -TV 

SERVICE JOBS 

for the com- 
piete 2- volume 

course 3 MONTO PAY 

Let these two world -famous Ghirardi train- 
ing books teach you to handle all types of 
AM FM and TV service jobs by approved 
professional methods -and watch your effi- 
ciency and earnings soar! 

Completely modern, profusely illustrated and written so 
you can easily understand every word, these books pave 
the way to fast, accurate service on any type of home 
radio-TV-electronic equipment ever made. Each book con- tains the latest data on the latest methods and equipment -NOT a rehash of old, out-of-date material. Each is 
co- authored by A. A. Ghirardi whose fatuous RADIO 
PHYSICS COURSE and MODERN RADIO SERVICE 
were, for 20 years, more widely used for military, school 
and hone study training than any other books of their 
type! 

THE NEW Ghirardi 
RADIO -TV SERVICE LIBRARY 

Almost 1500 pages and over 800 clear illus- trations show step -by -step how to handle every 
phase of modern trouble -shooting and servicing. 

1 -Radio and Television Receiver 
TROUBLESHOOTING & REPAIR 
A complete guide to profitable professional methods. For the novice, it is a comprehensive training course. For the experienced serviceman, it is a quick way to "brush up" on specific jobs, to develop improved techniques or to find fast answers to puzzling service problems. Includes invaluable "step -by -step" service charts. 020 pages, 417 illus., price $7.50 separately. See combination offer! 

2 -Radio and Television Receiver 
CIRCUITRY AND OPERATION 

This 669 -page volume is the ideal guide for servicemen 
who realize it pays to know what really stale -s modern 
radio -TV receivers "tick" and why. Gives a complete 
understanding of basic circuits and circuit variations; 
how to recognize them at a glance; hots to eliminate 
guesswork and useless testing in servicing then. 417 illus. Price separately $8.75. 

New low price ... You Save $1.25! 
It broken into Leson form and sent to you as a "comae," you'd regard these two great books as a bar- gain at $50 or morel Together, they l wan a complete 

modern servicing library to help you work faster, more 
efficiently and more profitably. 

Under this offer you buy them both for only $13.00. 
You save $1.25 on the price of the two looks -and have the privilege of paying in easy installments while you 
use them. 

r 10 -DAY FREE TRIAL 
Dept. RE -48. RINEHART & CO.. Inc. 
232 Madison Ave., New York 16. N.Y. 

Send book(s) below for 1O -day FREE EXAMINA. TION. In 10 days, 1 will either remit price In. dicated (plus postage) or return books postpaid and owe you othing. 
Radio & TV Receiver TROUBLESHOOTING & REPAIR, (Price $7.50 separately) 
Radio & TV Receiver CIRCUITRY & OPERATION (Price $6.75 separately) 
Check here for MONEY -SAVING COM- 
BINATION OFFER . . . Save $1.25. 

Send both of above big books at special price of only $13.011 for the two (Regular price $14.25) you 
save $1.25. Payable at rate of $4 (plus pstage) after 10 days if you decide to keep books and $3 a month thereafter until $13 has been paid. 

Name 

Address 

City, Zone, State 
Outside U.S.A. --$8 for TROUBLESHOOTING & 
REPAIR; $7.25 for CIRCUITRY & OPERA. 
TION; $14 far both. Cash with order only, but 
same 10 day return privilege. 
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The electron beam is directed be- 
tween adjacent wires of the two deflec- 
tion grids and is swept horizontally 
the length of the wires, in the same 
direction that the phosphor strips and 
grid wires run. The red and blue de- 
flection grids have a positive bias with 
7,000 volts dc. The phosphor screen 
anode operates at 25,000 volts dc. When 
the red and blue grids are at the same 
potential, the electron beam passes be- 
tween the two grids and strikes the 
screen phosphor strip (see Fig. 2 -a). 

The beam is focused into a wedge 
shape by the electrostatic field formed 
between the wires operating at 7,000 
and the anode screen at 25,000 volts, 
and is therefore smaller in cross -sec- 
tion and elongated at the point where it 
impinges on the screen than at the 
point where it passes through the grid 

1 

G 

selection. Current practice with the 
Chromatron uses two separate controls 
for the beam current. One regulates 
current magnitude and therefore con- 
trols color saturation. The other gates 
current magnitude and controls color 
sequence. Beam -current magnitude is 
controlled by applying the composite 
video signal to the first grid of the 
Chromatron. Color saturation is thus 
made proportional to the amplitude of 
the composite video signal. 

Gating is the second way to control 
the beam and can be explained by refer- 
ence to Fig. 3 and to the nature of the 
NTSC color signal. If the second grid 
of the Chromatron tube 'Or alternately 
the cathode) has a separate gating 
signal applied to allow electrons to flow 
in the beam only when the beam is 
directly over each of the three color 

wires. If the blue grid is now made 
300 volts more positive than the red 
grid (by making the total voltage on 
the blue grid 7,150 while making the 
total voltage on the red grid 6,850), the 
electrostatic fields between the grids 
will be changed so that the electron 
beam will be deflected to strike the blue 
phosphor strip. This condition is shown 
in Fig. 2 -b. If the red grid is made 300 
volts more positive than the blue grid, 
so that the total voltages on the two 
grids are reversed, the electron beam 
is deflected to the red phosphor strip, 
as shown in Fig. 2 -c. In present prac- 
tice, a 300 -volt peak -value sine wave 
is applied between the red and blue 
grids. This is the color -selector signal. 
How it is formed is explained later. 

The result of the combination of the 
color- selector and sweep signals can 
be readily visualized. The beam sweeps 
steadily along a horizontal path be- 
tween a red and a blue grid wire, while 
the tip of the beam (remember that 
the red and blue grids are only 7/8 inch 
from the anode) oscillates vertically at 
high speed across the red, green and 
blue phosphor strips. The tip of the 
beam traces the color -scan path along 
the phosphor strips. Fig. 3 shows a 
view of the color -scan path. The shape 
of the path is approximately sinusoidal 
because the color -selector signal which 
generated the path is also sinusoidal. 
The action of the electron beam is sim- 
ilar to the action generated by extend- 
ing your arm and sweeping it hori- 
zontally while wiggling the tip of the 
index finger rapidly up and down. 

Since the joint action of the sweep 
and color -selector signals would cause 
all colors on the screen to be excited, it 
is necessary to regulate the magnitude 
of the beam current to control color 

P05(11055 OF BEAM WHEN 
GATED-ON" BY 305 HARMONIC 

Fig. 3 -The color scan 
path. Crosses indicate 

where beam is gated. 

phosphor strips, then one or more colors 
may be cut off at will by cutting off the 
gate at the time the electron beam 
would be focused on the corresponding 
strip. 

Why gating? 
The beam must be gated in this man- 

ner because the sequence of colors pro- 
duced by an ungated beam is different 
from the sequence of color information 
in the NTSC signal. From Fig. 3, it is 
clear that the ungated sequence of 
colors on the tube screen is RGBGRG.. . 
while in the NTSC signal the sequence 
of color information is RGBRGB... 

The color sequence appearing on the 
tube screen can be changed to match 
the NTSC sequence by eliminating 
every other green signal in the tube 
sequence -RGB (G) RGB (G) R ... The 
gate signal is used to eliminate the al- 
ternate green signals (shown in paren- 
theses) but another problem is created 
--how to make the tube color sequence 
occur at the same time as the corre- 
sponding sequence of color information 
in the NTSC signal. 

A neat solution to this problem has 
been worked out by the engineers of 
Chromatic Television Laboratories, de- 
signers of the Chromatron. If a single 
cycle of the sine wave is divided into 
thirds, the one -third points can be made 
to occur at 0 °, 120 °, 240° and again at 
360 °, which is also 0° of the following 
cycle. Fig. 3 shows crosses superim- 
posed on the sine wave that the beam 
describes on the phosphor strips; the 
crosses correspond to the one -third 
points described above. The third points 
occur at the locations on the strips 
necessary to form the desired color se- 
quence of RGBRGB ... and are also 
spaced equally in time, which syn- 

RADIO -ELECTRONICS 
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chronizes the tube color approximately 
with the NTSC color information. 

It is necessary to gate the beam on 
at the one -third points and off at other 
points. This is done by using the third 
harmonic of the 3.58 -mc color subcar- 
rier as the gating signal. 

The color subcarrier is in phase with 
the color -scan signal to which we have 
already referred. The desired relation 

e of the color -scan signal, its third har- 
monic and the resultant gated -beam 
signal is shown in Fig. 4. Fig. 4 -a 
shows a cycle of the color -scan (color 
subcarrier) signal, with the one -third 
points indicated by vertical lines. Fig. 
4 -b shows the third harmonic of the 
color -scan signal, synchronized so that 
a maximum point of the third harmonic 
corresponds to the zero point of the 
color -scan signal. Successive maxima 
of the third harmonic occur at 0 °, 120 °, 
240° and 360 °, which are the points at 
which the beam must be gated on. 

By applying the third harmonic to 
the second grid of the Chromatron and 
by biasing the signal so that current in 
the beam flows only during a short 
time on each side of the maximum 
points of the signal, the desired gating 
can be achieved; the resultant gated - 
beam current is shown in Fig. 4 -c. The 
gated -beam current causes color to be 
synchronized with the NTSC color in- 
formation. The sync is not perfect 
since the NTSC signal does not have 
equal phase intervals between color 
signals, but has phase intervals of 116° 
between red and blue and 137° between 
green and red. The agreement with the 
120° phase interval of the gated beam 
is close enough, however, to allow com- 
pensation for the disagreement by any 
of a number of ways, such as distorting 
the color -scan signal and using unequal 
spacing of the phosphor strips. The 
gating signal is not used to determine 
color saturation since this is determined 
by the composite video signal which is 
applied to grid 1. The gating signal 
determines which of the three primary 
colors the composite video signal ap- 
plies at any given instant. 

Switcher and tripler 
The circuit used for generating the 

color -scan and gating signals is shown 
in Fig. 5. It is called the color switcher 
and tripler circuit. The input signal, 

COLOR SCAN at 
SIGNAL 

BIS íi. í 
3RD HARMONIC t tti I 

iv 
Il I 

I; I 
II 

!Si 
BEAM CURRENT í'r. 

DEGREES IZO 240 3 i0 

Fig. 4 -The relationship between the 
color scan signal: (a), its third har- 
monic (b) and the resultant gated - 

beam signal (c). 
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Just 2 settings on the NEW 
Model FC -2 

FAST -CHECK 
TUBE TESTER 

tests over 600 
tube types 

completely, 
accurately 

... AND IN 
SECONDS! 

SIZE: 

H: 145/s" 
W: 111/4- 
D: 4$é" 

NEW Special compartment 
to accommodate line cord 
and CRT Test Adapter cable 

CANNOT BECOME 
OBSOLETE 
Engineered to accommodate all 
future tube types...new tube list- 
ings furnished periodically. 

TRY THE FC -2 
BEFORE YOU 
BUY IT! 

Shipped on approval for 
FREE I O day trial ... No 
obligation to buy 

EASY TO BUY 
IF YOU'RE 
SATISFIED! 

Pay in small monthly pay- 
ments at net cash prices... 
no financing charges 

MODEL FC -2- housed 
in 

complete 
with ß950 case complete with V 

CRT adapter, tube 
listings only Net 

GUARANTEED FOR 1 FULL YEAR 

This extremely low price is 
made possible only because 
YOU ARE BUYING DIRECT 
FROM THE MANUFACTURER 

NO MULTIPLE 
SWITCHING 

NO ROLL CHART CHECKING 
The FAST -CHECK enables you to save valuable time and 
eliminate unprofitable call backs. You earn extra money 
and win confidence by showing your customer the actual 
condition and life expectancy of the tube on the large meter 
scale of the FC -2. The extra tubes you will sell each day will 
pay for the FAST -CHECK in a very short time. 

WIDE RANGE OF OPERATION 
Checks quality of over 600 tube types ... more thar. 
99% of all TV and radio tubes, including the newes. 
series -string TV tubes, auto 12 plate -vo)t tubes, OZ4s 
magic eye tubes and gas regulators. 

Checks inter- element shorts and leakage. 

Checks for gas content. 

Checks for life expecta icy. 

IMPORTANT FEATURES 
,/ Checks each section of multi- section tubes and even if 
only one section is defective the tube will read "Bad" 
,/ 41 tube sockets accommodate all present and future 
tube types -cannot become obsolete ,/ Less than 10 sec 
onds required to test any tube ,/ Large D'Arsonval type 
meter is extremely sensitive yet rugged -is fully protected 
against accidental burn -out ,/ Line isolated ,/ 7 -pin and 
9 -pin straighteners conveniently mounted on panel ,/ Quick 
reference tube chart lists over 600 tube types ,/ Line volt. 
age compensation 

!NEW! A specially designed (PICTURE TUBE ADAPTER cable is 
now part of the FC -2 ... making it a highly efficient CRT Tester. 
Rejuvenator. This feature eliminates the need of carrying extra 
instruments and makes the FC -2 truly an all- around tube testet. 
The adopter enables you to check all picture tubes (including the 
new short -neck 110 degree picture tubes) for cathode emission, 
shorts and life expectancy .... also to rejuvenate and restore 
cathode emission of weak picture tubes. 

"You've really made tube testing a snap" "I've 
almost got the cost of the Fosf -Check paid off 
with the extra money I've made, and it's 
only 2 weeks since I received it" ... "It's 
easier to use than you said" ... "1 wouldn't 
ever want to be without it" ... "I use it in the 
shop and take 'it along on every call". 

*Names on request 

WHAT 
SERVICEMEN are 

SAYING ABOUT 
THE FG-2 

MAIL COUPON NOW -NO MONEY REQUIRED WITH ORDER 

;CENTURY ELECTRONICS CO., INC 
Ill Roosevelt Avenus 
Dept. 104, Mineola, N.Y. 

Please rush the new Model FC -2 FAST -CHECK TUBE TESTER for a 10 day tr al period. If I am not completely I satisfied I will return the instrument within 10 days without further obligation. If fully satisfied I agree to POT I 
the down payment within 10 days and the monthly installments as shown. No financing charges are to be 

Iadded. Should I fail to make payment when due, the unpaid balance shall become due and payable at once.' 

I ] BUDGET TERMS: Pay $14.50 within 10 
days after receipt of instrument. Bal- 
ance $11.00 monthly for 5 months, 

I plus shipping charges. 
I PREPAID TERMS: Enclose $69.50 with 
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shipping 
yment 

costs. 
10 day money.back guarantee. I 
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Address 

City State 
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You begin assembling your music system of 
high fidelity components by selecting the finest 
loudspeaker in the world. You listen to them all 

...carefully, critically... Listen for the speaker 

that reproduces music with supreme realism, 

the speaker that cherishes each note and each 

overtone. A process of careful comparison will 
lead you inevitably to the JBL Signature D130. 

The D130 is widely acknowledged to be made 

with the highest precision, to be the best 
sounding, most efficient fifteen -inch extended 

range loudspeaker in the world. High fidelity 
begins for you in the demonstration room of 

your Authorized JBL Signature Audio Specialist. 
Write for his name and address and your free 
copy of the new JBL Signature Catalog. 

"JBL" means 
JAMES B. LANSING SOUND, INC. 
3249 Casitas Ave., Los Angeles 39, Calif. 
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I----- .--t ---- - 
ros 

L------- 
TRIPLER ADJ B+ G2 ADJ BOOSTED B+ 

Fig. 5 -Color switcher and tripler circuit. 
which is the NTSC color subcarrier of 
3.58 mc, is applied to the grid of the 
6Ú8's pentode section. This tube drives 
a 6CB5 as a class -C amplifier. The 
amplified 3.58 -mc signal is coupled to 
the red and the blue deflection grids 
through a toroid transformer. 

The toroidal transformer has three 
functions. It couples the 6CB5 to the 
load; it isolates the 7,000 -volt bias to 
the red and blue grids from the 6CB5, 
and its inductance resonates with the 
capacitance of the red and blue grids. 
The 7,000 -volt bias is connected to the 
grid circuit via the lead marked TO 
SEEKER. The high Q of the grid resonant 
circuit is desirable because of the con- 
siderable capacitance (about 1,200 
µµf) of the red and blue grids -drive 
power is economized by the high -Q 
circuit. 

The lower half of Fig. 5 shows the 
method used for generating the triple - 
frequency (third - harmonic) gating 
signal. An oscillator tuned to 10.7 mc 
(three times the 3.58 -mc color -scan sig- 
nal) is driven in synchronism with the 
color -scan signal. The output of the 
tripler circuit goes directly to grid 2 
via the lead marked G2. The bias volt- 
age on grid 2 is adjusted . to cut off 
beam current except during the desired 
positive portion of the gating signal. 
The particular advantage of this circuit 
is that the gating signal never gets out 
of sync with the color -scan signal 
because the triple- frequency circuit is 

IF t VIDEO DET 

1/2 6AZ8 
1460 

1/2 6AZ8 
I/2 6468 

SYNC, AGC ,SWEEP 

1 

To G 

driven by the color -scan circuit. Cor- 
rect color sequence and phasing are 
thus assured. 

A block diagram of the color TV 
receiver using the Chromatron tube is 
shown in Fig. 6. It shows the relation 
of the color- selection circuit to the re- 
mainder of the receiver. The incoming 
signal is fed to the RF section. After 
frequency conversion to a 40 -mc if, 
detection and video amplification, the 
video signal is used as input to (from 
top to bottom) sound, second video, 
sync and subcarrier regenerator cir- 
cuits. 

The color -selector circuits which are 
the subject of this article are contained 
in the 2ND VIDEO and COLOR SWITCHER 
AND TRIPLER blocks. The 2ND -VIDEO cir- 
cuits deliver the composite video signal 
that determines selection of beam mag- 
nitude and thereby determines color 
saturation. The COLOR SWITCHER AND 
TRIPLER block, shown in detail in Fig. 5, 
produces the color -scan signal that de- 
flects the beam to the proper phosphor 
strip on the tube face, and the gating 
signal that determines the proper color 
sequencing. 

The ingenious color selection system 
of the Chromatron tube, resulting in 
simpler circuitry and space economy, is 
of more than academic interest. After 
additional development work now in 
progress is completed, you can expect 
to see a new type of color TV set on 
the market. END 

I/2 608 
6T8 
6110 

IST VIDEG 2 ND VIDEO 

I2BA7 

6AN8 
6SN7 V2 66148 
6C85 

1/2 6AZ8 64114 
6CG1 

Si1PCARRIER REGENERATOR 

2 14544 

HV 
76V 

256V 

CLOR SWITCHER t TRIPLER 

Fig. 6 -Block diagram of color TV set using Chromatron tube. 
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GUIDE 

AUTIR©NJ IC -EYÉ 
TRAINING COURSES 
MEAN MORE 
BUSINESS FOR YOU 

Courses for experienced service 
technicians provide latest repair 
information - enable you to do the 
job faster and more efficiently.. 

Quick, accurate circuit diagnosis and repair to factory 
specifications boosts your profits. That's why so many quali- 
fied auto technicians attend these Guide training courses 

at no cost other than transportation and living expenses. 

The Guide Lamp diploma, awarded only to those who 

successfully complete the course, is proof that you're 

equipped to give more and better service to more 

people -and that means business. 

If you're an auto radio service dealer, come yourself, or 

send your technicians. There's one of 30 GM Training 

Centers near you. Apply through your local United 
Motors Service Division Distributor or write 

GUIDE LAMP DIVISION GENERAL MOTORS CORP. ANDERSON, INDIANA 

Jumbo -size operational panel of Guide's Autronic- 
Eye Circuit puts ali darts out front for better, more 
efficient instruction. 
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ELECTRONICS 

THE INDUSTRIAL 
The heart of any servo system is simpler 
than a TV receiver's circuitry 

By FORREST H. FRANTZ, Sr.* 

ATOMATION is the big word in 
industry today. It conjures up 
visions of automatic factories 
manufacturing products with a 

small staff of master- control operators 
or no staff at all. The rapid trend to- 
ward the automatic factory is bringing 
industrial electronics into new prom- 
inence. To make automatic factories 
possible -to conceive, plan and build 
them, and keep them running -a host of 
men with electronic backgrounds and a 
knowledge of industrial electronics is 
needed. The basic principles these men 
must understand are those of the closed - 
loop servo system. The heart of this 
system is the servo amplifier. 

A servo system is somewhat human 
in performance. To understand its prin- 
ciples, consider keeping a molten mix- 
ture in an oven at a constant tempera- 
ture, in a critical manufacturing 
process. If a human operator controls 
the operation, he has a temperature 
indicator and fuel valve control before 
him. Assume that the temperature is to 
be maintained at 1,000 °F. If it rises to 
1,050 °F, the operator's eyes sense the 
change and a message is transmitted to 
his brain. In the brain, comparison of 
this temperature with the standard 
temperature of 1,000° causes a correc- 
tion signal to be transmitted to the 
operator's hand. His hand turns the fuel 
valve and decreases fuel input. The 
human operator's job is boring and 
fatiguing and his performance cannot 
be precise. 

Electronic control 
An electronic system can perform 

this task more competently and release 
the human operator for another job. 
Fig. 1 illustrates the arrangement. The 
pickup element or transducer is a re- 
sistance thermometer Rl (mounted in 
the oven) which is one leg of a Wheat- 
stone bridge. R2 is a similar ther- 
mometer kept at a constant reference 
temperature. R3 and R4 are selected 
so that the bridge is balanced when the 
oven temperature is 1,000 °. Any change 
in temperature causes the bridge to be- 
come unbalanced and a voltage is trans- 
mitted to the servo amplifier. The servo 
amplifier amplifies this voltage and 
drives an electrical - to - mechanical 
energy transducer -in this case, a 

* Physics Department, Mississippi State College. 
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AMPLIFIER 

motor -which actuates the fuel valve. 
The fuel injection rate continues to 
change until the oven reaches standard 
temperature, balancing the bridge and 
reducing the amplifier input signal to 
zero. 

Numerous other applications are ap- 
parent. Quantity of material entering 
a mixing process, the thickness or 
length of metal strips, the positioning 
of parts in critical mechanical assem- 
blies, the maintenance of a ship or air- 
craft course and many other possibil- 
ities exist for servo systems. The input 
transducer can take numerous forms, 
depending on the application. Now, let's 
take a look at the servo -amplifier cir- 
cuit. 

Electronic circuits used in industry 
are, in general, not much more complex 
than those found in radio receivers, and 
in most cases simpler than those in a 
television receiver. Fig. 2 is the circuit 
of the Brown ElectroniK 354574 servo 
amplifier. Fig. 3 shows the top and 
bottom views of an amplifier and the 
balancing motor. Its operation is : The 
input signal is dc, and the chopper con- 
verts it to an ac signal. The chopper 
operates like an automobile power sup- 
ply vibrator. However, it must be con- 
structed to very exact standards since 

CHOPPEP 

3 

5 

6 6.3V 

ELECTROSTATIC SHIELD 

BLU INPUT TRANS 

BLK 

RED 

INPUT 

7F7 (2) 

the input voltage may be as low as 
0.5 µv. The chopper is employed because 
it allows an ac amplifier to be used in 
preference to a dc amplifier, which is 
subject to drift and other difficulties. 
The chopper's frequency is 60 cycles. 
If an ac signal input is used, the 
chopper is unnecessary. The input is 
coupled to the amplifier through a 
medium -impedance (7,000 -ohm) input 
transformer. The use of a medium - 
impedance transformer minimizes at- 
tenuation of the input signal if an ac 
signal is to be transmitted over a long 
distance. 

The amplifier is a three -stage R -C- 

SERVO AMPL 

OVEN 

RI 

RI R 2- RESISTANCE 
THERMOMETERS 

Fig. 1 -A servo system for temperature 
control. 
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Fig. 2 - Circuit of a 
typical servo amplifier. (Figs U, 3, 4 courtesy Minneapolis- Honeywell Regulator Co.) 
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Fig. 3- Brown servo amplifier and motor (Model 356358 -1.) 

AC SUPPLY YGLTAGE 

PWR TRANS 

Fig. 4- Simplified 
diagram of power - 

amplifier stage. 

coupled voltage amplifier followed by a 
power amplifier which contains two duo - 
triodes connected in parallel. It would 
appear that the plate circuits are not 
connected in parallel. In the physical 
sense they are not; however, note that 
the transformer, which in an audio 
amplifier would be an output trans- 
former, is a power transformer. Fig. 4 
will make this and subsequent opera- 
tion description clearer. 

The push -pull stage (V1 and V2) 
actually acts as a discriminator since 
its job is to distinguish between signals 
calling for a clockwise rotation of the 
motor and those calling for counter- 
clockwise rotation. The tube's plates are 
fed with ac, so the tubes conduct alter- 
nately, on successive half -cycles. Since 
the plates and chopper are fed by the 
same ac source, plate voltage on one 
of the push -pull tubes is in phase with 
input voltage on its grid. This means 
that, as the input signal drives the grids 
positive, one tube's plate current in- 
creases and decreases. on alternate half - 
cycles while the other tube is cut off. 

For example, if a positive signal is 
applied to the grids while Vl's plate is 
positive, plate current in the tube in- 
creases. It flows through winding No. 1 
on the transformer to amplifier phase 
winding A on the motor. The phase of 
this current in relation to the phase of 
the current through phase winding B 
(energized through a capacitor from 
the ac line) makes the motor turn in 
one direction. On the next half -cycle the 
tube does not conduct as plate and grid 
voltages are negative. Meanwhile, 
though V2's plate is positive, its grid is 
negative and it cannot conduct. 

APRIL, 1958 

If the phase of the input signal is 
reversed, the action is reversed with 
V1 cut off and V2 conducting through 
winding No. 2 of the transformer and 
amplifier phase winding A of the motor. 
This changes the phase relationship of 
motor winding A to motor winding B, 
reversing the direction of the motor. 

When the signal at the amplifier in- 
put is zero, the motor is at rest. When 
a signal is applied to the amplifier in- 
put, the motor rotates; the greater the 
signal, the faster it rotates. 

If the motor shaft is coupled by gears 
to a machine control, it can cause a 
change in some machine characteristic. 
Then, if the transducer which provides 
amplifier input is connected so that it 
supplies less voltage as the machine 
characteristic approaches the desired 
value, the motor gradually decreases 
speed. When the error correction is 
complete, the input transducer is sup- 
plying zero voltage to the amplifier, and 
the motor comes to rest until some ex- 
ternal influence causes the input trans- 
ducer to receive an error signal again. 
In most industrial operations, changes 
are gradual and correction is almost 
instantaneous. The method of servo 
control discussed here is known as 
closed -loop or closed -sequence operation. 
It is analogous to inverse feedback in 
an audio amplifier. 

With the exception of the output cir- 
cuit and application to process control, 
the system discussed employs circuits 
commonly found in radios and audio 
amplifiers. The transition from radio 
servicing to industrial electronics is 
easy for the man willing to study a few 
new principles and circuits. END 

That's not the reason 
why you should use 

Here's why you should use 

It's the best -engineered) tape 
in the world... 

...gives you better highs...better lows... 
better sound all around! Saves your tape 
recorder, too- because the Irish FERRO - 
SHEEN process results in smoother tape 
...tape that can't sand down your mag- 
netic heads or shed oxide powder into your 
machine. Price? Same as ordinary tape! 

Available wherever gtmli.ty tape is sok!. 
ORRadio Industries, Inc., Opelika, Alabama 
Export: Morhan Ex- porting Carp., New York, N. Y. 
Canada: Atlas Radio Corp., Ltd., Toronto, Ontario 
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ELECTRONICS 

By E. L. SAFFORD, JR. 

ONE of the most perplexing 
problems facing the R -C en- 
thusiast when he turns to a 
tone -operated system is the 

construction of an oscillator that will 
provide the various frequencies accu- 
rately and with long time stability. The 
tone modulator described in this article 
is an answer to the problem. It not 
only provides the tones but also a 
method of modulating the radio -fre- 
quency oscillator. 

The circuit is a modified Hartley 
oscillator using a standard (push -pull 
plates to voice coil) audio output trans- 
former as its tapped inductor. The size 
or type of this transformer is not 
critical and its wattage may vary from 
2 for a battery- operated system to 10 
for a system using a 6V6 as the oscil- 
lator modulator tube. The latter will 
modulate a 5 -watt carrier adequately. 
One end of the primary winding is 
connected to the plate, the center tap 
to B -plus and the other end to the 
stabilizing element which is a series - 
resonant circuit. The screen is con- 
nected to B -plus and the cathode is 
grounded. 

The theory of operation is simple. 
The transformer provides feedback 
necessary for oscillation, but the series - 
resonant circuit prevents all frequen- 
cies from being impressed on the grid 
except the resonant frequency of the 
tuned circuit. In practical operation, it 
is possible to vary the frequency 
slightly by changing the value of the 
grid resistor, but this should be ad- 
justed for the best, purest and cleanest 
note. Changes in frequency should be 
obtained by changing the value of the 
coil or capacitor or by using entirely 
different tuned circuits. 

Fig. 1 shows the circuit as actually 
used. A four -channel tone section which 
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modulates an oscillator generating a 
radio -frequency carrier of 50 -54 me 
was required. The unit was to be 
battery -operated, using not more than 
135 volts for B -plus and has a power 
output of approximately 1 watt. 

To meet these requirements, two 
3Q4's were used. The audio oscillator 
modulator section uses one as a pentode 
while the rf section uses the other 
triode -connected. The value of the grid 
resistance was varied from 5,000 to 
50,000 ohms and the frequencies gen- 
erated range from 600 cycles to 3,200 
cycles. 

A separate tuned circuit is used for 
each tone. The keying switches are 
placed between the grid and the ends 
of the coils. A 47,000 -ohm grid resistor 
gave the best operation over the whole 
range with voltage variations from 75 
to 135. 

The rf section is modulated by con- 
necting the plate of the rf oscillator 
through a radio -frequency choke and 
small bypass to the plate of the modu- 
lator tube. B -plus connects only to the 
center tap of the transformer and the 

54 53 52 SI S S .L .L 

OI0 O.O_ 
C4 -C3 C2 CI RI 

0T4 
© L¡I OTi i O LI 

/ 

O O O 

OSC- MOD 

VI 2 

75 -135 V 

T 

Simple circuit has stable 
oscillator for tone -oper- 
ated radio- control sys- 
tems 

screen of the audio oscillator modulator 
tube. 

Tuned -circuit calculations 
The tuned circuits are built around 

Chicago NSI -1 0.8 -h and NSI -2 2.4 -h 
coils. It is possible to use one induct- 
ance and switch various series capaci- 
tances into the circuit to obtain the re- 
quired tones. The sharpness of the 
resonance, however, is a function of 
the choke's reactance. Thus, the use 
of one choke for the entire range means 
that the Q varies and the accuracy 
of the tone along with it. 

The Chicago chokes are listed as they 
have a minimum Q of 20. However, less 
expensive units, such as the Stancor 
C2328 (0.8 h) and the Stancor C2334 
(2.8 h) may be used. 

Using either a single choke or the 
less costly chokes will result in some 
degradation in the frequency stability. 
This will be small when applied to 
tuned -circuit receivers, but important 
with tuned -reed units. 

The best stability and ease of adjust- 
ment would be with variable- inductance 

3Q4(2) * RFC I 

C51250yN:fTP 
2 

SEC NOT USED 

B- 

MEMEMI 
R1- 47,000 ohms, /2 watt 
R2- 33,000 ohms, 1/7 watt 
CI, 2, 3, 4 -see text 
C5-250 µµf, ceramic 
C6 -5-30 µµf, trimmer 
C7 -100 µµf, ceramic 
LI, 2, 3, 4 -see text 

t_crArS5 

3V 

OSEE TEXT *SEE PARTS LIST SI -54 NORMALLY OPEN 

RF OSC 

V2 

8 FT 

2T LOOSELY 
COUPLED TO LS 

L5-14 turns No. 18 enameled wire spaced width of 
wire on a 3/4- inch -diameter form 

RFCI 2 -11/4 -inch winding of No. 32 enameled wire 
on (/4 -inch form 

SI, 2, 3, 4-spst pushbutton 
S5 -spst toggle 
7-see text 
VI, 2 -3Q4 

Fig. 1- Four -channel two -tube 6 -meter R -C rig. 
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"University speakers 
were top performers 
on our Hi -Fi Holiday* 
Concert Tour" 7. 

FRED WARING 

"I had always dreamed of applying hi -fi techniques to our live concerts ... but I hadn't 
thought it could be accomplished to my satisfaction. I presented the problem to University 
engineers prior to launching our most recent nation -wide tour. Result? University provided 
the most stirring sound I had ever heard in a concert hall, so dynamically effective that we 
named our show 'Hi -Fi Holiday.' 

"'Hi-Fi Holiday' made sound history ... it was sound success -and we plan to repeat the 
tour. University deserves a low bow for their contribution to the success of our show 
-a top performer most welcome to share the stage with The Pennsylvanians anytime.» 
*First such live stage presentation in musical and high fidelity history. 

AND HERE'S WHAT FRED WARING'S CHIEF ENGINEER HAS TO SAY ... 
"Fred Waring's to -week 'Hi -Fi Holiday' needed loud- 
speakers which would withstand the abuse of a gruel- 
ling 200 -50o miles per day in a trailer truck. The 
speakers had to be easy to set up in theaters, audito- 
riums and even large, hard -surfaced gymnasiums which, 
each night, would be physically and acoustically dif- 
ferent, yet produce high fidelity sound that would make 
every seat 'front row center.' 

"University Ioudspeakers were selected not only be- 

See your dealer 
enclosures, kits 

cause of their reputation for quality and reliability, but 
also for their constancy of performance characteristics 
which is extremely important to the exacting achieve- 
ment of aural 'balance' and 'perspective.' 

"We were happy to find that these technical objectives 
could be accomplished using various speaker types and 
systems from University's standard high fidelity line. 
Not a single speaker failure occurred during the 20,000 
mile cross- country tour." Russ Turner 

for a demonstration of what University can do for you! For FREE LITERATURE on speake -s and components, 
and complete systems. write Desk J -2, University Loudspeakers, Inc.. 80 So. Kensico Ave,. White Plains. N. Y. 

LISTEN 

APRIL, 1958 
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YOUR 
greatest 

FUTURE 
is in 

ENGINEERING. 
ELECTRONICS 

AERONAUTICS 

The greatest need in the world's history 
for trained engineering brains is NOW. 
YOU can take advantage of this need to 
achieve success quickly. YOU can make 
big money -and have an unlimited 
future -if you decide NOW to GET INTO 
THE FIELD OF ENGINEERING. 

The quickest and best way to do this is 
by studying at Northrop Institute. IN 
JUST TWO SHORT YEARS you can be 
employed by one of the leading elec- 
tronics- aeronautics companies, at a very 
high starting salary. 

Northrop has trained hundreds of young 
men just like yourself - normal, intelli- 
gent, ambitious - who are now making 
a name for themselves with such com- 
panies as: Autonetics Division of North 
American, Astronautics Division of Con - 
vair, Servomechanisms, Inc., Radioplane, 
Jet Propulsion Laboratories, and hun- 
dreds more. 

So, whether your interest lies in the 
communications aspects of Electronics, 
automatic guidance systems, electronic 
computers; or control and safety equip- 
ment systems; whether you wish to 
specialize in piloted aircraft or missiles - Northrop Institute is the place to get 
your education. 

Approved for Veterans 

Northrop 
Aeronautical Institute 

An Accredited Technical Institute 
1189W. Arbor Vitae Street 
Inglewood 1, California 

Mail coupon for Free Catalog 

`NORTHROP AERONAUTICAL INSTITUTE 
1189 W. Arbor Vitae Street, Inglewood 1, Calif. 

Please send me immediately the Northrop catalog, 
employment data, and schedule of class starting 
dates. I am interested in: 

Electronic Engineering Technology 
Aeronautical Engineering Technology 
Aircraft Maintenance Engineering Technology 
Master Aircraft and Engine Mechanic 
Jet Engine Overhaul and Maintenance 

Name. .. .... Age... 

Address 

City Zone ...State 
Veterans: Check here for Special Veteran 
Training Information. 

L 

7 

J 
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ELECTRONICS 

ï ï 55 ï 

ITC6 TC5 C- 4 

°I 

6 H 

S3 S2 SI = S 
o 

1C3 

C LI il 2.4 H 

°I °I 

3Q4 
0SC-MOD !2 

CI R147I1 1 15 7 

-13V + 75-135V 

4 3 

RI- 47,000 ohms 
CI, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6 -see text 
C7 -250 µµf, ceramic 
11 -2.4 h (Chicago N51 -2 or equivalent) 
L2-0.8 h (Chicago NSI -I or equivalent) 

Fig. 2- Another way of arranging to 

chokes, like UTC's VIC types, using 
a separate unit for each frequency. 
A simple adjustment of the core would 
set up the proper tone for transmission. 
Of course, this is the most expensive 
method. 

The values of the series capacitors 
can be calculated by the standard 
formula: 

1 
Resonant frequency = 2rrV LC 

where C is capacitance in farads, L is 
inductance in henries and the frequen- 
cy is in cycles per second. 

This can be rearranged to solve for 
the capacitor as: 

1,000,000 
C 

(39) (L) (frequency desired)a 
where C is capacitance in microfarads, 
L is inductance and frequency is in 
cycles per second. 

For example, if you wanted a 1,000- 

T 

RFC 
B+TORFOSC 

C7225Oppt 

SEC NOT USED 

NC TES 

CI -C6 SEE TEXT 

SI -$6 NORMALLY OPEN 

RFC -11/4 -inch winding of No. 32 enameled wire 
on 1/4-inch form 

SI, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6 -spst, pushbutton 
T -see text 
VI -304 

ned circuits in oscillator- modulator. 
cycle tone using the 0.8 -h coil: 

1,000,000 
C of = (39) (0.8) (1,000) (1,000) - 033µf 

Shunt this capacitor with a small 
variable padder, say 100 to 750 piaf, to 
allow some adjustment of the fre- 
quency. If you come up with odd values 
for the capacitor, remember if you 
parallel values, say .01 and .001 µf, 
the total capacitance will be .011 µf. 
If you use two series capacitors, the 
resultant value can be found from: 

C (Cl) (C2) 
Cl +C2 

Therefore, you might use a single 
coil and several values of capacitors 
to obtain the different frequencies or 
use two coils, one 2.4 and one 0.8 h, 
the smaller for frequencies above 1,000 
cycles and tie larger for frequencies 
below that. Fig. 2 illustrates this 
arrangement. END 

FIGHT CANCER 

WITH A CHECKUP 
(See your doctor) 

AND A CHECK 
(Send it now) 

TO 
AMERICAN 

CANCER 

SOCIETY 

ELECTRONIC COMPUTERS 

Learn the design, theory 
and operation of digital 
and analog computers! 

NI RELAY COMPUTERS; circuits, programming 
$12.50. 

N2 DIGITAL COMPUTERS; theory, circuits, 25 
lessons $24.50. 

N3 ANALOG COMPUTERS; solve problems with 
electronic circuits. 15 lessons. 

N14 COMPUTER MASTER; 50 -plus lessons and 
projects (study digital voltmeter, digital ohm- 
meter, automation units) $22.50 down and $12.40 
for six months. 

N15 ELECTRONICS PRINCIPLES; 40 lessons plus 
three textbooks. Most popular set in the field. 
Pay only $22.50 down and $10 for five months. 

R ROBOT MANUAL: over 200 pages of circuits 
and diagrams $5.50 ppd. 

Complete catalog lists courses in Electronics, Auto- 
mation, Advanced Computers, Robots, Logic. Plans 
for Digital and Analog Computers $3.00 to $4.50. 

EBEX SCHOOL, 1015 Atkin Ave., SLC 6, Utah 
div. of Electronic Brain Enterprises Inc. 
L send free catalog 

send information and prices on computer kits 
enroll me in course number 

Name 

Address 

A Theatre Organ 
for YOUR HOME! 

The Artisan simplified step -by-step 
assembly system with all mechanical 
and wood parts fully assembled lets 
you build a magnificent 2- manual 
and full pedal organ at a saving of 
up to 50%1 No special skill needed! 

the 

ELECTRONIC ORGAN 

Order 
Direct from 

ELECTRONIC ORGAN ARTS, INC. 
4878 EAGLE ROCK BLVD. DEPT. D -24, LOS ANGELES 41, CALIF. 

LP 

ALBUM 

Only $2.98 
Hear the thrilling 
tones of the Artisan 
as played by promi- 
nent artists of the 
Theatre Organ. With 
explanatory notes. 

PORTFOLIO of ORGAN 

FACTS jam -packed 
with vital information 
about organs. Only 
$1.00 

(LP Album and Port- 
folio-both for only 
$3.49) 
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BUILD 16 RADIO 
CIRCUITS AT HOME 
with the New Deluxe 1958 

PROGRESSIVE RADIO r'EDU -KIT" 

A COMPLETE RADIO COURSE 

Now Also Includes 

* TRANSMITTER 

* SIGNAL TRACER 

* SIGNAL INJECTOR 

* CODE OSCILLATOR 

only 

* No Knowledge of Radio Necessary 

* No Additional Parts or Tools Needed 

* EXCELLENT BACKGROUND FOR TV 

* School Inquiries Invited 

* Attractively Gift Packed 

NO NEED TO SPEND HUNDREDS OF DOLLARS FOR A RADIO COURSE 
The "Edu -Kit" offers you an outstanding PRACTICAL HOME RADIO COURSE at a rock -bottom price. Our 

Kit is designed to train Radio & Electronics Technicians, making use of the most modern methods of home 
training. You will learn radio theory, construction practice and servicing. 

You will learn how to build radios, using regular schematics; how to wire and solder in a professional manner; 
how to service radios. You will work with the standard type of punched metal chassis as well as the latest 
development of Printed Circuit chassis. 

You will learn the basic principles of radio. You will construct, study and work with RF and AF amplifiers 
and oscillators, detectors, rectifiers, test equipment. You will learn and practice code, using the Progressive Code 
Oscillator. You will learn and practice trouble- shooting, using the Progressive Signal Tracer, Progressive Signal 
Injector, Progressive Dynamic Radio & Electronics Tester and the accompanying instructional material. 

You will receive training for the Novice, Technician and General Classes of F.C.C. Radio Amateur Licenses. 
You will build 16 Receiver, Transmitter, Code Oscillator, Signal Tracer and Signal Injector circuits, and learn 
how to operate them. You will receive an excellent background for Television. 

Absolutely no previous knowledge of radio or science is required. The "Edu -Kit" is the product of many 
years of teaching and engineering experience. The "Edu-Kit" will provide you with a basic education in Electronics 
and Radio, worth many times the complete price of $22.95. The Signal Tracer alone is worth more than the 
price of the entire Kit. 

THE KIT FOR EVERYONE 
You do not need the slightest background in radio or science. Whether you are interested in Radio & Electronics 

because you want an interesting hobby, a well paying business or a job with a future, you will find the "Edu -Kit" 
a worth -while investment. 

Many thousands of individuals of all ages and backgrounds have successfully used the "Edu -Kit" in more 
than 79 countries of the world. The "Edu -Kit" has been carefully designed, step by step, so that you cannot 
make a mistake. The "Edu -Kit" allows you to teach yourself at your own rate. No instructor is necessary. 

PROGRESSIVE TEACHING METHOD 
The Progressive Radio "Edu -Kit" is the foremost educational radio kit in the world, and is universally accepted 

as the standard in the field of electronics training. The "Edu -Kit" uses the modern educational principle of 
"Learn by Doing." Therefore you construct, learn schematics, study theory, practice trouble- shooting -all in a 
closely integrated program designed to provide an easily -learned, thorough and interesting background in radio. 

You begin by examining the various radio parts of the "Edu- Kit." You then learn the function, theory and 
wiring of these parts. Then you build a simple radio. With this first set you will enjoy listening to regular broadcast 
stations, learn theory, practice testing and trouble- shooting. Then you build a more advanced radio, learn more 
advanced theory and techniques. Gradually, in a progressive manner, and at your own rate, you will find yourself 
constructing more advanced multi -tube radio circuits, and doing work like a professional Radio Technician. 

Included in the "Edu -Kit" course are sixteen Receiver, Transmitter, Code Oscillator, Signal Tracer, and Signal 
Injector circuits. These are not unprofessional "breadboard" experiments, but genuine radio circuits, constructed 
by means of professional wiring and soldering on metal chassis, plus the new method of radio construction known 
as "Printed Circuitry." These circuits operate on your regular AC or DC house current. 

A COMPLETE RADIO COURSE -NOTHING ELSE TO BUY 
You will receive all parts and instructions necessary to build 16 different radio and electronics circuits, each 

guaranteed to operate. Our Kits contain tubes, tube sockets, variable, electrolytic, mica, ceramic and paper 
dielectric condensers, resistors, tie strips, coils, hardware, tubing, punched metal chassis, Instruction Manuals, 
wire, solder, etc. 

In addition, you receive Printed Circuit materials, including Printed Circuit chassis, special tube sockets, 
hardware and instructions. You also receive a useful set of tools, a professional electric soldering iron, and a 
self -powered Dynamic Radio & Electronics Tester. The "Edu -Kit" also includes Code Instructions and the Progressive 
Code Oscillator, in addition to F.C.C.-type Questions and Answers for Radio Amateur License training. You will 
also receive lessons for servicing with the Progressive Signal Tracer and the Progressive Signal Injector, a High 
Fidelity Guide and a Quiz Book. You receive all parts, tools, instructions, etc. There is nothing else to buy. 
Everything is yours to keep. 

PRINTED CIRCUITRY 

At no increase in price, the "Edu -Kit' now includes 
Printed Circuitry. You build a Printed Circuit Signal 
Injector, a unique servicing instrument that can detec 
many Radio and TV troubles. This revolutionary new 
technique of radio construction is now becoming popula 
in commercial radio and TV sets. 

A Printed Circuit is a special insulated chassis on which 
has been deposited a conducting material which takes 
the place of wiring. The various parts are merely plugged 
in and soldered to terminals. 

Printed Circuitry forms the very basis of Automation 
Electronics. 

APRIL, 1958 

FREE EXTRAS 
SET OF TOOLS 

SOLDERING IRON 
ELECTRONICS TESTER 
TESTER INSTRUCTION 

MANUAL HIGH FIDELITY 
GUIDE QUIZZES TELEVI- 
SION BOOK RADIO 
TROUBLE- SHOOTING BOOK 

MEMBERSHIP IN RADIO - 
TV CLUB: CONSULTATION 
SERVICE FCC AMATEUR 
LICENSE TRAINING PRINT- 
ED CIRCUITRY PLIERS - 
CUTTERS ALIGNMENT 
TOOL CERTIFICATE OF 
MERIT VALUABLE DIS- 
COUNT CARD WRENCH 

SET 

SERVICING LESSONS 
You will learn trouble- shooting 

and servicing in a progressive 
manner. You will practice repairs 
on the sets that you construct. You 
will learn symptoms and causes of 
troubles in home, portable and car 
radios. You will learn how to use 
the professional Signal Tracer, the 
unique Signal Injector and the dy- 
namic Radio & Electronics Tester. 
While you are learning in this 
practical way, you will be able to 
do many a repair job for your 
friends and neighbors, and charge 
fees which will far exceed the 
price of the "Edu- Kit." Our Con- 
sultation Service will help you 
with any technical problems you 
may have. 

1. Stataitis, of 25 Poplar P.1., 
Waterbury, Conn., writes: "I have 
repaired several sets for my 
friends, and made money. The 
"Edu -Kit" paid for itself. I was 
ready to spend $240 for a Course, 
but I found your ad and sent for 
your Kit." 

FROM OUR MAIL BAG 
Ben Valerio P O. Box 21. 

Magna, Utah: "The Edu -Kits are 
wonderful. Here I am sending 
you the questions and also the 
answers for them. I have been in 
Radio for the last seven years, but 
like to work with Radio Kits, and 
like to build Radio Testing Equip- 
ment. I enjoyed every minute I 

worked with the different kits: the 
Signal Tracer works fine. Also 
like to let you know that I feel 
proud of becoming a member of 
your Radio -TV Club." 

Robert L. Shoff, 1534 Mon- 
roe Ave., Huntington, W. Va.: 
"Thought I would drop you a few 
lines to say that I received my 
Edu -Kit, and was really amazed 
that such a bargain can be had at 
such a low price. I have already 
started repairing radios and phon- 
ographs. My friends were really 
surprised to see me get into the 
swing of it so quickly. The Trou- 
bleshooting Tester that comes with 
the Kit is really swell, and finds 
the trouble, if there is any to be 
found." 

r - - -- UNCONDITIONAL MONEY -BACK GUARANTEE - - -- 
ORDER DIRECT FROM AD 

RECEIVE FREE BONUS RESISTOR AND CONDENSER KITS WORTH $7.00 

Send "Edu -Kit" Postpaid. I enclose full payment of $22.95. 
Send "Edu -Kit" C.O.D. I will pay $22.95 plus postage. 
Send me FREE additional information describing "Edu- Kit." 

Name 

Address 

PROGRESSIVE "EDU- KITS" INC. 
497 Union Ave., Dept. 139G, Brooklyn 11, N.Y. t 
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Garrard models change. Garrard ideals do not. Meaningful new features are 
added. Time -proven features are carefully retained. Gadgets, for the sake of 
gadgetry, are sternly rejected. The all- important fact to remember is that thirty. 
five years of experience in designing, testing, and building fine record players, 
guide us in offering you the present Garrard models. 

WORLD'S FINEST 
RECORD PLAYING 

EQUIPMENT 

There's a Garrard for 
every high fidelity system 

Por Information Write: 

Model 301 PRprossiosSL 
TRANSCRIPTION TURNTABLE 

Each speed variable! 
Each unit with Its own 

pertormanee test tep0rt. $19.00 

Model TPA /10 TRANSCRIPTION TONE ARM 
-Professional pertormanee. 

1e lewehlike construction 
and exceptional 

versatility. $24.50 

Model T Mart n 
4.SPEE0 MANUAL PLATEN 

A superior 
systems. $3Ï5Ó 

L°a ê ti, Model RC98 o SPEPO SUPER 
AUTOMANUAL CHANGER 

Cont 
Ont 

oars + or - variable 
r0Ì on all speeds. {67.30 

Model RC$B 4 -SPEE0 DELUXE 
AUTO.MANUAL CNANCER 

Exclusive pusher platform 
protects your records. $54.50 

Model RC12t 4.SPEE0 MISER 
AUTO -MANUAL CHANGER 

floe performance with economy 
and compactness. $42.50 

GARRARD SALES CORPORATION, Dpt. GD -388, PORT WASHINGTON, N.Y. 

Send for lt today) 

NEVER BEFORE AT THIS LOW PRICE! 

Precision, battery- operated 
transistorized portable 

TAPE RECORDER 
Weighs only 2 lbs. 8 "x7 "x2" 

(imported from West Germany) 

Precision -engineered- Records, plays back, erases. Variable 
.speed controls. Operates on 4 ordinary C- batteries. Uses standard 54" 1 -mil 
or % -mil tape. Playback time about 15 min. Patented motor mount provides 
for forward and reverse winding; stopping with instantaneous braking action, 
taking ow all slack tape; preventing tape from spilling. Voice can be dubbed 
and superimposed on music or other voice recording (and vice versa). Fine, 
durable, high -duality components. Complete instructions. 
Servicemen -Dealers! Every service call an easy sale after a simple demon- 
stration. Renders same functions as machines costing many times as much. 

Your cost for sample, only 
$29.95. Suggested retail sell- 
ing price, $39.95! On your re- 
order for two or more, earn an 
additional ID% discount. Hurry 
-be the first in your area with 
this sure -fire item! Everyone 
will buy! Rush order now! 

Unconditionally guaranteed for 90 days against mechanical defects. 10 -day money -back guarantee. 

F I L N O R PRODUCTS CO. 1 Park Ave., N.Y.16, N. Y. 

ELECTRONICS 

Better Light Relay 
Fig. 1 shows a conventional tran- 

sistor light- sensitive relay circuit. 
By adding a 1.5 -volt penlight cell 

and two resistors to Fig. 1 we greatly 
increase its sensitivity to light (Fig. 2). 

The 1.5 -volt cell and Rl are con- 
nected in series with the photocell, 
which then acts as a variable resistance 
in the penlight -cell circuit. It is impor- 
tant to observe the polarities of all 
components. The value of Rl will de- 
pend upon the photocell used. If the 
International Rectifier B10 photocell is 
used, R1 should be between 2,500 and 
3,000 ohms. If the smaller and less ex- 
pensive B2M is used, Rl may be elimin- 
ated but the unit will not be as sensitive 
as when using the B10. 

BIO 
SELENIUM 
PHOTOCELL CK721 SIGMA 5F RELAY 

BIO 

SELENIUM CK721 PHOTOCELL 

Isy Fig. I 

SIGMA 5F OR 4F RELAY 

Fig. 2 

Resistor R2 controls the emitter 
voltage, allowing the circuit to be 
adapted to various light intensities 
without readjusting the tension spring 
on the relay armature. The reason for 
this is that the force that will close a 
relay is expressed in watts. Watts = 
amps x volts and if we vary the volt- 
age in the circuit we can vary the force 
acting on the relay armature for any 
given light intensity on the photocell. 
R2 should be variable and have a 
maximum value of 1,000 ohms. The 
transistor used (Raytheon CK721) 
yields a current gain of about 40 in 
the grounded- emitter circuit. The relay 
should be a Sigma 5F or 4F. Both are 
dependable and easy to adjust, the 5F 
(8,000 -ohm coils in parallel) yielding 
slightly greater sensitivity than the 4F. 

With the photocell receiving about 
8 candlepower and the relay closed, 
the 1.5 -volt cell has a drain of about 
65 as and the 15 -volt battery a drain 
of about 1.7 ma. Under these conditions 
battery life is long but may be increased 
by substituting larger- capacity batteries 
of the same voltage. With the unit 
completed and the Si closed, R2 should 
be adjusted so that the relay will just 
hold in the closed position when ex- 
posed to a source of light. - D. H. 
Gucker. END 
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,. 

NEW 
COMPLETE 

RF 
AMP. 

RF 
OSC. 

ANT. 

45 Mc 
AUDIO 

IF 

DISCRIMINATOR 
or 

RATIO DETECTOR 

SPKR 

II 
AUDIO AUDIO 
AMP. OUTPUT 

1st 2nd 
IF IF 

3rd 
IF 

VIDEO VIDEO 
DET. AMP. 

SYNC. 

VERTICAL 
OSC. 

HORIZ. 
OSC. 

VERTICAL 
OUTPUT 

HORIZ. 
OUTPUT 

DAMPER 

H I-VOLTAGE 
RECTI FIER 

UNIQUE NEW SIGNAL -INJECTION TECHNIQUE 

Saves TV Trouble -Shooting Time and Work 

R.F. Supplies complete r.f. and i.f. signals with 
video and audio modulation to quickly trou - 

I.F. ble -shoot each stage in each of the sections 
of the TV receiver. Enables you to check the 
r.f. sensitivity and AGC settings of TV 
receivers. 

VIDEO Reproduces a complete test pattern on the 
screen of the TV picture tube and injects 
signals into each video stage of the TV re- 
ceiver for fast, visual trouble- shooting and 
correction- anywhere, anytime, Makes it easy 
to check bandwidth, resolution, shading and 
contrast capabilities of the TV set. 

SYNC 

SWEEP CIRCUIT 
DRIVING PULSES 

INTERMITTENTS 

AUDIO 

Provides composite signal, sync positive and 
negative. 

Provides separate vertical and horizontal 
driving pulses for trouble- shooting deflection 
circuits. 

Test signal injection also aids in locating in- 
termittent troubles. 

Provides a 4.5 me sound channel, FM mod- 
ulated with approximately 25 kc deviation. 
(This audio carrier is modulated either from 
a built-in 400 cycle tone generator, or from 
your own external audio source.) Injection 
of the 400 cycle tone signal simplifies trou- 
ble- shooting of the audio section. 

COLOR Enables you to trouble -shoot and signal trace 
color circuits in color TV sets. 

Generates white dot and crosshatch 
patterns on the TV screen for color 
TV convergence adjustments. 
Generates full color rainbow pat- 
tern of orange, red, magenta, blue, 
cyan, green to test color sync cl r- 
cults, check range of hue control, 
align color demodulators, etc. 

SET Enables you to check and adjust the vertical 
ADJUSTMENT and horizontal linearity, size and aspect 

ratio of television receivers. 

TELEVISION 

ANALYST 
test each stage 

SEPARATELY 

and watch the 
< result on the 

TV set itself 
0 o o Có 

MODEL. 
1075 

QUICK, DIRECT, COMPLETE TV TROUBLE-SHOOTING 

Now, by point -to -point signal injection and 
test pattern reproduction, you can easily trouble -shoot 
and signal trace any stage throughout the 
video, audio and sweep sections of black & white 
and color TV receivers. With the remarkable 
new Model 1075 B &K TELEVISION ANALYST, you can 
quickly isolate and diagnose TV troubles 
( including intermittents). By use of the generated 
test pattern, you can actually see the condition 
directly on the picture tube of the television set itself. 
No external scope is needed. The TELEVISION 
ANALYST is practically a complete 
TV service shop in one instrument! Net, $251995 

Canada: Atlas Radio Corp., 50 Wingold, Toronto 10, Ont. 

APRIL, 1958 

See your B&K Distributor or write for Bulletin 1075 -RE 

B JIr K MANUFACTURING CO. 
3726 N. Southport Ave. . Chicago 13, Illinois 

Export: Empire Exporters, 458 Broadwoy, New York 13. U.S.A. 
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Techriotes 

NOWT 
sharper, clearer pictures on 
1, 2 or 3 tv sets with 1 antenna 

NEW t B B -23 
TWO -SET BOOSTER 

From B -T comes the most important 
step forward in better TV reception 
for 1958 a broadband TV amplifier 
that boosts signal strength on all VHF 
channels 2 -13 and operates 1 or 2 or 
3 TV sets with one antenna. No tuning 
is required. 
combines two functions in one 
A single B -23 

BOOSTS signal strength on 1 or 2 
or 3 TV sets up to 6 db gain operat- 
ing two TV sets from one antenna. 

COUPLES 2 or 3 TV sets using the 
present antenna. Outperforms non - 
powered couplers in any reception 
area by more than 2 to 1. 

check these B -23 features: 
Ideal for color add a color TV set and 

keep present black- and -white set, use the 
same antenna the result, sharper, clearer 
pictures on both sets. 

Low noise figure designed to work with 
new VHF sets. 

Reduces interference. 
Easily installed at antenna terminals of 

set. Can be mounted out of sight at the rear 
of the receiver. 

Automatically amplifies channels 2 -13. 
Ideal small TV system (motels, multiple 

dwellings, TV showrooms). 

128 

FOR OPERATING 3 TO 8 TV SETS, USE 
THE B -T LABS DA8 -B MORE THAN 
10 DB GAIN ON ALL VHF CHANNELS. 
The DA8 -B Distribution Amplifier is 
a broadband, all - channel unit that re- 
quires no tuning, impedance matching 
devices, pre -amps or other special fit- 
tings. Ideal for all small TV systems 
including garden apartments, motels, 
TV showrooms serving more than 3 
sets. Approved for color. only $94.50. 

The B -23, the DA8 -B, and a host of 
other B -T quality engineered products 
to improve television reception,are avail- 
able at electronic parts distributors. 

For further information, use coupon. 

BLONDER- TONGUE LABS., INC. 
9 Ailing Street, Newark 2, New Jersey 

Please send me literature covering: 
B -T B -23 B -T TV Accessories 

Name 

Address 

City Zone State 
RE -4 

e 

.5 

EMERSON 120258 -D 
The customer let us pull his 24 -inch 

set to the shop for removal of thin 
salt- and -pepper lines on the left -hand 
side of the raster and the picture. 
Trouble was readily pinned down to 
excessive radiation of pseudo-BK oscil- 
lation at the screen grid of the 12CU6 
horizontal output tube. 

12CU6 
HORIZ OUTPUT 

100.4. 

2W 
47 

RFC 

j 11I 
ADD 'T600v 

1 

R7 
MNV- 235}- 

8.2R 
2W 

Rather than reroute and shield the 
screen lead, a filter was inserted be- 
tween socket pin 4 and the dropping 
resistor R70, 8,200 ohms. The filter was 
made up of a small rfc choke and a 
.001 -µf capacitor (600 volts). It was 
installed as shown in the partial 
schematic. James A. McRoberts 

RCA KCS -96 CHASSIS 
The video becomes progressively poor 

over a period of days, and can be 
temporarily compensated for by adjust- 
ment of the agc control. If allowed to 
progress, video becomes almost com- 
pletely lost with raster brightness re- 
maining normal. 

Cause of the defect is a leaky capac- 
itor C -167, a 330 -µµf pulse coupling 
unit to the plate of the agc tube. - 
Harry C. Keller 

MOTOROLA 55A RADIO 
Several of these ac dc radios have 

been inoperative due to failure of the 
printed circuit from pin No. 2 of the 
12BA6 to ground. This can quickly be 
repaired by running a piece of hookup 
wire from the pin connector to the 
output transformer case rather than 
trying to locate and repair the actual 
fault in the printed circuit. Paul Falk 

HOFFMAN 703A 
The receiver provided good color 

reception except that the setting of 
the fine -tuning control was critical. 
Alignment was suspected, but it turned 
out that there were no abnormal peaks 
in the response curves and bandwidths 
were OK. 

Then is was surmised that the color 
killer might be operating close to 
threshold, since all color dropped out 
promptly when a small pad was in- 
serted in the lead -in. (This was done 
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Use Delco Radio 
Service Parts! 8 -inch "Hi -Fi" speaker, No. 8007 offers the 

most h ghs, the most lows, he most watts in a 
medium. -price speaker. Designed for replace- 
ment ue and high fidelity audio systems. 

Available everywhere through 
Electronic Distributors 

associated with ... 

TRANSISTORS 

Your Delco Radio Electronic Parts Distributor carries 
the complete line, giving you fast, dependable service on the items 
you'll need for Delco Radio and other radio service work. Delco Radio also 
provides: 

Wide selection of special application parts Effective warranty program 
Complete technical training program Dealer identification signs 

Get the facts today on this truly profitable dealer setup, and grow with General 
Motors! 

MI U'M'S 
PARTS 

SAtESI 

UNITED MOTORS SYSTEM 

TUNER PARTS 

DELCO RADIO 
DIVISION OF GENERAL MOTORS, KOKOMO, INDIANA 

TUBES 

IRON CORES 

APRIL, 1958 

TRANSFORMERS 

COILS 

RESISTORS 

VIBRATORS 

CAPACITORS 

CONTROLS 
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Technicians' 

ews 

MADISON FIELDING 

Whatever the choice may be - tape, record, or 

good old fashioned AM /FM radio, straight or 

multiplexed - Madison Fielding is the design 

center of any stereo system. Complete control 
and amplifier facilities for both monaural and 

stereophonic sound are built into the perfectly 
matched Series 330 AM /FM Stereophonic Tuner 

and Series 320 40 -watt Stereophonic Amplifier. 

Series 330 Tuner: 
Two complete ultra- sensitive tuners on one 

compact chassis for either AM or FM reception 
individually, or, with a turn of a switch, both 
signals can be made available simultaneously. 
Multiplexed output is provided for by use of 
one adapter. 

Series 320 40 -watt Amplifier: 
In addition to individual controls for each 

channel, the unit features a Master Volume 

Control, which controls both levels simultane- 
ously for stereo. When used monaurally, it will 
serve as a complete electronic crossover sys- 

tem to feed separate woofer and tweeter. 

For further information, write to: 

Madison Fielding Corp. hIIIII, 

5 Lorimer Street 
Brooklyn, New York 

The center of your stereo system. 
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SKIATRON TALKS TO 
SERVICE TECHS 

More than 70 service dealers and 
technicians met in San Francisco to 
hear Alan Lane, vice president of 
Skiatron TV Inc., tell of his company's 
plans to handle service for pay TV. 

The meeting was called by the San 
Francisco Television Service Guild and 
representatives from San Mateo, Santa 
Clara, Alameda and Contra Costa coun- 
ties were invited to attend. 

In a 20- minute talk, followed by an 
hour and a half of questions and 
answers, Mr. Lane emphasized that it 
was the definite plan of Skiatron to use 
independent service technicians to bring 
pay -TV lines from the street to the 
customer's set. They plan to appoint 
independent dealers to cover a given 
number of square blocks in their im- 
mediate vicinity, making installations 
on a contract fee basis to all subscribers 
to pay TV within their zone. The price 
to be paid for the installation is under 

negotiation. Lane pointed out that the 
technician would have no responsibility 
for the sealed pay -TV box which would 
sit on top of the customer's set. 

From the NATESA Scope 

ELECTION IN CHICAGO 
The Television & Electronic Service 

Association (TE SA) -Chicago, Ill., 
voted the following members into office 
for 1958: 

John Cahill, president; Elmer Fro - 
hardt, first vice president; Walter 
Schafer, second vice president; Clar- 
ence Wilhelm, third vice president; 
Angelo Chrysogelos, secretary; Joseph 
Issak, treasurer, and Harry Miklasz, 
sergeant -at -arms. Joseph Rink was 
elected NATESA director and Joseph 
Issak his alternate. Frank Moch is 
chairman of the board. 

TECHNICIANS' ANSWERS 
In November, 1957, 635 technicians 

were sent a questionnaire by the con- 
ference of Manufacturers, Repre- 
sentatives, Jobbers and Service Deal- 
ers (CMRJSD), Kansas City, Mo. The 
survey, which drew 142 replies, came 
up with some interesting results. Take 
the question "List the three most impor- 
tant things the manufacturer can do 
to help you." The answers were headed 
by "make factory service information 
more readily available." "Use standard 
components" was next and third was 
"design sets for ease of service." 

The next question was "List the 

PROVEN: 
Soldering tips 
last 10 times 
as long with 

r- - - - -t - -- III -- 
NEW! IMPROVED! 
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Copper solder tips 
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MULTICORE SALES CORPORATION an WASHINGTON ..... 

America's newest, 

most popolar test 

instruments 

NOW CHECKS: 
* Transistors ' for opens, shorts, 

Ileakage 
and cur- 

rent gain. In- 

Ieludes new ' gain test on 
power, transistors. 

I * Crystal Diodes 
checks forward to reverse 

'current ratio on oll 
Idiodes. 
* Selenium Rectifiers ' checks forward and re- 
verse currents. 

' ' 
SIMPLE 

TO 
OPERATE 

ONLY ss Deoler Ne7171r9s 
Cannot 
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obsolete. 

APProved 
by ÿ I r! 

Controls are accurately :,' manufacturers 
4'. . set for each transistor_:, ' by referring to replaceable set -up chart on rear. U ' Test lends or socket provides for fast hook -up. , 

See your parts distributor. 
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LCut out this ad now for further information 
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TECHNICIANS' NEWS (Continued) 

three most important things parts 
distributors can do to help you." The 
most common answer was "fast serv- 
ice-complete stocks." Second came 
"give full wholesale price only to 
dealers with sales -tax number." Third 
was "do not sell retail." 

The last question was "What would 
help you most to improve your busi- 
ness?" The overwhelming majority 
said, "A favorable publicity program 
to the public about service." 

The conference comment was that 
"this survey plainly shows that great 
opportunity and necessity exist for the 
manufacturers, representatives and 
distributors to help the service indus- 

(Strickland Radio & TV, 
Station), sergeant -at -arms. 

The trustees of the guild are: Art 
Cyr (Port Electric, Port Washington) ; 

Robert Bloom (B & H TV, Hicksville); 
Murray Barlowe (Barlowe TV, Beth - 
na(.el Ralnh Milne (Mid Island TV 

Huntington 

PASS FCC 
Commercial 8 Amateur 
THEORY & CODE 
LICENSE EXAMS 

fAMY.! 
Learn Code or Theory from AMECO 

Easy -to- Understand Books or 
Unbreakable 45 or 78 rpm Code Records 
No. 8 -01 -THE COMMERCIAL RADIO OPERA- 
TOR'S QUESTIONN AND ANSWER LICENSE GUIDE 
-Elements I and 2. This hoot: contains the ques- 
tions and clear simplified answers for elements 
1 and 2. In addition it contains SAMPLE FCC - 
TYPE PRACTICE EXAMS ITSING MLfLTIPLE 
CHOICE QUESTIONS. (Elements I and 2 are re- 
quired for all FCC commercial exams.) 75c Only 
No. 9 -01 -THE COMMERCIAL RADIO OPERA- 
TOR'S QUESTION AND ANSWER LICENSE GUIDE 
-Element 3. Contains questions and answers and 
SAMPLE FCC- TC-]'E PRACTICE EXAM for element 
3. Complete preparation for 2d class Radio Telephone 
license. S1 7K 
Oniy 
No. 102-01 - COMPLETE AMATEUR RADIO 
THEORY COURSE. A complete, simplified home 
study theory course in radio covering the Novice, 
Technician, Conditional and tleneral classes -all 
tinder one cover -with nearly four hundred typical 
FCC type questimas to prepare you for license exam. 
No technical background required. You also get, 
FREE, a guide to setting up your own Ham 
station. All for th.- amazing low, low price of $3.95 
No. 100 -NOVICE CODE COURSE. You get amt 
keep 10 recordings (alphabet through 8 

Includes typical ]Y'C type code exam.,. Free instruc- 
tion book on learning how to send and receive code 
the simplest, fasr.xt way: pitta charts to check your 
receiving oeettraoy; plus an album; all for the 
low price of only: 

45 r.p.m. $6.95 7R r.p -tit. $7.95 
No. 101 -SENIOR CODE COURSE. You get and keep 
everything given iu the Novice Course except that you 
get 22 rnmrdings (alphabet through 1.0 W.P.M.), plus 
typical FCC type code exams for General class and 
2nd class commercial telegraph licenses. :\Il this 
for only. 

45 r.p.m $11.95 78 r.p.nt. $12.95 
If your Radio Suppl f. -r does not carry 
A MEGO Boots. send lour order direct to 
Ilex; RE1 

try in many ways. This assistance will 
be beneficial to all segments of our 
industry, as well as the public who 
purchase the products and services of 
the electronic industry." 

GUILD ELECTION 
The Radio & Television Guild of 

Long Island (RTGLI) has installed its 
new officers for this year. Robert 
Larsen (left) (Windsor TV, Laurelton) 
is president. Robert Barasch (right) 
(Bell TV, Lindenhurst) is vice presi- 
dent. Other officers are Robert Hender- 
son (I & R TV, Baldwin), recording 
secretary; John Holland (Holland TV, 
Lyndenhurst) ,corresponding secretary; 
Emanual Greene (National TV, El- 
mont), treasurer; Fred Strickland 

Rockville Center) ; George Volkens 
(Volkens Refrigeration, Richmond 
Hill), and Jack Wheaton (M & W 
Radio Corp., East Williston). 

TOO MANY TUBE TYPES 
Addressing the Joint Electron Tube 

Engineering Council in Philadelphia, 
Pa., Donald W. Gunn, general manager 
of Sylvania's Electronic Product Sales 
Dept., said that new variations of exist- 
ing tube types, often "dreamed up" by 
design engineers, are continually ap- 
pearing on the market. 

"This factor," Mr. Gunn declared, 
"plus countless requests on the part of 
customers, for new types and varia- 
tions has flooded the market and dis- 
tribution channels with a galaxy of 

AMERICAN ELECTRONICS CO. 
1203 Bryant Ave., New York 59, N.Y. 

!'tThiVa1uaÑe Book usi For Examining 
_ .. 

r Examini COYNE S New n ' Set 

Yes, you get this big, brand new book, "150 
Radio -Television Picture Patterns and Diagrams 
Explained ", absolutely FREE! Just off the press. 
Gives complete 11 x 22" Schematic Diagrams on 
leading models Radio and TV Sets. Easy -to -read, 
large 8% x 11" pages, with full instructions on how to use 
the diagrams. A "must" in every repair kit. You get this 
book as a FREE Gift for asking to see Coyne's new 7 -book 
set, "Applied Practical Radio -Television "! 

At Last! Money- Making "Know -How" 
on Transistors, Color TV and Servicing 

Coyne's great 7- volume set gives you all the answers to servicing 
problems- quickly! For basic "know -how" that's easy to under- 
stand you'll find everything you want in Volumes 1 to 5 on over 
5000 practical facts and data. Every step from fundamentals to 
installing, servicing and trouble- shooting all types of radio and 
TV sets. So up -to -date it covers COLOR TV, UHF and the latest on 
TRANSISTORS. All this plus Volume 7 -NEW Coyne TECHNICAL 
DICTIONARY with over 4000 definitions of the latest terms, 
symbols and abbreviations in radio -TV, electronics and electricity. 
EXTRA! 666 Page TV Cyclopedia Included! 
For sneedy on-the-job use, you also 
get Vol. 6--famous Coyne CYCLO- 
PEDIA. Answers problems on serv- 
icing, alignment, installation, etc. in 
easy ABC order. Use this 7- volume 
TV -RADIO LIBRARY FREE for 7 
days ; get the Servicing Book FREE! 

FREE! New Supplements 
With your set you also get 
Coyne's annual Supplement Serv- 
ice FREE for 5 years. Keeps you 
up -to -date on latest radio and 
TV developments. Yours, abso- 
lutely FREE, if you act now! 

ELECTRICAL SCH 
500 S. Paulinaa 

APRIL, 1958 

SEND NO MONEY( Just mail coupon for 7- x.c,lume set on 7 days free trial. 
We'll include book of 150 TV -Radio Patter; & Diagrams. If you keep the 
set, pay $2 in 7 days and $2 per month u->.ti1 $24.50 plus postage is paid. 
(Cash price, only $22.95). Or you can return the library at our expense 
in 7 days and owe nothing. YOU BE THE JUDGE. Either way, the book 
of TI' -Radio l'attertts is yours FREE to keep? Offer is limited. Act NOW! 

FREE BOOK -FREE TRIAL COUPON! 
Educational Book Publishing Division 
COYNE ELECTRICAL SCHOOL, Depf. 48 -77 
500 S. Paulina St., Chicago 12, III. 
YES! Send 7- Volume "Applied Practical Racfio- Television" for 7 days FREE 
TIIIAL per your offer. Include TV -Radie Patterns & Diagram Bonk FREE. 

Name Age 

Address 

City Zone State 

Where Employed 
Check here if you want library sent C.O.D. You pay postman $22.95 plus C.O.D 
postage on delivery. 7.day money -back guarantee. 
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.another 

MALLORY 
service- engineered 

product 

CONVENIENT CARD -PACK 
Buy Discaps on these handy cards ... fits standard 3" x 5" file 
drawer ... 5 capacitors per cord 
-tabbed for easy identification. 

Now available for service use 

MALLORY- 
RMC DISCAPS 

High- quality ceramic capacitors 

Long preferred in industrial electronics and by 
equipment manufacturers, Mallory -RMC Discaps 
are now ready for you to use on service jobs wher- 
ever you need dependable performance in even 
the most critical applications. 

You're sure of tested quality -for Discaps are 
made under the most rigid quality controls, from 
basic raw materials to the finished unit. Every 
capacitor is tested for power factor, capacity, leak- 
age resistance, and dielectric strength. 

Discaps ... made by the world's largest manufac- 
turer of ceramic disc capacitors ... are now avail- 
able in the most popular ratings from your 
Mallory Distributor. See him today. 

Capacitors Controls 
Vibrators Switches 
Resistors Filters 
Power Supplies Rectifiers 
Mercury and Zinc- Carbon 

Batteries 
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tube duplications representing endless 
loss of time and money. 

"Only 95 of the 735 types (currently 
handled on the replacement market) 
represent 80% of total sales. The re- 
maining 640 slow- moving tubes are 
carried all through the distribution 
system to the dealer's shelf at consider- 
able inconvenience and cost. 

"The sensible solution to this situa- 
tion would be for tube manufacturers 
to adopt the best design and eliminate 
others in instances where several tubes 
represent solutions to the same prob- 
lem." 

ETA ELECTS 
The Electronic Technicians Associa- 

tion of Lancaster County, Pa. Inc. 
(ETA), formerly the Northern Lan- 
caster County Electronic Servicemen's 
Association, elected the following offi- 
cers for 1958: Harold Snader, presi- 
dent; Thomas Horst, vice president; 
George Styer, secretary; Ralph 
Strickler, recording secretary, and A. J. 
Yundt, treasurer. 

GUILD GETS NATESA CHARTER 
The San Francisco Service Guild 

became a member of the National Alli- 
ance of Television & Electronic Service 
Associations (NATESA) when Ned 
Gramlich, Guild president, accepted 
the NATESA charter from Winston 
Haines, NATESA's Western vice presi- 
dent. 

The San Francisco group is expected 
to become the largest association in 
California. There are about 280 service 
shops in the city. 

SERVICE CONVENTION 
Minnesota Television Service Engi- 

neers Inc., (MINTSE) is planning an 
Upper Midwest Electronic Service Con- 
vention for April 24-27, 1958. Details 
will be announced by MINTSE as they 
are formulated. 

RTA- PASADENA MEETS 
At a recent meeting of the Radio 

Television Association (RTA) of 
Pasadena, Calif., Mr. B. J. Castro, 
Sylvania sales and service representa- 
tive, gave a talk on "Transistors - 
Theory and Application." The talk was 
preceded by coffee and doughnuts and 
followed the awarding of door prizes 
(three were given). END 

R R. MALLORY & CO. Ine. 

MALLORY 
P. R. MALLORY & CO. Inc., INDIANAPOLIS 6, INDIANA 

M1h''tOr6ntM+,',:a11 

"Let's see- didn't you put three picture 
tubes in my set last year?" 
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Patents 

LOUDNESS CONTROL 
Patent No. 2,812,498 

Cecil T. Hall, Mount Lebanon, Pa. 
At weak sound levels, human hearing is lo-fi. 

This is shown by Fletcher- Munson curves (Fig 1) 
which relate apparent loudness to frequency at 
various sound levels. Loudness curve A shows 
that at a loud signal level (0 -db) ear response 
may be taken as uniform throughout the band. 
Now if the signal is lowered only 10 db at 
30 cycles, curve B shows that the apparent loud- 

INPUT 

RI 
EG 

Fig. I 

R2 IME 04 115 

GANGED 
100K 

OUTPUT 

C3 .0015 

2tppf 
CI A0ß 

03 20K 

Fig. 2 
ness will drop as much as if a 2 -kc signal were 
attenuated 40 db. Briefly, this means that pro- 
gram material must be reproduced at the same 
level at which it was originally played. Other- 
wise, it will seem deficient in high frequencies 
and (especially) in low frequencies. 

This control is designed to boost bass and 
treble automatically as it attenuates signal. It 
comprises four separate networks (see Fig. 2). 
R1 is a linear potentiometer which adjusts 
various inputs for nearly equal signal strength. 
R2, Cl, R3 provide bass boost of about 6 db per 
octave. Network R4, R5, C3 functions in a 
similar way, so at low frequencies the total 
bass boost is about 12 db per octave, as required. 

Another network comprises the upper portion 
of R2, the lower portion of R4, and C2. At 
nearly maximum attenuation, C2 shunts nearly 
all of R2 to supply the treble boost. This capaci- 
tor is adjustable for optimum boost. 

Potentiometers R2 and R4 are ganged and 
have linear tapers. 

RADAR 
Patent No. 2,803,819 

William R. Blair, Washington, D. C. 
(May be used by U.S. Government without pay- 

ment of royalties) 
This patent took a long time going through 

the Patent Office. Application was made back 
in 1945, after several years of work, but due to 
the need for military secrecy, it has only recently 
been disclosed. See RADIO -ELECTRONICS, Novem- 
ber, 1957, page 12. It is the fundamental patent 
covering modern radar. Utilizing three oscillo- 
scopes, it instantly shows elevation, range and 
azimuth of a moving target, relaying the data 
automatically to a nearby gun position. 

The diagram shows a trio of antennas mounted 
on common horizontal and vertical axes. The 
central unit transmits pulses at uhf for reflection 

APRIL, 1958 

3 Million 
Transisto r 
Portables 

Mean Big Battery Business 
and Bigger Dealer Profits 

4 
In Canada. Mallory 
Satory Company of 
Canada limited, 
Toronto 4. Ontario 

That's a lot of transistor portables that 
are going to be needing batteries this 
year ... nearly three times as many as a 
year ago, and the figure is still growing. 

For this skyrocketing new market, 
Mallory offers a complete line of tran- 
sistor and portable radio batteries. 

Mercury batteries, pioneered by 
Mallory, last longer, give steadier 
volume than ordinary batteries. Mallory 
Zinc -Carbon batteries are dependable 
and economical -meet all the require- 
ments of today's modern portable 
radio sets, and flashlights as well. 

Mallory Battery Company 
A Division of 

P. R. MALLORY'S CO. Inc. 

MALLORY 
P. R. MALLORY lL CO. Inc., INDIANAPOLIS 6, INCIANA 

Capacitors Vibrators Resistors Controls Switches Filters 

Rectifiers Power Supplies Mercury and Zinc- Carbon Batteries 
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DYNAKIT 
PREAMPLIFIER 

An Outstanding Companion Kit 

to the World Famous Dynakit Amplifiers 

This handsome new control unit 
gives crystal clear, noise -free re- 
production from any modern pro- 
gram source. Its unique all feed 
back design by David Hafler sets 
a new standard of preamplifier 
performance. The design of the 
Dynakit preamplifier is a synthesis 
of outstanding features which 
produce smoother, more natural 
sound. Compare these features with 
any other units regardless of price. 

* Unequalled performance 
Actually less than .1% distortion under 
all normal operating conditions. Re- 
sponse ±.5 db 6 cps to over 60 Ice. 
Distortion and response unaffected by 
settings of volume control. Superlative 
square wave performance, and complete 
damping on any pulse or transient test. 

* Easiest assembly 
All critical parts supplied factory - 
mounted on XXXP printed circuit 
board. Eyeleted construction prevents 
damage to printed wiring. This type of 
construction cuts wiring time by 50r¡, 
and eliminates errors of assembly. 
Open simplified layout offers complete 
accessibility to all parts. 

* Lowest noise 
Integral do heater supply plus low 
noise components and circuitry bring 
noise to less than 3 microvolt equiva- 
lent noise input on RIAA phono posi- 
tion. This is better than 70 db below 
level of 10 millivolt magnetic cartridge. 

* Finest parts 
1% components in equilization circuits 
to insure accurate compensation of 
recording characteristics. Long life 
electrolytic capacitors and other pre- 
mium grade components for long trou- 
ble -free service. 

* High flexibility 
Six inputs with option of extra phono, 
tape head, or mike input. Four AC 
outlets. Controls include tape AB 
monitor switch, loudness with disabling 
switch, full range feedback tone con- 
trols. Takes power from Dynakit, 
Heathkit, or any amplifier with octal 
power socket. 

* Outstanding appearance 
Choice of bone white or charcoal brown 
decorator colors to blend with any 
decor. Finished in indestructible vinyl 
coating with solid brass escutcheon. 

* Best buy 
Available from your Hi -Fi dealer at 
only $34.95 net (slightly higher in 
the West), and yet the quality of per- 
formance and parts is unexcelled at 
any price. 

Descriptive brochure available on 
request. Pat. Pending 

DYNACO INC. 
617 N. 41st St., Philadelphia, Pa. 

Export Division: 
25 Warren St., New York 7, N.Y. 

PATENTS (Continued) 
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from the target. Echoes are picked up by the 
other two antennas, one for elevation and the 
other for azimuth. The echo pulse, along with 
the larger original pulse, is displayed on each 
scope. 

An operator controls the horizontal rotation 
of the antenna system by an elevation wheel. 
When set for maximum amplitude of echo (on 
the scope), the calibrated elevation dial shows 
angular elevation of the target. The data is sent 
to the gun position by a repeater or selsyn motor. 
Likewise, the azimuth operator sets his wheel for 
correct azimuth angle by noting maximum echo 
pulse, and this information is also relayed by a 
repeater. 

The range dial operates a delay circuit which 

varies the phase of the sawtooth sweep to all 
scopes. Thus the range operator can move the 
pattern on all scopes. When set so that the echo 
pulse appears at the vertical hairline (see dia- 
gram I, his calibrated dial indicates actual range 
in miles for the gun crew. This range is shown 
as R on the range scope. 

Besides this basic information, the patent con- 
tains data for pulse generation, transmitting 
circuits, etc. 

It is interesting to note here that a much 
earlier patent (No. 1,585,591) issued May 18, 
1926, to H. Lowy of Vienna, disclosed the basic 
idea of using radio to determine the distance 
of an object. Of course, his apparatus was very 
crude judged by modern practice. END 

Send for FREE SAMPLE PACKET of the three new 
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Low -cost, streamlined clips 

with SNAP! 

THIS IS AN ACTUAL é ' a 

HIGH SPEED SEQUENCE PHOTOQ A ' 
OF A NEW "70 SERIES" ALLIGATOR CUP 

which is taking I /2500th second to snap shut upon a wafer. 
Talk about accelerationl -the upper jaw hits 60 MPH in three - 
eighths of an inch. The upper jaw and flying wafer fragments 
have been caught in many images along their paths of movement. 

Photographed by means of a special process, it graphically illustrates 
the "snap" in Mueller's traditionally snappy springs. These springs 
provide a mean, corrosion- cutting bite for perfect test connections. 

THE NEW "70 SERIES" ALLIGATORS FEATURE: 
Simple, direct, streamlined design, and lower cost than the 

famous "60 Series ". 
Faster, easier connection, whether screw type or soldered. 

A new patented hinge, and cord strain relief ears. 

WRITE FACTORY TODAY FOR FREE 
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1567 East 31st Street Cleveland 14, Ohio 
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One end snaps firm- 
ly into your 99 -PR or 
99 -JR handle - nut 
driver or single end 
screwdriver snaps into 
other end of extension 
shaft. You've added 8" 
for those hard -to -reach 
jobs. Your distributor 
has them. 

XCELITE, INCORPORATED 
Dept. J, Orchard Park, N. Y. 
In Canada -Charles W. 
Pointen Ltd., 6 Alcina Ave.. 
Toronto, Ontario 

American citizens are 
better informed - 

thanks to Advertising! 

APRIL, 1958 

radio- electronic 

Circuits 

P -N -P AND N -P -N TRANSISTORS 
ON COMMON BATTERY 

Sometimes it is desirable to have 
p -n -p and n -p-n transistors on the 
same chassis -either because of circuit 
requirements or because the experi- 
menter has some of both types with 
similar characteristics and wants to use 
them. By proper circuit arrangement, 
both types can be powered by the same 

PNP h- NPN 
E-} 

Fig. I 

battery without any increase in circuit 
complications. Further, this arrange- 
ment is possible for either a grounded - 
positive (Fig. 1) or a grounded -nega- 
tive (Fig. 2) battery connection as 
shown in the diagrams. 

Both circuits are shown as simple 
R- C- coupled amplifiers for ease of il- 
lustration, but the same basic connec- 
tion applies regardless of the circuit 

used. Simply remember that p -n -p 
and n -p -n transistors can be con- 
nected in either of two ways -emitter 
returned to ground with the base and 
collector returned to the hot side of 
the battery, and base and collector 
returned to ground with the emitter 
returned to the hot side of the battery. 
If one type transistor is connected the 
first way, simply connect the other one 
the second way. 

Because of the slightly different con- 
nections required for the two types of 
transistors, check each carefully before 
connecting the battery. J. E. Pugh, Jr. 

BOOSTER AMPLIFIER 
The diagram shows the circuit of a 

120 -watt booster amplifier that I use to 
replace four 30 -watt PA amplifiers 
formerly used for large outdoor affairs. 
Setting up is faster and more trouble - 
free than formerly. I use a little 10- 

DYNAKIT 
Amplifier Kits 

A proven circuit of finest sound quality 
in a new deluxe 60 watt model and 

standard 50 watt model 

MARK III 60 watts 7995* 

4, 8, lb ohm outputs net 

The new Mark III includes all the sen- 
sational attributes of the popular Mark 
II plus these outstanding deluxe fea- 
tures 

* 60 watts at less than 1% distortion. In- 
stantaneous peak power of 140 watts. IM 
less than .05 at average listening levels. 

* Choke filtering and low noise circuitry 
reduce hum and noise to 96 db below 
60 watts. 

* New rugged KT -88 tubes and other 
heavy duty parts used conservatively. 

MARK II so watts 6975 

8, 16 ohm outputs net 

The Mark II is the best buy in high 
power high fidelity kits 

* Ease of assembly due to uniquely simple 
circuitry and printed circuit construction 
with factory- mounted parts. 

* Highest stability using patented stabilizing 
networks with minimum number of phase 
shifting stages. Suitable for all loud- 
speaker systems including electrostatic. 

* Dyna Biases (patent pending) for simpli- 
fied adjustment and complete freedom 
from effects of unbalanced components. 
No balancing adjustments required to 
meet published specifications. 

* Dynaco Super- Fidelity output transformer 
with patented para- coupled windings. 
This is the finest available transformer 
of its type for the most critical audio 
uses. 

Available from leading Hi -Fi dealers 
everywhere 

Descriptive brochure available on request. 

DYNACO INC. 
617 N. 41st Street, Philadelphia. Pa. 

Export Div.: 25 Warren St., N.Y. 7, N.Y. 

Slightly higher in West 
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' Now For The First Time Anywhere new. A Rubber Coating Can Be Sprayed 

NO -NOISE o 
rubber 
coat 
spray 
BEWARE OF CHEAP SUBSTITUTES 

Quality - Economy =NO -NOISE is VOLUME CONTROL 
and 

CONTACT RESTORER 

N, lvt C. 3 

2 oz. 6 Oz. 
Bottle Spray Can 
Net To Net To 

Servicemen Servicemen 

Cleans 
Lubricates 
Protects 

NOT A CARBON 
TET SOLUTION 

Also available in 

$1.00 $2.25 8 oz. bottles and quart cans 

For effective insulation and com- 
plete protection, spray NO -NOISE 
RUBBER COAT SPRAY! 

FOR TV, RADIO, FM, AUTO WIRING 
& ANTENNA PROTECTION 

Insulates where applied 
Protects indefinitely 
Prevents arcing, shorting, corrosion 
Waterproofs thoroughly 
Non -inflammable 
Contains no plastic 

$325 6 Oz. Spray Can 
Net To Servicemen 

r( j - + NOS 
wit 

NR, r E 
h P 

E 
ON I 

táqc 
E ó cq,tM 

tyPetanerebr¡eat s 4 (of/ 

WaI e 

cb 9encl uotn9aWd/e 

nl a"eus rmtlyen agor é. a ee 

a/t 
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t ó'^ates tala, nó¡ons 
. 

+vó o ano di / nol attak 
Ins tox¡ TV rt ¡n se 

/VeOZmqerctr 
ublethhmaby 
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t T o Se men osóe 

s3.25er. 
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ELECTRONIC CHEMICAL CORP. 
813; or 

Jersey City 4,vN JOUe 

NOW ... Check Vibrators 
In ANY Tube Checker 

Only from famous COYNE do you get this 
modern up -to-the minute TV Home Training. 
Easy to follow instructions -fully illustrated 
with 2150 photos and diagrams. Not an old 
Radio Course with Television tacked on. In- 
cludes UHF and COLOR TV. Personal guid- 
ance by Coyne Staff. Practical 7ob Guides to 
help you EARN MONEY QUICKLY IN A 
TV -RADIO SALES AND SERVICE BUSI- 
NESS -part time or full time. COSTS 
MUCH LESS -pay only for training -no costly 
"put together kits." 
SEND COUPON FOR FREE BOOK 
SEND COUPON BELOW for Free Book 
and full details including EASY PAY- 
MENT PLAN. NO COST OR OBLIGA- 
TION-NO SALESMAN WILL CALL. 

B. W. COOKE, lr., FOUNDED 1899 
Pres. 

A TECHNICAL TRADE INSTITUTE OPERATED NOT FOR PROFIT 
500 S. Paulina, Dept. 8 -H5, Chicago 12, Illinois 

r- COYNE ELECTRICAL SCHOOL 
I Television Home Training Div. 
I 500 S. Paulina St., Chicago 12,111.,48 -H5. 
I Send FREE BOOK and details of your Television 

Home Training offer. 

Name 

I Address 

I City State 
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I 
I 2 ADAPTORS 

IN 1 

SENCORE 
V/RR p" 

r, 

Da pT aR 
MODEL 

VB-2 

1 Checks Both Three 

and Four Prong 

Vibrators 

I Merely plug into any tube 
checker. Set for 6AX4 

m tors and ) l 12AX4 (or 125N7) 
for 12 Volt Vibrators. 

m Two lamps viewed through I top of adaptor indicate 
'whether or not Vibrator 
needs replacing. Rugged - Made of steel. 

Replaceable but unbreakable #51 indicating 
Lamps. Operates easily with Sencore LC2 Leakage 
Checker. Complete instructions 

screened on 
front. 

At leading 
distributors ' MANUFACTURED BY everywhere 

cs.---,,,w,..> 

. a.ssrTa" 

f,.aea+,> 

ONLY $275 
DEALER NET 

1 

!SERVICE 
INSTRUMENTS CORP. 

1171 OFFICIAL RD. ADDISON, ILL. 

Cut out this ad for further Information 

POPULAR 
SENCORE 

PRODUCTS 

Transistor 
Tester 
Leakage 
Checker 
Filament 
Tester 
Handy "36" 
Vibra- Daptor 

li 

RADIO -ELECTRONIC CIRCUITS (Continued) 

watt amplifier as a driver and the 
30- watters are now free for use on 
other jobs. 

The amplifier uses zero -bias 807's op- 
erating in class B. The tubes operate as 
triodes with the signal applied direct- 
ly to the screen grids and to the control 
grids through series resistors. A 6 -watt 
amplifier with a 500 -ohm output wind- 
ing supplies sufficient driving power. 

DRIVER TRANS TURNS RATIO 

113.7 PRI TO 1/2 SEC 

STANDBY 

IllVAC 

This circu't was employed by W2RYI 
in a modulator that was described in 
the May -June, 1947, issue of RCA 
Ham Tips. 

The driver transformer should have 
a power rating of at least 8 watts and 
should be designed for matching a 500 - 
ohm line to push -pull class -B grids. 
The turns ratio of primary to one -half 
secondary should be approximately 1 

to 3.7. You can use a Stancor A -4765 
or equivalent universal line -to -grids 
driver transformer or a universal audio 
output transformer with its primary 
feeding the grids. The Stancor trans- 
former is rated at 15 watts. 

The power supply should use a high - 
grade power transformer and chokes 
for good regulation and long trouble - 
free performance. Always allow the 
866 filaments to warm -up for 30 seconds 
or more before closing the standby 
switch and applying plate voltage. 
Applying plate voltage before the fila- 
ment heats up is a good way to ruin 
a lot of 866's.-E. Wilhelm 

\41., 

500n 

II6W INPU 

T 

a 

807 (2) 150W 
OUTPUT 
TRANS 

Za 6.6K 
P-P 

IE 
7 OV 

300MA 

2.5V /10A 

i 

888 (2) 
2KV CT 
300 MA 

SWINGING CHOKE 

5 -2514 5H /300MA 

11F.:37/3;11 

20n/100W 

807 

1 5 

6.3V 

ADDING PREAMP TO 
AC -DC SET 

A customer asked us to modernize his 
radio -phono console - an RCA ac -dc 

I2SA7 I2SF7 
CONY IF AMPL 

,c BREAK TO NEXT TUBE 

I2SC7 
PHONO PREAMPI 

1 

RADIO Q 

óT PHONO 

chassis with a single -speed changer -by 
installing a 4 -speed changer with vari- 
able reluctance cartridge and preamp. 

RADIO -ELECTRONICS 
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Which one can prove her 

QUALITY? 
Most brands of twin lead look alike! Also, the 

price brands make the same claims tfof qualify 

ad performance as the fop quality 

What Reason ... What Proof 
Can you give your customer that he is getting 

something better when he pays a little more 

for twin lead? 

PERMALINE 
Your Customer has the reason 

'- OF RESEARCH 

DEVELOPED 
AFTER 

YEARS 

See your Jobber .. . 

Ask him about Permatine - and ask to see 
the Laboratory Report on weathering studies 
of Polyethelene. 
Once you "Try" COLUMBIA you'll want 
to always "Buy "' Columbia ... Because only, 
but only COLUMBIA gives you a complete 
guarantee for 25 YEARS. 

AVAILABLE AT ALL LEADING DISTRIBUTORS 

WIRE & SUPPLY CO. 
2850 IRVING PK. RD., CHICAGO 18 

30 Watt Hi -Fi Super Lin Kit 
AMP -PREAMP with 
TRANSISTORIZED 

FRONT END 
FREQUENCY RESPONSE: - 1 db 10-40,00)) cps., 
'TUBES: uses (I) GAUe, 
(1) 12AT7, (l) 12A137, 
(2) EL34's, (1) 5V4 -011. 
SHIPPING WEIGHT 26 
lbs. FL -30 @IO.oO 
Sale Price IF`Yl LL 

Send for =ree Catalogue 
CUTICK ELECTRONICS HI -FI RADIO TV PARTS 
171 Washington St.. (D.'pt. 11-EL New York 7, N.Y. 

r -T 

TAPE RE1'11RDLItS 
WHOLESALE PRICES 

111 -FI 1_7111IPONENTS 
NATIONAL BRANDS 

WRITE FOR FREE CATALOGUE 

CARSTON 215 -TD E. 98 ST. 
NEW YORK 28, N.Y. 

APRIL, 1958 

RADIO -ELECTRONIC CIRCUITS (Continued) 

The tubes in the set had the full line 
voltage distributed across their series - 
connected heaters so my problem was 
the heater supply for the 6SC7 pre- 
amplifier tube. Short of adding a 6.3- 
volt heater transformer to the set what 
could be done? 

After some study, I replaced the 
6SC7 with a 12SC7 and solved the prob- 
lem by connecting a RADIO -PHONO switch 
as shown. In the PHONO position, the 
12SC7 heater is inserted in the line in 
place of the 12SF7 if amplifier. -Gerald 
Kirby 

REVERSIBLE DC SOURCE 
In designing a piece of test equip- 

ment, I needed a source of low- voltage 
dc for test and calibration purposes. 
This voltage had to be variable and 
reversible in polarity. After a while I 
came up with an inexpensive but 
practical solution. 

The only voltage available was the 
6.3 -volt heater line with one side 
grounded. I made a voltage -doubler cir- 

TO 6.3V ttTR TRANS +1 
120- 20 /150v 

SEE TEXT ON THE 

CAPACITORS 

51( 

0 -ISV 

cuit using 1N34 diodes as rectifiers, and 
used nonpolarized electrolytic capaci- 
tors. The finished circuit is shown in the 
diagram. This gave me 15 volts at either 
polarity. The nonpolarized capacitors 
were made by clipping off and taping 
the common negative lead from a 20 -20- 
µf 150 -volt electrolytic. Of course, two 
large paper capacitors could be used 
but they would raise the price of the 
power supply. -L. M. Dilley 

DC FOR TRANSISTOR PREAMPS 
The power amplifier's power supply 

can be used to provide the necessary 
operating voltages for a transistor pre - 
amp by making a simple modification. 
Lift the center tap of the high -voltage 
winding on the power transformer 

Il7VAC 

-O 

from ground and connect a resistor in 
series to ground as in the diagram. A 
250 -ohm 10 -watt variable resistor for 
this purpose gives a convenient adjust- 
ment of the voltage. The voltage rating 
of the filter capacitors should exceed 
the highest desiréd output voltage. - 
Joseph A. Fiederer END 

THE QUALITY 

RECORDING TAPE IN 

THE NEW PERMANENT 

PLASTIC CONTAINER 

Here is an extraordinary new product 
designed to protect, preserve and facili- 
tate storage of your Sonoramic Wide 
Latitude Recording Tape. It's the exclu- 
sive NEW Sonuramic permanent plastic 
container, complete with free pressure - 
sensitive labels for quick, easy indexing. 
Sonoramic's superb quality ' recording 
tape (available in Standard Play, 11/2 
mil acetate, 1200 feet; Long Play, 1 mil 
Mylar*, 1800 feet; 1/2 mil Mylar , 2400 
feet and Tensiltzed Double Play Mylar, 
2400 feet) PLUS the new container 
makes this your best buy in magnetic 
recording tape. Ask for it at your 
dealer's today. 
*A DuPont trade mark 

FREE : USEFUL Tape -Time Ruler and 
colorful brochure on Sonoramic. Write 
Dept. E104, The Ferrodynamics Cor- 
poration, Lodi, New Jersey. 

SONOIRAMIC IS A PRODUCT OF THE 

f !z CORPORATION 
LODI. NEW JERSEY 
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93 ELECTRONIC BUILDING BLOCKS 
...for your favorite projects! 

LLike to have fun with electronics? Enjoy build - 
ing electronic garage door openers, treasure 
locaters, burglar alarms, baby sitters and the 
like? Here's the book that goes along with you. 
Rufus P. Turner shows you 93 different circuits 
(many transistorized) to help you in your con- 
struction projects and electronic doodling. Cir- 
cuits for amplifiers, oscillators, power supplies, 
communications equipment, control and photo - 
electronic devices! Use them as is. Change them. 
Group them together. Make them springboards 
for your own ideas -but have fun with them. 
Turner has tested every one of them -and they 
all work- debugged! This is a book you'll thumb 

COM M UN through every time you have a brainstorm. Run 
down to your distributor and get a copy while 

(CATIONS they're still in stock and you'll see what we 
mean. Better still -buy two so you won't feel 
lost if the first one wears out. 

Power 

Supply 

See Your Distributor -Or Mail This Coupon Today 
Gernsback Library, Inc., Dept. 48 

154 West 14th St. No. 69 Electronic Hobbyists' Handbook 

New York 11, N. Y. 
67 63 61 

My remittance of $ is 
60 53 51 

enclosed. Please send me the 
books checked, postpaid. 44 43 

Name 

Street 

please print 

City Zone - _State 

looking for the 
right replacement? 

you'll find it 
faster in the 

MASTER 
new1958 edition - world's largest 
electronic catalog only *3.50 at 
your local parts distributor -now 
THE RADIO -ELECTRONIC MASTER 
60 MADISON AVE., HEMPSTEAD, N. Y. 
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ELECTRONIC 

HOBBYISTS' 

HANDBOOK 

By Rufus P. Turner. 160 
pages. 114 illustrations. 
Paper cover. Gernsback 
Library Book No. 69. 

$2.50 

9 Other G/L Books 
No. 67- Elements of Tape 

Recorder Circuits -$2.90 
No. 63- Transistor Circuits -$2.75 
No. 61- Transistor Techniques 

-$1.50 
No. 60 -Rapid TV Repair -$2.90 
No. 53 -Rodio Control 

Handbook -$2.25 
No. 51- Transistors -Theory and 

Practice -$2.00 
No. 44 -Basic Radio Course 

-$2.25 
No. 43 -Model Control By 

Radio -$1.00 

RAD -TEL TUBE CO. Season Special 
especially for QUANTITY USERS 

BI -PASS CONDENSERS 
SEMI- MOLDED TUBULAR MYLAR DIELECTRIC 
Top Qual It -Not Cheap Imports -Manufactured By 
G00á -All Far Stra 

than 
1.0n Co. Power factor at 

1(1(1(1 CPS, no greater than 1.0 o w or plastic resin Impregnated and of extended foil construction. Tem- perature C to 85e C. Capacitance vary 1.50 of Its value at 25 nur an operating ange tf from -100 to +55°0. Manufactured for use le fil- ters, oscillators and carrier eqpt. where quality cannot ho compromised. 

Capacity Mid. 
200 W 

VDC 
400 W 

VDC 
600 W 

VDC 
.001 .0015 
.0022 .0033 
.0068 

Lots of Lots 
100 of 

21/20 &V 

Lots of Lots 
100 of 

40 sá 

Lots of Lots 
100 of 
60 éV 

.01 .015 .02 

.027 .03 .04 
Lots of Lots 

11)0 of 
21/20 .no 

Lots of Lots 
100 of 
50 76 

Lots of Lots 
100 of 
80 

.047 .05 .06 
Lots of Lots 

100 of 
30 áV 

Lots of Lots 
100 of 

60 e 

Lots of Lots 
100 of 

104 i2 
.07 .08 .09 

Lots of Lots 
100 of 

3120 4r2 a 

Lots of Lots 
100 of 

70 100 

Lots of Lots 
100 of 

120 15408 

.1 .15 
Lots of Lots 

100 of 
40 sV 

Lots of Lots 
100 of 
70 151°. 

Lots of Lots 
100 of 

130 158 

.2 .3 
Lots of Lots 

100 of 
40 saa 

Lots of Lots 
100 of 
80 sa 

Lots of Lots 
100 of 

150 15700 

.4 .5 .68 

1. 

NOT ASSORTED! 

Rad` 
Not A011. 
With Any 

Other Tube 
1.1.111 Order Co. 

55 Chambers 

Lots of Lots 
100 of 

41/20 6rc a 

Lots of Lots 
100 of 
100 58 

Lots of Lots 
100 of 

180 Zee 
Lots of Lots 

110 of 
Sc iV 

MINIMUM 

Write 
Catalog 

Tel 
TUBE 

Street, 

Lots of Lots 
100 of 
120 1560 

ORDER 

Dept. RE -4 
Of Tubes & 

Subject 
r 

sale5e'All 
CO. postage. 

Newark 

Lots of Lots 
100 of 

200 iie 
$5 

For FREE 
Parts 

to prior 
C.O. 

on w this 

5, N.J. 

try 
This 

one 

RE: POWER -FAILURE ALARM 
In the "Power- Failure Alarm" de- 

scribed on page 116 of the January, 
1958, issue, a slight simplification 
might be made. The original design 
calls for a pushbutton to reset the relay 
by pressing in on the armature. This 
might be difficult to make. A better 
idea would be to wire a normally open 
pushbutton switch in parallel with the 
normally open contact on the relay. 
This would have the same effect. When 
using the pushbutton, change R2's value 
so the relay can draw enough current 
to pull the armature up.- Charles E. 
Cohn 

TEST -LEAD STORAGE 
In most shops the problem of where 

to keep test leads not in use is not 
satisfactorily solved. Leads are usually 
left in a drawer or on the bench, result- 
ing in time -consuming untangling be- 
fore they can be hooked to an instru- 
ment and used again. 

A few minutes' work can end this 
problem. Take a piece of wood or metal 
about 2 inches wide and long enough 
to accommodate the number of leads 

2 "SPACER 
BETWEEN WALL 
3 BOARD 

BANANA 
PLUG 

NO.22 HOLES 

TIP PLUG 

140.45 HOLES 

on your bench. Mark off % -inch divi- 
sions along the top edge and saw 
notches % inch deep (see diagram). 
These notches accommodate leads with 
alligator clips, meter probes and coaxial 
fittings. Below these slots drill a series 
of No. 22 and No. 45 holes -the No. 
22 holes for banana plugs and No. 45 
holes for tip plugs. 

Mount the board or metal strip on 
the wall behind your bench, about 5 

feet above the floor, on 2 -inch spacers. 
-Ray L. Allen 

CABINET PANELS 
While building some plywood speak- 

er enclosures, I discovered that pre - 
finished plastic- coated hardboard ceil- 
ing and wall covering makes ideal 
veneerlike panels for radio -electronic 
cabinets. Available at most lumber 
yards under the trade name of Marlite, 
it comes in a variety of finishes, design 
patterns and colors. It's easily attached 

RADIO -ELECTRONICS 
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TRY THIS ONE (Continued) 

with a rubber -base adhesive and the 
edges covered with molding or tapered 
with a wood rasp and varnished or 
painted. 

Peg -Board, a similar material, is per- 
forated with 3/16 -inch holes and 
makes ideal material for ventilated 
radio or TV rear covers, pegged tool 
boards or breadboards for experimental 
circuit layouts. The material is a fairly 
good insulator and highly resistant to 
wear, impact, soil, stains, moisture and 
other abuses. 

Chances are, you'll also find it useful 
for many electronic applications other 
than those I have briefly mentioned. 
Try it. It's easy to work, too, and the 
electrical qualities are good as long as 
it's dry. J. C. Alexander 

EXPERIMENTAL COILS 
This method of winding makes it 

easy to change the number of turns 
on experimental coils. Wind the coil 
with a thin strip of plastic or Bakelite 
between the winding and core. Anchor 

the ends with one turn around the 
strip as shown in the drawing. After 
the exact number of turns has been 
determined, the ends can be anchored 
with a drop of cement and the leads 
soldered to lugs or pins on the form. 
-Capt. Daniel Nof 

SERVICE LIGHT HOLDER 
No technician's tool kit is complete 

without some sort of trouble light for 
illuminating the dark corners of a chas- 
sis. To save space in my tool kit, I just 
carry a small penlight, but often I have 
found jobs where an extra hand is 
needed to hold the light. I solved this 
problem by screw- fastening two spring 
clothespins back to back. With the light 
clamped in the jaws of one pin and the 
jaws of the other pin clamped to a pair 
of pliers or other heavy tool, I find that 
the light can be angled to nearly any 
position with very little difficulty.- 
Scott Mack 

NICHROME ELEMENTS 
When the nichrome element in an 

electrical appliance breaks, twist the 
ends of the broken section together in 
a loose joint. Then sprinkle a little 
borax over it and turn on the juice. 
The resulting spark will fuse the con- 
nection and save the element.- Harvey 
Muller 

PHONE -PLUG SWITCH 
A push- switch arrangement for use 

with meters or headphones can be 
made by replacing the little insulating 
washer behind the tip of a phone plug 
with a larger one. Of course the tip has 
to be screwed back on after the plug 

APRIL, 1958 

UNMISTAKABLY - 

THE FINEST NAME 

IN COMMUNITY TV 

CO -2 CRYSTAL CONTROLLED VHF CONVERTER 
(',merle any VHF to a, other \'III' ,h:n l oc1. Ihvoidc.. Late to 
High, High to Low, Lot, to Low, High to high, r on channel 
conversions in a single unit. Virtually S 7950 
nn forbidden channel:. 

H. C. A. HIGH OUTPUT SINGLE CHANNEL AMPLIFIER 

5 VOLTS R. F. 
Maximum output 

* 20 db gain minimum 
* 6 me /s bandwidth 
* Silicon Rectifier 
* Channels 2 to 13 
* Drives a low band signal thru 

21/2 mi. of K -14 type cable 

$25000 User Net 

The H.C.A. amplifier is designed for use as a final 
amplifier in large hotel or apartment distribution 
systems where it is necessary to locate all the 
amplifying equipment in one room or floor. PRO- 
VIDES THE HIGHEST OUTPUT OF ANY KNOWN 
TV CHANNEL AMPLIFIER. 

1NOO TELEVISION ASSOCIATES LTD - 27 Taber Rd., Rexdale, Ontario, Canada 

MANUFACTURERS OF HIGH 
QUALITY COMMUNITY TV 

EQUIPMENT SINCE 1950 

Sir. : Please send uI Name complete details on the 
co-2 Address 
H.C.A. City. State 

"BREEZE 
THROUGH" 

LICENSE MANUAL 
FOR RADIO 
OPERATORS 

by J. R. Johnson 
An easy guide for get- 
ting your commercial 
operator "ticket" for 
good -paying commer- 

cial jobs. 

FCC 
LICENSE 

EXAMS 
Here is a simplifled, low -cost 

guide to FCC Examinations for 
commercial operator licenses ... 
written so you can easily under- 
stand AND REMEMBER IT. Cov- 
ers ALL EIGHT exam elements. 
not just some of them. Reviews 
almost 2200 typical FCC exam 
questions. Gives straight-to-the - 
point answers. Includes full de- 
tails on the changes in examina- 
tion elements I and 2. Covers all 
necessary examination data from 
electrical and radio fundamentals 
to navigation and related subjects. 

Anyone with basic radio train- 
ing will find Johnson's LICENSE 

MANUAL FOR COMMERCIAL OPERATORS the ideal 
training book for getting one of communication's most 
interesting, best paid technical jobs. 

JOB OPPORTUNITY NEWS! 
Under a new ruling, ONLY holders of 1st or 2nd class 
radio -phone licenses can do any work which affects the 
broadcasting of a transmitter. This is just one of many 
good job opportunities open to license holders! 

10 -DAY FREE EXAMINATION r 
Dept. RE -48, RINEHART & CO., Inc. 
232 Madison Ave., New York 16, N.Y. 
Send Johnson's LICENSE MANUAL FOR RADIO OPER- 
ATORS for 10 -day examination. If I decide to keep 
book, I will send $5.00 (plus postage) in full pay- ment. Otherwise, I will return hook and owe noth- ing. (SAVE! Send $5.00 with order and we pay 

red Some 1O -day return privilege with money 

Name.. 
Address 
City, Zone, State 
OUTSIDE U.S.A. -$5.50 cash with order 
Same 10 -day return privilege with money re- 
funded. 

L J 

BIGGEST BUY OF '58! 
FAMOUS 

Ieeø1cj 
ALL -TRANSISTOR 

,IIII4; RúIIIIIIII 

Vest -Pocket RADIO 
READY TO PLAY! 

495 Including 1000 -hour ONLY PO ö 
batteries and phone! 
Lektron scoops the field with the hottest" 
pocket transistor radio since the advent of 
the transistor ! Designed and built by Re- 
gency, one of America's great names in radio. 
Uses an exclusive circuit with RF, DET and 
AMP stages. SMALLER THAN A PACK OF 
CIGARETTES ! -only 3 x 2 x 1 ". NO EX- 
TERNAL ANTENNA OR GROUND -no 
hanging wires! Amazing sensitivity, volume 
and selectivity. Attractively designed two - 
tone styrene case. Variable tuning cover. 
540 to 1500 kcs. READY TO PLAY when 
you receive it 1000 -hour batteries and ultra - 
sensitive phone included in this fabulously 
low price! Gift packed. Wt. 1 oz. 

SATISFACTION GUARANTEED! 
WRITE COR OUR 12.PAGE aA0GAIN CATALOG 

LEKTRON 
31 EVERETT AVE. CHELSEA 50, MASS. 
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YOU GET ALL THIS HELP: 
Shows tube type and function 
Shows major component placement 
Charts are oriented as you view chassis t 

Identifies unknown chassis quickly Ì 

Speeds tube checking 
Locates tube in "wrong" socket 

Over 500 models covered in each Guide 1 

Convenient size for pocket or caddy 

Complete cumulative index in each Guide ¡ 

SAVE Tv REPAIR TIME t 
TRY THIS ONE (Continued) 

WITH HOWARD W. SAMS 

"Television Tube 
Location Guides" 

shows position 
and function of 
all tubes in 
thousands of 
TV sets... 

JUST FIND THE 

TROUBLE AND 
REPLACE TUBES 

WITHOUT REMOV. 
ING CHASSIS! 

"EXTRAS" NOW IN VOL. 7 

Shows signal path 
Shows pin orientation on socket 
Shows series string filaments 
Includes tube failure check charts 
Shows fuse location 

OWN THEM ALL -THEY 
HELP YOU EARN MORE 

VOL.7. Covers TV receivers 
produced in 1956 -1957. 204 
pages. Only $2.00 
VOL. 6. Covers TV receivers 
produced in 1955 -1956. 236 
pages. Only $2.00 

VOL. 5. Covers TV receivers produced in 1953- 
1954. 200 pages. Only $2.00 

VOL. 4. Covers TV receivers produced in 19.52- 
1953. 192 pages. Only $2.00 

VOL. 3. Covers TV receivers produced in 1951- 
1952. 192 pages. Only $2.00 
VOL. 2. Covers TV receivers produced in 1950- 
1951. 208 pages. Only $2.00 

VOL.1. Covers TV receivers produced in 194R- 
1949, 1950. 208 pages. Only $2.00 

SEE THESE BOOKS AT YOUR SAMS 
DISTRIBUTORS OR MAIL COUPON SEND 

TODAY I 

FREE TRIAL COUPON 
Howard W. Sams i Co., Inc.; Dept.206 
Wm E. Nth St., Indianapolis 5, Ind. 
Send me book(s) checked at right for 10 days 
FREE examination. In 10 days I will pay for 
the book(s), plus few cents delivery cost. or 
return postpaid. 
We pay delivery costs If you remit with 
the coupon; same return privilege. 

Name 

Address 

City 
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Vol.1 
Vol. 6 

Vol.5 

Vol.4 

Vol.3 

Vol.î 
Vol. 1 

Zone State 
(Outside U.S.A. priced slightly highen J 

INSULATING WASHER PHONE PLUG 

PHONE JACK 

is inserted into its jack. Complete re- 
moval of the plug is prevented, but 
there is enough movement to break and 
make connections. -Hugh Lineback 

COMBINATION TV ANTENNA 
SYSTEM 

We all know that for ideal TV re- 
ception the outdoor antenna should be 
oriented toward the station being 

FROM OUTDOOR ANTENNA 

SPOT SWITCH 
o o 

watched. Unfortunately, in most loca- 
tions, stations do not all lie in the same 
general direction from the receiver and 
the fixed outdoor antenna does not pro- 
vide maximum signal strength for all 
stations. Rotary beam antennas or their 
switchable multisection equivalents are 
expensive. But here is a simple trick 
that works well in areas of fair signal 
strength. Hook up a set of rabbit ears 
to one side of a dpdt switch and connect 
the outdoor antenna's lead -in to the 
other side. Run a length of twin lead 
from the arms of the switch to the 
receiver's antenna terminals. For sta- 
tions that do not come in well on the 
outdoor antenna, switch to the rabbit 
ears and orient them for the best pic- 
ture. This is also effective for eliminat- 
ing ghosts. -Lt. Col. Eugene Coricll 

TAPE CODES FUSES 
I find it mighty handy to color-code 

boxes of fuses carried in my toolkit, 
with plastic gift -wrapping tape. This 
way I can select at a glance (even in 
dim light) the right box of fuses when 
making replacements. One might even 
use small strips of the tape to color - 
code the barrel of individual fuses. Un- 
til I got used to each color and its cor- 
responding fuse value, I taped a card 
with the values and colors written on 
it to the inside lid of my toolbox. The 
tape is available in several colors, mak- 
ing it possible to set up numerous code 
combinations. -John A. Comstock END 

this 

makes 
this 

~ '4t 

the fabulous i. 
when you buy i RAS 

AUDAX TONFARM KIT 
A screwdriver -.15 minutes of your time ... and the fabulous Audax tonearm kit - that's all you need to own your own compass -pivot Audax Professional Tonearm 
at a big saving! You'll find accurate assembly of this exclusive kit a very simple 
affair -with assurance that the final result will be as fine as factory -assembled 
units! Use any cartridge with your Audax arm. Thrill to the wonderful new dif- 
ference it makes in your high fidelity system ! See your dealer right now! 

12" Tonearm Kit $14.55 16" Tonearm Kit $17.55 

AUDAX Div. of RekO -Kut Co., Inc., Dept. RE -S 38 -19 108 St., Corona 68, N. Y. 
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PHOTOCELL RELAY KIT, 
model KT -133. Light -controlled 
switching device can be used for 
burglar alarm, door opener, 
counter, etc. Uses cadmium sul- 

phide photocell. Flashlight at 
250 feet operates unit.- Lafay- 
ette Radio, 165 -08 Liberty Ave., 
Jamaica 33, N. Y. 

110° PIX TUBE BRITENERS, 
model C -211 (illustrated) for 
RCA type button -base tubes. 
Model C -221 for shell -base Syl- 
vania and DuMont tubes. Auto- 

transformer types. Work in 
either series or parallel heater 
strings. -Perma -Power Co., 3100 
N. Elston Ave., Chicago 18, Ill. 
PICTURE -TUBE REJUVENA- 
TOR, model RE -2 Rejuvatube. 
Tests for emission, gas and 
shorts. Cube - socket selector and 
switch assembly permit testing 
and rejuvenation of each gun 
of color tube, 110° and conven- 

tional monochrome tubes. Cube 
socket CS -2 is available sepa- 

4 rately as an adapter for model 
RE -1 Rejuvatube. - Central 
Electronics, 1247 W. Belmont 
Ave., Dept. RE, Chicago 13, Ill. 
TV LEAD -IN LINE. Low -loss 
open -line construction. For uhf 
or vhf signals. Designed for 
use in areas of high humidity 
and temperature and is resist- 
ant to salt corrosion. Large 
wire size permits maximum 
signal- carrying capacity. -New 
Products Engineering & Manu- 
facturing Co., 5305 Chicago 
Ave., Minneapolis, Minn. 
INDOOR ANTENNA KIT, model 
606. For channels 2 -13. Gold - 
colored spiral element and brown 
plastic base. -Hi -Lo Manufac- 

APRIL, 1958 

turing Corp., 1122 W. Newport 
Ave., Chicago 13, Ill. 
INDOOR ANTENNA, Spico Vis- 
count. Slide adjustment for 
matching antenna impedance to 
set impedance. 12- position phas- 

ing switch. Dipole elements 
retract into case. - Spirling 
Products Co., Inc., Henrietta & 
Duffy, Hicksville, N. Y. 
TV ANTENNA, Scotchman mod- 
el 503 (illustrated). All- channel 
roof antenna. The series consists 
of 4 basic models and 4 attach- 
ment kits that can be combined 
to produce more than 30 antenna 
combinations. Attachment kits 
permit increasing gain and 

front -to -back ratio to suit recep- 
tion requirements. - Winegard 
Co., 3000 Scotten Blvd., Bur- 
lington, Iowa. 
AUTO RADIO ANTENNA, Ten - 
namatic. Built -in motor extends 
or retracts mast. Motor operates 
on 12 volts dc. TM -1 (illustrat- 
ed) for front mounting, TM -2 
for rear mount. TM -3 is a con- 
version kit which permits the 

TM -1 to be rear- mounted.- 
Tenna Manufacturing Co., 7580 
Garfield Blvd., Cleveland 25, 
Ohio. 
STEREO CARTRIDGE, Model 
21D. 0 -7 -mil diamond tip. Twin 
ceramic elements. Response: 
20- 16,000 cycles, within 2 db 
to RIAA. Tracking force: 6 

grams. Standard mount. Turn- 
over cartridge model 26DST has 
0.7 -mil diamond stereo stylus 
and 3 -mil sapphire monaural 
stylus. - Electro -Voice Inc., 
Buchanan, Mich. 
STEREO CARTRIDGE. De- 
signed to fit standard record 
players and changers. Plays 
back Westrex 45/45 stereo discs. 
Ceramic elements. Response 
30- 15,000 cycles. Tracking pres- 
sure between 5 and 9 grams 

with a 1 -mil sapphire stylus. - 
Webster Electric Co., 1900 Clark 
St., Racine, Wis. 
HI -FI PHONO CARTRIDGE, 
Professional Dynetic. Moving - 
magnet type for use in record 
changers and t- anscription 
pickup arms. Tracking force is 
3 -6 grams. Response is flat 

from 20- 20,000 cycles. Comes 
with a 1 -mil diamond stylus for 
microgroove or a 2.7 -mil sap- 
phire needle for 78 -rpm records. 
-Shure Brothers Inc., 222 Hart - 
rey Ave., Evanston, Ill. 
DYNAMIC LOUDSPEAKER, 
model RC -26. For aircraft in- 
stallations. 8 -inch permanent - 
magnet type. 2 15/16 inches 
deep. Handles 10 watts of pro- 

gram material. Frequency re- 
sponse from 60 -8,500 cycles. 
8 -ohm impedance.- Stromberg- 
Carlson, Div. of General Dy- 
namics Corp., 100 Carlson Rd., 
Rochester 3, N. Y. 
WRIST -WATCH CRYSTAL 
MIKE. model PA -47. Mike looks 
and mounts like a good wrist 
watch. Its thin, flexible cable is 
61/2 feet long and can be run 

t 

1 I - 

up a coat or jacket sleeve to a 
concealed tape recorder. Watch 
case is chrome -plated, has gold - 
finish numerals and tan leather 
strap.- Lafayette Radio, 165 -08 
Liberty Ave., Jamaica 33, N. Y. 

TAPE -REEL, V -Slot Selection - 
Finder. Features V -slot for 
quick threading. Permanent se- 
lection finder numbers are 

molded along the edge of this 
slot to aid in rapid location of 
the desired selection.- Ferro- 
dynamics Corp., Lodi, N. J. 

PA PHONOGRAPH, Add -A- 
Unit model MP -3. 331/2, 45 and 
78 rpm. Turnover cartridge. 
Mounts on top cover of Audio - 
sphere amplifiers (18- through 
100 -watt models). Combine with 
amplifier, speaker and carrying 

n 

Ir 
case for a compact portable PA 
system. Mark Simpson Manu- 
facturing Co., Inc., MASCO, 32- 
28 49th St., Long Island City 3, 
N. Y. 

TRANSISTOR TAPE RECORD- 
ER, Tel Tape. Portable unit is 
powered by 4 pen -light bat- 
teries. Records, plays back and 
erases. Variable speed control. 

Weighs less than 2 pounds and 
measures only 81/2 x 61/2 x 21/2 
inches. -Filnor Products Inc., 
Dept. P201, 101 W. 31st St., New 
York 1, N. Y. 

PA AMPLIFIER, model KN- 
3035. 35 watts. 6 inputs: 3 for 
mikes; 2 for ceramic or crystal 
phono cartridges; 1 for a mag- 
netic cartridge. Each input has 
its own volume control. Output 
impedances for 4 -, 8 -, 16 -, 250 - 
and 500 -ohm speakers as well 

as for 70.7 -volt lines. Response 
within 2 db from 20- 20,000 
cycles. 2% distortion at 35 
watts.- Allied Radio Corp., 100 
N. Western Ave., Chicago 80. 

CHAIN AMPLIFIER, model 
ABB -5. Provides broad -band 
amplification of TV and FM 
signals in the 15- 230 -mc region 
with a gain of 20 db and fre- 
quency response flat within 1.5 
db. 75 -ohm output. Regular or 
rack mounting. - Westbury 
Electronics Inc., 300 Shames 
Dr., Westbury, N. Y. 
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NEW DEVICES (Continued) 

TUNER PREAMP AMPLIFIER, 
Sonata model FA -1o. FM sensi- 
tivity 4 µv for 20 db of quieting. 
200 -kc bandwidth. Maximum 

drift 5 kc. Antenna input 300 
ohms. Distortion less than 1% 
harmonic and IM. Amplifier 
rated at 10 watts with a peak 
power of 16 watts. Response 
within 0.5 db from 15- 30,000 
cycles at 2 watts. Function, 
loudness, tuning, treble, bass 
and contour controls. Inputs for 
phono and tape. 8- and 16 -ohm 
outputs.- Harman Kardon Inc., 
520 Main St., Westbury, N. Y. 

HI -FI TUNER AMPLIFIER, 
model KN -315. Combines an 
FM AM tuner and 15 -watt am- 
plifier on one chassis. Tuner 
sensitivity is 4 pv for 20 db 
quieting on FM and 10 µv for a 

20 -db signal -to -noise ratio on 
AM. Afc on FM section. Ampli- 
fier response within 1 db from 
20- 20,000 cycles at 15 -watt out- 
put. Distortion at rated output 
is 2 %. Loudness, volume, bass 
and treble controls. Rumble and 
scratch filters. 3-position record 
compensator and 3- position se- 

lector switch. Inputs for mag- 
netic cartridge and tape record- 
er. 4 -, 8 -, 16 -ohm and high -im- 
pedance outputs. -Allied Radio 
Corp., 100 N. Western Ave., 
Chicago 80, Ill. 
FM TUNER, model HFT 90, kit 
or wired. Sensitivity, 1.5 µv for 
20 -db quieting. Response within 
1 db from 20- 20,000 cycles. 300 - 
ohm balanced input. Maximum 

11111111111111116' Wawa . 
drift of 20 kc from cold start. 
Hum is 60 db below 1 volt. 
2 outputs: cathode follower and 
multiplex. - Electronic Instru- 
ment Co., EICO, 33 -00 Northern 
Blvd., Long Island City 1, N. Y. 

TURNTABLE REFLOCKING 
with Ven -Flock. A plastic sheet 

with a flock -covered material on 
one side. Comes in 8 -, 9 -, 91A -, 
10 -, 12- and 16 -inch diameter 
circles. Cements to turntable 
with plastic -to -metal glue. - 
Colman Tool & Machine Co., 
Amarillo, Tex. 
TUBE AND TOOL CADDY. The 
Totenlaster holds 360 tubes and 

necessary tools. Consists of 4 
box sections and a carrying top. 
Sections can be locked together 
in one master box or some 
smaller size as needed. Carry- 
ing top contains alignment 
mirror, 7- and 9 -pin straight- 
eners.- Mastra Co., 2112 Su- 
perior Ave., Cleveland 14, Ohio. 
TUBE AND TOOL CADDY. 
Holds 395 tubes plus tools. 

Comes with 91/2 x 12 -inch test 
mirror. Plastic- covered case, 
metal corner reinforcements. 
Overall size 241/z x 161 /z x 10 
inches. -Available from CBS - 
Hytron distributors. 
CIRCUIT TRACER. Does three 
jobs: continuity tracer for dead 
circuits, low- voltage live- circuit 
testing and high- voltage live- 

circuit testing. -Hunter 'Tools, 
P. O. Box 564, Whittier, Calif. 

LEAKAGE TESTER, model LC3. 
Tests tubes and capacitors for 
leakage. Features positive test 
for heater cathode leakage for 
series heater strings. Picture - 
tube socket for testing C -R 
tubes in the cabinet. Leakage 

sensitivity, 100 megohms for 
tests from control grid to any 
other tube element and for 
conventional capacitor leakage 
tests. - Service Instruments 
Corp. (Sencore), 177 Official 
Rd., Addison, Ill. 
OSCILLOSCOPE KIT, model 
S -50. Push -pull vertical and 
horizontal amplifiers. Printed - 
circuit amplifier design. High- 

sensitivity, 1 -mc vertical ampli- 
fier. Built -in 1 -volt peak -to -peak 
calibrator. Horizontal sweep 

r-DX -16 Super Deluxe TV KIT 

420 

Dimensions 17½"W x 16 "D 
Shipping weight 40 tbs. 

70° or 90 °- operating all 17" 
21 ", 24" and 27" PICTURE TUBES -, 

NEW IN DESIGN - Mounts Horizontally, Vertically or Sideways. 

* Produces a Superior 16 -Tube Chassis with 30 -Tube performance. 
* Latest advanced Intercarrier Circuitry and Multi- section Tubes. 
* Standard Cascode Tuner for Selectivity and Fine Definition. 
* 5 Microvolts Video Sensitivity (20 volts peak to peak at CRT grid). 
* Fast Action AGC for Drift Free, Steady and Clear Pictures. 
* 3 Hi -gain Video I.F. Stages for excellent Contrast and Details. 
* AGC Level and Area Control, for adjusting reception to signal area. 
* All Video and I.F. Coils factory pre -aligned and tuned. 
* Horizontal Sweep Circuit is the famous RCA Synchroguide Network. 
* Large 250 ma Power Transformer -not a hot chassis. 
* Large 12" Concert -tone Speaker. 

COMPLETE with LIFE -SIZE step -by -step Building Instructionscless tubes & CRT) $69.97 

COMPLETE with SET of WESTINGHOUSE TUBES Q COMPLETE with SET of WESTINGHOUSE TUBES 
4-611)6 
x 174, Sis svul6 ßQ7 lincluded 

11'in 
the Tuner. I as 

6W-I. $79.97 
& WESTINGHOUSE 21" 70° or 90° Aluminized CRT '7V' 

BUILD ówÑ TV CABINET ANY TV CHASSIS 
Comparable to the type that Top Mfrs. 
use on their higher priced TV Sets. 

CABINET KIT with 90% of the lob done, includes- 

FRONT SECTION complete as pictured in Solid Mahogany, Walnut or Blond Korina. 
TOP, SIDES, BACK with CRT CUP, MASK, SAFETY GLASS, ETC, and Easy -to- follow Instructions. 

Front, Tup and Sides supplied in a beautiful Piano Finish . . . Knob panel undrilled (or drilled on receipt of 
your template). ... For matching Mask specify type of CUT used. Same price for Mahogany, Walnut or Blond. 

Worth 560 when completed, only takes a few hours to assemble Worth 585 when completed. only takes a few hours to assemble 

21" CABINET KIT 26 "H, 25"W, 22"D $24.95 24" or 27" CABINET KIT 30 "H, 2811/2 "W, 22"D $36.47 
(Also available for 17" CRT) Maximum Shipping weight 48 Lbc. 

BROOKS RADIO & TV CORP., 84 Vesey St., New York 7, N.Y. CTE laPH07 2359 
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NEW DEVICES (Continued) 

frequency range from 20 cycles 
to 150 kc. -Paco Electronics Co. 
Inc., Div. of Precision Appara- 
tus Co., Inc., 70 -31 84th St., 
Glendale 27, N. Y. 

VTVM, model 77. Measures dc 
from 0 -1,500 volts in 7 ranges 
at 11 megohms input resistance. 
7 ac (rms) ranges cover 
0 -1,500 volts; 6 ac (peak -to- 
peak) ranges cover 0 -2,000 
volts. 7 resistance ranges from 
0 -1,000 megohms; 3 decibel 

ranges from -10 to +58 db. 
Zero -center meter for discrimi- 
nator alignment with full -scale 
range of 0 -750 volts in 7 
ranges.- Superior Instruments 
Co., 2435 White Plains Road, 
New York 67, N. Y. 

FEED -THROUGH CAPACI- 
TORS, Tube -R -Cap. Combine 
resistor and capacitor in a 
single ceramic tube 7/16 inches 
long which mounts in a 0.190 - 
inch hole. For antenna filter 
applications in TV tuners. 
Rated at 1,000 volts dc and 
available in capacitances up to 
.001 pf. Resistances from 0.3 -1 
megohms.- Centralab, Div. of 

Abraham Marcus, 
co- author of famous 
best -seller 
"Elements of Radio" 
makes amazing 
offer! 

Globe Union Inc., 900 E. Keefe 
Ave., Milwaukee 1, Wis. 

FEED- THROUGH CAPACI- 
TORS, type CFT. Rated at 600 
volts dc and values from 
4.7 µµf -.001 pf. Capacitors are 
only % inch long. The feed - 
through hole takes up to No. 15 

AWG wire. - Cornell -Dubilier 
Electric Corp., S. Plainfield, 
N. J. 

TRANSFORMERS. For use with 
low- voltage transistor power 

supplies. Operate on 12 -14 volts 
dc. Model TY -68S delivers 250 
volts at 65 ma; TY -69 -S, 300 
volts, 100 ma; TY -70S, 325 
volts, 150 ma; TY -71S, 375 
volts, 200 ma; TS -74S, 600 volts, 
200 ma. - Triad Transformer 
Corp., 4055 Redwood Ave., Ven- 
ice, Calif. 

ISOLATION TRANSFORMER, 
Stancor model P -6371. Specifi- 
cally designed to isolate ac -dc 
portable TV receivers from the 
117 -volt line. Unit handles up 

to 175 watts. One -piece drawn - 
steel case. Electrostatic shield. 
6 -foot line cord. - Chicago 
Standard Transformer Corp., 
3501 W. Addison St., Chicago 
18, III. 

REPLACEMENT FLYBACKS. 
HVO -95 replaces Dumont 
20006731; HVO -104, GE RTO- 
179, -4; HVO -155, Philco 32- 
8709-1; HVO -157, Philco 32- 
8572; HVO- 159, Philco 32 -8695, 
-1. Isolation transformer P -3202 
protects against shock hazard 
of ac -dc sets. Handles up to 
175 watts. -Merit Coil & Trans- 
former Corp., 4427 N. Clark St., 
Chicago 40, Ill. 

110° REPLACEMENT YOKES. 
Stancor model DY -26A replaces 

RCA parts 104408, 104078, 
105053, 972958 -1, 2, 4, 5. DY -27A 
replaces RCA 104482 and 
972958 -3. - Chicago Standard 
Transformer Corp., 3501 W. 
Addison St., Chicago 18, Ill. 

SILICON RECTIFIERS, type K. 
Axial leads, polarity coded by 
colored resin at each end. 
Rated at 750 ma to 55`C (no 

heat sink) and has PIV ratings 
of 100, 200, 300 and 400. - 
Sarkes- Tarzian Inc., Rectifier 
Div. 415 College Ave., Bloom- 
ington, Ind. 

SILICON RECTIFIERS. Com- 
plete line includes 1N1448 
through 1N1481. Ratings range 
from 100 volts PIV at 750 ma 
to 400 volts at 200 amps. All - 
metal welded construction. - 
Audio Devices Inc., Rectifier 
Division, 620 E. Dyer Rd., Santa 
Ana, Calif. END 

All specifications given are from 
manufacturers' data. 

TRY MY :ÄOó COURSE FREE 
REPAIR FOR i MONTH 

"If you haven't earned at least $100 in spare 

time during that period you pay not a cent." 

Here it is! The most amazing guarantee ever offered on any radio -TV course 
anywhere! We'll send you Abraham Marcus' course to use FREE for one full 
month! If in that time you haven't actually made $100 fixing radios and TV 

sets, just return the books to us and pay not a penny! 

Why do we make this sensational offer? First, because these books are 
so easy to use. They are written in the same clear, easy -to- understand 
language that made the author's "Elements of Radio" a 1,000,000 -copy 
best -seller. Second, because these books get right to the point -tell you 
what to do in 1 -2 -3 fashion. For example, once you master the first few 
chapters of the TV book you are ready for business -ready to do service 
jobs in the field -jobs that account for over 80% of all service calls. 

DON'T WAIT! you risk nothing when you send the coupon at right. You 
don't have to keep the books and pay for them unless you actually make 
extra money fixing radios and TV sets. Even when you decide to keep 
them, you pay on easy terms. Mail the coupon now. 

WHAT YOU GET IN THESE 3 GIANT VOLUMES 
ELEMENTS OF TELEVISION SERVICING. Analyzes and illustrates more 
TV defects than any other book, and provides complete step -by -step 
procedure for correcting each. You can actually SEE what to do by 
looking at the pictures. Reveals for the first time all details, theory and 
servicing procedures for the RCA 28 -tube color television receiver, the 
CBS- Columbia Model 205 color set, and the Motorola 19 -inch color 
receiver. 
RADIO PROJECTS. Build your own receivers! Gives you 10 easy -to- 
follow projects, including crystal detector receiver -diode detector re- 
ceiver- regenerative receiver- audio -frequency amplifier- tuned -radio- 
frequency tuner -AC -DC superheterodyne receiver -etc. 

APRIL, 1958 

RADIO SERVICING Theory 
and Practice. Here is every- 
thing you need to know 
about radio repair, replace- 
ment, and readjustment. 
Easy - to - understand, step - 
by -step self- training handbook shows you how 
to locate and remedy defects quickly. Covers 
TRF receivers; superheterodyne receivers; 
Shortwave, portable, automobile receivers, etc. 
Explains how to use testing instruments such 
as meter, vacuum -tube voltmeters, tube check- 
ers, etc., etc. 

MAIL THIS COUPON 

1f 

Prentice -Hall, Inc., Dept. 5744 -E1 
Englewood Cliffs, New Jersey 
I send u,r .AJoahain Al :u,11 'I V & RADIO Itla'AIR 
ria 15E 1:. colones) for lo REE examination. Within 
id days I Will either return it and ow: nothing, or .send my first 
na Surent of $5.6I1 plus a few cents postage. Then, after I have 
used the course for a FULL M[ON'Pl[. íf I am not satisfied I may 
return it and you will refund my first payment. Or I will keep the 
(.nurse and send yotl two more payments of $55.60 a month for 
'Wo months. 

Name 

A rld ress 

r'irS Z slate 
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ANNIVERSARY 
SALE! APRIL 31 

UNTIL 
ONLY! 

FREE! FREE! 

CWK 

ORDER! 

OUR CHOICE ANNIVERSARY ASSORTMENT 

$15 WORTH OF RADIO PARTS (A3 LBST ) 

ALSO FREE WITH EVERY $10 ORDER! 

FREE GIFT WITH ANY SIZE ORDER! 

$1 POLY PAKS '¿ 

2 PNP TRANSISTORS- 
Scoop! Famous make, 

worth many dollars! While 
they last! 

60 TUBULAR CONDENS- 
ERS. Paper, molded. 

oll, porcelain, .0002 to .25 
mf; to 1000V. Wt. 2 Its. 
Reg. $12. 

40 SUB -MINI RESIST- 
ORS. Onl,v 1/4" long. 

20 values: 15 ohms to 10 
megs. Color- coded. Reg. 
$6. 

8 -PC. NUTDRIVER SET. 
Plastic handle. 3/16, 

7/32. 1/4, 5/16, 11/:32. 
Ws, 7/16" steel socket 
wrenches In plastic case. 
Wt. 1 lb. Reg. $3. 

100 RADIO PARTS. Sur- 
prise asstntt Reg. value 

over $15. Wt. 3 lbs. 
70 MICA CONDENSERS. 
Silver, 5rí. incl. 31) 

values: .000(11 to .01 mf, 
to 1000V, Wt. I lb. Reg. 
$5. 

15PC. TWIST DRILL 
SET. 1 / I l3 th .0 '/ " by 

64ths; in graduated plastic 
holders. Reg. $4. 

60 TERMINAL STRIPS, 
BOARDS. Wide variety: 

solder lug binding. etc. 
Wt. I lb. 

40 POWER RESISTORS. 
WW. candohm. vitreous. 

a 
5d- 

coated. 15 values: 5 to to 35 to 11000 ohms, 
Wt. 2 lbs. 

50 PLUGS A RECEPTA- 
CLES. Audio. power. 

Wchassis. panel & spkr. types. t. 2 lbs. 
10 "POLY" BOXES. 
Clear plastic, hinged. 

/sn u locks. Asstd. sizes. 
Reg. $2. 

10 ELECTROLYTICS. 
Singles, duals, trmles, 

FP types, to 500 mf. Wt. 3 
lbs. Reg. $14. 

20 ROTARY SWITCHES. ni 
Asstd. gangs. Insula- 

tion, ontacts. Wide i. 

ety. Wt. 3 lbs. Reg. $18. 
50 ASSORTED KNOBS 
for dio. TV. appll- 

Äakelite, plastic: ogees. 
l. set -screw types. Wt. 

2 lbs. Reg. $9. 3 VARI - LOOPSTICKS, 
adjustable. For transis- 

tor circuit,. 560 -1500 kr-.s. 
TWO WORLD'S SMALL - 
EST VARIABLES. Scoop! 

10 -365. 11," s0 w /1" 
shafts. 

6 FERRI - LOOPSTICK 
CORES. Asstd. flat & 

tubular. 5 to 7" long. HI- Q Wt. 11/2 lbs. 
1 MINI- METER. 16;4" 
round. 0 -6 amps, AC. 

Chrome face. Reg. $3. 
75 -PC. RESISTOR SPE- 
CIAL! All types, asstd. 

Power, carbon, transistor, 
precision. 30 values. Worth 
$15. Wt. 1 Ib. 

85 - PC, CONDENSER 
SPECIAL! All types, 

asstd. Molded, ceramic, pa- 
per, oil, 

eg. 
mica. variable. 

Ms, 

L../ 
40 HI -Q CONDENSERS. 
Finest porcelain types. 

Reg. $8. 
"FLEA- POWER" MINI - 
MOTOR. Permanent mag- 

net. 11/2 to 3 VDC to oper- 
ate. 3000 rpm. Wt. 1 oz. 

CRYSTAL MIKE. l'ost- 
age-stamp size! Crisp; 

100 to 8,000 cps. Reg. $5. 
8 POPULAR DIODES. 
Crystal and silicons. 

Some worth $10! 
3 LBS. HARDWARE. 
approx. 2000 

s pe , brackets, etc. tc 
Asstd. 

Re. 
$crew8 

6 TRANSISTOR SOCK- 
ETS, with mounting 

plate. 
60 COILS & CHOKES. 
RF, IF, ant., large vx. 

riety, Incl. slug- tuned. Wt. 
2 Ills. Reg. $15. 

2 SUB - MINI SOLE- 
NOIDS. 1 x 5k x 5 /g ". 

Change elec. energy to me- 
chanical. 1 :l. 12 VD(' (9 300 

actuates plunger. Wt. 
2 oz. Reg. $5. 

40 MOLDED CONDENS- 
ERS, wide assortment, 

including oils. Reg. $8. 
SEVEN 25 -FT. ROLLS 
WI RE. Asstd. colors, 

stranding, insulation. }t 18 
to 24. Wt. 2 lbs. Reg. $3.75. 

WORLD'S SMALLEST 
RADIO KIT. 21/2 x 134 

x %4" /permeability tun- 
er. diode, all parts. direc- 
tions. Reg. $3.511. 

40 PRINTED CIRCUIT 
PARTS. Diodes, carbon, 

precision resistors: chokes: 
molded. ceramic condensers: 
boards. Reg. $15. 

Li FORMERS. 
TRANSISTOR 

FORMERS. UT(' "ounc- ty' e. lnterstage: 1 x 
34 x 't. Imp. ratios Un- 
known. Color -coded leads. 
Reg. $111. 

20 R/C CIRCUITS. 
Asstd. mfrs., printed. Integrals. too! Reg. $7. 
5 DIAL -LITE ASSEM- 
BLIES. Asstd. colored 

.jewels: for min) bulbs. Reg. 
$3.51). 

20 RAYTHEON KNOBS. 
Precision, worth 85c 

each! Instrument types: 
metal Insert, w /set- screws. 
Wt. 1 lb. 

8 GERMANIUM DI- 
ODES. Glace sealed. w/ 

long leads. Reg. $4.511. 
10 PANEL SWITCHES. 

1._1 115VAC. Asstd. SPST, 
DPST. DPDT. Shop must! 

20 VOLUME CONTROLS. 
Singles, doubles: a td. 

values. shafts. Reg. $15. 
t. 2 lbs. 

40 TUBE SOCKETS. 
Wide . . t. mica, print - 

d, shield-based. too. Reg. 
$8. Wt. 2 lbs. 
in 150 NON- INSULATED 
1-J RESISTORS. asstd. val- 
ues: 1/t to 2 W. Iteg. $10. 
Wt. 2 Ibs. 

D Ll5 ROLLS ''HAIR" SIZED 
WIRE. 25 -ft. rolls: 528 

to ::10 for transistpr ir- 
cuit work. A.cstd. lors. In. 
sulation- Wt. 1 lb. 

4 FILTER CHOKES, up 
to 20(1 ma. Strap mtg. 

Wt. 2 lbs. Reg. $5. 
60 INSULATED RESIST- 

ORS, to 10 megs 30 
values: t:, to 2 W. 1 & 5 "r 
incl. Wt. 1 Ib. Reg. $9. 

30 TUBULAR ELECTRO- 
LYTICS. Single A dual 

types: to 500 mf: to 450 V. 
Axial leads. Wt. 3 lbs. Reg. 
$15. 
50 PLUGS A RECEPTA- 

CLES. Power, audio, 
panel. AC. battery. Wt. 2 
155. 

100 CERAMIC CON- 
DENSERS. Tubular, pop- 

lar makes. Wt. 1 Ib. Reg. 
$12. 

90 DISC CONDENSERS, 
for transistor A sub - 

mini work. Reg. $5. 
40 PRECISION RESIST - 
SISTORS. 1:15boloy & 

WW. 1''1. Asstd. to 1 W: 
to 1 meg. Wt. 1 lb. Reg. 
$25. 

10 TIMING MECHA- 
NISMS, 3- second. In- 

tricate gearing. Reg. $3 
each. Wt. 2 Ills. 

HOW TO ORDER (heel items wanted. Return en- 
tire ad lv /che('li or M.O. including sufficient postage; ex- 
cess returned. C.O.D. order. , 25% clown. Rated, net 30 
days. Print name, amount money enclosed in 
margin. (Canada po,l a - I st Ill., 28c ea. addl. lb.) 
l :xl'ORT ORDERS 

LEKTRON 
131 Everett Ave. 

CHELSEA 50, MASS. 
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Business 
and 

People 

Les A. Thayer has been named gen- 
eral sales manager of Belden Manufac- 
turing Co., Chicago. He had been man- 
ager of the Merchandise Division. E. K. 
(Gene) Butler, manager of the Indus- 
trial Division, was promoted to manager 
of Marketing Services. Photo shows the 

company's new sales management team 
(left to right), Les Thayer, general 
sales manager; H. W. Clough, vice pres- 
ident, sales, and Gene Butler, manager 
of marketing services. 

George M. Arisman, Jr., former con- 
troller of P. R. Mallory & Co. Inc., In- 
dianapolis, has been made president and 
general manager of the Mallory Bat- 
tery Co., Cleveland, Ohio, a Mallory 

division. Frank P. Vendely (right), a 
distributor salesman for Mallory, was 
appointed merchandise manager of the 
Distributor Division. 

Matthew D. Burns (below left) was 
elected a senior vice president of Syl- 
vania Electric Products and appointed 
president of Sylvania Electronic Tubes, 
Emporium, Pa. in a move toward de- 
centralization. Frank J. Healy was also 
elected a senior vice president of the 
company and elected president of Syl- 
vania Lighting Products. Other new 
senior vice presidents include: Dr. Ben- 
nett S. Ellefson, engineering and re- 
search; W. Benton Harrison, finance; 

Robert E. Lewis, Argus cameras and 
semiconductor products; Marion E. Pet - 
tegrew (above right), home electronics 
chemical and metallurgical products and 

,'Don't mess with', 
' makeshifts! 

CHOOSE FROM 

MOO 
EXACT-DUPLICATE 

AEROUOI{ 
TWIST -PRONG 

ELECTROLYTICS ; 

No need to chase all over town for 

the right replacement 
.. , no need 

Your 

to improvise 
with two units. 

local Aerovox Distributor 
stocks 

ong 

complete 
`foU 

Acan choose the 

electrolytics. 
¢. 

right replacement 
in short order 

from his extensive 
almost 

exact duplicate" 
one th 
capacitors. 

AU Aerovox AFH capacitors 
ff opee 

very latest refinements-85°C 
improved roved hermetic 

sealing, 

sturdy terminals and prongs (includ- 

ing units for printed-wiring pp 

lica- 

tions) and high-Purity 
aluminum 

foil 

throughout. 

Ask your local Aerovox 
Distributor for a copy of the 

all -new Servicemen's Catalog. 

AEROVOX 
C O R P O R A T I O N 

DISTRIBUTOR DIVISION 

NEW BEDFORD MASSACHUSETTS 

RADIO -ELECTRONICS 
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OPPORTUNITY ADLETS 
Rates -50c per word (including name, address and 
initials). Minimum ad 10 words. Cash must accom- 
pany all ads except those placed by accredited agen- 
cies. Discount. 10% for 12 consecutive issues. Mis- 
leading or objectionable ads not accepted. Copy for 
June issue must reach us before April 15, 1958. 

RADIO- ELECTRONICS. 
154 West 14 St., New York 11, N. Y. 

IoIil val N'l'S tu 50'íc ('amerces. 11111. lied., Tap Re- 
ooit ( -. Indisidlwl quotations only. No eataings. LONG 

ISLAND . \l'DIO- ('.\\IF:It.\ EXCHANGE, 3 Bay 26th 
Sorel. Brooklyn 14 -IL N.Y. 

HIGH-FIDELITY SPEAKERS REPAIRED. AMI'RITE 
Speaker Service. 70 Vesey St.. New York 7, N.Y. 
ItA 7 -2580. 

CAStI PAID! Sell your surplus electronic tubes. Want 
unused, clean transmitting, special purpose. receiving, 
TV types, magnetrons, klystrons, broadcast, etc. Also 
liant military & commercial lab test and communications 
tear. We swap too. for tubes or choice equipment. Send 
specific details In first letter. For fair deal write, wire 
or telephone: IB.\ItItY. 512 Broadway, New York 12. 
N.Y. WAlker 5 -7000. 

RECORDERS, lid -FI, Tapes. Free Wholesale Catalogue. 
('.\11STON, 215 -T East 88111 St., New York 28, N.Y. 

Ampex. Coneertone, Crown, Ferrograph. Presto, Tanil- 
berg, Pent ron, hell, Shrrsrmal, leek -O -Kit, Dyna kit. 
Others. Trades. IIOYNTON STUDIO, 101íE Pennsyl- 
vania, Yonkers, N. Y. 

"HYPNOTIZE . . One word . . . One fingersnap," 
on stage. Satisfaction -or refund . 02. "SELF-HYP- 
NOSIS. Limb -by -limb Technique." $2. IIYI'NO2L\STEIL 
840 -S5 Sunnyside, Chicago 40, Ill. 

LABORATORY QUALITY equipment and Military Sur- 
plus I :lectronies bought, sohl. ENGINEERING ASSO- 
CIATES. 434 Patterson Road, Dayton I. Ohio. 

DIAGRAMS FOR (REPAIRING RADIOS $1. Television 
$2. (live make, Model. DIAGRAM SERVICE. Box 672 - 
IIE. Hartford 1, Conn. 

EXCEPTIONAL SAYINGS on Ili -FI, speakers, com- 
ponents. amplifiers & tuners, tope recorders, etc. Write 
tar individual quotations on your specific needs; no 
eataings. CLASSIFIED 111 -FI EXCHANGE, IRE, 2375 
Fast 115 St.. Iliomlilyn 34, N. Y. 

.\l.i, MAKES OF ELECTRICAL INSTRUMENTS AND 
TESTINO equipment repaired. II:\ZELTON INST1tU- 
MENT ('o., 128 Liberty Street, New York, N.Y. 

TELEVISION Tuner Repa lrs. DAN'S TELEVISION 
L.VROIR.\TOItY, 019A Sunrise Itlglns-ay, Babylon, N.Y. 

"WI NEM.\ K ING: /low to make Beer, Ale." Illustrated. 
02. EATON ROOKS, Ros 1242 -T, Santa Rosa. Calif. 

" ItOLOlIA M. Defensive quick- knoekont street -lighting 
? ricks. ° Swiftly learned. $2. Gaucho, 840 -S5 Sunny - 

side, Chicago 411, Ill. 

TRADE-1N T \' -ship anvsshrre 10 inch $9, 12 Inch $12. 
me. Write JI'STIS 1111(IS. , Neuporte, Del. 

S(')I'E I)11'ItO \'E\1ENT! Calibration sereen, graph - 
lined clear plastie !"xis' .hect, $1 postpaid. 3 for $2. 
NFL\VIN l'IRIDI'('TS. Slatipusa, Calif. 

$ton \\'EEK ami nuore possible! inique TV Tula business. 
Start .pare time. Instructions $2. ELECTItONIC ENTER - 
l'ItISES, Box 270 -IIE, Lexington, Ky. 

LETTl It IIE. \1)81 and envelopes. Send samples for quota- 
tions. F. & F'.. PO /tux 118, Dept. 1'. East McKeesport, 
l'a. 

DEISTS collected or no charge. GRANT AGENCY, 34 
I'ark Row, New York 38, N.Y. 

WORLD- F. %MOt'S Idol- fidelity- speaker manufacturer has 
additional proteted outlets available for part or full -tinte 
rustnm installers, dealers and servicemen. (BOX 41, Radio- 
Electronics, 154 W. 14 St.. New York, N.Y. 

D.\ -LITE Morie and Slide Screens. MOVIES. HUNTOON 
(RENTALS. Bellows Falls, Vt. 

C.\SII PAID for simple 'fleas. !IL'ILONE'S. Box 51I -RE, 
1; Iendoru, Calif. 

INEXPENSIVE Stereapbonie Tapes! Sampler, $3.50; In- 
formation. tree. MILLER, 1I55 Main, Lafayette, Ind. 

HIGH-PAYING JOBS. opportunities; foreign, USA. All 
Trades. Companies pay fate. For information, write Dept. 
57l', National Employment Information, 1020 Broad, 
Newark, N.J. 

BREAK a shoe lace this morning? One buck will get you 
3 pair of imported (from Britain) leather laces. Real man 
:tuff! Tanned, cured and packaged. NOT rawhide. 
(flack /brown. header's Service Bureau, Box 378, Astor 
Sta., Boston 23, Mass. 

VITAMINS-Saco. Approved formula 100 Multiple- $2.98. 
30 Theraputte -$3.49. 1011 Theraputte- $5.95. RIJIIINS 
I)ItU(IS, 390 Joseph Ave, Rochester, N.Y. 

LONG- /'LAYING RECORDS. 20 to 50% discount, brand- 
new, factory- fresh, unplayed. All labels. Send 25c for 
catalogue. HARRY KEEP, 3701.\ Travis, Houston 0, Tex. 

MASTER watchmaking at home. Free Sample Lesson. 
Chicago School, 2331) -114 Milwaukee, Chicago 47, III. 

RECORDS from your tapes. RECORDING, 2355 Ridge- 
wood ltd., Youngstown, Ohio. 
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BUSINESS AND PEOPLE (Continued) 

parts; Howard L. Richardson (upper 
left), electronic systems and special 
tubes, and Barton K. Wickstrum (upper 
right), marketing and international 
operations. 

Harold A. De- 
Mooy, manager of 
manufacturing for 
RCA receiving tube 
activities, has been 
appointed manager, 
receiving tube op- 
eratións of the 
Electron Tube Division, Harrison, N. J. 

Vincent E. Eitzen 
was promoted to 
technical assistant 
to S. N. Shure, 
president of Shure 
Bros., Inc., Evan- 
ston, Ill. He has 
been manager of 

manufacturing engineering since 1945. 
Walther H. Feld- 

mann Was elected 
a director of Tung - 
Sol Electric Inc., 
Newark, N. J. He 
is president and a 
director of Worth- 
ington Corp. 

Lewis J. Shio- 
leno, superintend- 
ent of manufactur- 
ing for the Erie Re- 
sistor Corp. Elec- 
tromechanical Divi- 
sion, is now vice 
president and gen- 
eral manager of the corporation. 

Obituary 
William J. Barkley, director of the 

Nuclear Corp. of America and a radio 
industry pioneer, died recently. For 22 
years he had been associated with Col- 
lins Radio Co. from which he retired 
in 1955 as executive vice president. 

Business 
RCA Electron Tube Division, Har- 

rison, N. J., recently produced its 2- 
billionth electron tube. In the photo 
RCA president, John L. Burns, center, 
looks on as D. Y. Smith (right) vice 
president and general manager of the 
Electron Tube Division, points out the 
internal structure of tube. W. W. Watts, 

executive vice president -electronic com- 
ponents, is shown at left. 

Here's how to 
GET MORE WORK 

OUT OF YOUR 

Oscilloscope! 

A Complete, easily understood 
guide to using the handiest service 

instrument of them all 

MODERN OSCILLOSCOPES 
AND THEIR USES 

Its -I:(, 

Enlarged 
2nd Edition 

contains the latest 
data . everything 

you need to know 
about 'scopes! 

MORE THAN 30 
NEW PICTURES 

. plus 50 more pages 
on use of 'scopes in 
Color TV servic-ng . 

Industrial Electronics 
Teaching ... even 

in Atomic Energy work. 

Oscilloscopes are gold 
mines for servicemen who 
learn to use them fast, 
fully and accurately on all 
types of work- and here is 
a new, enlarged 2nd edition 
of THE BOOK THAT 
REALLY SHOWS YOU 

In clear, easily under- 
stood terms, it teaches you 
when, where and exactly 
how to use the oscilloscope 

. . . how to interpret pat- 
terns . how to use _your 
'scope to handle tough jobs 
easier. faster, and better. 

It contains no involved 
mathematics - no compli- 
cated discussions. instead, 

it gets right clown to "brass tacks" in explaining 
how oscilloscopes operate. Then you leant exactly 
how to use them in lab work and on all types of 
AM. FM and television service -from locating 
troubles to ll:imllin¢ tough renliennu'tlt jabs. 

'SCOPES ARE "GOLD MINES" 
when you learn to use them right! 

Each operation is explained step by step. You 
learn to determine just where and how to use the 
'scope on specific jobs: how to make connections 
and adjust circuit components; how to set the con- 
trols: and HOW TO 
ANALYZE OSCILLO- 
SCOPE PATTERNS fast 
and accurately. 

370 iCustrations includ- 
ing dozens of pattern pho- 
tos make things doubly 
clear. 

No other type of specific 
service training can mean 
so much to you in boosting 'SCOPE EXPERTS your efficiency and earning 
power/ Send coupon NOW get better jobs 
for 10 -day FREE exami 
nation! . bigger pay I 

PRACTICE 10 DAYS -FREE! r 
Dept. RE -46, RINEHART 6 CO., Inc. 
232 Madison Ave.. New York 16. N.Y. 

Send MODERN OSCILLOSCOPES ANn THEM USES 
for 111 -Aar FREE EXAMINATION. If hook Is natlnfae. 
tory, I will then mold you an.511 toll.. pea 0,0.1 
promptly In full payment. If not. I will return book 
pontpale In goal condition and Ow'e you noiluilt. 
(SAVE! Send 56.50 cash with order and we Pay st- 
age. Same 10-day return privilege with money 
refunded.) 

NAME 

ADDRESS 

CITY. ZONE. STATE 
OUTSIDE U.x..4. k7.0 . ca.A e,.ly. Money back if you reisen book 

L,nubi day.. 
J 
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SURE IT FISSA 

GXFOR 
SPEAKERS 
When you order a speaker (for 

I replacement or original installa- 
tion), demand units that meet your 
most exacting needs. 

Each OXFORD SPEAKER is "tailor- designed" 
to actually "fit the application." 

The next time you specify speakers, make <or 
tain they fit the job by selecting OXFORD ... 

unsurpassed quality for over thirty years. 

Write for 
the latest 

Oxford catalog 
RADIO & 

TV SPEAKERS 

1 'I 
OXFORD Speak- 
ers are used by 
more original set 
manufacturers 
find out whyl 

OUTDOOR SPEAKERS 

For rugged, 
steady perform 
ance under any 
conditions, OX- 
FORD Weather- 
proof speakers 
will meet the 
need. 

C 

OXFORD 
Components, Inc. Subsidiary of Oxford Electric Corp. 556 West Monroe Chicago 6, 111 Export; Roburn Ag.,,,,, New York City In Canada: Allez Rodeo Corp 

. Ltd., Toronto 

DUAL CONE HI -FI 
SPEAKERS 

PORTABLE RADIO 
SPEAKERS 

Oxford's newest 
development to 
provide maxi- 
mum perform 
once. For Hi -Fi 
and rear deck 
applications. 

More Oxford 
speakers are used 
in portable sets 
than ever be- 
fore . . , there 
must be reasons) 

"Papa really goes to pieces 
when they forget to bring 
JENSEN NEEDLES." 
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MAKE TINY GENIUS COMPUTERS WITH 

BRAINIAC 
a new and better 

ELECTRIC BRAIN CONSTRUCTION KIT 
Makes 106 computing, reasoning, arithmetical, logical, 
puzzle -solving and game -playing machines ... all 33 
GENIACS (1955), 13 TYNIACS (1956) and 60 All New 
BRAINIACS ® (1951) 

Scientific Fun 
Instructive Safe 
with reusable 
solderless parts 
and full plans 

THIS IS BRAINIAC! 
With our Brainiac Kit 
(K15) you can build over 
100 small electric brain 
machines and toys which 
"think," compute. reason 
and display intelligent be- 
havior. Each one works on a single flashlight battery . . 

is FPN to stake, FUN to use and play with. and 
TEACHES you something new about electrical computing 
and reasoning circuits. Originated and produced exclu- 
sively by Berkeley Enterprises. Irainiac is the result of 7 
years' development work with miniature mechanical 
brains, including Genie., Tyniac, Tit - Tat -Toe Machine 
pictured in LIFE Magazine. Simon (baby automatic com- 
puter), Suttee (electronic robot squirrel), etc. 
WHAT CAN YOU MAKE WITH BRAINIAC KIT K 15? 
1(16 small machines including -Logic Machines: Logical 
Truth Calculator. Syllogism Prover, Intelligence Test, 
Boolean Algebra Circuits. Game -Playing Machines: Tit - 
Tat-Toe, Nim, Black Match. Wheeled Bandit, etc. Com- 
puters: To add, subtract, multiply or divide, using decimal 
or binary numbers; Forty -Year Calendar. etc. Crypto- 
graphic Machines: Coders, Decoders, Combination Lock 
with 15,000,000 combinations, etc. Puzzle- Solving Ma- 
chines: The Missionaries and the Cannibals, Age Guessing 
Machine, Submarine Rescue Chamber, Daisy Petal Ma- 
chine, Fox- Hen -Corn & Hired Man, and dozens of others. 
Quiz Machines: History, geography, trigonometry, etc. 
WHAT COMES WITH YOUR BRAINIAC? Complete 
plans and instructions. Manual by E. C. Berkeley on 
small electric brain machines. Over 120 circuit diagrams 
including 46 exact wiring templates. Introduction to 
Boolean Algebra for designing circuits. Every part 
needed to build Genlaos. Tyniacs, Brainlacs -over 400 
pieces including control panel. multiple switch discs, 
jumpers, improved wipers, bulbs, sockets, washers, wire, 
battery, special tools -everything needed Price: $17.95. 
(For shipment West of Mississippi, add 80e, outside U.S., 
add $1.80.) 

7 -DAY FULL REFUND GUARANTEE IF NOT 
SATISFACTORY 

MAIL THIS COUPON----- - 
I Berkeley Enterprises, Inc., 
I 815 Washington St., R127, Newtonville 80, Mass. I 

Please send roe Brainiae Kit K 15. (Returnable in 7 
days for full refund if not satisfactory -if In good ) 
condition.) I enclose B to full payment. 

t My name and address are attached. I 

BUSINESS AND PEOPLE (Continued) 

Transistor sales for 1957 totaled 28,- 
738,000 units valued at $69,739,000, 
more than double the 1956 figure, ac- 
cording to a report by the EIA. 

Radio receiver production of 15,427,- 
738 units in 1957 represented the in- 
dustry's best year since 1948, according 
to the EIA. TV production for 1957, 
however, dropped to 6,399,345 and sales 
to 6,560,220 from 7.4 million production 
and 6.8 million sales in 1956. 

Winegard Co., Burlington, Iowa, in- 
troduced two new dealer floor displays 

for its Twilight and Color'ceptor TV 
antennas. 

Howard W. Sams & Co., Inc., Indiana- 
polis, designed a life -size full -color floor 
display for distributors of its Photofact 
folders. The display is part of a pro- 

motion offering all -steel single- drawer 
files free to service technicians who pur- 
chase 60 sets of Photofact folders. 

ORRadio Industries, Inc., Opelika, 
Ala., designed a colorful banner which 

FERRO-SHEEN 
TAPE 

Dee fiafSt inpr. 
Aug Ricnrl4;t ('na ESP 

it is offering to dealers who sell its 
Irish Brand recording tape. 

CBS officials recently presided at the 
ground- breaking ceremonies of CBS 
Laboratories' new facility in Stamford, 
Conn. Left to right Arthur L. Chapman, 

president of the Tube Division of CBS; 
Dr. Frank Stanton, president of CBS; 
Thomas F. J. Quigley, former Mayor of 
Stamford, Conn., and Dr. Peter C. Gold - 
mark. END 
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technical 

Llteratllre 
tri 

Any or all of these catalogs, bulletins, or 
periodicals are available to you on request 
direct to the manufacturers, whose addresses are 
listed at the end of each item. Use your letter - 
head-do not use postcards. To facilitate identi- 
fication, mention the issue and page of RADIO - 
ELECTRONICS on which the item appears. 
UNLESS OTHERWISE STATED, ALL ITEMS ARE 
GRATIS. ALL LITERATURE OFFERS ARE VOID 
AFTER SIX MONTHS. 

CONSTRUCTION MANUAL for transistor 
radio kit KT -119A. Describes in detail 
the building of a 6- transistor AM 
superhet radio. Complete specifications 
of the receiver are included.- Lafayette 
Radio, 165 -08 Liberty Ave., Jamaica 
33, N. Y. 

MASTER REPLACEMENT GUIDE, Perma- 
nent Edition. 244 -page loose- eaf book 
of TV replacement parts. Has parts 
list, model index and chassis index. 
Also contains service notes with each 
manufacturer's listing. Each copy is 
registered in the name of the service 
dealer. Pages will be replaced when a 
change or addition to existing informa- 
tion is made.- Available through Thor - 
darson -Meissner Distributors. 

MANUFACTURER'S CERAMIC CATALOG, 
highlights High Alumina bodies in 
addition to Steatite, Cordierite and 
Zirconite ceramics. The 16 -page 2 -color 
catalog has sections of standard extru- 
sions, ceramic properties and specifica- 
tions, and metalizing.- Centralab, Div. 
of Globe -Union Inc., 900 E. Keefe Ave., 
Milwaukee 1, Wis. 

COAXIAL COMPONENTS is a 28 -page 
catalog describing a complete line of 
attenuators, filters, terminations, power 
dividers, crystal mounts, stub tuners 
and other coaxial components. Theory 
of operation and application data dre 
included for all products as. are per- 
formance data and mechanical and 
electrical specifications. -Microlab, 71 
Okner Parkway, Livingston, N.J. 

ELECTRONIC COMPONENTS CATALOG, 
.Vo. .5811. Six sections cover flybacks, 
power transformers, chokes, if trans- 
formers and coils, yokes, audio trans- 
formers and rf transformers, coils and 
chokes. Each section features a table 
of exact replacement by manufacturer's 
part number. -Merit Coil & Transform- 
er Corp., 4427 N. Clark St., Chicago 
40, Ill. 

PA AND HI -FI EQUIPMENT, catalog No. 
.3000. In its illustrated 12 pages a 
variety of public- address components 
including amplifiers, turntables, speak- 
ers and carrying cases are presented. 
A separate section details a hi -fi tuner 
and amplifier -Mark Simpson Manu- 
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TELEVISION 

AT HEALDS YOU LEARN 
BY DOING IN MODERN 

ELECTRONICS LABORATORIES 

HEALD 
ENGINEERING COLLEGE 

Established 1863 

Vain Ness of Post, RE 

San Francisco, Calif. 

Never before in American history has the 
need been so great for Trained Engineers 
and Technicians. No other type of training 
can compare with actual shop practice you 
get at Healds under expert instructors. 

Bachelor of Science Degree, 27 Months 
Television Technician including Color TV (12 Months) 
Electronics Technician (12 Months) 
Industrial Electronics Technician (12 Months) 
Electronics Engineering (B.5. Degree) 
Electrical Engineering (B.S. Degree) 
Mechanical Engineering (B.S. Degree) 
Civil Engineering (B.S. Degree) 
Architecture (8.S. Degree) 

Heald College ranks FIRST West of the 
Mississippi in "Who's Who in America" 

Approved for Veterans 
DAY AND EVENING CLASSES 

Write for Catalog and Registration Application. 
New Term Starting Soon. 

Your Name 

Address 

City 

State 

INVALUABLE ! 
ELEMENT °,I, of MAGNETIC TAPE RECORDING 
by N. M. Baynes- Published by Prentice-Hall, Inc. 

The book that brings you up -to -date on tape record- 
ing. Complete history, theory, design. 392 Pages, 
265 Illustrations, 5'." x 9 ". Only $7.95 at better 
book ,tons or get your autographed copy directly 
from author. Remit with order please. Book moiled 
same doy. Oder from: 

ELEMENTS OF 
MeGNElIC 

TAPERECORDIN 

AMPLIFIER CORP. of AMERICA 398 Broadway, New York 13, N. Y. 

GOVT. SURPLUS JAN 
PORTABLE BATTERY TUBE 

Mfg. by R.C.A. 
TUNG -SOL , SYLVANIA 

LACH OME -. IND. BOXED BRAND NEW 

3FoR$1ID SEAOFD2OOs.7[[ Uó Wig 
ERS INQUIRIES IrvvITEo 

a ` KS RADIO SUPPLY 
194 GENESEE ST., BUFFALO 3. N.Y. 

LMB "SAL-MET It 
LMB Presents The New 

FREE l :LW CA TA LOG covering tII, full precision 
ling of original box : ¡,,,,,i; as mobs, 

fact ned by 1,3111 including of \r . l iniature, new 
Jiffy, new T. F., new Utility Roses. 'Eleven different 
types. Ito different shapes and sizes. .h ready refer- 
ence for engineers, experimenters or anyone using 
metal noses. tend for your FREE CATALOG now 
"S.11,- 3IET" Non - corrosive Flux- solders copper to 

aluminum, aluminum to aluminum, ally metal to 
:nty ueital using conventional solder and regular 
-ordering methods. Send for (loth LMB and "SAL- 
NI ET" Catalogs. 

LMB, 1011 Venice Blvd., Los Angeles 15, Calif, 

TAPE RECORDERS 
HI FI COMPONENTS 
Tapes- Accessories 

UNUSUAL VALUES 
Send for Free Catalog 

DRESSNER 
69.02 RE: 174 St. 
Flushing 65. N.Y. 

MERI TAPE 
Low cost. Hiah Qua lily Record. 

boxesTape--i eaion 
as . 

R,vE;N 
T 

Two combination tools that make 
your servicing work easier ... faster! 

No. 1 ... %'r insulated blade screw 
driver with I/4 " nut driver. Pocket clip handle. 

No. 2 ... genuine Phillips No. 1 point 
driver .. all !C, " nut driver. Pocket clip handle. 

Look for them on this 
handsome VACO 
Display Card at your 
favorite Parts Jobber. 

í. 

VACO PRODUCTS CO. 317 E. Ontario St., Chicago 11, III. 
In Canada: Atlas Radio Corp., Toronto 19, Ontario 
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NOT HERE... 
The Federal Trade Conunisiun recently 
charged five companies with misrepresenting 
factory seconds and rejects as lop quality 
radio and T'I tubes in their advertising. An 
early hearing is scheduled. Not one of these 

advertises in RADIO -ELEC - 

IRIINIC - Since January 1956 we have in- 

sisted that all nail order tube advertisers 
state clearly the condition of the merchandise 
they are offering for aale- either new and 

unused tubes, or seconds, rejects, or other- 
wise substandard. This policy has protected 
our readers for more than two years. 

BE QUALITY WISE .. BUY QUAL -KITS! 

WA/WA 

Do you hear the timpani in the symphony, 
or the clarinet in a quartet? From vibrant 
restless lows to delicate highs, Ultra- Linear 
II reproduces the full audio spectrum the 
way it should sound . smooth, clean, 
natural. Graceful or tantalizing, music floats 
out with an airiness that spells fatigue -free 
listening hour after hour. 

Acrosound Ultra -Linear Il provides realistic 
amplification with new Hybrid* feedback 
that features complete stability and excel- 
lent square wave response on all types of 
output loads. Complete printed circuit, 
power transformer and choke are all made 
by Acro plus the new 10 -600 output trans- 
former especially designed for the circuit 
and constructed to the top standards of 
Acro's world famous quality. Simple layout 
provides top performance with only 2 hours 
of construction time. 
"pet. pending. 

Power output 60 watts; response 20 cps. to 
20 kc, within 1 db. of 60 watts; less than 1% 
IM distortion at 60 watts; hum level 90 db. below 
full output; 1.8 volts RMS for 60 watts output; output 
impedances are 4, 8, and 16 ohms; 7" x 151 /8" 
x 8" h.; tubes used are 12AU7, 12AX7, G234, 2 -EL34 or 
6CA7; variable damping from 0.5 to 15; weight 
30 lbs.; Color:- Two -tone metallic brown. 

AVAILABLE THROUGH LEADING 
DISTRIBUTORS $79.50 complete kit 
(S83.00 west coast) ; $109.50 wired and 
assembled (S113 west coast). 

Acro Products, 369 Shurs Lane, Phila. 28, Pa. 
Please send literature on illustrated Ultra. 

Linear ll Amplifier. 

Name 

Address 

City State 

ACRO PRODUCTS COMPANY 
369 SHURS LANE, PHILADELPHIA 28, PA. 
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facturing Co. Inc. MASCO, 32 -28 49th 
St., Long Island City, 3, N. Y. 

DEFLECTION COMPONENTS are de- 
scribed in a 4 -page 2 -color catalog 
sheet. Descriptions and specifications 
are listed for each model. -Standard 
Components Inc., 519 S. Fifth Ave., Mt. 
Vernon, N. Y. 

FILTERS AND CAPACITORS miniaturized 
to cut weight and bulk are described 
in Bulletin No. 57B. Photos, schematics, 
charts and graphs illustrate the prod- 
ucts listed. Data on the use of Mylar 
film is furnished. -Airborne Accessories 
Corp., 1414 Chestnut Ave., Hillside 5, 
N. J. 
SERVICE TOOL CATALOG PA -6 presents 
a detailed description of several service 
tools and aids. Among the items offered 
are printed- circuit soldering aids, tube 
and tool caddy, miniature pin straight- 
eners, tube pullers and lifters, tube test 
adapters. - CBS -Hytron, Advertising 
Service, Parker St., Newburyport, Mass. 

PISTON TRIMMER CAPACITORS are 
offered in bulletins 205 and 206. Com- 
prehensive specifications for assorted 
types of these units are presented. 
These bulletins supersede previous 
notices numbered 100, 101, 102 and 104. 
-JFD Electronics Corp., 6101 16th 
Ave., Brooklyn 4, N. Y. 

CLOSED -CIRCUIT TV camera systems, 
applications and equipment are dis- 

cussed in a 16 -page booklet titled What 
Closed -Circuit Television Means to You. 
Uses in education, medicine, traffic 
control, production control, safety 
engineering and many other fields are 
shown. - Blonder- Tongue Laboratories 
Inc., 9 Ailing St., Newark 2, N. J. 
REPLACEMENT GUIDE STV -8 is devoted 
to this manufacturer's line of Stancoa 
TV replacement transformers, includ- 
ing flybacks, yokes, powers, vertical 
outputs, etc. Cross -reference tables and 
charts make it easy to find the right 
replacement.- Chicago Standard Trans- 
former Corp., 3501 Addison St., Chicago 
18, Ti]. 

TRANSFORMER CATALOG describes the 
full line of this manufacturer. Specifi- 
cations, performance curves, applica- 
tion data and prices are given for all 
units. Transformers used in hi -fi, broad- 
cast, and recording equipment are 
listed. -Peerless Electrical Products, 
Div. of Altec Lansing Corp., 6920 Mc- 
Kinley Ave., Los Angeles 1, Calif. 
RF FILTERS, including high -pass, low - 
pass, diplexing and multiplexing net- 
works and preselectors. Representative 
types and performance characteristics 
are given. The frequencies covered by 
the filters in this 8 -page catalog ranges 
from 10- 12,500 mc.- Microphase Corp., 
Box 1166, Greenwich, Conn. 
STEREO TAPE CATALOG lists all avail- 
able tapes, including titles, artists, 

Can you think . . . 

faster than this Machine? 

Control Parrei of GENIAC set up to do a pi old, in 
check valve research. 

Be careful before you answer. GENIAC ®the first electrica 
brain construction kit is equipped to play tic -tac -toe, ciphe 
and encipher rodes, convert from binary to decimal. reason 
On syllogisms) as 'ell as add, subtract, multiply and divide. Specific problems in a variety of fields -actuarial 
policy claim settlement. physics. etc., can be set up and solved with the components. Connections are solderless 
and are completely explaMed with templates in the manual. This covers 51i circuits and shows how new 
ones can be designed. 

You will find building and using GENIACS n wonderful 
experience: one kit user wrote .: "This kit has opened 
up new world of thinking for me." You actually see how computing, problem solving, and game play (Tie -tae -toe, nim, etc.) can be analyzed with Boolean Algebra a ti the algebraic solutions transformed directly into circuit dia- grams. You create form over 400 specially designed and manufactured components a 

in 
hine that solves problems 

faster than you can express them. 
Schools and colleges, teachers of science or math, engi- neering. philosophy or psychology will find these excel- lent demonstrators f circuitry. solutions In symbolic logic, theory of numbers, cybernetics, and automation. 
Note: Teachers take advantage of our 10% discount to educational institutions and for group purchases. 
SEND for your GENIAC® kit now. Only $19.95 with over four hundred components and pmts. fully illustrated m . 

ual and wiring diagrams. we guarantee that if y u do not 
want to keep GENIACiì after one week vou can return it 
for full refund. -- -MAIL THIS COUPON----- - 
SCIENCE KITS, Dept. RE -48, Oliver Garfield Co. 
126 Lexington Ave., N.Y. 16, N.Y. 

Please send me: 
I GENIA(' Electric Brain Construction Kit and Manual. 

$19.95 (East of Mississippi) 

$20.95 l Elsewhere in United States) 

21.95 (Outside the United States) 

Returnable in seven days for full refund If not satisfied. 

I enclose $ in full payment. 
My name and address are attached. 

HI -FI AMP. KIT 
Complete 6 tube -10 watt 
amplifier Push -pull 
beam power output, 
built -in pre-amp. 5 posi- 
tion selector switch, 3 
position record equaliza- 
tion, LP, RIAA, Eur. Re- 
sponse 1/2 db. 20.20,000 
cps. Output 10 watts at 
less than 2% IM. Low 
noise level and harmonic 
distortion. $28.50 

Every kit complete with 
28 page fully illustrated 
instruction and assembly 

HI -FI AM -FM TUNER KIT 
Advanced 7 tube circuit 
plus Rectifier for ful: 
sensitivity and selectiv- 
ity. Distortion less than 
1 %. Sensitivity is 5 us 
for 30 db quieting on 
FM, 25 us AM. Armstrong 
FM Circuit with limiter. 
Foster -Seeley Discrimi- 
nator. 20-20,000 cps re- 
sponse. Full AFC control - no drift. Easy assem- 
bly. $28.95* 
Write for FREE catalog 
and name of nearest 

manual. Cover and legs dealer carrying these re- 
optional. L markable units. 

*Add 10 percent for new federal tax 

QUALITY- ELECTRONICS 
319 Church St. Dept RE -4New York 13, N. Y. 

RADIO -ELECTRONICS 
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TECHNICAL LITERATURE (Continued) 

selections, catalog numbers and prices. 
The catalog, titled Complete Catalog 
of Stereo Music, is published quarterly. 
-Mooney -Rowan Publications, Severna 
Park, Md. 50e each, $2 per year. 

NEEDLE CATALOG No. 53 offers a com- 
prehensive listing of replacement pho- 
nograph needles. Steel, durosmium, 

4 sapphire and diamond types. All are 
listed by manufacturer of the original 
equipment and all are illustrated. - 
Jensen LTdustries Inc., 7333 W. Har- 
rison St., Forest Park, Ill. 

SOLDERING IRONS are described and 
illustrated in a colorful 8 -page publica- 
tion GED -3553. Features of the irons 
are explained. -General Electric Co., 
Schenectady 5, N. Y. 

ANTENNA ACCESSORIES are presented 
in an illustrated 8 -page catalog No. 
1957 titled Aids to Better Televiewing. 
The booklet is a digest of reception 
aids for the home, including system 
components, accessories and test equip- 
ment.- Jerrold Electronics Corp., 23rd 
& Chestnut Sts., Philadelphia 3, Pa. 

PROGRESSIVE SPEAKER EXPANSION is 
discussed in a practical guide to aid 
the hi -fi consumer in planning and 
building up his speaker system in 
stages. Descriptions of speakers, net - 
works and enclosures are also given. - 
University Loudspeakers Inc., 80 S. 
Kensico Ave., White Plains, N. Y. 

a 

Pies 
OFFICIAL 

ORDER BOOK 
for every TV -Radio 
service call 

CONVENIENT! 
EASY TO USE! 

Simplify your 
record -keeping 
with these conven- 
ient triplicate 
forms. They serve 
as order form, invoice and office 
record, with spaces for complete infor- 
mation on every job. Separate listings 
for receiving tubes, picture tubes, 
parts, serial numbers, labor and tax 
charges, etc. 75c a book, $6.50 for 
money- saving dust -proof box of 10. 

In stock at your distributor 

JK,Piiqr. \ 
OFFICIAL ORDER BOOK 

ELECTRONIC PUBLISHING CO. INC. 

180 North Wacker Drive Chicago 6, Illinois 

APRIL, 1958 

HI -FI SPEAKER AND ENCLOSURES are 
offered in 2 illustrated folders. One 
describes a speaker with a polymerized 
cone -the 217 -and various enclosures. 
The other presents the details of the 
Hartley -Luth "Holton" speaker sys- 
tem.- Hartley Products Co., 521 E. 162 
St., New York 51, N. Y. 

QUESTIONS AND ANSWERS about X -ray 
diffraction, diffractometry and spectog- 
raphy are contained in a 16 -page book- 
let. Specimen preparation and fields 
of application for the three basic X- 
ray analysis methods are explained. - 
Phillips Electronics Inc., Instruments 
Div., 750 S. Fulton Ave., Mt. Vernon, 
N. Y. 

PICTURE -TUBE BRIGHTENERS and audio 
accessories such as brighteners for 
series and parallel heater TV sets, 
audio cables and accessories are listed 
in a 1 -sheet bulletin. -C -B -C Electron- 
ics Co., Inc., 2601 N. Howard St., Phila- 
delphia 33, Pa. 

VARIABLE TRANSFORMER interchange- 
ability chart provides equivalent data 
on type number and output amperage of 
Adjust -A -Volt, Powerstat and Variac 
variable transformers. The 4 -page book- 
let provides a cross -reference by current 
ratings between equivalent units of the 
three major manufacturers of this 
equipment.- Standard Electrical Prod- 
ucts Co., Dept. Q, 2240 E. Third St., 
Dayton; Ohio. END 

GET INTO ONE OF THESE 
TOP OPPORTUNITY FIELDS 

LECTRICITY - Electronics Ot 

TELEVISION 
-Radio-Color TV 

TRAIN IN THE GREAT SHOPS OF 

EOLDEST, BEST EQUIPPED 

SCHOOL OF ITS KINO IN O.S. 

Veterans and Non - Veterans- Prepare for a better 
job NOW that offers a real future, too! Get 
practical training in TELEVISION -RADIO - ELECTRICITY- ELECTRONICS - (Re- 
frigeration & Electric Appliance Repair can be 
included). Learn on real equipment -no ad- 
vanced education or previous experience needed. 
Lifetime employment service to graduates. 
Finance Plan- enroll now, pay most of tuition 
later. Part time employment help to students. 

FREE BOOK ('hp coupon for Big Free Illustrated 
Book. No salesman will call. Act NOW. 

B.W.IR.e FOUNDED 

President 1899 

A TECHNICAL TRADE INSTITUTE OPERATED 
NOT FOR PROFIT 

500 S. PAULINA St., CHICAGO, Dept. 48 -5C 
ELECTRICITY TELEVISION RADIO REFRIGERATION ELECTRONICS 

B. W. COOKE, J R., Pres., COYNE ELECTRICAL School 

500 S. Paulina St., Chicago 12, III., Dept. 48 -se 
Send FREE BOOK and details on: 

TELEVISION -RADIO 
ELECTRICITY -ELECTRONICS 

NAME 

ADDRESS 

LCITY STATE 

at LESS cost 

Tarz iaz 
M -500 

SILICON 
RECTIFIERS 

Will Cost You LESS Than 
SELENIUM RECTIFIERS 
rated at 200 Milliamperes or higher 

. . . and, as an extra bonus, Tarzian 

M -500 Silicons rated at 500 milliamperes 

give you wider safety margin. Send for your 

copy of the latest Service Information. 

arkes 
arzian... 

Rectifier Division 
DEPT. R -3, 415 N. COLLEGE AVE. 

BLOOMINGTON, INDIANA 

In Canada:700 Weston Rd., Toronto C, Tel. Ropers 2.7535 
Export: Ad Auriema, Inc., New Yak City 
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*Winners of 1958 Fashion 
Foundation of America Gold 
Medal for Distinctive Styling. 

BEAUTY` 

PERFORMANCE 
TO MATCH 

Advance Audio Engineering Now 
Incorporated only in ARKAY'S 
easy -to -build Hi -Fi Kit Line! 

Arkay Stereo 
Dual Channel 

Control Center 
SP -6 

The first and only unit of its kind! Precision 
engineered for all stereo needs -present and 
future. Completely self- powered, sensitive 
dual preamps with dual inputs and outputs; 
cathode followers. For use with stereo or 
monaural tape decks, phonos, tuners (incl. 
multiplex) etc. Exclusive engineering 'prin- 
ciples provide unparalleled flexibility, i.e. 
control compensates for amplifier differences, 
reverse position, hi, lo filters etc. 8 inputs, 
4 outputs. Most be seen. $47.95 
SAVE! Easy -to -build kit $34.95 

Arkay Stereo 
Dual Channel Preamp 

25 Watt Amp 
SA -25 

Attached to your present power amp and 
presto! -you've got the finest stereo system. 
Channel 1 -25 watt amp freq. resp. ±2 tlb 
@ 20 watts, 20- 20,000 cycles; sens. tape 
phono -4mv for 20 watts; tuner aux .3mv 
for 25 watts. Controls: volume, bass treble, 
In and hi filters; equal for all labels plus 
NARTB tape head. Channel 2 -same sensi- 
tivity. $89.95 
SAVE! Easyto -build kit $59.95 

Arkay Stereo 
AM-FM Tuner 

ST -L1 

Here's an exceptional, self- powered AC op- 
erated stereo -binaural tuner of unsurpassed 
sensitivity and flexibility of operation. May 
be used for simultaneous (stereo) AM and FM 
broadcasts or monaural FM or AM. Outputs 
of both sections independent, each contain- 
ing dual cathode followers Ind level adjust- 
ment. Sens: FM -4 gv for 20 db quieting 

db. 20. 20,000 cps. AM -2 uv for 20 tlb /sn 
20.8500 cps.; wide and narrow band AM. 
AFC etc. $74.50 
SAVE! Easy -to -build kit $49.95 

Another 
ARKAY 

First! 

READY -APRIL 15th 

STEREO DUAL POWER 
AMPLIFIERS 

The Arkay Series SPA -50 con- 
sists of 2 complete inde- 
pendent amplifier channels 
rated at 25 watts each. May 
be operated individually in 
stereo system or combined 
for full 50 watt undistorted 
power monaural. Features in- 
dividual input level adjust- 
ments, balance control 
adjustment for output tubes, 
etc. 

See and Hear 

LIVING 
SOUND 

STEREO 
by ARKAY 

FREE! cxNaIf 

atloo. g aedds 

e 

n 

r 

TSte 

veo n 
6 
g W red 

rm 

e'. 

Goces 5% h,gher weal of M,ssnsipp' 

CEAOERS IN 
AUDIQ. ry 6 NI-Er 

EQUIPMENT 
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120 CEDAR STREET 

NEW YORK 6 

Books 

INSTRUCTIONS FOR AUTO RADIO 
REMOVAL -1956 -1957. Howard W. 
Sams & Co. Inc., 2205 E. 46 St., Indian- 
apolis 5, Ind. 5 V2 x 81/2 inches, 1956 -99 
pages; 1957 -116 pages. $2.95 each. 

If you work on auto radios these 
guides can save you hours. Step -by- 
step instructions for removing the ra- 
dio, power supply and speaker from 
most models of cars are given. A brief 
summary of preliminary servicing pro- 
cedures, to see if you have to pull the 
radio, is included. -LS 
INDUSTRIAL ELECTRONICS CIR- 
CUITS, by R. Kretzman. Philosophical 
Library Inc., 15 E. 40 St., New York 16, 
N. Y. 9 x 6 inches, 194 pages. $10. 

In this originally German work, a 
sequel to the Industrial Electronics 
Handbook, the circuitry of industrial 
electronic apparatus is the topic and 
over 200 circuits are shown. Among 
the devices discussed are photoelectric 
control circuits, counting circuits, 

switching and control circuits, rec- 
tifying circuits and motor controls. 
The text is intended for engineers, 
technicians and students concerned 
with the development and design of 
electronic equipment. -LS 
SIMPLIFIED ELECTRONICS by Ru- 
fus P. Turner. Trend Books, Inc., 5959 
Hollywood Blvd., Los Angeles 28, Calif. 
6V2 x 91/2 inches, 129 pages. 75c. 

For the beginner who knows very 
little or nothing of this subject. It dis- 
cusses radio, radar, transistors and in- 
struments from elementary theory to 
modern practice. Topics range from 
make -it- yourself radios to atom smash- 
ers.-IQ 
PICTURE BOOK OF TV TROUBLES, 
Vol. 6- Horizontal & Vertical Sync 
Circuits. John F. Rider Publisher, 116 
W. 14 St., New York, N. Y. 51/2 x 81/2 
inches, 120 pages. $1.80. 

This sixth part of an eight -part se- 
ries covers the sometimes confusing 
horizontal and vertical sync circuits. 
A typical fault as seen on the screen 
is presented. Then the circuit is traced 
(waveforms shown) until the faulty 
part is discovered. An aid to the tech- 
nician and student. 
SERVICING TV SYNC CIRCUITS by 
Jesse Dines. Howard W. Sams & Co. 
Inc., 2205 E. 46 St., Indianapolis 5, Ind. 
5 V2 x 81/2 inches, 311 pages. $3.95. 

Here, presented for the TV techni- 

ç90° TV CONVERSION KIT - 
Convert any Size, any Make TV RECEIVER 
to operate the 27" or ANY 90° PICTURE TUBE. 

COMPLETE SET OF ESSENTIAL PARTS includes 
matched set of Todd 90° COSINE DEFLECTION 
YOKE and TODD 18kv FLYBACK TRANSFORM ER, 
30kv FILTER, 6AX4 TUBE, YOKE BRACKETS, 
WIDTH CONTROL, CONDENSERS, RESISTORS. 

Your $ 98 List Price $39.75 
Price... S Incl. CONVERSION MANUAL with 

Step -by -Step Instructions & Diagrams 

Similar Kif for 21" or any 70° CRT $13'9 J 
f--PULSE KEYED AGC KIT 

Finest, most accurate and the easiest Kit to install 
in any make TV RECEIVER. Improves performance and insures a Steady picture on all channels. 

COMPLETE SET OF PARTS $4.59 
Including 6AU6 tube & Instructions 

TV PLASTIC OPEN MASKS 
Used in conjunction with safety glass 

17 "- Rectangular 153/4" x 181/1" ..........$1.49 
21 "- Rectangular 18" x 221/1" 2.38 
24 "- Rectangular 21" x 26" 4.93 
27 "- Rectangular 21" x 26" 4.93 

On 17" and 21" specify type number of CRT used 

TV SAFETY GLASS in HANDY SIZES 
131/2 "x 161// "...$2.48 *18" x 221/1 "...$5.16 
16" x 20" 2.94 I 181/2" x 23 "... 5.32 
16" o 22" 3.97 *21" x 26" 5.87 

*Available in new tinted grey 50e extra 

x##630 B TECH MASTER" 
COMPLETE 1958 LINE AT SPECIAL PRICES 

exciiifrtv.4 /Veto 
Video Theatre ... Hi -Fi Sets 

Catalog Mailed on request 

BROOKS 84 Vesey St., New York 7, N.Y. 

ORDER by MAIL and SAVE! 

TV PICTURE TUBES 
OBP4 ...$ 7.95 7BP4 ....$10.95 2IAMP4 $19.95 
2L P4 .... 8.95 7CP4 .... 17.00 21ATP4 .. 20.95 
4B /CP4.. 9.95 7G P4 .... 17.60 21AUP4 .. 20.95 
6D P4 .... 14.95 7HP4 . . 13.60 21EP4 . 14.95 
6EP4 ... 15.90 7L P4 ... 13.60 21 FP4 .... 15.95 
6G P4 .... 15.90 7QP4 .... 11.95 21W P4 .... 17.30 
6K P4 .... 10.95 7TP4 ._. 19.30 21YP4 .... 15.95 
6L P4 .... 10.95 9AP4 .. -. 19.30 21ZP4 .. 14.95 
6R P4 .... 10.95 20CP4 .... 13.90 24CP4 .... 23.95 
6W P4 .... 15.20 20H P4 .... 17.95 24D P4 .... 26.95 
6TP4 .... 10.95 21AP4 __ 22.10 27EP4 .... 39.95 
7AVP4 .. 15.20 21ALP4 .. 20.95 27RP4 .... 39.95 

27 " -6 month guarantee -all others 1 year. Alumin- 
zed Tubes $5.00 more than above prices. These prices 

determined to include the return of an acceptable 
unflar tube under vacuum. 

ALL PRICES FOB CHICAGO, ILLINOIS. De- 

turned1ect hat time 
tube is 

25(14 
required 

it-fundable 
on ('OD shipments. Old tubes must 

be returned prepaid. We ship anywhere. 
WRITE FOR COMPLETE LIST. 

-PICTURE TUBE OUTLET -- 
3032 Milwaukee Ave., Chicago 18, III. 

Dickens 2 -2048 

ENGINEERING 
':,-pare for tot- B. S. DEGREE United opportu- 

nities of the IN 27 MONTHS Electronic Age I 

Earn your B.S. DEGREE IN 27 MONTHS in Aero- 
nautical, Chemical. Civil, Electrical or Mechanical Engi- 
neering; in 36 MONTHS in Mathematics, Chemistry, 
Physics. Intensive, specialized courses. Comprehensive 
training in electronics, television, advanced radio theory 
and design, math, nuclear physics and elec. eng. Engi- 
neering Science preparatory courses. Low rate. Graduates 
in demand. Spacious campus; 21) bldg$. dorms, gym, 
playing field. Earn part of your expenses in host Rayne. 
G. I. approved. Enter June, Sept., Dec., Ma reh. t'ata log. 

INDIANA TECHNICAL COLLEGE 
1748 E. Washington Blvd., Fort Wayne 2, Indiana 
Please send me free information on B.S. ENGINEERING 
DEGREE IN 27 MONTHS as checked. 

Electronics Chemical Aeronautical 
Civil Mechanical Electrical 

B.S. DEGREE IN 36 MO. in: Math. Chem. Physics 
Name 

Address 
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cian, is the theory of operation, circuit 
function and circuit variations of the 
many types of sync systems found in 
TV receivers. More important than 
just theory, many pointers toward 
analyzing and troubleshooting these 
circuits are presented. -LS 
ENERGY, by Sir Oliver Lodge; 
SOUND, by Alexander Efron; HEAT, 
by Alexander Efron (Basic Science 
Series). John F. Rider Publisher, Inc., 
116 W. 14 St., New York, N. Y. 51/2 x 
71/2 inches, 54, 72 and 105 pages, re- 
spactively. ENERGY and SOUND, $1.25 
each. HEAT, $1.50. 

A series of books intended to give 
the electronics technician some idea of 
the various fields of physics which 
interlink with his own. (Other books 
planned for the series are Optics, 
Mechanics, Liquids and Gases and 
Nuclear Energy.) 

The subject matter is held to funda- 
mentals, as might be expected in texts 
of this type. Energy is Lodge's famous 
1929 work updated to 1957. All three 
are illustrated effectively. FS 
THE SPACE ENCYCLOPAEDIA, E. P. 
Dutton & Co., Inc., 300 4th Ave., New 
York, N. Y. 6% x 91/2 inches, 287 pages. 
$6.95. 

Nearly everybody is excited about 
space and sputniks. This space guide- 
book explains relativity, the universe, 
space medicine and the most recent 
rockets. 

Electronics will play a heavy role in 
space travel safety. Among references 
to be found here are: radio astronomy, 
Geiger counters, communications and 
Doppler radio. 

The book is prepared by eminent 
scientists, but is nontechnical and well 
illustrated. IQ 
TELEVISION RECEIVING EQUIP- 
MENT, 4th Edition, by W. T. Cocking. 
Philosophical Library, Inc., 15 E. 40th 
St., New York 16, N.Y.5%2 x 83/ inches, 
454 pages. $15. 

This new edition is highly informa- 
tive, covering British TV receiving cir- 
cuits. It is slanted toward theory and 
design rather than servicing, but can 
be helpful to service technicians be- 
cause it describes the function and 
operation of each portion of a receiver. 
Many charts and numerical examples 
are incorporated in the text. Useful 
design equations are presented in sever- 
al appendices at the end of the book. 
-IQ 

BASIC MATHEMATICS FOR ELEC- 
TRICITY, RADIO AND TELEVISION. 
by Bertrand B. Singer. McGraw -Hill 
Book Co., Inc., 330 W. 42 St., New York 
36, N.Y. 6 x 9 inches, 513 pages. $7.50. 

Every radioman, whether mechanic, 
technician or engineer must know some 
math. From this clearly written book 
he can acquire that knowledge or re- 
fresh his memory. It is purely practical, 

FREE! 360 pages of the 
Newest in 

ELECTRON ICS 
HIGH FIDELITY RADIO TV 

WILL YOUR REPLACEMENT 

1 0 30-Fí46 1aßOQ 
1 

SURN OUT AGAIN?' 
Not if you use- 
The NEW SENCORE 

'FUSE-SAFE'1 
CIRCUIT TESTER' 

1 

1 

' 

I 

CATALOG 
Offers you a fast, efficient, dependable 

way of selecting the finest components 

in the field at the lowest prices. 

I'9WARK 
ELECTRIC COMPANY 

Write Dept. RE -4 

223 W. Madison St. Chicago 6, Illinois 
4736 W. Century Blvd. Inglewood, Calif. 

APRIL, 1958 

Save costly call backs 
by testing the circuit 

before replacing 
fuse, fuse resistor or 

circuit breaker. 

Individual scale for 
each value fuse re- 
sistor - no inter- 
pretation, lust read 
in red or green area * Measures line current 
and up to 1100 watts of 
power at 115 volts using 
line cord and socket. * Two convenient current 
ranges - O to 2 amps and 
0 to 10 amps. Test leads 
clip in place of fuse or fuse 
resistor. * 5 ohm, 10 watt resistor prevents TV circuit' 
damage and simulates operating conditions. 
As Recommended by Leading Manufacturers 

$8 95 NET 
MODEL FS.3 

AC -DC or both as needed for Fuse Resistor Circuits 
' 

1 

(sf 
Mfg 

y SERVICE 
liom rv<o b 

INSTRUMENTS CORP. 
' 

171 OFFICIAL RD., ADDISON, ILL. I 
Cut out this ad now for further information 

STAN -BURN 
CATHODE RAY TUBE SPECIALS 

ONE YEAR GUARANTEE 
G.E. 

STAN STAN 
TYPO BURN G.E. Type BURN 

$ 
$ 

$ 
19.10 12LP4A 13.95 37.00 19AP4A 24.00 

12 P4 .. 11.50 28.35 2OCP4A 18.85 20.35..._.12 P4 .. 15.00 33.60 2OCP4B 21.95 
20.75..._.14CP4 .. 13.7S 36.00 1 AP4 . 25.00 

15DP4 .. 14.50 29.75......21EP4A 20.15 
33.75..._.16AP4 .. 18.50 34.85 -'11:P4B 23.25 
32.20..._.16DP4A 15.25 30.90 '1E1,4 .. 21.15 
33.15..._.160P4 .. 18.75 37.00 ^1MP4 26.25 
23.50..._.16KP4 .. 15.75 29.75 21YP4 .. 22.00 
28.40 161CP4A 18.75 34.85 21YP4A* 25.00 31.50..- _..16LP4A 16.25 28.30 2171,4 21.00 31.50 16WP4 16.25 33.60 212P4B* 24.00 
23.50...... 17BP4 .. 15.75 100.00 24AP4 .. 56.00 28.40 17BP4B 18.75 (6 mos. guar.) 
30.75 17CP4 _. 20.50 48.40 24CP4A* 38.00 
33.90..._..í70P4 21.50 50.00 24DP4A* 39.00 ALUMINIZED- INQUIRE FOR ANY TUBE TYPE NOT 

LISTED. STAN -BURN CRT TUBES RCA LICENSED - 
MFD. BY LINCOLN. All orders of 6 or more STAN - 
BURN CRT are subject to additional 10.70 discount. 
PRICES .SI R.IECT TO CHANGE WITHOUT NOTICE. 

WHY HI -FI COMPONENTS KITS 
RECORD PLAYERS TAPE 

PAY AMPLIFIERS SPEAKERS 

MORE? ELEC Re EIC 
PARTS & 

Top brand nationally adv. merchandise in this and 
Sother Radio & TV gs. is yours at low, low Cost. 

end us your list. Give Mfr's name and Model No. of Item. Write for '58 catalogs to Dept. RE 4 today. 

MASCO INTERCOMS - 
WIRELESS OR WIRED! 

For home, office and factory. 
A Rick of the switch gives you immediate and direct two -way conversation between any two points - oper- 

ates for pennies a day and can be Installed by anyone. Wireless model features no wires or Cables, no in- stallation, just plug In any electrical well outlet AC or 
DC and talk. 

Wired models come complete with 50 foot cable, ready to operate, nothing more to buy. Can be used 
on AC or DC, has volume control with on -off switch. pilot light, talk- listen switch. Can be left open for 
baby sitting or dictation. Ail units are approved by Underwriters' Labora- tories. 
WIRE -LESS -COM (No wires) $29.95 
E -Z TALK (Two station -wired) 10.95 
SMALL TALK (Two station- wired). 14.95 

HI -FI DIAMOND NEEDLES -1 Yr. Guar. 
Diamond needles reduce record wear and needle noi.e 
thus retaining full frequency response and tonal qual- 
ities of your records for a longer period of time. 
SINGLE DIAMOND needle $7.95 
DIAMOND SAPP dual needle......_ 8.95 

Shipment PPD. (specify cartridge make) 

RECORD CHANGERS 
COLLARO RC -456 4 speed changer....$33.81 
GARRARD RC -88 4 speed changer.... 53.41 
GARRARD RC -98 4 speed changer.... 66.15 

wood ounting base, record wiping c loth FREE Coar4s 
5 

an Gas rpairnd 
dlce 

hawtes, 
all wih deis 

ao 

VM 4 SPEED HI -FI CHANGER -Model 1210 
with Ronette or Astatic flip -over 
cartridge $22.95 
MONARCH Model UABU 4 SPEED AUTO. 
INTERMIX CHANGER le:, cartridge $19.95 
WEBCOR 4 SPEED CHANGER with 
turn -over cartridge $23.95 
RONETTE (phono fluid) cartridge flip -over 
type _ $2.98 
SONOTONE cartridge. flip -over $2.98 
45 RPM SPINDLE for V.M. or Monarch $1.98 
WOOD MOUNTING BASE for V.M. or 
Monarch $3.95 
MOUNTING BOARD unfinished for Y.M 
or Monarch $1.50 
NEW GENERAL ELECTRIC HI -FI VARIABLE 
RELUCTANCE CARTRIDGE. Replaces discon- 
tinued RPX050 type. Full range reproduction 
20- 20,000 cycles. Four gram tracking force 
for minimum record and stylus wear. 
4G050 -Dual Sapphire needles $8.77 
4G052- Diamond, Sapphire needles...$18.99 

1 

KITS! We 
stock the following manufac- 

turers' complete line of kits -see 
reference pages. 

DYNACO see pgs. 138, 139 
EICO see pages 29, 30 ARKAY see page 154 
QUALITY see page 152 ELECTRO -VOICE 
PRECISE Inside Back Cover 
BORGEN CABINART 
GROMMES TECR 
AD domest orders will be shippeped prepaid. Send us 
Your list. Order by Mfr. and Model No. of item. 

520 WORTH OF ELECTRONIC PARTS IN GRAB -BAG 

eel 
sfisting of: Porcelain sockets, coils, speaker, transf. 

, cond. ONLY $1.98 (plus 50e postage) 

YOU NAME IT -WE HAVE IT 
Complete line of T.V. & Radio receiving tubes, coils, 
transf., controls, antennas & accessories -No Mini - 

um Order- DEALER DISCOUNTS! Thousands of sat- 
isfied Hi -Fi enthusiasts and dealers will vouch that 
STAN -BURN GIVES THE BEST DEAL POSSIBLE! 

EXPORT INQUIRIES AND OFFERS INVITED. 
Terms: 200/ with order. Balance C.O.D. All prices 
F.O.B. NEW YORK Warehouse. 

Write for our latest price list and Hi -FI Catalog 
RE -4. All Prices Subject to Change Without Notice. 

STAN -BURN 
RADIO and 
ELECTRONICS CO. 

558 CONEY ISLAND AVE. B'KLYN 18, N. Y. 
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DON'T PULL 

THAT TUBE! 
UNLESS YOU KNOW 

WHAT YOU'RE DOING! 

Nine times out of ten it is a tube. But which tube? - 
and why? Sol Heller's new book TV AND RADIO 
TUBE TROUBLES tells you. No more catch -as- catch -can 
tube yanking. No more guess- and -pull. Now you can 
be sure. With this new symptom -analysis technique, 
you can track down the weirdest tube trouble in any 
TV or radio set in minutes. Begins where the tube 
checker leaves off. Analyzes symptoms. Spots troubles. 
Tells you what to do. One of the most valuable servic- 
ing aids you can buy. If you're suffering from tired 
servicing business, loss of customers, or undernourished 
bank balance, take this prescription at once -in generous 
doses! 

HOW TO GET THIS $4.60 BOOK FOR ONLY $3.35 

This brand -new book in a new beautifully designed hard -cover 
edition is advertised nationally for $4.60. But through the 
G/L TECHNICIANS' BOOK CLUB you can get it and others 
equally valuable for only $3.35. 

THE G/L TECHNICIANS' 
BOOK CLUB 

has helped thousands of service 
technicians everywhere 

Learn More 
Do Faster Servicing 
Earn More Money 
Save money on the books they 
need to get ahead. 

Here's how it can help you! 
This unique club offers 
deluxe hard -cover editions 
of today's best practical 
servicing and theory books 
by well known authors AT 
A DISCOUNT OF 27 %! 
Through mass printing and 

NEW DELUXE COVER 

direct distribution we can 
offer you these $4.60 books 
AT THE WHOLESALE 
PRICE OF $3.35 -and we 
pay the postage! 

How the Club Works 
To enroll, select the book 
you want on the coupon 
below. SEND NO 
MONEY. Please select 
only one book! The one 
you choose will be sent 
to you on a No -Risk 10- 
day inspection plan. 
If you like the book keep 
it and send us your re- 
mittance. If you don't 

THESE BOOKS ALREADY PUBLISHED 
Select TV AND RADIO TUBE TROUBLES 

or any one of these books. 
Rapid TV Repair -By G. Warren Heath. 
Handle more jobs, make more money. This book shows 
you how to get to the heart of tough TV troubles in 
minutes. Lists hundreds of troubles alphabetically - 
gives causes, symptoms, cures and tells you where the 
trouble Is most likely to occur. No theory -all practical 
data. Illustrated. Cross - referenced. Time- saving trouble- 
shooting charts. 
Servicing Color TV -By Robert G. Middleton. 
Answers all your questions about chroma circuits, matrix 
testing. the flyback system. test equipment and much 
more. Troubleshooting charts help you find the toughest 
trouble quickly. 
TV -It's a Cinch -By E. Aisberg. 

511 about TV theory from studio to picture tube. Writ- 

SEND NO MONEY! 

MAIL THIS COUPON TODAY! 

Books 
To Be 

Published 
Soon 

RAPID RADIO REPAIR 
-By G. Warren Heath 

SERVICING TAPE RECORDERS 
WORKING WITH THE SCOPE 

-By Alfred Haas 

just send it back. 
A new book is published 
every three months -you 
receive your personal 
copy on the same No- 
Risk inspection plan as 
soon as it comes off the 
press. 
Keep only the books you 
want -pay only for those 
you keep. 
You agree to take a mini- 
mum of only 4 books - 
over the whole enroll- 
ment period. You may 
cancel anytime after 
that. No time limit -no 
contract to sign. 

ten in breezy conversational style illustrated with hun- 
dreds of specially -drawn humorous sketches. 

Servicing Record Changers -By Harry Weal. 
Make extra money servicing changers. 

The V.T.V.M. By Rhys Samuel. 
Get more out of this versatile instrument. 

Sweep and Marker Generators for Television 
and Radio -By Robert G. Middleton. 
A must for television servicing. 

Probes -By Bruno Zucconi and Martin Clifford. 
How to use probes for better servicing with today's com- 
plex test instruments. 
The Oscilloscope -By George Zwick. 

° s getting full use of your 'scope? This book 
; lon bocf 

SEND IN THIS COUPON TODAY - -- 
GERNSBACK LIBRARY, INC., Dept. 48C 

154 West 14th St., New York I1, N.Y. 

Enroll me in the G/L TECHNICIANS' BOOK CLUB. 
Begin my membership with the book checked below. 
Please check one only. 

TV and RADIO TUBE 
TROUBLES 
RAPID TV REPAIR 
SERVICING COLOR TV 
TV -IT'S A CINCH 
THE V.T.V.M. 

Name 

SWEEP AND MARKER 
GENERATORS 
SERVICING RECORD 
CHANGERS 
PROBES 
THE OSCILLOSCOPE 

please p n 

Street 

City Zone State 

DUUKJ (GOntinued) 

with many problems worked out in de- 
tail. Even if you dislike the subject, 
you may find it not so uninteresting 
after all. 

Beginning with simpler circuits, 
topics include meter multipliers, wire 
tables, load resistance and cathode bias. 
Under ac, reactance and impedance 
problems are worked out among others. 
Elementary trig and vectors are also 
applied to radio circuits. 
VHF TELEVISION TUNERS by D. H. 
Fisher. Philosophical Library Inc., 15 E. 
40 St., New York 16, N. Y. 81/2 x 51 /Z 

inches, 136 pages. $6. 
The text presents a detailed technical 

discussion of television tuners. It deals 
only with the two major types -switch 
and turret. Although highly technical 
and perhaps difficult (due to the differ- 
ence between some American terms 
and the English terms of the author), 
it is a good reference for the engineer 
or advanced technician. -LS 
LIMITERS AND CLIPPERS, edited by 
Alexander Schure, John F. Rider Pub- 
lisher, Inc., 116 W. 14 St., New York 11, 
N. Y. 51/z x 811 /z inches, 56 pages. $1.25. 

This is one of a review series of 
booklets on electronics. It describes 
diodes, triodes and multi -grid tubes as 
limiters. It shows various methods by 
which portions of a wave are clipped. 
Among applications described are noise 
clippers, voltage regulators, wave shap- 
ers and square -wave generators. END 

AUTOMATIC CONTROL 
The University of Michigan, College 

of Engineering, has announced a sum- 
mer intensive course in automatic con- 
trol scheduled for June 16 to 25, 1958, 
inclusive. The course is intended for 
engineers who wish to obtain a basic 
understanding of the field, but cannot 
spare more than a few days for this 
purpose. The aim of the course is to 
make the subject matter easy to learn 
by a coherent presentation in class of 
the fundamentals of modern automatic 
control, and by providing a comprehen- 
sive set of notes which will serve as a 
framework for further study. 

The course is built around the prin- 
ciples and application of measurement, 
communication and control. The mate- 
rial will begin with the fundamentals 
in each of these fields and will include 
some basic work in nonlinear systems. 
This will be followed by applications of 
the fundamentals to more advanced 
problems. There will be four hours of 
lecture each morning and three hours 
of laboratory demonstration in the aft- 
ernoon. Extensive use will be made of 
computing, instrumentation, and servo 
laboratories on the campus. The role of 
analog computing methods will be em- 
phasized. This course has been given in 
the summers since 1953. 

April 15 is the closing date for reg- 
istration. Further information may be 
obtained by writing to Prof. L. L. 
Rauch, Room 1525 B, East Engineering 
Building, University of Michigan, Ann 
Arbor, Mich. 
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SCHOO 
DIRECTO 

Be a "key" man. Learn how to send 
and receive message. in International 
Morse code. Communicate with opera- tors around the globe. Learn at home 
quickly through famous Candler System. 
Used by best operators. Qualify for 
Amateur or Commercial License. Write 
for FREE ROOK. 

CANDLER SYSTEM CO. 
Dot. 3-D, Box 9226,Denver 2O,Colo.,USA_. 

ELECTRONICS 
Prepare ENGINEERING DEGREE for unlim- 
ited IN 27 MONTHS 
electronics: 
B.S. degree In 27 months, mathematics, electrical engi- 
neering, TV, advanced radio theory and design. Modern 
labs. Low tuition, earn board. Also Aero.. Chemical, Civil, 
Electrical, Mech. Engineering. B.S. degree In 36 in 
Math., Chem., Physics. Also prep courses. G.I. apee. pr. 20 
bldgs., dorms, gym. Enter June, Sept., Dec., March, 
Catalog. Keeping Pace With Progress. 

INDIANA TECHNICAL COLLEGE 
1548 E. Washington Blvd., Fort Wayne 2, Ina. 

college grads get 
ahead faster! 

have higher incomes . advance more rapidly. 
Grasp your chance for a better life. Share rewards await- 
ing college men. Important firms visit campus regularly 
to employ Tri -State College graduates. Start any quarter. 
Approved for Vets. 

Bachelor of Science Degree in 27 months 

Complete Radio Engineering courses (TV, UHF. FM, 
Electronics). Also Mechanical, Civil, Electrical, Chemi- 
cal, Aeronautical Engineering in 36 months a B.S. in 
Business Administration I General Business. Accounting, 
Motor Transport Management Majors). Superior stu- 
dents faster. More professional class hours. Small 
classes. Enrollment limited- Beautiful campus. Well - 
equipred labs. Prep courses. Enter June, Sept., Jan., 
Mar. Earnest, capable students (whose time and budget 
require accelerated courses and modest costs) are in- 

vited to write Jean McCarthy, Director of 
Admissions for Catalog and "Your Career 
in Engineering and ( suer,.'' 

IIII 

1-r 

I TR1 -STATE COLLEGE 
College Avenue, Angola, Indiana 

NTo RADIO TELEVISION 
Prepare for Big Pay Jobs orYour Own Business 
-TRAIN AT HOME IN SPARE TIME! 

Earn While You Learn 
Good paying jobs are waiting for men 
who know RADIO- TELEVISION. 
Learn at home, get valuable, interest- 
ing actual practical experience with 
kits and equipment we send. Earn ex- 
tra cash servicing sets while learning. 
No previous experience needed. Rush 
coupon forbig book and Sample Lesson 
...free! No salesman wi ll call.27thyeaarr. 

Sprayberry Academy of Radio- Television I Dept. 20 -R, 1512 Jarvis Ave..Chicago 26.111. I 
Rush Catalog aed sample lesson ...no obligation. 

Name. . I 

Address Ì 

Town _State J 
APRIL, 1958 

L 

RY 

GET INTO 

ELECTRONICS 
V.T.I. training lead, to 
technicians. field engineers," special- 
hits in communications, guided mis- siles, computers. radar and automation. 
Basic and advanced courses in theory 
and laboratory. Assoc. degree in elec- 
tronics In 29 mos. B.S. in electronic 
engineering obtainable. ECPD ac credited, G.I. approved. Graduates in 
all branches of electronics with major 

Start 
s SbeF February. 

Dorms, campus. High School graduate 
or equivalent. Catalog. 

VALPARAISO TECHNICAL 
INSTITUTE 

Dept. C Valparaiso, Indiana 

l1 
ENGINEERING DEGREES 

E.E. 
Option Electronics 

or Power 

Earned through 

PACIFIC 
INTERNATIONAL 

UNIVERSITY 

HOME STUDY 
R,.idence Classes Also 

Available 
PACIFIC INTERNATIONAL 

UNIVERSITY 
(operating as a College of 

Engineering only at present) 
5719 -M, Santa Monica Blvd., 

Hollywood 38, Calif. 

ELECTRONICS 
PREPARE FOR A GOOD JOB! 

BROADCAST ENGINEER 
RADIO SERVICING AUTOMATION 

TELEVISION SERVICING 
BLACK d WHITE -COLOR 

APPROVED FOR VETERANS AND SURVIVORS 
OF VETERANS 

BUILDING AIR CONDITIONED 
SEND FOP FREE LITERATURE 

BALTIMORE TECHNICAL INSTITUTE 
1425 EUTAW PLACE. BALTIMORE 17. MD. 

ELECTRICAL 

SCHOOL 
Established 1935 

VA Approved. Electricity, Rodio, Television. 
Correspondence Courses. Faculty and Man- 
agement, all members of The Institute of 
Radio Engineers (IRE). Write today for 
full information. 

E -I ELECTRICAL SCHOOL 
Bellwood, III. 

Interesting, Pictorial 
FREE 

BOOKLET 

Ov V E . rctre 
)"er 

CpRR E 
R 

tn riNg Nytlte 

4.4 

to help 
you 

decide on 
YOUR CAREER 
IN ELECTRONICS 
RADIO -TV 
COMPUTERS 
Here is a graphic story about dynamic 
careers for engineers and engineering 
technicians. Booklet covers such sub- 
jects as: 

Wide variety of job opportunities. 
The courses offered, degrees you can 
earn, and what you are qualified 
to do. 
Pictures of the Milwaukee School 
of Engineering, its facilities, plus 
Milwaukee scenes. 
Recreation, student organizations, 
fraternities. 
Scholarships, part -time work, ad- 
mission requirements. - and many other important and in- 

teresting facts to help you understand 
and decide on your career in engi- 
neering. Send for your free copy to- 
day - no obligation whatsoever. 

MS-82 

Milwaukee School of Engineering 
-dedicated to serving voting men and industry 

SEND COUPON 

Milwaukee School 
of Engineering 
Dept. RE -458. 1025 N. Milwaukee St. 
Milwaukee, Wisconsin 

Please send me free the new booklet 
"Prepare for Your Career in Engineering" 
I'm interested in ...................................... .................._.........._. 

(name of course) 
Name.................. ........._..................... .........................Age... _._..._..... 

Address................_............................................... ............................._. 

City.. Zone.......... ..State........................ 

I'm eligible for veteran's education benefi' 
Yes No Discharge date... 

9 
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DO YOU 
HAVE the 

EAR 

for EASY LISTENING? 

NOW YOU CAN HAVE EASY 

LISTENING at a LOW COST 

Easy listening - velvet smooth 
response over the entire audio 
range- that's what you get in 
a new Utah Unidrive Coaxial 
High Fidelity Reproducer. 
Engineered for exceptionally 
fine frequency extension of both 
the bass and extremely high 
registers -a Unidrive will give 
you unsurpassed tonal quality 
-with minimum distortion -a 
velvet smoothness that is a rev- 
elation and a real pleasure to 
hear. 
The Utah Unidrives are unique 
in design and assembly tech- 
nique. A single, high efficiency 
magnet drives two perfectly 
matched and balanced high and 
low frequency cones with 
mechanical crossover, to achieve 
an efficiency heretofore unat- 
tainable in conventional designs. 
A newly developed skiver roll 
cone treatment immeasurably 
increases speaker lifetime. 

See and hear the new Utah Uni- 
drives at your dealers today. Avail- .* able in six models and five sizes - 
6 X 9 ", two 8 ", two 12" and 15 ". 
Starting at the unbelievably low 
price of only $15.95. 

RADIO PRODUCTS 
CORPORATION 

HUNTINGTON, INDIANA 

Expt. Dept. Fidevox International, Chi., Ill. 

158 

MONTH 
. . but USO serves 

around the world 

every day of every month. 

ADVERTISING INDEX 
Radio -Electronics does not assume responsibility 

Acro Products Co 152 
Aerovox Corp 148 
Allied Radio Corp. 9, 107 -114 
American Electronics Co 135 
Amplifier Corporation of America 151 
Arkay Inc 154 
Audax Inc 144 

B & K Manufacturing Co 119 
Barry Electronics Corp 159 
Belden Manufacturing Co 27 
Bell Telephone Labs 28 
Benco Television Associates Ltd 143 
Berkeley Enterprises Inc 150 
Blonder- Tongue Labs 128 
British Industries Corp 105 
Brooks Radio & 

Television Corp 98, 146, 154 

CBS -Hytron 10, 16 
Capitol Radio Engineering 

Institute 15, 162 
Carston Studios 141 
Castle Television Services Ltd 105 
Centralab Division of Globe- Union 18 
Century Electronics Co. Inc 117 
Cleveland Institute of 

Radio Electronics 11 
Columbia Wire and Supply Co 141 
Cornell- Dubilier Electric 

Corp 130, 131, 132, 133 
Coyne Electrical 

School 135, 140, 153, 158 
Cutick Electronics 141 

Delco Radio Division 
of General Motors 129 

DeVry Technical Institute 7 
Dressner 151 
Dynaco Inc 138, 139 

for any errors appearing in the index below. 

E.I.S. 159 
Ebex School 124 
Electro -Sonic Labs 24 
Electro -Voice Inc Inside Back Cover 
Electronic Chemical Corp 140 
Electronic Instrument Co. 

(EICO) 29, 30 
Electronic Organ Arts 124 
Electronic Publishing Co. Inc 153 

Ferrodynamics Corp 141 
Filnor Products Co 126 

Garfield (Oliver) Co 152 
Garrard 126 
Gernsback Library Inc 142, 156 
Glaser- Steers Corp 98 
Grantham School of Electronics 19 
Guide Lamp Division of 

General Motors 127 

Heald Engineering College 151 
Heath Co 72 -87 
Hershel Radio 158 
Hudson Specialties Co 157 

Illinois Condenser Co 104 
Indiana Technical College 154 

JFD Electronics 14 
Jensen Industries 150 
Jerrold Electronics Corp 105 

Kuhn Electronic Products 159 

LMB 151 
Lafayette Radio 160 -161 
Lansing (James B.) Sound Inc 118 
Lektron Inc 143, 148 

Fix ANY Mechanical Trouble 
In ANY Record Changer FAST! 

New Ea 
Book Sh 

WHER 

RECORD CHANGER 

TROUBLES 

IN 5 MINUTES 

y -To -Use 
ws WHAT! 
I HOW! 

The only book of its kind ! 

Saves time - ends guess- 
work. Amazing CHECK - 
CHARTS describe symp- 
toms and causes. PHO- 
TOGRAPHS show you where 
causes of trouble are located. 
Simple EXPLANATIONS tell how 
to fix the trouble. Uses the same fast, 
easy -to- follow method as used in Pin -Point 
TV Troubles In 10 Minutes and other books of Coyne's 
Pin - l'oint series. Fully indexed by make and model. Cov- 
ers every American make, plus most foreign changers. 
Includes HI -FI, single -speed and 3 and 4 -SPEED chang- 
ers. With this Coyne hook, you can flx 90% of mechanical 
troubles in the home, without removing the changer from 
the cabinet! Helps spot many audio troubles. too. Over 320 
spiral bound pages. 750 photos. Fits into tool kit for 
handy on- the -job reference. 

TRY IT FREE FOR 7 DAYS! 
Send no money, just the coupon. After 7 days, send only 
$3.95, plis postage. or return boot and ove nothing. Pays 
rot it.,!Il on in <t one call. Art A'nl1" 

MAIL COUPON NOW! 
Educational Book Publishing Div. 
COYNE ELECTRICAL SCHOOL, Dept. 48R -t 
500 S. Paulina St., Chicago 12, III. 
Rush Record -Changer book for 7 days FREE TRIAL. 

Name Age 

Address 

City Zone State 
E Check here If enclosed. We pay post- 

age. 7 -day money-back ney -back guarantee. 

RADIO AND TV 

: SERVICEMEN 
nlâk2 11101e IT10ney Wllll illlS 

se °; °° f`®® °Q ' s'. _ 
. 

tlt ' +. _ e . ' 
oat 

T UBE TESTER 
3 complete tests in one handy instrument 

Model 107 

Here's the tube tester every serviceman 
has been asking for! Designed for out- 

: standing performance and accuracy- 
s provides 3 important tests: Dynamic 

Mutual Conductance Test of all popu- 
lar radio and TV amplifier tubes- 

. Cathode Emission Test for all tubes 
by free point selector system-nation- 
ally accepted Grid Circuit Test devel- 
oped and patented by Seco. Saves you 
valuable time -quickly pays for itself 
by justifiably culling and selling more 
tubes for you! 

Completely self -contained in corn. 
pact portable carrying case. Furnished . 

. with handy flip -chart for 
fast, easy tube set -up data. X I 

0050 
net 

Write today for free literature 
MANUFACTURING CO. t 5015 Penn Ave. So., Mph., Minn. 
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Madison Fielding 134 
Mallory (P. R.) & Co 136, 137 
Merit Coil & Transformer Corp. 159 
Moss Electronic Distributing Co. 

Inc. 100 -101 
Mueller Electric Co 138 
Multicore 134 

National Radio Institute 3, 13 
National Schools 5 
Newark Electric Co 155 
North American Philips Co. Inc 10 
Northrop Aeronautical Institute 124 

Opportunity Adlets 149 
ORRadio Industries Inc 121 
Oxford Components Inc 150 

Picture Tube Outlet 154 
Prentice -Hall Inc 147 
Progressive Edu -Kits Inc 125 

Quality Electronics 152 

Radiart Corp. 132 -133 
RCA Electron Tube 

Division 92, Back Cover 
RCA Institutes 25 
Radio -Electronic Master 142 
Rad -Tel Tube Co 142 
Raytheon Manufacturing Co 12 
Rek -O -Kut Inc 144 
Rinehart Books Co. 

Inc 99, 116, 142, 149 

Sams (Howard W.) & Co. 
Inc 

Science Kits 152 
Seco Manufacturing Co. Inc 158 
Service Instruments Corp...134, 140, 155 
Sparks Radio Supply 151 
Sprague Products Co 26 
Sprayberry Academy of Electronics 17 
Stan -Burn Radio & Electronics 155 

Tarzian (Sarkes) Inc 153 
Thorens Co 22 
Trio Manufacturing Co. 104 
Triplett Electrical 

Instrument Co Inside Front Cover 
Tung -Sol Electric Co 6 

University Loudspeakers Inc 
Utah Radio Products Corp 

123 
158 

151 Vaco Products Co 

Walsco Electronics Manufacturing 
Co. 8 

Winegard Co 97 

Xcelite Inc 139 

Zenith Radio Corp 20 -21 

SCHOOL DIRECTORY PAGE 157 

Baltimore Technical Institute 
Candler System Co. 
E -I Electrical School 
Indiana Technical College 
Milwaukee School of Engineering 
Pacific International University 
Sprayberry Academy of Radio- Television 
Tri -State College 23, 103, 144 Valparaiso Technical Institute 

BRANCH ADVERTISING OFFICES: Chicago: 600 Waukegan Road, Glenview, Ill., GLenview 4 -6900. Los Angeles: Ralph W. Harker and Associates, 600 South New Hampshire. Tel. DUnkirk 7 -2328. San Francisco: Ralph W. Harker and Associates. 444 Market St. Tel. GArfield 1 -2481. 
FOREIGN AGENTS: Great Britain: Atlas Publishing and Distributing Co.. Ltd., 18 Bride Lane. London E.C. 4. Australia: McGill's Agency, Melbourne. France: Brentano's, Paris 2e. Belgium: Agence et Messageries de la Presse. Brussels. Holland: Trilectron, Heemstede. Greece: International Book & News Agency, Athens. So. Africa: Central News Agency, Ltd., Johannesburg. l'. petown, Durban, Natal: Universal Book Agency, Johannesburg. India: Broad- way News Centre, Hadar. Bombay ::-*14. Pakistan: Paradise Book Stall, Karachi 3. 

How Many Hours Have You Used 
Your Stylus? (Phono Needle) 

III -FI EYE -THE RECORD PROTECTOR - 
can answer this honestly, CAN YOU? A 
worn stylus WITH ONLY ONE PLAYING 
can wipe all the highs from your valuable 
records. A simple glance at HI -FI EYE tells 
you the total hours your stylus has been in 
use. Use this simple means to protect your 
valuable records. Easily installed. Operation automatic. Designed to sell for $24.95. 
SPECIAL INTRODUCTORY OFFER $14.95. Don't delay, order today. Guaranteed. 6 months warranty. No C.O.D.'. California 
add 4';. 

E.I.S. Box 44739 
Hancock Station 
Los Angeles 44, Calif. 

CRYSTAL CONTROLLED 
CONVERTERS 

POLICE FIRE COMMERCIAL 

J/ Precision -Stability 
Sensitivity 

V' Easy Installation 

$32.50 
A compact converter supplied with commercial tol- 

erance crystals, self contained automatic noise lim- 
iter. Also models with squelch. Ideal for mobile or home use. 

TUNERS 
Enjoy FM Programs 
While You Drive. 

FM BROADCAST 
30 -50 MC 

108 -176 MC 

from $22.50 
WRITE FOR LITERATURE 

APRIL, j958 

,trer L_` 

...watch for new 
catalog No. 5811 

it's terrific! 

MERIT COIL & TRANSFORMER CORP. 
4421 N. CLARK ST., CHICAGO 40, ILLINOIS 

"COMPARE IT 
WITH MERIT" 

/00 HQ for fhe 5 TOP QUALITY brands of 

TUBES 
AT SENSIBLE PRICES! 

WRITE FOR LATEST TUBE CATALOG FREE! 

We stock over 1000 types including Diodes, Transis- 
tors, transmitting and Special Purpose types. 

COMPONENT AND 
EQUIPMENT SPECIALS 

I1/z" Diameter 0 -1MA Meters -New, $3.95. 

l' /" Diameter 0.100 Microamp Meters -New, $4.95. 

Hallicrafters "S" Meter -4%" wide x 45,t" high - 
calib. in microvolts and S traits -meter similar to 
"S" meter used on SX -100. New. orig. boxed. 
$4.95. Large stock of meters -write or visit. 

Hailicrafters "S" Meter-31,i" round. Calibrated 
in "S" units from 1 to 80 db. over S9, New. 
boxed, $3.95 (2 for $6.00) 

CARTONS -ALWAYS IN STOCK 
MINIATURE $1.00 per 100 - 
GT $1.25 per 100 - 
LARGE GT $1.50 per 100 - 
G $2.00 per 100 - 
SPECIFY Red & Black or White 

No C.O.D.'s on cartons 
TS 13 HANDSET. TYPE: Made by American Mi- 
crophone Co. RECEIVER: 3500 ohms impedance. 
TRANSMITTER: 50 ohms impedance (200 to 3500 
CPS). Both single phenolic housing with switch 
68" long cord with 4 conductor rubber -covered 
cable. Brand new -original boxed. (Original cost 
$17.50) Special $4.75 ea. -(2 for $8.00.) 
Blower- Motor -Squirrel -Cage Type. 21" outside 
rotor diameter- operates on 28 volts A.C. or D.C. 
-Hash filter and mounting bracket included. Re- 
moved from equipment. -All units tested in our 
lab prior to shipment. $2.85 each. (2 for $5.00) 
Collins 2 Amp. Choke-2 Henries. 12 ohms -12.500 
volts test -new in original box -$29.50. (2 for 
$50.00) 

Deluxe 2 Kw. Dummy -Load unit -with 115 v. 
60 cy. squirrel -cage motor -unused -a gem of a 
unit. $37.50 each. (2 for $65.00) 
H am-TV-Model PH- 522 /AXT -2 Camera- unused 

(needs outside paint- touch -up)- -See May, 
1957 article in "CQ" page 28 for conversion to 
420 Mc. Amateur TV -also closed circuit TV ap- 
plications- P11- 522/AXT -2. Get one now) Use it 
soon or in the future ... now only $75.00. (2 for 
$140.00) 

Jennings Vacuum Variable Capacitor -Type I 

Range approx. 20 to 700 mmfd. @ 10,00 cult. 
From new equipment. A beauty -individually car - 
toned Only $36.95. 

28 volt -10 amp Xmfr -Pri: 115 vac /60 v., $4.50. 
(3 for $12.00). 

Collins Deluxe Filter Choke -6 by. @ 400 ma. 70 
ohms d.c. -10 kv. ins.- 8"x554)"x6" with porcelain 
terminals hermetically sealed -brand new; comm'1 
appearance, $8.50 ea.; 3 for $21.00. 

Prop -Pitch Motor -55 lbs. unmated. New or like 
new, $28.00 each. F.O.B. N.Y.C. or Atlanta, Ga. 
Via express or truck. (Add $10.00 for partial con- 
version.) 
VFO Precision Variable Capacitor -15 to 115 malt. 
Double spaced. brand new, $3.95. (2 for $6.00) 

Shallcross Kilovoltmeter -0 -5, 10, and 20 Kv. 
Model 76(1. Originally cost $255.00. Brand new. 
$37.50. (2 for 570.00) 

Bud 77" Panel Space Relay Racks. Standard 15" 
amateur width -17" deep. Deluxe grei 
finish- louvered side panels -top and bottom -back 
door with double lock -brand new in original 
wrappings - complete with hardware - shipped 
knocked- down -F.O.B. N.Y. area. An excellent 
buy at $35.00. (In lots of six -$32.00). 

Write for 1958 Barry's Green Sheet 
New Items Low, Low Prices on Equip- 
ment, Transformers, Tubes, Ham Gear, 
Lab Supplies 25 Pages Chock -Full of 
Real Buys Please enclose 25e in stamps 
or coin. Visit us. Thousands of unadver- 
tised specials. 

Write for complete tube list. All shipments F.O.B. Ou 
Warehouse Rated firms (Dun & Brad. current F.3 o 
better) Net IO Days. 10 day guar. price of mdse. only. 

HOW TO ORDER: Send full remittance and sac 
C.O.D. collection fee:- Include sufficient money for 
postage. -We refund unused amount. -lf you desire 
shipment C.O.D., include 25% deposit. -Send cos] 
by registered mail. 

BARRY ELECTRONICS CORP. 
DEPT. RE 

512 BROADWAY, NEW YORK 12, N. Y. 
TWX: NY 1-3731 P;lone: WAlker 5 -7000 
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FREE! 
E T re 

CATALOG 

A Must For 
Evert, Bi -Fi 
Enthusiast 

NEW "DYNA- SLIM" MICROPHONE 
HIGH IMPEDANCE 50,000 OHMS 
ON -OFF SWITCH 

"QUICK -SLIP" ADAPTER 
New dynamic, Ihigir output microphone with all the 
features of "mike." costing 3 times Lafayette's price) 
Output level -55db. Smooth response from 60 to 
10,000 cycles. Omnidirectional head. External on -off 
switch. Slips on or aft stand adapter in a wink. Stand- 
ard s /s" - 27 adopter permit, tilting mike for multi - 
angle use. Satin black and carome finish. Complete 
with detachable cable and connector. 8" long, 1 f 
max. dia. tapered panel. Shpg. wt., 2 lbs. 
PA -43 Net 6.95 

160 

NEW 180 PAGE ELECTRONIC 
CATALOG FEATURING 

THE BEST BUYS IN THE BUSINESS 
The newest and largest assortment of Electronic, Radio 
and TV parts, Hi.Fi and Public Address Components and 
systems, Test Equipment, tubes, Transistor Kits and minia- 
turized components for transistor circuitry, Ham Equip- 
ment, Builders Kits, Tools, Books, Microscopes, Binoculars, 
Telescopes, Cameras, and Drafting Equipment. -ALL AT 
LOWEST PRICES -Catering to the economy minded 
dealer, serviceman, engineer, technician, experimenter and 
hobbyist. CRAMMED FULL OF MONEY SAYING BUYS. 
SEND FOR YOUR FREE COPY TODAY. 

eile STEREO TUNER KIT 
THE MOST FLEXIBLE TUNER EVER DESIGNED 

11 Tubes + Tuning Eye + Selenium Rectifier 12 Tuned Circuits 
Dual Double -Tuned Transformer Coupled Limiters. 
Separately Tuned FM and AM Sections Dual Cathode Follower Output 
Armstrong Circuit with FM /AFC and MC Defeat 

More than a year of research, planning and engineering went into the snaking of the Lafayette 
Stereo Tuner. Its unique flexibility permits the reception of binaural broadcasting (simultaneous 
transmission on both FM and AM), the independent operation of both the FM and AM sections 
at the same time, and the ordinary reception of either FM or AM. The AM and FM sections are 
separately tuned, each with a separate 3 -gang tuning condenser, separate flywheel tuning and 
separate volume control for proper balancing when used for binaural programs. Simplified 
accurate knife -edge tuning is provided by magic eye which operates independently on FM and 
AM. Automatic* frequency control "locks in" FM signal permanently. Aside from its unique 
flexibility, this is, above all else, a quality high -fidelity tuner incorporating features found 
exclusively in the highest priced tuners. 
FM specifications include grounded -grid triode low noise front end with triode mixer, double - 
tuned dual limiters with Foster -Seeley discriminator, less than 1/ harmonic distortion, fre- 
quency response 20. 20,000 cps ± 3/2 db, full 200 kc bandwidth and sensitivity of 2 microvolts 
for 30 db quieting with full limiting at one microvolt. AM specifications include 3 stages of 
AVC, 10 kc whistle filter, built -in ferrite loop antenna, less than 1% harmonic distortion, sen- 
sitivity of 5 microvolts, 8 kc bandwidth and frequency response 20 -5000 cps ± 3 db. 
The 5 controls of the KT -500 are FM Volume, AM Volume, FM Tuning, AM Tuning and 5- position 
Function Selector Switch. Tastefully styled with gold -brass escutcheon having dark maroon 
background plus matching maroon knobs with gold inserts. The Lafayette Stereo Tuner was 
designed with the builder in mind. Two separate printed circuit boards make construction and 
wiring simple, even for such a complex unit. Complete kit includes all parts and metal cover, 
a step -by -step instruction manual, schematic and pictorial diagrams. Size is 133/4" W x 103 /e" D 
x 41/2" H. Shpg. wt., 18 lbs. 
The new Lafayette Model KT -500 Stereo FM -AM Tuner is a companion piece to the Models 
KT -300 Audio Control Center Kit and KT -400 70 -watt Basic Amplifier Kit and the "Triumvirate" 
of these 3 units form the heart of a top quality stereo hi -fi system. 

KT500 Net 74.50 

LAFAYETTE MASTER AUDIO CONTROL CENTER 
with BINAURAL CHANNEL AND DUAL VOLUME CONTROL. 

Se If-Powered DC On All Filaments 24 Positions of Equalization 
Tope Head Input, High Impedance Dual Cathode Follower Output Stages 

This is not only the finest hi -fi preamp characterized by unmatched features, but it has been 
functionally designed to keep pace with the conversion of your present hi -fi system to binaural 
(Stereophonic) sound. Incorporates an extra channel and dual volume control for binaural 
reproduction. Features include DC on all tube filaments, negative .feedback in every stage, 
dual cathode follower output stages and latest printed circuit construction. Less than 0.09 
IM distortion and less than 0.07 harmonic distortion at IV, Hum and noise level better than 
80 db below 3V. Uniformly flat frequency response over entire audible spectrum. 7 inputs for 
every type of phono, tuner or tape. Tasteful styling, brilliantly executed, Size 123/4 x 91/e x 
33/4 ". Shpg. wt., 101/3 lbs. 
KT -300- Lafayette Master Audio Control Kit Complete with cage and detailed assembly iv. 
structions. Net 39.50 
LT -30 -Same as above completely wired and tested with cage and instruction manual. 
Net 59.50 

DELUXE 70 WATT BASIC AMPLIFIER 
Conservatively Rated At 70 Watts Inverse Feedback Variable Damping 

Metered Balance And Bias Adjust Controls Available In Kit and Wired Form 
Here's ultra -stability in a 70 watt basic power amplifier employing highest quality components 
conservatively rated to insure performance and long life. Features matched pair KT 88's and 
wire range linear Chicago output transformer, variable damping control, meter for bias and 
balance and gold finish chassis. Frequency response 10. 100,000 cps ± 1db. Hum and noise 
90 db below full output. IM distortion less than 11/3% at 70 watts, less than 0.3% below 30 
watts. Harmonic distortion less than 2% at 70 watts from 20 to 20,000 cps ± 1 db. Output 
impedance 4, 8 and 16 ohms. Handsome decorative cage perforated for proper ventilation. 
Size 141/2 x 10 x 73 /e'r including cage and knobs. Shpg. wt., 40 lbs. 
KT- 400 -Lafayette 70 watt Deluxe Basic Amplifier Kit complete wills cage and detailed 
assembly instructions, Net 69.50 
LA -70 -Same as above completely wired and tested with cage and instruction manual. 
Net 94.50 

-- ------- - - - - -- P. O. BOX 511 -- I 

JAMAICA 31, N. Y. 
tyeite Radio DEPT 

JD 

Send FREE LAFAYETTE Catalog 303 

Name 

Address 

City Zone.... State 

CUT OUT 

AND MAIL 

TODAY 
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LAFAYE 
wilh 

TE PROFESSIONAL TURNTABLE 
THEM' HYSTERESIS SYNCHRONOUS VOTOR 

PROFESSIONAL TURNTABLE WITH HYSTERESIS -SYNCHRONOUS MOTOR 
The Lafayette Model PK -225 is a true hysteresis- synchronous motor and is free from speed variations due to fluctua. 
tions in line voltage, load and temperature. It is the smoothest type known, completely free from "togging" (the 
minute variations of speed which show up as wow and flutter)! 
ONLY LAFAYETTE'S HYSTERESIS -SYNCHRONOUS MOTOR, in its price class, is made to extremely fine toler- 
ances (on the order of .00001 inches)! Only Lafayette's motor has 16 cores; a high permeability rotor magnet, ball 
thrust bearings, oilite sleeve bearings plus felt oil reservoir, cooling fins as an integral part of the rotor and a hollow 
rotor core for maximum efficiency and minimum heat. Only Lafayette's motor can be oiled from above, without disos 
sembly, through a unique oil feed system. Only Lafayette's motor has a self -aligning armature. 
Here's THE turntable -the last word in professional high- fidelity performance! A fine precision instrument in every 
sense. Just look at some of these OUTSTANDING FEATURES:. WOW AND FLUTTER: Less than 0.2% TURN- 
TABLE: Heavy, diecast aluminum. Lathe-turned for perfect balance and concentricity. 12" diameter -weighs approx. 
4 lbs. and provides amazingly constant speed; the extra -heavy rim acts just like a flywheel to prevent speed variations 

TRUE -HYSTERESIS -SYNCHRONOUS MOTOR:For smooth, low- noise, wow- and flutter -free operation RUM- 
BLE: AND NOISE: 50db below average recorded level INTEGRATED SPEED CONTROL: For all 3 speeds - 
78, 45 and 33t/3 rpm 2 OVERSIZE, HEAVY DUTY IDLERS: Precision -ground; provide positive constant -speed 
rim drive SINGLE BALL THRUST BEARING: Turntable rides smoothly over ball bearing floating on thin film of 
oil FREE FLOATING, SHOCK -MOUNTED MOTOR RUBBER CUSHION SHOCKMOUNTS AUTO- 
MATIC IDLER DISENGAGEMENT CORK AND RUBBER MAT STAINLESS STEEL PRECISION SPINDLE 

POWER REQUIREMENTS: For 105.130 volts, 60 cps AC; draws 16 V.A. ACCESSORIES SUPPLIED: 45 RPM 
adapter, Sirope disc SIZE: 2t /5" above and 4" below motor board; 143/4" deep x 121/4" wide SHIPPING 
WEIGHT: 16 lbs. 
LAFAYETTE MODEL PK -225 Net 64.50 
Deluxe Woodbase for PK -225 and 12" Tone Arm (Specify Finish). Shpg. wt., 13 lbs Net 14.95 
Deluxe Woodbase for PK -225 and 16" Tone Arm (Specify Finish). Shpq. wt., 15 lbs Net 15.95 

VISCOUS DAMPED TRANSCRIPTION TONE ARMS 

VISCOUS 
DAMPED 

PIC-90- 1 1.95 ARM 

I I 

LICENSED 
UNDER CBS 

U. S. PATENT 
NO. 2676806 

1l 
VISCOUS 

tri DAMPED 

PK170- 1 7.95 ARM 

LAFAYETTE 

MODEL 
PK -225 

SPECIAL MONE -SAVER 
COMBINATION 

PK -225 Turntable, PK -90 12" Tone Arm, New 
GE VRII Series Triple -Play Cartridge Model 
4G -052 with Genuine GE. Diamond and Sap - 

phire Styli. SPECIALI Net 81.50 

3 WAY SYSTEM WITH 1 5"WOOFER . .8" MID -RANGE SPEAKER .. HORN TWEETER. .CROSSOVER NETWORK 
15 -INCH WOOFER WITH 31.5 OZ. MAGNETIC (SK -67) 8 -INCH MID- 

RANGE SPEAKER (SK -74) NEW HIGH FREQUENCY ACOUSTICAL LENS 
TWEETER (HW -7) 3 -WAY CROSSOVER NETWORK (LN -3) 

Lafayette presents this outstanding 3 -way speaker system designed far the high fidelity enthusiast who 
desires performance formerly possible in multi- speaker systems coming many times this price. You won't believe your ears when you hear the superb reproduction throughout the entire audio spectrum. 
The S1C-67 15" woofer provides phenomenal bass response, the SK -74 8" speaker delivers full bodied, mid -range frequencies, and the HW -7 high frequency acoustical lens tweeter faithfully reproduces the highest audible frequencies. Crossover pointa at 350 and 5000 cycles are provided Wr the LN -3 3 -way Inductance- capacitance network with continuously variable presence sad brilliance controls that adjust 
tone balance to personal taste. Shpg. wt., 25 lbs. 
SY -93. Complete System as listed above Net 55.50 

2 WAY SPEAKER SYSTEM 40- 16,000 CYCLES 
25 WATT WOOFER CROSSOVER NETWORK IMPORTED HI -FI 

TWEETER LEVEL BRILLIANCE CONTROL 
This 2 -way speaker system is another excellent buy for the moderate purse. It is basically the same 
as the SY -85 system described at the top of the page, but incorporates the deluxe SK -68 speaker with 
21.5 oz. Alnico V magnet. This results in more efficient reproduction and extension of' the lower register. Complete system includes the SK -68 12" 25 watt woofer, HK -3 eon, type tweeter end LN -2 crossover network with level -brilliance control. Range of system 35- 18,000 cycles. Shpg. wt., 18 lbs. 
SY -87- Complete System Net 27.50 PHANTOM VIEW SHOWS HOW 

SYSTEM MOUNTS IN CABINET 

NEW 6 TRANSISTOR 
SUPERHET RECEIVER KIT 

with LATEST NPN -PNP TRANSISTORS 

GE 2N188A AUDIO TRANSISTORS 
IN PUSH -PULL OUTPUT 
100% SUBMINIATURIZED 
NEW 28 PAGE INSTRUCTION MANUAL 

29.95 
Less Case 

and Battery 

Newly revised Lafayette KT -119A 6 Transistor Superhet Kit uses latest GE NPN -PNP 
transistors in an lageniously designed. circuit to provide superior commercial quality 
with maximum sensitivity, selectivity and stability. Has matched set of 3 IF's, oscil- 
lator coil. hi -Q loop and efficient transformer coupling. Efficient 2%" speaker and 
earphone Sack for private listening. Complete with all parts, transistors, pre- punched 
chassis and new 28 page detailed instruction book. Size 61/ z 31,4 z 1 %". Shpg. wt., 
3 lbs. 
KT -119A - Complete Kit -Less Case and Battery Net 29.95 
BATTERY - BURGESS 2N6 Net 1.30 
MS339A - Sturdy, attractive brown leather case 

with carrying strap for KT -119A Net 2.95 
MS-366 - Sensitive matching earphone Net 1.29 

"WRIST WATCH" CRYSTAL MICROPHONE 
SENSITIVE HIGH OUTPUT PERFECT FOR SECRET 

PICKUPS APPEARS 8 IS WORN EXACTLY LIKE A REAL 
WATCH 
Here is something new in microphones for use by police, private 
detection agencies, for recording discussions at sales conferences, 
and even for public address. Case is handsomely chrome plated 
with modern gold- finish numerals and hands and has a tan leather 
wristwatch strap: looks and mounts exactly like any good wrist- 
watch. The thin, flexible, light- colored cable is 6' long and may 
be run up the coat sleeve to a concealed pocket -type portable tape 
recorder, etc. Tiny perforations around the beck of the watch case 
permit Omni- directional sound pickup. Sensitivity of the mike la 
quite high and the mike may be connected to any high impedance 
tape recorder or amplifier microphone input. Shpg. wt., 'fa lb. 
PA-47--"Wrist-Watch" Crystal Mike Net S.95 

Nalioaalky 

4 -SPEED 
AUTOMATIC 

RECORD CHANGER 

39.50 
with NEW G.E. TURNOVER 

CARTRIDGE VRII and 
GENUINE G.E. DIAMOND 

SAPPHIRE SYTLI 
NOT A CLOSEOUT -NOT A DISCONTINUED Model, this is a nation- 
ally advertised, latest model record changer, with new GE VRII Series Triple 
Play Cartridge with G. E. Genuine diamond and sapphire styli and is priced 
so low that we DARE NOT mention the manufacturer's name. This fully auto- 
matic record changer has exclusive and deluxe features for the finest hi-fi sys- 
tems, such as automatic intermix, muting switch, click filter and automatic 
shut -off after last record. Heavy duty 4 -pole shaded pole motor with heavy 
rim -weighted turntable. 4 speeds, 78, 45, 33t/3, 16 -2/3 RPM. Negligible wow 
and flutter. We are so confident that you will be happy with this purchase, that 
if for any reason you do not feel you have received an exceptional value, we 
shall cheerfully refund your purchase price. Size 12'/4" x 133/4 ", requiring 
11/16" clearance above and 2- 11/16" below motorboard. Shpg wt., 21 lbs. 

PK -250 RECORD CHANGER (less woodbase) with NEW GE 4G- 
052 Diamond Sapphire Cartridge Net 39.50 

MAHOGANY OR BLONDE WOODBASE CUT TO FIT ABOVE 
PK -111- Specify Finish, Shpg. wt., 5 lbs. Net 3.95 

165 -08 Liberty Ave. 

R l JAMAICA 33; N. Y. 
INCLUDE POSTAGE WITH ORDER 

NEW YORK N.Y. 

100 6th Ave. 

REctor 2 -8600 

BOSTON, Mass. BRONX , N.Y 

110 Federal St. 542 E. Fordham Re 

HUhhard 21850 FOrdham 7 8313 

NEWARK, N.).. 

24 Central Ave 

MArket 2 166' 

PLAINFIELD, N.J. 

139 W. 2nd St. 

Plainfield 6.4118 
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IT'S NEW ! Send for this 

FREE 
booklet today! 

see 
what the 
rapidly 
expanding 
field of 

ELECTRONICS 

offers 
you 

BETTER JOB 

BETTER PAY 

PROMOTION 

GREATER SECURITY 

GREATER 
CONFIDENCE 

BETTER 
LIVING FOR 
YOU AND 
YOUR FAMILY 

All these benefits can 
be yours if you act 
now! Take that first 
big step this minute 
-No obligation 
whatsoever! Please 
fill out the coupon 
completely, and mail 
to Capitol Radio 
Engineering Institute, 
Dept. 144 -Y 
3224 16th St., N.W. 
Washington 10, D.C. 

162 

MISSILES 
SERVO 

RADAR 
GUIDED EPONAUTICAL 

COMPUTERS 
BROADCASTING 

AM FM TV 

rNAVY CAA 
MILITAR fT1oNS 
COMMUNICA 
MANUFACTURING 

TAKE A MINUTE TO MAIL THIS COUPON FOR FREE BOOKLET ! 

CAPITOL RADIO ENGINEERING INSTITUTE 
ECPD Accredited Technical Institute Curricula- Founded 1927 
Dept. 144 -Y 3224 16th St., N.W., Washington 10, D.C. 

Please send me your course outline and FREE Illustrated Book- 
let "Your Future in the New World of Electronics" . 

describing opportunities and CREI home study courses in 
Practical Electronic Engineering Technology. H 
CHECK ) Radar, Servo and Computer Engineering Technology 

FIELD OF 

GREATEST 

INTEREST 

Electronic Engineering Technology 

Broadcast (AM, FM, TV) Engineering Technology 

Television Engineering Technology 

Aeronautical Electronic Engineering Technology 

Name Age 

Street 

City Zone . . Sate 
CHECK: Home Study Residence School Korean Veteran 

NOT FOR BEGINNERS 
If you have the equivalent of a high school 
education, and are good at mathematics, if 
you have some electronics experience (ad- 
vanced amateur, military or industrial), - 
and realize the need of high -level technical 
knowledge to make good in the better elec- 
tronic jobs -you can qualify for CREI 
hume study training. (Electronic experience 
is not required for admission to CREI 
Residence School). 

EMPLOYED 
BY 

TYPE OF 
PRESENT WORK 

EDUCATION: 
YEARS HIGH SCHOOL 

YEARS COLLEGE 

ELECTRONICS 
EXPERIENCE 

RADIO -ELECTRONICS 
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THERE IS A DIFFERENCE 

Model 848 for the bigger lobs. 
25 watts. 16 ohms. Response, 175 
-10,000 cps. aro:s ver at 1000 
cps. RETMA sen.itivRy rating, 52 
db. Size, 101/2" x 201/2" x 20." 
Wt., 12 lbs. List $75.00. 

IN P. A. SPEAKERS 

you get a lot more to sell with 

COP® SPEAKERS 

Model 847 CDP for smaller areas 
12 wafts. 16 ohms. Response, 25C 
-10,000 cps, crossover ct 150C 
cps. RETMA sensitivity rat ng, 51 
db. Size, 113/4 x 7 3,4" x 107/3i 
Wt., 61/2 lbs. List 546.33. 

Yes, Electro -Voice gives you more to sell and more 
help in selling P. A. speakers. Hard -hitting, sales - 
pulling ads pre -sell architects, buyers in schools, uni- 
versities, colleges, industry and all your prime P. A. 
prospects. They are told the CDP story ... and 
what a terrific story it is. To tell it is to sell them! 

HERE'S WHY CDP SPEAKERS ARE SO SUPERIOR, SO MUCH EASIER 
TO SELL THAN CONVENTIONAL P. A. HORNS . . . 

High frequencies require one throat size and one horn 
taper rate; low frequencies require a different throat size 
and a different taper rate. The Electro -Voice CDP gives 
you a large horn (A), for lows and a second, smaller horn 
(B), coaxially mounted, for highs working from both sides 
of a single diaphragm (C). The Electro -Voice CDP gives 
you more octaves of sound reproduction ... frequen- 
cies up to 10,000 cps. These octaves are indispensable 
for highest intelligibility. See the curve, compare response 
and efficiency. In addition, Electro -Voice CDP speaker 
disperses sound through a solid 120° angle for the widest 
coverage available in P. A. speakers. 

You can hear the difference. 

1 This is a CDP Speaker with 
its two coaxially mounted dif- 
fraction horns. 

2 This is the frequency re- 
sponse curve of a CDP. 

3 This is the frequency re- 
sponse curve of a conven- 
tional P. A. horn. 

19 
3 

IC 

Conventional reentrant horns using single throat (D) and 
single horn (E) transmit highs along the same circuitous 
path (F) as required for lows. As a result, the highs be- 
come attenuated, sharply decreasing intelligibility. Elec- 
tro -Voice gives you P. A. speakers with a large horn for 
lows and a second, smaller horn, coaxially mounted, 
for highs. There is a difference and you can hear it. 

acZrokic 
ELECTRO- VOICE, INC., BUCHANAN, MICHIGAN 

EXPORT: 13 East 40th Street, New York 16, 
U. S. A. CABLES: ARLAB. 

4 This is a conventional re- 
entrant -type P. A. horn. 

CDP speakers are weather -proof, blast -proof and splash - 
proof, virtually indestructible. They're molded of fiber- 
glass for better acoustical properties and extra strength. 

Sell CDP Speakers . . . the speakers that sell because 
they are clearly superior. See your Electro -Voice Dis- 
tributor TODAY. Get the facts and start selling the 
most revolutionary speakers in P. A. history . . . the 
Electro -Voice CDP. 

Send for bulletin 195- W84 
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for 
WEAK 

"SYNC" 

give that set a "shot" with 

CAA TUBES 
When the picture symptom is "unstable sync" -check into that sync separator, 
sync amplifier, video if, and video amplifier, and use RCA Tubes when you 
replace. 

Designed and built to some of the tightest electrical tolerances in the tube 
business, RCA Tubes are the answer for replacement types that fit the circuit. 
Take the RCA -12AU7 and 6SN7 -GTB, as examples. In these types, plate current 
cutoff characteristic is extremely uniform from tube to tube. And stability is 
excellent -even under wide variations in heater voltages. When you replace - 
go 100 per cent with "RCA's ", and watch your bench -time drop. When you order 
-tell your distributor "RCA only" and watch your profits grow. 

RECEIVING TUBES 
Radio Corporation of America 

® Electron Tube Division Harrison, N. J. 
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